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ABSTRACT 
Deadly Speech: Denunciation and the Radicalization of Discourse during 
the French Revolution 
Rebecca Sopchik 
My dissertation examines the question of how the incorporation of literary forms and techniques 
into written denunciations radicalizes the discursive practices of accusation during the French Revolution. 
I explore how the exploitation of literary elements such as genre and rhetorical strategies by revolutionary 
writers increases the scope and virulence of their attacks and contributes to the radicalization in the text 
of three key figures: the author-narrator, the imagined reader, and the object of denunciation. In the first 
part, I study the use of these strategies and their impacts on tone and the communication of meaning in 
two forms of the popular press: the ephemeral newspapers of 1789 (journals with under twenty issues) 
and the Private Lives (scandalous biographies of important public figures). In part two I show how writers 
with first-hand knowledge of recent violence and the deadliness of denunciation become confronted with 
the problem of how to condemn the worst aspects of the Revolution without partaking in incendiary 
speech themselves. Although still denouncing to a certain extent, these writers also try to resolve this 
dilemma through plays with perspective and parody. I examine this phenomenon in case studies of three 
authors who lived through the Revolution and whose writings were impacted to varying degrees by the 
events of 1789 – 1795: Nicolas-Edme Restif de La Bretonne, Louis Sébastien Mercier, and the Marquis 
de Sade.  
 My study is situated at the crossroads of previous historical and literary scholarship on 
denunciation. Historians examining the practice of denunciation have investigated contemporary debates 
over calumny and the limits of free speech, the de-individualization of the object of attack, and the impact 
of the period’s obsession with transparency on the conceptualization of the denounced individual. These 
studies concentrate for the most part on political discourses and debates, laws, and the mechanics of the 
press and print culture. Scholarship analyzing rhetorical and literary aspects of revolutionary texts has 
slowly begun to emerge, and these literary analyses by historians on clandestine literature have identified 
important trends and have performed key case studies. My study supplements this existing work by 
focusing on such neglected areas as the relationship between the author and his imagined reader, while 
presenting a wider examination of the circulation of discourses between these texts to begin to grasp how 
these writers responded to, attacked, and adopted the denunciatory culture of their time. 
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Attacking Injustice, Targeting Individuals: Denunciation in 
the Old Regime and the French Revolution 
In September 1789, the short-lived newspaper Petit journal du Palais-Royal en affiches, annonces et 
avis divers published the following announcement in its “For Sale” section:  
Une Méchanique trouvée à la Bastille, et imparfaitement connue sous le nom d’oubliettes. Cette Machine 
était destinée à faire périr secrètement les malheureuses victimes du despotisme et de la rage 
Ministérielle, au moyen d’un filet qui y est joint, et d’un mouvement de manivelle. L’infortuné condamné à 
périr se trouvait enveloppé, déchiré, pulvérisé en un tour de main.1  
Figuring among other satirical advertisements illustrating the corrupt decadence of the aristocracy (the 
sofa used for illicit affairs by Madame de Polignac, a new boy for the Marquis de Villette, or even the Petit 
Trianon in the following issue), this particular announcement stands out first of all for its specific attack on 
despotism, a key theme in political critiques in the final years of the Old Regime and in the early years of 
the French Revolution.2 This targeted attack on the abuse of power uses a language of un-playful 
gruesome violence, which contrasts sharply with the more lighthearted ridicule of the debaucheries of the 
nobility in the surrounding text. It draws on the mechanism of the oubliettes, which did in fact exist, though 
the definition in the 1762 edition of the Dictionnaire de l’Académie française makes the reality of the 
device appear much less gruesome: “On appelait ainsi autrefois un cachot couvert d'une fausse trappe, 
                                                     
1 [Leclerc de Saint-Aubin], Petit journal du Palais-Royal, ou affiches, annonces et avis divers, 6 issues (Paris: 
September 15 – November 1789), n°1, 26-27. 
2 See, for example, Keith Baker, Inventing the French Revolution: Essays on French Political Culture in the 
Eighteenth Century (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990). See also Robert Darnton, The Devil in the Holy 
Water, or the Art of Slander from Louis XIV to Napoleon (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2010); 
François Furet, Interpreting the French Revolution, trans. Elborg Forster (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1981); and the introduction in Lynn Hunt, Politics, Culture, and Class in the French Revolution (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1984), 1-16. The critique of ministerial despotism was also a central figure in anti-Maupeou 
pamphlets. See Sarah C. Maza, Private Lives and Public Affairs. The Causes Célèbres of Prerevolutionary France 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1993), 55 and 319. 
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dans lequel, à ce qu'on dit, on faisait tomber ceux dont on voulait se défaire secrètement.”3 The Petit 
journal’s denunciation of absolute power via the transformation of a prison device into an instrument of 
torture and murder, controlled by a secret, anonymous hand that shreds and pulverizes its victims, calls 
to mind for a modern reader the various fantastically complex and viciously horrific machines that 
populate the libertine novels of the Marquis de Sade. It also illustrates an important rhetorical move 
surrounding the practice of denunciation at the advent of the French Revolution, whereby an anonymous 
journalist dramatizes the secret mechanisms of a despotic political power, bringing them to hyperbolic, 
monstrous proportions. Condemnations of unjust incarceration and of a corrupt justice system pre-date 
the Revolution, most famously by Simon-Henri Nicolas Linguet’s Mémoires sur la Bastille, and inflame the 
imaginations of critics of the Old Regime.4 But whereas Linguet’s critique attacks ministerial abuses of 
lettres de cachet and laments his long and unexplained imprisonment, the appearance of publications 
portraying demonic and murderous machines enabling the fulfillment of bloodthirsty desires indicates an 
evolution in this critique, in terms of imagery, deadliness, and tone. 
 In this clever advertisement experimenting with form and transforming symbols of absolute power 
into sadistic machines of carnage, it becomes clear that the anonymous journalist is using genre play, 
hyperbolic imagery, tone, and context to contribute to a body of earlier criticism of arbitrary, ministerial 
despotism from Linguet and others. The impact of these techniques, which create a new level of virulence 
and horror in the text, raises a series of questions: How do writers incorporate literary forms and 
techniques into their denunciations, and how do these elements impact the scope and the message of the 
denunciation? What are the implications of these authors turning certain forms of writing into platforms for 
denunciation? How do they understand their role as denouncers, and conversely, how do they imagine 
their reading public? These are all questions that I will investigate in the chapters that follow. I will argue 
that the exploitation of literary elements such as genre and rhetorical strategies by revolutionary-era 
writers radicalizes discursive practices of denunciation and increases the scope and virulence of the 
attacks. The manipulation of perspective, narrative voice, and other literary techniques also polarizes not 
                                                     
3 Dictionnaire de l’Académie française, 4th edition (1762). http://artflx.uchicago.edu/cgi-bin/dicos//pubdico1look.pl? 
strippedhw=oubliettes 
4 Simon-Henri-Nicolas Linguet, Mémoires sur la Bastille, ed. Olivier Boura (Paris: Arléa, 2006). See also Darnton, 
Devil in the Holy Water, 183-93. 
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only the portrait of the denounced object, but also the figure of the author-narrator and his 
conceptualization of the role and the autonomy of his reading public. 
 My understanding of the practice of denunciation during the Revolution has been significantly 
informed by historical scholarship on the topic.5 This work by historians can be roughly divided into two 
domains (though there is of course quite a bit of overlap between the two): studies on debates over free 
speech and examinations of the object of denunciation. One of the major arenas in which the debates 
over free speech get played out is over the question of press freedom. Greater allowances for a free 
press are made over the course of 1788, prior to the official freeing of the presses on August 26, 1789 
through Articles 10 and 11 of the Declaration of the Rights of Man and the Citizen.6 In reaction to this 
newfound freedom, there is a dramatic surge in publishing, as written materials flood the market for a 
public clamoring for news, and correspondingly, an increase in the opportunities for writers to denounce 
abuses, conspiracies, and enemy individuals who do not support the new course French politics are 
taking.7 This is not to say that this support of free speech is unequivocal, and as Carla Hesse has shown, 
questions over the limits of these newly-freed presses would be actively and urgently debated by the 
revolutionaries in the following decade. She demonstrates that, far from producing a utopia of enlightened 
discourse, the destruction of literary privileges, censorship, and the Paris book guild that constitute the 
legal presses during the Old Regime leads to an unstable system that is seen by contemporaries as 
contaminated by calumny and obscenity.8 Responding to these perceptions, debates in the National 
Assembly surrounding the adoption of the Declaration of the Rights of Man and of the Citizen argue over 
                                                     
5 For a dense and detailed synthesis of denunciation that draws on the work of many of the scholars that I will cite 
subsequently, see Colin Lucas, “The Theory and Practice of Denunciation in the French Revolution,” The Journal of 
Modern History 68, no. 4, Practices of Denunciation in Modern European History, 1789-1989 (1996): 768-85. 
6 Carla Hesse, Publishing and Cultural Politics in Revolutionary Paris, 1789-1810 (Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 1991), 20. 
7 The number of new journals appearing in 1789 alone outnumber the total of new publications for the entire decade 
1770-1779. Labrosse and Rétat present the following statistics, taken in part from the work of Jean Sgard: during the 
Old Regime, there are 173 new newspaper publications for the decade 1770-1779, 29 in 1784, 25 in 1785, and 37 in 
1788. This compares to 189 total new periodicals in 1789, of which 140 come from Paris, 28 from the provinces, and 
21 from other countries. Claude Labrosse and Pierre Rétat, Naissance du journal révolutionnaire. 1789 (Lyon: 
Presses Universitaires de Lyon, 1989), 19. See also Jean Sgard, Dictionnaire des journaux, 1600-1789, 2 vols. 
(Paris: Universitas, 1991). 
8 Hesse, Publishing and Cultural Politics, 3-4. 
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the limits of speech, fighting over fine distinctions between liberty and libel, opinion and sedition.9 The 
dual concerns of the threat of libelous material to those in power and of the role of an enlightened press in 
regenerating society eventually push the National Assembly and the Commune of Paris to take action, as 
they take over the regulation of printed materials from the monarchy, and later intervene directly in this 
realm between 1793 and 1799.10  
 Debates over the limits of free speech also appear in the work of Charles Walton, who studies the 
problems calumny poses to free speech during the Revolution.11 Just as importantly, he illustrates how 
the grounding of social hierarchy and political legitimacy in honor means that the latter is a key target of 
attack, explaining the recourse to calumny in social and political struggles.12 Calumny and the importance 
of honor to social and political order radicalize the Revolution, since  
[i]n the absence of stable courts, calumniated individuals tried to stir up the public’s outrage by conflating 
their individual honor with the honor of sacred totems of authority and collective identity. While for 
revolutionaries injurious attacks amounted to attacks on the honor of the nation, for royalists they 
constituted assaults on the honor of the throne (lèse-majesté) and the sacredness of the altar. As the 
Revolution progressed, affairs of calumny thus took on increasingly eschatological dimensions, making 
tolerance and compromise increasingly unlikely.13  
Charges of slander become politicized and a tool for political repression after the fall of the monarchy in 
August 1792 with the transfer of the legal seat for dealing with calumny away from the lèse-nation court 
and to the National Assembly, contributing to its radicalizing effect.14 As Hesse and Walton have shown, 
free speech and limits on denunciation are highly controversial topics during the Revolution. Political 
factions and individual revolutionaries recognize the dangers posed by calumny and by délation 
(informing, or denunciation undertaken for self-interested motivations), and debate different solutions to 
                                                     
9 Ibid., 5-32. See also Lucas, “Theory and Practice of Denunciation,” 771. 
10 Ibid., 4 and 29. 
11 Charles Walton, Policing Public Opinion in the French Revolution: The Culture of Calumny and the Problem of Free 
Speech (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009). 
12 Ibid., 11. 
13 Ibid., 9. 
14 Ibid., 11. 
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contain the risks and to punish offenders. Nevertheless, the definitions they propose remain unstable and 
it is not uncommon that their solutions serve to polarize existing battles over language even further.15 
 While limits on free speech, the press, and calumny are vigorously debated and subjected to 
certain levels of legal control as the Revolution progresses, denunciation nevertheless enjoys a 
considerable amount of support. Confronted with a political situation viewed as continually threatened by 
external and internal enemies, contemporaries generally come to view denunciation as both necessary 
and justifiable.16 As Jacques Guilhaumou explains, certain revolutionaries push their defense of 
denunciation beyond the idea that it is necessary to protect the current political upheaval from counter-
revolutionary forces, and transform it into a duty and a right.17 His article illuminates the different benefits 
the political elite of the Revolution find in denunciation, and how they justify it through arguments 
characterizing it as a virtuous act that exposes tyranny, a means of political censure, and an important 
part of an education in democracy.18  
 Despite widespread justifications defending the act, denouncing and being denounced both have 
serious repercussions during the Revolution.19 The consequences of this practice of denunciation on 
contemporaries’ understanding of collective society and the individual (and the relationship between the 
two) have been the focus of important scholarship. Investigating the subsuming of the individual by the 
citizen during the Revolution, Lucien Jaume raises the related issue of how denunciation pushes this de-
                                                     
15 For more on the instability of language during the Revolution, see Sophia A. Rosenfeld, A Revolution in Language: 
The Problem of Signs in Late Eighteenth-Century France (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2001). François 
Furet’s groundbreaking study that argues that power struggles during the Revolution come down to battles over 
language and acquiring and keeping the symbolic right to speak for the people is also closely linked with this idea. 
François Furet, Interpreting the French Revolution, trans. Elborg Forster (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1981). 
16 Colin Lucas, “Theory and Practice of Denunciation,” 769. 
17 Jacques Guilhaumou, “Fragments of a Discourse of Denunciation,” in The French Revolution and the Creation of 
Modern Political Culture, vol. 4, The Terror, ed. Keith Michael Baker (Oxford: Pergamon Press, 1994), 139-44. Colin 
Lucas also discusses this idea of denunciation being a duty, noting that it is a response to the perceived notion of 
pervasive threats against the Revolution. Lucas, “Theory and Practice of Denunciation,” 774-75. 
18 Jacques Guilhaumou, “Fragments of a Discourse,” 139-55. Antoine de Baecque also mentions how denunciation 
functions as an education in democracy, with journalists publishing electoral guides for a Parisian public 
unaccustomed to voting, with lists praising selected candidates and denouncing others suspected of corruption. 
Antoine de Baecque, Le corps de l’histoire: métaphores et politique (1770-1800) (Paris: Calmann-Lévy, 1993), 278-
86. 
19 In the ten month period following the vote on September 17, 1793 for the Law of Suspects, which criminalized 
various forms of injurious speech, Walton cites the statistics of thousands of arrests throughout France for crimes 
involving speech, showing that over one-third of indictments at the Revolutionary Tribunal involved these same 
crimes. Walton, Policing Public Opinion, 4. 
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individualizing further in regards to the target of the attack.20 As he explains, “[l]a dénonciation confirme à 
quel point l’idée jacobine de la citoyenneté peut devenir contradictoire: forme d’initiative des citoyens au 
départ, exercice de leur droit de contrôle sur la puissance publique, la dénonciation devient en juillet 1793 
la règle qui plie chacun à un unanimisme sévère, au poids du Peuple comme puissance collective.”21 
Denunciation, combined with the effacement of individuality, has a particularly disastrous impact when 
employed in the face of increasing political conflicts, a phenomenon highlighted by Saint-Just’s infamous 
order to the Revolutionary Tribunal prosecutor Fouquier-Tinville during the Terror to conflate (amalgamer) 
the accusations against Ronsin, Vincent, Hébert, and Momoro.22 Under the Jacobins, denunciation 
serves to eliminate anything that does not fit neatly into the ideal of a regenerated French society, a 
movement that becomes more and more insidious, paranoid, and far-reaching. This is encapsulated by 
the evolution in Robespierre’s thinking, as he first encourages denouncers to seek out nefarious 
intentions, then to listen to their suspicions, and finally to fight against counter-revolutionaries hiding 
behind insidious masks.23 
 For Antoine de Baecque, contemporaries’ urgent quest for transparency motivates a particularly 
dangerous vein of denunciation against individuals during the Revolution.24 He shows that political 
denunciation operates first of all through the revelation of conspiracies in order to restore maximum 
transparency to the political domain. The revolutionaries’ desire to read and interpret physical traits and 
expressions and to unmask characters testifies to a desire to better understand potentially deceiving 
appearances.25 This aspiration to see bodies as transparent, where the presence of one characteristic 
necessarily reveals hidden motivations and ideas, is well-adapted to the political domain, with radicalizing 
consequences: 
[…] la lecture du corps développe ses références et constitue son imaginaire, étirant le spectre des 
apparitions possibles des figures négatives depuis le portrait absolument réaliste donnant à reconnaître 
                                                     
20 Lucien Jaume, Le discours Jacobin et la démocratie (Paris: Fayard, 1989), 192-215. Guilhaumou similarly 
underlines denunciation’s consequences on the effacement of individuality. See “Fragments of a Discourse,” 148. 
21 Jaume, Le discours Jacobin, 194. 
22 Ibid., 194 and 213. 
23 Ibid., 194-215. 
24 De Baecque, Le corps de l’histoire, 257-302. 
25 Ibid., 286-302. 
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un individu précis jusqu’à la caricature isolant et généralisant un trait pour en faire l’emblème 
fantasmatique de la maladie d’un corps social et politique pris dans son ensemble. […] La dénonciation 
est propice à ce saut brusque de l’univers quotidien vers l’imaginaire politique. Autrement dit, la lecture 
des apparences propose, même à travers son objectivité affichée, des procédés de 
classement/déclassement, des types symboliques, qui sont au cœur même du processus de la 
mobilisation politique. Cette vision du monde conduit en effet le plus souvent à un manichéisme absolu.26 
Journalists of the patriotic press identify characteristics (such as corpulence or effeminacy) that become 
the inherent markers of the aristocratic enemy, thus creating a public space where everything can be read 
and interpreted, and where the ever-diminishing private space in the name of transparency permits the 
revelation of an unending supply of conspirators.  
 Despite the growing body of scholarly research on denunciation during the French Revolution, as 
the works above show, the majority of the studies are restricted to political discourses or the mechanics of 
the press and print culture. Literary productions, encompassing a significant corpus of revolutionary-era 
works including novels, biographies, plays, and memoirs, are noticeably absent. So are stylistic analyses 
of such aspects as rhetorical devices, genre, and narrative voice. This is nonetheless consistent and 
perhaps a reflection of the longstanding view that the revolutionary era produced almost nothing of literary 
value.27 A recognition of the literary creations of the Revolution is as recent as the mid-twentieth century, 
and scholars such as Julia Douthwaite, Stéphanie Genand, and Catriona Seth have been crucial to 
revitalizing this field of neglected literature.28 Nevertheless, the interest in the literary texts of the 
Revolution has only burgeoned in the past few decades, and there remains significant territory still 
unexplored. Denunciation offers a key point of entry to explore the Revolution’s literary corpus, first in that 
it benefits from the context provided by an existing body of scholarship by historians. The importance of 
the narrative voice to persuading the audience, the tone of the argument to expressing outrage or 
mockery, and the conceptualization of the reader to understanding the goals of the text are all key 
                                                     
26 Ibid., 297-98. See also Lucas, “Theory and Practice of Denunciation,” 783-84. 
27 Julia Douthwaite cites Eugène Maron, Georges Duval, Charles Augustin Sainte-Beuve, and Edmond and Jules de 
Goncourt as important historians and literary figures who all disparaged the literature of the Revolution. Julia V. 
Douthwaite, The Frankenstein of 1790 and Other Lost Chapters from Revolutionary France (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 2012), 5. 
28 Douthwaite, Frankenstein of 1790; Stéphanie Genand, Romans de l’émigration: 1797-1803 (Paris: Champion, 
2008); and Catriona Seth, Imaginaires gothiques: Aux sources du roman noir français (Paris: Desjonquères, 2010). 
Genand is also part of a team working on a project on novels and revolution (this includes nineteenth century 
revolutions as well). I would like to thank Jean-Marie Roulin for inviting me to attend one of this group’s meetings in 
February 2013. 
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aspects that give the denunciation credibility, authority, and power. They are also logical areas for a 
literary-focused study. As journalists and pamphleteers during the Revolution battle for a share of the 
market and to participate in the construction of political discourse and public opinion, I believe it would be 
remiss to privilege the content of what they say over how they communicate it. 
 There are nonetheless some notable exceptions of historians whose work has combined 
historical study with the close analysis of literary texts. By arguing how literary features such as genre and 
myth creation contribute to historical trends and events, these historians illustrate how our understanding 
of denunciation and revolutionary texts is incomplete without careful inquiry into the literary domain. 
Robert Darnton’s tome The Devil in the Holy Water, or the Art of Slander from Louis XIV to Napoleon 
represents the culmination of his longstanding work on clandestine literature from the Old Regime in 
France, and extends this study into the period of the French Revolution to the field of political slander. He 
shows that far from being dry, philosophical attacks against the monarchy, salacious, scandalmongering 
texts take many different forms that he groups under the term “libel” (libelle), defined to mean a genre 
particular to the underground writers that is a “scandalous account of public affairs and private life among 
the great figures of the court and capital.”29 Taking as the basis of his argument four particularly virulent 
libels he views as representative of the genre, Darnton then expands on his readings to broader themes, 
such as despotism and the intersection of sex and politics, and forms, such as the anecdote and the 
portrait. He documents a change in the libels with the Revolution, as Old Regime ridicule evolves into 
denunciations with a more serious, moralistic, and crude tone and a more lethal potential. According to 
Darnton, there is nonetheless continuity between Old Regime and revolutionary-era pamphleteering: the 
forms essentially remain the same, and the content remains abstract and lacking in political analysis, with 
complex historical events reduced to the intricacies of the conflicts between personalities, thus the private 
serving to illuminate the public. 
 A literary focus has also contributed to recent scholarship on the figure of Marie-Antoinette, 
drawing on the vast body of incendiary pamphletary literature against the queen to illustrate prejudices 
                                                     
29 Darnton, The Devil in the Holy Water, 2. 
9 
against women’s influence on politics.30 Chantal Thomas highlights the benefits of the literary perspective 
when she explains how Roland Barthes’s Mythologies informed her reading of the pamphletary literature 
against Marie-Antoinette, in that it exposes a rhetoric circulating at the time against her that has its own 
system and rules.31 Thomas argues that contemporaries do not distinguish between the real queen and 
the queen of the pamphlets, and that her condemnation by the Revolutionary Tribunal results from a lack 
of distinction between the text and the real person.32 Thomas’s study illustrates the incredible power of 
texts during the Revolution, especially in the extreme case of the demonized queen, thus proving the 
added benefit of adding literature to historical study. These pamphlets do not exist in a vacuum, but rather 
draw on a language and culture of denunciation that is engaged in widely, by writers, politicians, and 
ordinary citizens.  
 Literary analysis offers an important supplementary angle to existing studies concentrating on 
more “official” political or judicial discourses. As Dan Edelstein points out, the literary realm provides a 
milieu that is freer than traditional forms such as the political treatise, in which the (pre-) revolutionary 
imagination could experiment with new ideas.33 Literature can be a testing ground for political, 
philosophical, and social practices, and as such it is a necessary area to explore in order to develop a 
more complete understanding of denunciation during the Revolution. Even if the output of some of the 
writers studied here cannot properly be labeled as “literature,” they draw on literary genres and stylistic 
practices that have an impact on the potency of their attack. These stylistic choices also have important 
consequences on the imagined portrait of the target of the denunciation and the conceptualization of both 
the reader and the author. A literary analysis of these techniques and of generic manipulation by the 
                                                     
30 See, for example, Chantal Thomas, La Reine scélérate: Marie-Antoinette dans les pamphlets (Paris: Éditions du 
Seuil, 1989) and Caroline Weber, Queen of Fashion: What Marie Antoinette Wore to the Revolution (New York: 
Henry Holt and Company, 2006). See also Darnton, The Devil in the Holy Water, 397-421; Lynn Hunt, “The Many 
Bodies of Marie Antoinette: Political Pornography and the Problem of the Feminine in the French Revolution,” in 
Eroticism and the Body Politic, ed. Lynn Hunt (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1991), 108-30; Lynn Hunt, 
“Pornography and the French Revolution,” in The Invention of Pornography: Obscenity and the Origins of Modernity, 
1500-1800, ed. Lynn Hunt (New York: Zone Books, 1993), 301-39; and Sarah Maza, “The Diamond Necklace Affair 
Revisited (1785-1786): The Case of the Missing Queen,” in Hunt, Eroticism and the Body Politic, 63-89. 
31 Thomas, La reine scélérate, 18-23. Roland Barthes, Mythologies (Paris: Seuil, 1957). 
32 Thomas, La Reine scélérate, 22-23. Thomas cites the example of Hébert’s testimony at the trial of Marie-Antoinette 
that repeats the worst from the pamphlets against the queen. Ibid., 156. 
33 Dan Edelstein, The Terror of Natural Right: Republicanism, the Cult of Nature, and the French Revolution 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2009), 11 and 49-50.  
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different writers thus permits a new perspective to understanding how authors not only dehumanized their 
victims but also fought over questions of authority and for the right to pronounce judgment on events and 
factional divisions, and to influence politics and write history. Furthermore, when studied across a broader 
spectrum of genres and texts, individual phenomena appear less specific to a certain work and can be 
seen as participating in a more general trend of denunciation. 
The work of Darnton and Thomas has brought important contributions to the field by incorporating 
literary texts and analysis into the study of historical events and rhetorical practices, thus broadening the 
scope of material for research and exposing the impact of certain literary or linguistic qualities such as 
hyperbole, the choice of proper nouns, and the rules underlying a rhetorical system. Many areas 
nonetheless remain that are as of yet unexplored. Much of the focus of these previous studies has 
concentrated on the central figure of the object of the denunciation. I seek to complement this existing 
scholarship by extending the scope of inquiry to more peripheral figures, such as the destined public and 
the narrator (who oftentimes intervenes significantly in the narrative space), and to stylistic choices that 
are mentioned in passing in these studies or not at all. They are nonetheless vitally important for a period 
of time witnessing an outpouring of material written by authors competing for a voice and influence, along 
with the pressing social question as to how to educate and lead the masses.34 
 In the chapters that will follow, I will draw on previous historical, linguistic, and literary work on 
denunciation to examine how the incorporation of literary forms and techniques into written denunciations 
of individuals and political abuses radicalizes the discursive practices of accusation. The underground, 
popular press of the early years of the Revolution through the end of the Terror draws on a perhaps 
surprising number of literary elements, both in terms of genre (first-person confessions, dialogues, 
harangues) and rhetorical strategies (variety of narrative voices, direct addresses to the reader, 
inflammatory language, the unsaid). I will argue that the deployment of these techniques contributes to a 
rising hysteria in accusation and to the radicalization of the portrayals of the author, the reader, and the 
target of the attack. I will also show how later writers after the end of the Terror grapple with the need to 
condemn the worst abuses of the Revolution and their perpetrators, while being painstakingly aware of 
                                                     
34 See Bronislaw Baczko, “Instruction publique,” in Dictionnaire critique de la Révolution française, ed. François Furet 
and Mona Ozouf, 5 vols (Paris: Flammarion, 2007), 3:275-97. 
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the dangers of virulent denunciatory discourse. These writers engage in serious, inflammatory 
accusations, but also parody the hyperbolic portraits of the bloodthirsty revolutionary monster and subtly 
transform extremist denunciatory techniques to undermine their irrevocable, deadly judgment. 
 The practice of written denunciations during the French Revolution is rooted in and influenced by 
many genres and styles of discourse, many of them literary. What historians like Jaume, Guilhaumou, and 
Colin Lucas have all seen as the early revolutionary conceptualization of denunciation – accusations 
levelled against authority and the abuses of government – can be linked to the project of Enlightenment 
philosophes, for example in Montesquieu’s De l’esprit des lois or Diderot’s Lettre sur les aveugles.35 The 
rhetorical tradition also has an impact on written denunciations against despotism and abuses early in the 
Revolution, and against individuals as the Revolution progresses, influenced especially by the epideictic 
genre. This type of oratory, historically linked to literary prose and dealing with praise and blame, aims to 
educate the public and to reinforce the listener’s disposition to action by strengthening his adherence to 
certain values.36 These values serve a communitarian purpose to harmonize the public behind the lead of 
the orator. This emphasis on shared, communal values hides a darker side, with the threat of force or 
violence against those who refuse to accept these same tenets. This central figure of the speaker who 
lays out what he sees as obvious facts and moral truths to a public seen as sympathetic in most cases 
but rhetorically threatened in the case of disagreement will be adopted and exploited by clandestine 
writers of the denunciatory press. 
 More popular forms of writing consumed and engaged in by a larger portion of the public also 
influence the structure and practice of denunciation during the Revolution. The major figures in courtroom 
and prosecutorial-style discourse leave a mark on the texts that I will study, and my appreciation of these 
connections comes in large part thanks to Sarah Maza’s work on the trial briefs (mémoires judiciaires) 
accompanying famous court cases in the last decades of the Old Regime.37  Maza makes the compelling 
                                                     
35  Charles de Secondat, Baron de Montesquieu, De l’esprit des lois (Paris: Gallimard, 1995); and Denis Diderot, La 
Lettre sur les aveugles à l’usage de ceux qui voient (Paris: Librairie Générale Française, 1999). 
36 Chaïm Perelman and L. Olbrechts-Tyteca, La nouvelle rhétorique. Traité de l’argumentation, 2 vols (Paris: Presses 
universitaires de France, 1958), 1: 62-73.  
37 Sarah C. Maza, Private Lives and Public Affairs. The Causes Célèbres of Prerevolutionary France (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1993), 1-17. 
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case that these popular briefs reflect certain important transformations in French society at this time: 
namely the connection between private and public lives and the increasing explicitness of the 
consequences of the former on the latter, and the shift from the theater to the courtroom as the metaphor 
of choice to describe the public sphere. She illustrates the parallel courtroom created by the authors of 
these briefs, as they present their case, which draws heavily on stereotypes and uses little nuance, to the 
reading public, who is called on to act as judge and witness to determine not only the truth of the facts but 
also the righteousness of the cause.38 Her focus on these key narrative figures highlights their relative 
absence from other scholarly works on popular literature from the period, while also demonstrating the 
broader implications that this research may inform. 
 The popularization of exposing the private lives of the great political, scientific, and artistic figures 
of the time is in no small way aided by the Mémoires secrets, famous and avidly consumed chronicles 
published between 1762 and 1787 comprised of anecdotes recounting cultural and political news and 
gossip.39 This clandestine forum to expose and satirize private behavior distributed often incomplete 
pieces of information through a secretive, tantalizing tone that makes news the revelation of the hidden.40 
As Philip Stewart has remarked, politics comes to acquire a larger place in the later volumes of the 
Mémoires secrets, and while outright criticism of the king is taboo, the author of the later volumes 
engages in a critique of despotism and expresses support for the exiled Parlements.41 Just as 
importantly, this critique of authority passes through an attack against form, rather than political 
substance. Stewart thus notes: “Il est permis de faire allusion au ‘despotisme’ mais non au despote: ce 
serait léser le roi. Toute critique de son rôle est donc oblique, déviée le plus souvent, comme on le verra 
par plusieurs exemples, par des commentaires relatifs à son style – ou plutôt au style qu’on suppose lui 
                                                     
38 Ibid., 9-15. 
39 Christophe Cave and Suzanne Cornand, eds., Mémoires secrets pour servir à l’histoire de la République des 
Lettres en France, depuis 1762 jusqu’à nos jours, 5 vols (Paris: Honoré Champion Éditeur, 2009). For more on the 
Mémoires secrets, see Christophe Cave, ed., Le Règne de la critique: L’imaginaire culturel des “Mémoires secrets” 
(Paris: Honoré Champion Éditeur, 2010) and Jeremy D. Popkin and Bernadette Fort, eds., The Mémoires secrets and 
the culture of publicity in eighteenth-century France (Oxford: Voltaire Foundation, 1998). The Bibliothèque nationale 
de France attributes authorship of the Mémoires secrets to Louis Petit de Bachaumont, Mathieu-François Pidansat de 
Mairobert, and Barthélemy-François-Joseph Mouffle d’Angerville, though exact authorship is still disputed. 
40 This is also the technique of the roman à clef and Théveneau de Morande’s periodical Le Gazetier cuirassé. 
Darnton, Devil in the Holy Water, 19 and 334-35. 
41 Philip Stewart, “Critiquer la politique,” in Cave, Le Règne de la critique, 83-94. 
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être prêté par ses ministres.”42 The content of these critiques thus provides a potential source for 
denunciations during the Terror against deceitful masks and a suspicious exterior, and the popularity of 
the Mémoires secrets increases the possibility that these techniques are recognized as acceptable 
subjects of attack. 
Finally, denunciation is practiced by all social classes of French society during the Old Regime 
seeking to obtain an infamous lettre de cachet, an order from the king to incarcerate or exile an individual 
without due process.43 As Foucault notes, despite the widespread modern perception of these letters as 
originating in the authoritarian anger of the king, they are in reality most often requested by another 
person: “La plupart du temps, ils étaient sollicités contre quelqu’un par son entourage, ses père et mère, 
l’un de ses parents, sa famille, ses fils ou filles, ses voisins, le curé de l’endroit parfois, ou quelque 
notable; on les quémandait, comme s’il s’agissait de quelque grand crime qui aurait mérité la colère du 
souverain, pour quelque obscure histoire de famille.”44 Far from being a practice utilized only by 
aristocrats, requests for lettres de cachet come from all realms of society, even from the illiterate who hire 
the services of a public writer.45 While many of these denunciations are written after years of suffering 
caused by ruinous or violent behaviors of a spouse or child, there are nonetheless countless cases in 
which false accusations are made for personal motivations, either financial or to avoid scandal.46 Foucault 
sees the abuse of power as extending beyond the monarch to all those who exploit this absolute authority 
for their own profit, with the consequences that the power of the king 
vient s’insérer au niveau le plus élémentaire du corps social; […] entre les membres d’une même famille, 
dans des rapports de voisinage, d’intérêts, de métier, de rivalité, de haine et d’amour, on peut faire valoir, 
outre les armes traditionnelles de l’autorité et de l’obéissance, les ressources d’un pouvoir politique qui a 
                                                     
42 Ibid., 91. 
43 For more on the lettre de cachet, see Claude Quétel, Une légende noire: Les lettres de cachet (Paris: Perrin, 
2011); and Brian E. Strayer, Lettres de cachet and Social Control in the Ancien Régime, 1659-1789 (New York: Peter 
Lang, 1992).  
44 Michel Foucault, “La vie des hommes infâmes,” in Dits et écrits 1954 – 1988, ed. Daniel Defert, François Ewald, 
and Jacques Lagrange, 237-53. (Paris: Gallimard, 1994), 246. 
45 The official procedure for investigating and processing the lettre de cachet does differ however for nobles and for 
families with much more modest means. Arlette Farge and Michel Foucault, eds., Le désordre des familles: Lettres 
de cachet des Archives de la Bastille (Paris: Gallimard, Julliard, 1982), 15-16. 
46 One example of this would be Mirabeau, who is incarcerated by a lettre de cachet at the request of his father to 
avoid a scandal over his affair with a married woman. Mirabeau writes a denunciation of these abuses in his Des 
Lettres de cachet des prisons d’état, published in 1782. Cited in Lynn Hunt, The Family Romance of the French 
Revolution (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1992), 20. 
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la forme de l’absolutisme; chacun, s’il sait jouer le jeu, peut devenir pour l’autre un monarque terrible et 
sans loi.47  
The scholarly work that has been done on the lettre de cachet shows the penetration of denunciation into 
all echelons of Old Regime society, its potentials for abuse, but also the careful construction of an 
argument, leaving certain elements unsaid, drawing on communally-accepted value systems to 
demonstrate the intolerable, and having recourse to stereotype.48 These elements will reappear in various 
forms in the texts examined in future chapters. 
 Beyond its roots in philosophical, judicial, clandestine, and accusatory texts, denunciatory works 
during the Revolution also draw on the social, cultural, and political conceptualizations of the feared, 
excluded Other. The closest incarnation of this is the figure of the revolutionary monster, which has been 
the subject of a significant body of scholarly research.49 This hyperbolic figure that haunts the 
revolutionary imagination bears external marks of his or her monstrosity through abnormalities and animal 
hybridity, which expose terrible inner qualities and motives. This revolutionary monster does not simply 
appear in 1789, and as many historians and literary critics have shown, this figure is rooted in early 
modern fascinations with the monster and bears traces of natural history theories on its origins.50 On a 
                                                     
47 Foucault, “Vie des hommes infâmes,” 247. See also Farge, Désordre des familles, 159-61. 
48 Ibid., 25-27 and 32-33. 
49 See Antoine de Baecque, La Caricature révolutionnaire (Paris: Presses du C.N.R.S., 1988), Le corps de l’histoire, 
and “Le Récit fantastique de la Révolution: Les monstres aristocratiques des pamphlets de 1789,” in La Révolution 
du Journal, 1788-1794, ed. Pierre Rétat (Paris: Éditions du centre national de la recherche scientifique, 1989), 235-
46. See also Barbara M. Benedict, “Making a Monster: Socializing Sexuality and the Monster of 1790,” in “Defects”: 
Engendering the Modern Body, ed. Felicity Nussbaum and Helen Deutsch (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 
2000), 127-53; Michel Foucault, Les Anormaux. Cours au Collège de France. 1974-1975 (Paris: Seuil/Gallimard, 
1999); Marie-Hélène Huet, “Revolutionary Monsters,” in Animal Acts: Configuring the Human in Western History, ed. 
Jennifer Ham and Matthew Senior, (New York: Routledge, 1997), 85-102; and Claude Langlois, La Caricature contre-
révolutionnaire (Paris: Presses du C.N.R.S., 1988). Scholarly work on the representation of Marie-Antoinette could 
also be viewed as falling under this category. See note 30 in this chapter. 
50 See David Bates, Enlightenment Aberrations: Error and Revolution in France (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 
2002); Barbara M. Benedict, Curiosity: A Cultural History of Early Modern Inquiry (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 2001); George Canguilhem, “La monstruosité et le monstrueux,” in La Connaissance de la vie, 2nd ed. (Paris: 
Librairie Philosophique J. Vrin, 1969), 171-84; Andrew Curran, Robert P. Maccubbin, David F. Morrill, eds, Faces of 
Monstrosity in Eighteenth-Century Thought (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1997) (this volume deals 
overwhelmingly with the pre-revolutionary period, though not exclusively); Andrew Curran, Sublime Disorder: Physical 
Monstrosity in Diderot’s Universe (Oxford: Voltaire Foundation, 2001); Lorraine Daston and Katharine Park, Wonders 
and the Order of Nature, 1150 – 1750 (New York: Zone Books, 1998); Arnold I. Davidson, “The Horror of Monsters,” 
in The Boundaries of Humanity: Humans, Animals, Machines, eds. James J. Sheehan and Morton Sosna, (Berkeley, 
University of California Press, 1991), 36-67; Julia V. Douthwaite, The Wild Girl, Natural Man, and the Monster: 
Dangerous Experiments in the Age of Enlightenment (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2002); Michael Hagner, 
“Enlightened Monsters,” in The Sciences in Enlightened Europe, eds. William Clark, Jan Golinski, and Simon 
Schaffer, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1999), 175-217; Marie-Hélène Huet, Monstrous Imagination 
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less fantastic plane, this feared enemy may be described through characteristics of foreignness or 
criminality, drawing on xenophobic sentiments or ideas of pirates and other outlaws.51 These multiple 
sources and the wide variety of discourses on the enemy, ranging from the scientific to popular myth, 
contribute to the variance in representations but also to their potency. Bearing internal manifestations and 
external signifiers, monstrosity can be contained in anything and everything at once, creating the potential 
for an endlessly reappearing enemy, perpetually regenerating like the image of the hydra that haunts 
revolutionary pamphlets.52 
 This multi-sourced figure of the monstrous enemy is a common character in the clandestine, 
popular press that I examine in the first two chapters. The two genres studied, newspapers and the 
scandalous biographies called Private Lives, are both widely consumed and wildly popular forms that 
begin to proliferate with the freeing of the presses in 1789. In the case of the Private Lives, the period of 
the Revolution also constitutes the peak of production, although there is a small resurgence of the genre 
during Napoleon’s reign. By examining the deployment of literary strategies in these two popular and 
widely-diffused genres, I aim to show how the exploitation of techniques of perspective, silence, context, 
and authority permits the different authors to erect a literary tribunal climate in which battles are viciously 
fought over the right to narrate and to judge, at the expense of the voice of not only the targets, but the 
reading public as well. 
Chapter One focuses on the significant body of 1789 ephemeral newspapers, defined as those 
journals with publication runs of under twenty issues. Taking as its point of departure the existence of an 
ephemeral journal entitled Le Dénonciateur national, this chapter investigates the significance of the 
rhetorical move on the part of the ephemeral journalists to make denunciation a central marker of their 
                                                                                                                                                                           
 
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1993); Timothy Jones and David Sprunger, eds, Marvels, Monsters, and 
Miracles: Studies in the Medieval and Early Modern Imaginations (Kalamazoo: Western Michigan University, 2002); 
Laura Lunger Knoppers and Joan B. Landes, eds, Monstrous Bodies/Political Monstrosities in Early Modern Europe 
(Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2004) (like Andrew Curran’s edited volume cited above, this work also is at the 
cross-roads of Old Regime and revolutionary France, demonstrating the strong overlap between the two); and James 
A. Steintrager, Cruel Delight: Enlightenment culture and the Inhuman (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2004). 
51 See Pierre Saint-Amand, Les Lois de l’hostilité (Paris: Seuil, 1992); Anne Simonin, Le déshonneur dans la 
République: Une histoire de l’indignité 1791-1958 (Paris: Éditions Grasset & Fasquelle, 2008); and Sophie Wahnich, 
L’impossible citoyen. L’étranger dans le discours de la Révolution française (Paris: Éditions Albin Michel S.A., 1997). 
52 See Baecque, La Caricature révolutionnaire, 70-71 and Le corps de l’histoire, 195-225. 
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work. The expansion of the scope of attack, hyperbolic discourse, temporal play, and the unsaid operate 
a radicalizing effect on the texts, a move that finds its parallel in the rhetorical impetus and linguistic 
coercion exercised upon the reader by the author. The journalists themselves victims of reprisals by 
fellow denouncers and of persecution by those seeking to punish calumny, they nonetheless have little 
interest in theorizing and reflecting on their engagement in denunciation and its pitfalls. As I will show, the 
limited reflections on the practice concentrate on its benefits, with the acknowledgement of risks arising 
mostly when the author feels that he is at risk. 
Exaggerated discourse, a powerful author, and a diminished reader all reappear in the genre of 
the Private Lives in Chapter Two. Focusing on the libels against Marie-Antoinette, Boissy d’Anglas, Jean 
Paul Marat, and the Duc d’Orléans, I will discuss how the Private Lives lend themselves particularly well 
to the denunciation of public figures during the Revolution. I will argue that the appropriation of the 
victim’s life story in the service of the libeler’s political views is reinforced by the seizure of the target’s 
own voice, who becomes a puppet controlled by the figure of an all-powerful and omniscient author. This 
violent rhetorical removal of agency works in tandem with the hybridity of the genre, a popular technique 
in the Private Lives during the Old Regime. During the Revolution, this hybridity offers an ideal space for 
the pamphleteer to experiment with different types of discourse, including the confession, the courtroom 
cross-examination, serious history, and anecdotes. The control of the author over the meaning of the 
narrative is such that an episode in one text can be construed to have an opposite meaning when placed 
in a different context by an author with different political goals. This places the author in a position of 
central importance to the construction of meaning, and the roman à clef style of the early Old Regime 
Private Lives is drastically effaced from the revolutionary-era texts, as the author narrates with a heavier 
hand, guiding the reader throughout the work, blatantly interpreting and reinforcing these interpretations 
in the footnotes, so as to communicate a clear message and to leave nothing to chance. 
The second half of my dissertation will take the literary techniques and rhetorical strategies 
identified in the two genres of the underground revolutionary press in the first two chapters as the point of 
departure to examine the use and representation of denunciation by three late-eighteenth century 
authors: Nicolas-Edme Restif de La Bretonne, Louis Sébastien Mercier, and the Donatien Alphonse 
François, Marquis de Sade. Not insignificantly, all three of these writers are intimately acquainted with the 
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act of denunciation: as participants in the Revolution, as close observers of current events and of their 
fellow countrymen, but also as victims of denunciation themselves. All three authors express their horror 
at the terrifying violence engulfing their country, and their works dating from the period of the Revolution 
are noticeably marked by recurrent references to the practice. Having suffered the consequences of a 
denunciation motivated by factionalism or personal grievances, with two of the authors having spent a 
significant amount of time in prison, they are painfully aware of the pervasiveness of the act, and just as 
importantly of its potency, dangers, and consequences. They consider denunciation with a critical or 
satirical eye, and yet are constantly confronted with the problem of how to write about the Revolution and 
to attack its villains and deadly excesses without falling into the trap themselves. It is their engagement 
with the practice of denunciation that will be the focus of the last two chapters. 
Chapter Three studies two chroniclers of revolutionary Paris, Restif de La Bretonne and Louis 
Sébastien Mercier, in their respective works Les Nuits révolutionnaires and Le Nouveau Paris.53 While 
each of these texts is quite vast, I will draw on several episodes and strategies that are common points 
between the two authors to explore their relationship to the practice of denunciation. In the case of the 
September Massacres, a shockingly brutal extermination of a large portion of the Parisian prison 
population, Restif and Mercier exploit the virulent language and imagery of the Revolutionary clandestine 
press to communicate the horror of September 1792 and to accuse those responsible for the carnage. 
Despite their use of these incendiary techniques, Restif and Mercier are clearly conscious of the dangers 
of such inflammatory language. The techniques of fragmentation and fictionalization offer potential 
resolutions to their dilemma over denunciation, as they enable the chroniclers to adopt and recount the 
episode from multiple perspectives, thus separating their narratives into different levels of virulence. 
Later, when they recount their own sufferings as victims of denunciation, they express the episodes in 
                                                     
53 Nicolas-Edme Restif de La Bretonne, Les Nuits révolutionnaires, ed. Béatrice Didier (Paris: Librairie Générale 
Française, 1978); and Louis Sébastien Mercier, Le Nouveau Paris, ed. Jean-Claude Bonnet (Paris: Mercure de 
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virulent terms, but recognize that the cycle of denunciation must come to an end. Their hesitations over 
denunciation also appear in their portraits of two key figures of the Revolution, Louis XVI and the 
executioner Sanson. While adopting the libelers’ strategy of entering into their target’s head, Restif and 
Mercier transform this technique of violent appropriation into one that urges caution before judging. This 
mix of virulence and moderation communicates the potency and durability of denunciation at the time, 
while also illustrating efforts to combat its most deadly effects. 
The Marquis de Sade draws on and plays with the various techniques and imagery that are key 
elements of the denunciatory, clandestine press and that are adopted, critiqued, and transformed by 
Restif and Mercier. The pages of his late novel Histoire de Juliette, and to a lesser but still important 
extent La Nouvelle Justine, are filled with references to the Revolution, and denunciation is introduced as 
a new theme that underlies much of the storyline, as the subject of reflections on the practice and its 
effects, as a means by which to obtain greater power and wealth, and as a technique to advance the 
plotline.54 The infamous libertines of the text – Juliette, Noirceuil, and Saint-Fond, among others – 
illustrate an evolution in the Sadean libertine from Sade’s earlier novels to a character that embodies the 
figure of the enemy as imagined and denounced by revolutionaries. Besides the new importance 
accorded to denunciation, the libertines of Histoire de Juliette parody the self-disclosures in the press and 
the Private Lives, exulting in their dissimulation and indulging in long discourses in which they unmask 
themselves as monsters and enumerate their crimes. These multiple first-person confessions from 
various characters in a text recounted predominately in the first-person voice draw attention to the 
presence of a slippery narrator whose position subtly shifts throughout the text from observer to 
participant, and to an uncertain, ill-established point between the two. With a linguistic style already 
marked by the rhetorical strategies and images exploited by the revolutionary press, the narrator in 
Histoire de Juliette also adopts its technique of the unsaid for its incredible potential to communicate a 
hyperbolic horror that surpasses the capacities of language itself. Even despite Sade’s widely-recognized 
ability to invent horrors, perversions, and violence that exceed what had previously been imagined, the 
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terrors of the Revolution evoked in Histoire de Juliette demand expressions that do not exist, thus 
necessitating the use of the unsaid. 
The corpus I have selected permits an entry point through a variety of texts and genres into the 
way authors ranging from the unknown and anonymous to the heavily censored and infamous view, 
engage in, theorize on, and critique denunciation, and how they use and manipulate the concept of the 
Revolutionary enemy in their work. Existing far beyond the realm of the Revolutionary Tribunal or in the 
potent pen of Jean Paul Marat, denunciation is widespread, and dangerously common and encouraged. 
While pre-dating 1789, the easing of censorship restrictions and the freeing of the presses means that 
with the Revolution, a greater segment of the literate population can engage in the practice. Competition 
among journalists and pamphleteers for a share of the public, fears of conspiracy, and the practice 
originating in the texts of the Old Regime of explaining public events through the exposure of private 
behavior all contribute to the new life that denunciation will receive starting in 1789. Literary 
characteristics of the practice radicalize denunciation, leading to a more alarmist, inflammatory, and 
hysterical discourse, which built upon over the early years of the Revolution, constructs a hyperbolic, 
mythically monumental enemy who must be eliminated. This appears first and foremost in the patriotic, 





A Platform for Denunciation: The Ephemeral Press of 
1789 
 “Je m’engage à dire la vérité: malheur au citoyen de quelque rang, de quelque classe qu’il soit, 
qui, en 1789, n’est pas digne de l’entendre!”1 So begins the promise of the Abbé de La Reynie, the likely 
author of the virulent newspaper Le Dénonciateur national.2 This truth that La Reynie vows to deliver to 
his readership is a steady dose of denunciations: each of the seven issues of this short-lived publication 
is structured by a series of accusations, each one introduced by the formulaic Je dénonce and usually set 
off from the rest of the text by capital letters or by the use of italics. The four denunciations in the first 
issue, dealing with the elections to the Estates General, the Cahiers de doléances, the disseminators of 
discord among the three orders, and the inactivity of these orders at the Estates General position this 
newspaper as a player in politics from the very beginning in June 1789. The journalist is well aware of his 
situation in time, placing his paper in the context of current events and his potential public as citizens of 
1789 who need to hear the truth at this historical moment. Establishing his publication as a platform for 
denunciation, La Reynie and his mass cohort of patriotic, pro-revolutionary journalists take advantage of 
the opportunities opened to them by the gradual freeing of the presses starting in 1788, a process that 
becomes officially sanctioned on August 26, 1789 in the Declaration of the Rights of Man and the 
Citizen.3  
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 The main issue that arises by this decision to use the press as a platform for denunciation is that 
journalists find themselves confronted with the problem that their publications are dependent to a varying 
extent on the availability of abuses to denounce. The anonymous author of the Nouveaux essais sur 
Paris expresses this connection between writing and denouncing in the following manner: “dès que je ne 
verrai plus d’abus, je me tairai pour toujours, et si dans le courant d’une semaine je ne remarque rien qui 
mérite d’être dénoncé, je me tairai cette semaine.”4 This is hardly to say that there is nothing to critique in 
1789: the list of grievances and demands for reform are long, demonstrated by the example of the 
Cahiers de doléances presented to the king by the three Estates in preparation for the convocation of the 
Estates General.5 Nevertheless, since the dramatic increase in the number of periodicals in 1789 means 
that there is high competition among journalists for a share of the reading public, to sustain a frequent 
publication with a faithful readership these writers require a steady stream of subject matter. This 
challenge for writers of the time raises a number of questions: How do the journalists attempt to 
overcome the dilemma of basing an entire publication on denunciation? What techniques do they draw 
on? How do they conceptualize the public they imagine reading their denunciations? And finally, how do 
these writers who suffer from repression and denunciation themselves see the dangers of this practice 
and how do they mitigate these risks? 
 The last question especially draws attention to debates circulating in French society at the 
beginning of the Revolution which inevitably confront these journalists. The first of these debates 
concerns questions on limits of free speech and restrictions on a free press, and by extension limitations 
on calumny. In his study exploring these issues, Charles Walton finds that  
most contemporaries did not view the repression of calumny as a violation of free-speech principles. For 
them, press freedom (which was the kind of free speech they insisted on most often) was not incompatible 
with restrictions and regulations. In the months leading up to the passage of the Declaration of Rights, 
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contemporaries demanded only the abolition of prepublication censorship, that is, the requirement to 
submit book and pamphlet manuscripts to royal censors for approval prior to publication.6  
Walton demonstrates how contemporaries support the punishment of calumny post publication, with 
speech against morals, religion, honor, and hierarchy all included as criminal offenses under this 
category.7 The issues surrounding calumny become particularly complex in the early years of the 
Revolution, as  
writers and journalists who were denounced often took up press freedom as their shield. In doing so, they 
began expanding the meaning of the principle. Not only did it entail the abolition of prepublication 
censorship; it now started to encompass the prohibition of ex post facto repression and punishment. This 
new, quasi-libertarian position was advanced only partially and tactically in clashes over calumny in the 
first two years of the Revolution. Since most believed that abusive speech should be punished, alleged 
‘calumniators’ wavered between demanding tolerance for themselves and punishment for their 
adversaries.8  
As Walton shows, calumny remains a problematic issue that contributes to the radicalization of 
revolutionary politics. This is compounded by the evolution of the concept of treason against the 
monarchy (lèse-majesté) into the crime of lèse-nation, and the transfer of the treatment of these affairs to 
the National Convention, which subjects calumny to political pressure with deadly results during the 
Terror.9 
 The other related debate confronting the journalists of 1789 concerns fears over the instability 
and the potential for misuse of language. This debate figures in to Sophia Rosenfeld’s work on 
Enlightenment ideas on the power of language, which see words as having the dual potential to cause 
social and political strife, but also to resolve these problems.10 These ideas on language inherited from 
the Enlightenment, she explains, shape revolutionaries’ concepts on the transformative power of 
language. With the rapid changes of the Revolution requiring new terms to capture these new concepts, 
concerns over language begin to urgently arise:  
                                                     
6 Charles Walton, Policing Public Opinion in the French Revolution: The Culture of Calumny and the Problem of Free 
Speech. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009), 4-5. 
7 Ibid., 5. 
8 Ibid., 98-99. 
9 Ibid., 9-11. 
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But as new vocabulary was being invented for new ideas, and as old terms took on altered meanings in 
1789 and 1790 in the hands of an ever-expanding number of public spokesmen, the sense that the 
significations of words were becoming dangerously unstable and malleable increased as well. And in this 
context, accusations of the misuse and deliberate abus des mots on the part of one’s political adversaries 
grew on all sides. […] All that could be agreed upon was that the Revolution had taken an unexpected 
turn; it had increasingly become a struggle over who had the authority to determine good or even 
conventional standards of usage, an extended querelle de mots. And, in the process, the power of 
deceptive words over opinions and actions continued to grow. For how else, commentators wondered, 
could the success of one’s adversaries be explained? Thus in multiple camps it was quickly accepted that 
the problem of the abus des mots on the part of the opposition could be checked only through new 
politico-linguistic strategies.11 
The importance given to revolutionary language means that it is a key locus of debate over how to define 
factions, to understand power and authority, and ultimately to end the Revolution.12 The act of abusing 
words is thus a serious charge and an even more serious concern, in that it has the potential to mislead 
the people, illegitimately seize power, and prolong the turmoil. 
 The choice of many journalists to use the press during the Revolution as a platform for 
denunciation is thus a loaded one. Situated in the public space of political and social struggle, these 
writers find themselves confronted with the debates over the limits on free speech and the abuse of 
language. Their position is fraught with risks as well: despite the official freeing of the presses, the 
different governments over the course of the Revolution all harass journalists who are particularly pesky 
regarding their cause.13 This phenomenon of harassment testifies to the importance of journalism during 
this period. Whether they are transcribing the words of politicians, presenting summaries of debates, or 
analyzing and commenting on political discourse, their roles are multiple and their power at times 
monumental. In the words of Jeremy Popkin, “the revolutionary press was one of the principal institutions 
that helped structure the new world of French political culture” and it “became the main printed form in 
which the revolutionary struggle over political legitimacy was articulated.”14 With this newfound freedom 
sanctioned by the freeing of the presses, there is a veritable explosion in printed material, with the 
number of new journals appearing in 1789 alone outnumbering the new publications for the entire decade 
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1770-1779.15 And as the Revolution evolves, so do these periodicals. As Harvey Chisick explains, “The 
consequences of this change […] include the opening of new career opportunities in writing and 
publishing, the emergence of a new kind of journalism, both more personal and more partisan than that of 
the old regime, and a situation in which writers and publishers could now appeal directly to the public.”16 
This public is increasingly recognized as consisting of a more popular audience, which emerges in 1789 
and which eclipses the more elite readership of the Old Regime.17 As this popular audience is typically 
not seen as politically mature, writers view their job as that of denouncing and unmasking the people’s 
enemies for them.18 
Multiple elements contribute to the denunciatory nature of the revolutionary press. Anonymity 
remains the norm, and the roots of the newspaper genre in clandestine pamphlets (along with Old 
Regime gazettes) doubtlessly contribute to the emerging Manichean conceptualization of the world by 
journalists as composed of opposing, irreconcilable camps.19 This vision, accompanied by the 
cacophonous nature of early revolutionary publishing, with a host of authors clamoring for their share of 
the market, contributes to the increasingly polemical and seditious nature of the press in 1789, as 
competition makes journalists more likely to denounce each other, resulting in divisions in public 
opinion.20  
Another important aspect of denunciation in the emerging revolutionary press that has been the 
subject of significant scholarly research focuses on the figure of the author and the multiple roles that he 
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assumes in his text. In their extensive study of the revolutionary periodicals of 1789, Claude Labrosse 
and Pierre Rétat correlate the different functions of the newspaper with the many different roles adopted 
by the author: journalist, historian, witness, actor, philosopher, editor, observer, parodist, and more.21 
While these figures vary in their manifestations and oftentimes overlap within one work, these roles are 
remarkably consistent and prevalent throughout the genre, and testify to the complexity of the narrative 
voices that are competing for influence on political discourse in 1789. 
Many elements thus contribute to the denunciatory nature of the press in the early stages of the 
Revolution and likely influence the decision of the journalists to consecrate their work to denunciation. In 
this chapter, I will argue that writers seek to mitigate the dilemma of how to sustain their newspapers if 
there are insufficient abuses to denounce by finding innovative ways to expand the scope of their attacks. 
By broadening the range and perspective of individuals to be included and by extending the critique 
through temporal innovation, the authors increase the quantity of material available to them. The second 
part will explore different rhetorical and structural elements used by the author to try to mold the reader to 
his own opinions and to make him complicit in denunciation (thus also potentially increasing his stock of 
material). Finally, I will expand upon Walton’s work on the debates over calumny to look at certain 
ephemeral journalists’ reflections in their texts on denunciation, how they defend and critique it, and which 
safeguards they present as guarantees that denunciation will not be used as a weapon by the corrupt. 
The techniques adopted by these journalists to engage in and to protect their denunciatory roles are not 
without their risks, and the wide-ranging scope covered by the accusations against vaguely-defined 
groups immediately brings to mind the issue of the abuse of language studied by Rosenfeld.  
The texts in which I have chosen to explore these issues have been selected for their virulence of 
tone, explicit discussions of denunciation, and narrative and stylistic innovation, chosen from a large body 
of minor pro-Revolution journals that have received little attention from historians. Other periodicals from 
the Revolution have been more fortunate, achieving lasting fame (or notoriety), such as Marat’s infamous 
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L’Ami du peuple and Camille Desmoulins’s Révolutions de France et de Brabant.22 Several 
counterrevolutionary papers, such as the Ami du roi and the Actes des apôtres, also had long publication 
runs and have been the object of considerable study, although they are less known by a modern public.23 
Amongst these more famous examples of a freed press, however, co-exist a large body of minor journals 
of under twenty issues, united under the rubric ephemeral to describe their brief appearance in the public 
sphere.24 These newspapers are almost always anonymous, and information around their publication is 
often uncertain. These journals have received limited attention from scholars of the Revolution, possibly 
due to the fact that their short diffusions make the study of an evolution over time impossible and the 
likelihood of them influencing politics and political discourse improbable.25 Nevertheless, I maintain that 
these journals are significant in that they allow us to perceive trends and characteristics in the political 
climate at a key time: at the opening of public discourse and the explosion of the presses, as new and 
aspiring writers are suddenly granted the right to free expression and to engage themselves and their 
public in current events. Their fleeting public moments may be the result of various factors: poor writing, 
similarity to other papers, low interest in the subject matter, or abandonment of the project by the author. I 
would argue, however, that the prevalence of these periodicals means that their uses of denunciation 
could perhaps better reflect on the ambiguities of the practice on the level of the general population, 
whereas Marat’s popularity could be the result of his exceptional talent, and thus less reflective of the 
experience of denunciation by the general population. And while Marat, Jacques-René Hébert, and 
Desmoulins’s engagement with denunciation earns them lasting notoriety, there is a wide swath of French 
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writers with varying levels of engagement with the Revolution who denounce as well in order to gain 
literary fame, political respect, or merely financial gain. It is their engagement with denunciation that will 
be examined in the pages that follow. 
Expanding the Scope of Denunciation 
 The conceptualization of the press as a platform for denunciation has important consequences on 
the newspapers of the ephemeral press, and first and foremost on the formulation of their content. As I 
will show in this section, these journalists attempt to resolve this problem by deploying different strategies 
to expand the scope of their denunciations. I will argue that this goal of expanding the reach of their 
attack has important consequences, including the cementing of polar divisions and the creation of an 
atmosphere of panic. The techniques adopted for this expansion in scope will also present opportunities 
to the journalists to go beyond the destructive denunciation of evils into a slightly more constructive 
proffering of solutions. 
Identifying a Past and Future Enemy 
Issues of scope appear first of all in the identification of the enemy to be denounced, as attacks 
against individuals commingle with those targeting groups with varying levels of vagueness. Direct 
attacks against individuals pervade the pages of the ephemeral press, with the vendetta against certain 
powerful actors serving at times as one of the motivating reasons for the journal’s existence. Specific 
attacks fill the pages of the Dénonciateur national, which wastes no words and trenchantly fingers the 
target of each accusation. The direct attack in this virulent journal is characterized by the omnipresent je 
of the journalist. Typical of the periodical, the second issue contains fourteen denunciations, each one 
introduced by the laconic “Je DÉNONCE” to clearly distinguish each attack.26 The journalist targets many 
people that he specifically names, such as the Archbishops of Rouen and Paris, the Abbé Maury, Duval 
d’Epréménil, and the Duc du Châtelet. Other people, grouped under institutions like the Parliament of 
Paris and the National Assembly, he denounces collectively. Even beyond this, he expands his 
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accusations to events and objects like the June 23rd session of the Estates General, pestilential flour, and 
any ruling or declaration coming out of the Estates General. The inclusions of these elements means that 
denunciation extends beyond the critique of individuals and general abuses, to include a historical 
proceeding or an inanimate object. This expansion in turn means that the scope becomes much larger, 
encompassing anyone involved in the June 23rd session or who has touched the contaminated flour. 
These accusations involve networks and varying undefined degrees of responsibility, removing the direct 
causal links between an individual and a specific abuse or corrupt behavior.  
Within the denunciations against individuals, grammar techniques using definite and indefinite 
articles enable La Reynie to subtly expand the scope of attack beyond the actual people named, while 
also describing further the groups involved. By strategically linking these articles to proper names, he 
keeps the focus on individuals while vaguely enlarging the field of heroes and villains and carefully 
distinguishing between the two. The sixth issue twice deploys this strategy in a telling manner. In the first 
occurrence, the author warns of the disastrous consequences that would occur if the Revolution failed 
and the aristocracy triumphed:  
Oui, n’en doutons pas, ils [les aristocrates] rentreront triomphants, au bruit des acclamations publiques; 
nous accueillerons avec des transports d’allégresse et de reconnaissance des d’Artois, des Condé, des 
Conti, des Lambesc, des Breteuil, des Villedeuil, des Polignac, des le Noir, on criera vive Broglio! vive 
Maury! vive Sartine, comme on a crié vive la Reine, le jour même où cette moderne Médicis tentait de 
noyer l’Empire dans le sang des Français. Tous ces augustes scélérats jouiront en paix du fruit de leurs 
trames perfides, tandis que les apôtres de la liberté, les infatigables défenseurs de la patrie, les véritables 
et recommandables amis des hommes, les Saint-Huruge, par exemple, les la Reynie, les Gorsas, seront 
immolés à la fureur souterraine des aristocrates, par la main même de ceux qui eussent dû les défendre 
et les protéger.27  
While both the indefinite and the definite articles that precede the lists of enemies and heroes of the 
nation respectively serve to widen the scope of the two camps, the indefinite article creates the 
impression of a numerous, self-resembling, but uncountable, mass of villains, which augments the 
menace of an aristocratic plot. The italics draw attention to the names of the heroes, while the use of the 
definite article before their names makes them quantifiable (and thus fewer in number), but more 
individual and more defined as meriting inclusion in the illustrious category of heroes. Three 
denunciations later we find a new list with different articles, though the juxtaposition of the heroes with the 
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enemies remains the same. In an attack against police spies, La Reynie rages: “Quelle honte pour des la 
Fayette, des Mirabeau, des Bergasse, des Carra, des Mercier, des la Reynie, des Mullin, de se voir les 
compagnons d’un Surbois, d’un Lehoux, d’un Quentin, d’un Longpré, d’un Lescaze, scélérats, ministres 
serviles des forfaits d’un le Noir, d’un Sartine, d’un Breteuil!”28 The juxtaposition of the two sets of 
indefinite articles – plural for the heroes and singular for the enemies – creates the impression that the 
forces of revolutionary righteousness greatly outnumber the potent, but singular, villains. 
Elsewhere, the mention of vague groups complements the denunciation of individuals in order to 
leave open the possibility for an expanded scope of attack. The journal Ce que vous ne savez pas et ce 
que vous ne voyez pas, for example, takes aim principally at the Duke d’Orléans and the Lameths.29 
Nevertheless, this restricted focus is a liability for the future of the newspaper, a fact that becomes clear 
in the Avis at the end of the text when the frequency of the publication is announced to depend on the 
frequency of the evil deeds of the targets: “Cette feuille paraîtra toutes les fois que l’auteur aura pu 
découvrir quelques-unes des infamies de Philippe d’Orléans, de Joseph de Condé, des Lameth, et des 
autres ennemis du peuple.”30 Recognizing the limitations of devoting his denunciations to Orléans and the 
Lameths, the author expands the possible range of his subject matter to the vague and undefined 
category of enemies of the people.  
The extended scope beyond individuals to the highly general enemies of the people is significant 
in that it opens up to attack a potentially vast segment of the population, with denunciation being 
indiscriminately applied to anyone or deployed to explain mysterious occurrences whose causes are not 
understood. The use of this imprecise term is hardly unique to the press, however. As Dan Edelstein has 
noted in his discussion of the outlaw (hors-la-loi) in French law, criminal categories come to be 
manipulated to designate any enemy of the Revolution: “From a legal perspective, […] the blanket 
outlawing of all ‘counterrevolutionaries’ illustrates how criminal categories, once created, tend to grow in 
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an outwardly direction, absorbing an increasing number of groups and individuals.”31 Nor are people 
unaware of this phenomenon: as Sophia Rosenfeld remarks, contemporaries recognize the dangers 
inherent in the careless application of these highly-charged terms. Yet despite desires to clarify terms and 
increase the transparency of the French language in order to prevent such deadly misunderstandings, 
this abuse of language (abus des mots) becomes one more accusation to be hurled against the opposing 
camp.32 The instability of incendiary or highly-charged terms and their broad, sometimes indiscriminate 
application makes them a dangerous tool in the pens of the journalists, as they represent a symbolic 
figure that can be ceaselessly lambasted. The very vagueness of the terminology means that any and all 
evils can be attributed to this victim, thus representing an endless source of fodder. The uncertainty over 
who exactly is included in these categories also means that these denounced subjects can be anywhere 
and everywhere. 
Common enemies of the patriotic authors of the ephemeral press appear in the vague terms “Old 
Regime agents” and “aristocrat.” These charged epithets become catch-alls to speak of the enemy, a 
strategy to be deployed to rage against current problems caused by mysterious and insidious forces, 
without having the burden of identifying the specific evildoers and offering proof.33 In the journal Objet du 
jour, the author warns his readers of the aristocratic threat, telling them to hold everything and everyone 
in suspicion:  
Ils sont loin ces aristocrates, mais il en est encore qui n’ont point fui […] ils sont parmi vous ces 
bourreaux, ils sont autour de vous; ce sont des loups qui sont couverts de la peau de l’agneau; mais vous 
les reconnaîtrez facilement; vous les verrez, que dis-je, vous ne les avez déjà vu que trop s’empresser à 
intriguer pour obtenir des emplois; quand ils y seront parvenus, écoutez-les parler, vous verrez si leur 
langage est celui d’un citoyen libre, honnête, qui ne veut que l’égalité et le bien de la chose, ce sera des 
nous voulons, nous entendons, etc. etc.34  
Even innocent language becomes a sign of treachery, with simple verbs of desiring and hearing being 
suspicious markers of nefarious activity. That these aristocratic persecutors (bourreaux) mingle with the 
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people, hidden by their dissimulation, sows fear and encourages interpretive paranoia, as ordinary verbs 
come to acquire terrible implications.35 
The enemy is even vaguer for the anonymous author of the Journal du vrai honnête homme: “S’il 
arrivait une contre-révolution, ne vous y trompez pas: elle ne serait inspirée que par les agents de 
l’ancien régime, les ennemis du bien général, qui sous l’appas trompeur de faire le vôtre, vous 
amèneraient à vous entre-égorger.”36 The agents of the Old Regime and the enemies of the general good 
surpass the vague prototype of the aristocratic enemy and broaden the scope of attack to imply anyone 
who does not wholeheartedly support the revolutionary cause. This incitation to see enemies everywhere 
sharply contrasts the author’s own goal of calming existing tensions: “Le Journal de l’Honnête Homme, en 
étouffant peu à peu tout esprit de discorde, parviendra à vous cimenter une paix sûre et durable. Vous 
voyez sous vos yeux le calme s’affermir chaque jour, et votre bonheur s’avancer à grands pas, par la 
nouvelle Constitution, qui de son genre sera la première merveille du monde entier.”37 This dangerous 
radicalization is compounded by the fact that these calls for universal suspicion come at a time when 
grain shortages are already inflaming tempers and provoking violence.38  
  Sometimes the ephemeral journalists play with the instability of words, mocking the different 
meanings they may acquire. In the case of the Recueil périodique de bons mots, contes, lettres et 
chansons sur les aristocrates, as the title suggests, the journal consists of humorous stories all involving 
the term “aristocrat.”39 The author begins by defining the term: “ARISTOCRATE est un mot Grec qui 
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in 1789 (counter-revolutionary dictionaries start appearing in 1790). See Rosenfeld, Revolution in Language, 136-37 
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signifie HOMME QUI VEUT QU’UN ETAT SOIT GOUVERNE PAR LES GRANDS […].”40 He then delves 
into examples that are supposed to illustrate the definition of this word. The first tale concerns an 
aristocratic cat and dog who steal food, the second tells of a schoolteacher who learns that aristocrats 
want everything for themselves and nothing for everyone else, and the third labels a bad wine that makes 
people sick an “aristocratic wine.”41 The last tale of the issue plays on the violence of popular tales:  
Un autre marchand de dindons criait dernièrement tout haut à Paris, (à la Vallée) qui est-ce qui veut 
acheter de mes dindons qui sont excellents, car ils ne sont pas aristocra-ques. Un autre lui dit: dites donc 
aristocra-tes, vous écorchez le mot. Ah! répondit le marchand de dindons, si je pouvais aussi bien 
écorcher les personnes, je donnerais tous mes dindons à moitié de pertes pour avoir ce plaisir-là.42  
The unpronounced lesson of this last journal is an important one: despite the effort at the beginning to 
establish a clear definition, the usage of the term rapidly becomes twisted over the course of the various 
anecdotes, ending with an absent figure who merits flaying. As the meaning of the word becomes 
increasingly distant from its original meaning at the beginning, so does the figurative and actual violence 
of the text: the reader witnesses a gradual transition from mocking frustration, to amazed recognition, to 
the threat of denunciation, to the threat of flaying. While mocking how revolutionary language gets away 
from itself, the author of the Recueil périodique illustrates how a loaded term can come to be applied to 
denigrate anything rejected by a certain segment of society, especially during a time of intense turmoil. 
Pre-emptive denunciations are a final way that the ephemeral journalists expand the field of 
enemies to identify and attack, this time temporally. This strategy is perhaps the most radical 
manifestation of the expansion in scope, in that it condemns before an event has even occurred, creating 
an alternative narration of the events of the Revolution. This technique appears in the Dénonciateur 
national for the first time in the second issue: “JE DÉNONCE l’Assemblée Nationale elle-même à la 
Nation éparse; je veux dire à ses commettants, si elle admet dans son sein les perfides Archevêques, de 
Paris, de Rouen, d’Aix, d’Embrun et d’Epréménil.”43 Nor is this an isolated incident. The third issue 
contains the following denunciation of the Parliament of Paris:  
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Je dénonce donc le Parlement de Paris, s’il ne mande incessamment le Lieutenant-Général de Police et 
le nommé le Leu, pour savoir d’eux par quels ordres on a fermé tous les greniers, par quels ordres on 
parcourt les fermes, les campagnes, les moulins, pour y défendre très sévèrement de débiter ou moudre 
aucune espèce de grains; par quels ordres le public est forcé de se nourrir des farines mortifères de 
l’Ecole Militaire, tandis que les Châteaux Royaux, et les carrières de Charenton, regorgent d’un grain pur, 
portant avec lui la santé et la vie.44  
Of course, the pre-emptive denunciation is also a denunciation of corrupted characters (the Archbishops) 
or of previous crimes (the acts contributing to the grain shortages). But by extending the a posteriori 
denunciation to include a wider network (the National Assembly and the Parlement of Paris in the 
previous examples), the author uses his condemnation as a threat against future action. The pre-emptive 
denunciation deploys a more radical type of attack, in that it sees the likelihood of a certain occurrence as 
undeniably imminent, thus meriting the formula “Je dénonce” before the actual event happens. In an era 
with an often significant temporal gap between an event and its recounting in the press (a gap many 
authors attempt to overcome by insisting that they are recording events currently taking place), the pre-
emptive denunciation leaves open the possibility that while the event has not taken place at the time of 
writing, it most likely has when the reader is reading about it, thus creating a hypothetical, and yet 
possibly entirely false, alternative history.45 Even if it does not come to pass, it highlights the dangers 
menacing the course of the Revolution, increasing the perception of events as threatening from all sides. 
This is an entirely more radical level than the accusations against deeds and accounts of rumors and 
gossip, in that it specifically condemns so-called imminent events that risk being taken for real. This 
technique of accusation conceptualizes denunciation on a greater scale, as not only a practice to bring to 
light past crimes, but also potential future ones. 
Enemy Confessions and Multiple Points of View 
 Questions of scope are also in play in the selection of narrative genre. As Julia Douthwaite has 
noted, “the choice of a genre (or the choice to mix several genres) was a deliberate act aimed at 
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generating what Pierre Bourdieu has taught us to consider as ‘cultural capital.’”46 The journalists select 
the genre of the first-person confession for its dramatic capacity to expose secret desires and 
motivations, thereby teaching the public to decipher and understand the dissimulations of the aristocracy. 
The adoption of the first-person confession brings a radicalizing expansion of perspective to 
denunciations in the press, in that it permits a new level of interiority that is not available to the omniscient 
third-person narrator or first-person accuser. It also demands a specificity in identification that many of the 
denunciations examined above, drawing on vague yet all-encompassing incendiary terminology, lack. 
Through a perversion of the confessional genre, the first-person self-denunciation is a radical technique 
that claims to expose secret thoughts and motivations, presents “outside” proof, and helps readers to 
interpret behavior and understand the future. Through the self-denouncing character’s admissions of 
weakness, it also presents an opportunity for the journalists to counterbalance destructive critiques of 
individuals and abuses with more constructive suggestions of remedies to France’s problems. Its literary 
precedents, such as the Letter LXXXI of Les Liaisons dangereuses in which the Marquise de Merteuil 
exposes her horrifying process of self-education, and the famous pornographic works Dom Bougre or 
Thérèse philosophe, inscribe this technique in a well-recognized literary domain, all the while being highly 
innovative and unusual for a journalistic enterprise.47 
 The first-person confessional narrative is the dominant form in the innovative C’est incroyable ou 
La Confession, amphigouri tragi-comique.48 The series of confessions make this newspaper highly 
unusual in terms of genre play and style, and allow the anonymous journalist to engage in more virulent 
denunciations in which the villains of the Revolution are fully aware of their crimes and contemporary 
fears are confirmed. The organization of the journal is the following: The first two issues adopt the format 
of a play, with the first issue consisting of five acts, each of which is a monologue by a different character: 
the French nation, the King, the Ministers, the Courtesans, and Outcasts. The second issue (or as the 
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periodical calls it, the First Supplement) picks up with the sixth act, a conversation between three 
characters: Calonne, Madame de Polignac, and Madame de la Mothe. The third issue (or Second 
Supplement) as well as the fourth one abandon the theatrical references to acts but keep the 
conversation model, taking the form of a dialogue between a Counselor and M. D**** (Duval 
d’Epréménil). The fifth and last issue keeps this dialogue format for a conversation between the Baron de 
Bezenval (Besenval) and the executioner. Beyond the running structural themes, the various issues and 
speeches are tied together through the formulaic c’est incroyable, or simply incroyable, always appearing 
in italicized print, which unite the different discourses and link them to the title of the journal.49 In the 
context of the exposure of deliberate wrongdoing by the aristocracy, the expression captures the precious 
language of the upper class and their criminal flippancy towards the consequences of their actions and 
the suffering they provoke.  
 The first two monologues in the first issue present the tale of a nation who has just recovered her 
rights and her masculine energy, and the story of a benevolent king who wishes only the best for his 
subjects. This is the last trace of positive interiority, as the third act switches to the confession of the 
Ministers (channeled through the single person of the Baron de Breteuil), whose evil nature and nefarious 
intentions become immediately apparent:  
Inutilement j’ai su me masquer. Un cruel chagrin me dévore; c’est de voir sur de vaines promesses 
l’espoir de ma grandeur future anéanti; c’est de voir que de cette cour, comme d’une respectable 
inquisition, nous ne pourrons plus faire émaner ces ordres suprêmes arrachés dans l’ombre du mystère, 
pour frapper sur le vil citoyen, et violer en lui les droits sacrés de sa liberté plus vile encore.50  
Contemporary fears of dissimulation, power-hungry ambition, and the secret execution of despotic 
ministerial authority are all represented here. The likely July 1789 date of the first issue coincides with 
Breteuil’s temporary ministerial position after the dismissal of the popular Jacques Necker and his exile 
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days later on July 16, just two days after the storming of the Bastille. The first-person confession thus 
serves to unmask the hidden motivations and agenda of the target, by “proving” that the suspicions 
towards him and the other ministers are true. Recognizing the horrified reactions of the public towards 
ministerial despotism, Breteuil exclaims: “Le citoyen vertueux, libre enfin sous la protection des nouvelles 
lois, ne pâlira donc plus à la vue de nos lettres scellées du sceau du despotisme. Tout cela n’est-il pas 
incroyable?”51 By naming his acts despotic and acknowledging the horror felt by the public towards them, 
Breteuil demonstrates that he is fully conscious of the true nature of his behavior. Absent is any 
justification to explain his actions: Breteuil knows they were wrong, and delights in this fact. 
 The problem with the monologue form is that it is less adept at depicting conspiracies among 
groups. The monologue of the Outcasts in the first issue attempts awkwardly to overcome this by directly 
addressing the Prince de Lambesc (who never speaks) and by including verbal stage directions: “Dis 
donc, mon cher Lambesc, sais-tu qu’on nous regarde comme des lâches, parce que nous avons fui; 
comme d’illustres scélérats, parce que nous voulions server les projets audacieux d’un prince qui, entre 
nous soit dit, est aussi bête qu’il est libertin. Tu dois être bien mécontent. Je te vois, d’ici, déchirant de 
fureur sa petite lettre.”52 For an author whose main goal is to denounce the “aristocratic” party in the 
National Assembly,53 the dialogic form presents itself as more natural to revealing the plots and 
motivations of groups of conspirators. Another advantage of this form is that it allows the author to 
unmask entire groups, all the while exposing the mastermind behind them or distributing different aspects 
of the crime amongst the various members, and all of this in a more concise fashion than through two or 
three separate monologues. A dialogue in the First Supplement between Madame de Polignac, a favorite 
of Marie-Antoinette, and Calonne, the former Controller-General of Finances, illustrates these 
advantages. Calonne explains: 
Mais pourquoi ai-je pillé? N’est-ce pas pour fournir aux fantaisies incroyables de votre protectrice, 
contenter les caprices effrénés d’un prince dissipateur? N’est-ce pas pour vous élever vous-même 
vampire infernal? vous dont la soif de l’ambition est aussi difficile à éteindre que celle de la lubricité; et 
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aujourd’hui vous vous réunissez à mes ennemis pour me reprocher mes basses complaisances! 
L’ingratitude d’un monstre tel que vous, n’est-elle pas incroyable?54 
This speech exposes the dynamics between the co-conspirators. Although Polignac does not speak for 
almost three pages, leaving the exposure of their crimes and criminal motivations to Calonne, her 
presence insures the truthfulness of Calonne’s speech, in that she could be assumed to interrupt or 
protest if he strays from the facts. Instead, she implicitly confirms them: “Calonne, vous venez de 
m’avouer des vérités bien dures: si jamais on les connaît, on dira: c’est incroyable.”55 Her silence 
throughout Calonne’s speech thus implies her tacit recognition of its veracity. 
Furthermore, in unmasking past crimes and their motivations, the confessional narrative offers a 
model for predicting future behavior, due to the unrepentant nature of the speaker and his undying desire 
for destruction:  
[…] car personne n’a plus remué que moi, et mes secrètes correspondances avec des proscrits dignes 
d’une plus haute considération que vous, montrent assez que je serai dévoué jusqu’au dernier moment à 
des scélérats illustres qui ont été assez sots pour n’avoir pas su braver un Necker qui a le malheur d’être 
honnête homme, ni anéantir les louables projets des représentants de la nation.56  
Calonne pledges his fidelity to his fellow villains and his opposition to honest men (here, Necker), thus 
presenting the lens through which all his future actions should be interpreted. Devoted to undermining 
France by any possible means, he is completely evil and entirely unredeemable. The consequences of 
this are that once the reader has recognized the lies of the past, he can avoid being deceived in the 
future. This unmasking of widespread corruption has another benefit: by exposing tensions between 
different conspirators and their fears about the events, the confession offers hope to the revolutionaries 
that their adversary is not nearly as strong as they might fear. When Madame de Polignac expresses her 
fear that Calonne risks compromising her and other aristocrats, he responds with “Il est vrai, mais après 
avoir fait tant de sottises avec esprit, je ne serais point fâché d’en faire une dernière, en faveur de 
laquelle on pourrait me pardonner toutes les autres. Je vous avoue que je ne compte plus guère sur le 
prince de C., ni sur le comte d’A…, encore moins sur vous-même, nous ne nous sommes plus d’aucune 
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ressource.”57 Lacking loyalty, these dominant figures of the Old Regime are on the precipice of destroying 
each other. That Calonne no longer has faith in other powerful nobles like the Comte d’Artois indicates 
that the threat he poses may be easily quashed as well. 
   
Lastly, the first-person narrative presents solutions by explicitly stating what the confessing 
character is against and acknowledging the justness of the revolutionaries’ cause through the choice of 
vocabulary. In the third dialogue between a Counselor and M. D**** (D’Epréménil), the latter reveals the 
threat that Necker poses to his insidious plots: “Mais Necker en ordonne autrement, son organisation 
déjoue tous nos projets, les Français rentrent dans leurs droits, le parlement n’est plus appelé en corps, 
et voilà d’un seul coup de politique notre prépondérance au diable.”58 Since D’Epréménil openly 
recognizes that Necker’s plan would thwart his conspiracy and as all the conspirators are against Necker, 
the logic follows that a patriotic reader should support Necker and his plan. Furthermore, D’Epréménil 
himself recognizes the righteousness of the French people’s cause, thus rendering his whole enterprise 
illegitimate and giving twisted support to the patriotic cause. His full immersion in the discourse of the 
Third Estate is even symbolic, as he exposes in the continuation of the dialogue in the fourth issue: “A 
l’assemblée nationale, à la Cour, à la ville, et jusque dans les plus petits districts, il faut que l’hydre 
reproduise ses mille têtes. Qu’importe de quelle manière nous exercions notre despotisme, pourvu que, 
premiers agents, nous soyons toujours à portée de manier les clefs propres à faire mouvoir toute la 
machine.”59 While again evoking the fact that the nobles’ power is illegitimate, by taking up the image of 
the hydra, a common symbol of the aristocracy and of the Third Estate’s fear of their resurgence and of 
counter-Revolution, he justifies and gives credence to these fears.60 
 The fifth issue, subtitled “Affaire criminelle du baron de Bezenval,” presents the Baron in dialogue 
with the executioner (Abatteur de têtes) in a variation of the prison memoir that would be later adopted by 
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such famously doomed revolutionaries as Madame Roland.61 The Baron’s exultation in his crimes and the 
immunity that he believes his rank will procure him remain in line with the previous four issues: “Connais 
mes juges et apprends qu’un honteux supplice ne fut jamais réservé en France à un coupable qui jouit de 
cent mille livres de rente, et qui les emploie adroitement à servir les secrètes intentions de la cour.”62 
However, in this last issue, the position of his interlocutor is not of that of fellow aristocratic conspirator, 
but that of ultimate condemnation and harsh justice, the executioner. The last dialogue is peppered with 
these accusations of lying, conspiracy, and villainy, with the executioner warning him to tremble in the 
face of impending judgment.63 This fearsome character, who presents a frightening defense of barbarity,64 
threatens to take matters into his own hands if the court fades in its resolve to punish him: “On t’inspire 
trop de confiance; mais sache que, si malgré des preuves, qui portent avec elles la conviction de ton 
crime, tes juges chancellent, qu’ils mollissent, qu’ils osent t’envelopper du voile de l’innocence, il me reste 
ma hache encore teinte du sang de tes complices.”65 No longer, clearly, does the criminal’s confession 
suffice to communicate the evils of the opposing camp to the readers, and an alternative justice threatens 
to intervene if the current system proves itself too corrupt or weak to bring a guilty verdict. The 
replacement of the co-conspirator by the ultimate voice of condemnation brings a heavy moral weight to 
the text, as the Baron’s enjoyment of his privileges and his protestations drawing on old hierarchical 
orders and values are overwhelmed by the outrage permeating the executioner’s speech. The evolution 
becomes complete: singular confessions of criminality expand into dialogues between co-conspirators, 
which in turn end with the villain being confronted by his executioner. In the Revolution’s battle of good 
against evil, the only logical end for the illustrious criminal is judgment and punishment. 
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Threatening Denunciation and Playing with Silence 
 As seen in the examples above, the denunciations in the ephemeral press of 1789 abound in 
details of political intrigue, bloodthirsty desires, and debauched liaisons, and the attacks contained in 
these periodicals expand the number of people and institutions that are implicated and invade the 
interiority of these individuals. The journalists have far-reaching goals for their publications, and the 
totality of the presentation of material is an important part of their promise to their intended reader. At the 
same time, these writers periodically suppress certain elements, in contrast with their loudly proclaimed 
goal to denounce virulently and exhaustively.66 The Dénonciateur national presents this goal in the form 
of a promise, a sort of contract with his reader, clearly stating at the beginning of the first issue: “Je verrai 
tout, et je dirai sans passion, sans faiblesse, comme sans crainte, tout ce que j’aurai vu. Je dénoncerai 
tout ce qui me paraîtra mal; les choses et les personnes. Que les traîtres, s’il en est parmi les prétendus 
pères de la patrie, tremblent! je promets une liste exacte de leurs noms et de leurs perfidies.”67 That this 
promise is renewed and copied word for word in the fourth issue and reappears in a modified form in a 
Call for Contributions at the end of the seventh and last issue demonstrates the importance of the 
denunciatory function to the author.68 Nevertheless, despite their loud commitment to unmasking enemies 
and revealing conspiracies, the 1789 ephemerals present tensions between the desire to say all and an 
often unexplained silence, exploiting to their full advantage the rhetorical effects implied by this silence 
that unexpectedly expand the scope of their denunciations. 
 While my focus for the rest of this section will be on the explicit techniques used by the 
ephemeral authors to draw attention to their silence, it should nonetheless be noted that these writers, 
and La Reynie in particular, play with rhetorical strategies that heavily rely on the power of implication and 
pretensions of silence to avoid directly stating certain things. Praeterition is used in the Dénonciateur 
national to avoid a direct call for violence: “A Dieu ne plaise que je conseille l’effusion du sang… d’ailleurs 
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la politique des Etats de l’Europe ne nous permet pas de recourir à de tels moyens.”69 La Reynie’s texts 
are also densely permeated with long lists of rhetorical questions that enable him to decry an entire 
situation without specifically stating that these questions present actual facts. For example:  
Je DÉNONCE l’arrêté despotique de l’Assemblée Nationale, décrétant le refus des passeports demandés 
par les représentants. Quels motifs ont déterminé cet auguste aréopage à porter ce décret immoral et 
tyrannique? est-ce qu’on a craint d’être soupçonné timide ou traître? ou a-t-on voulu par-là retenir malgré 
eux, les honorables membres de l’opposition et les exposer ainsi à se mentir à eux-mêmes, à trahir leurs 
sentiments, leurs intérêts et leur conscience, en gardant un silence coupable dans les débats patriotiques, 
ou adhérant involontairement à des décrets contre lesquels ils protesteraient et s’élèveraient avec 
courage, s’ils étaient libres, et s’ils n’avaient deux cent mille baïonnettes levées sur leur cœur.70 
 Accumulated thusly, the hypothetical questions begin to create an entire story on their own, creating a 
separate and unverifiable reality, allowing more radical accusations that avoid the label of slander since 
they are not presented as absolute, verified fact. 
 On the most basic level, the author may manipulate silence or delay transmitting information to 
excite interest in his news, thus creating a loyal reading public, journalistic renown, and financial security. 
In a “N.B.” worthy of Marat’s L’Ami du peuple which constantly puts off the rest of a story to a subsequent 
issue, La Reynie writes at the very end of the last issue of the Dénonciateur national: “La liste des 
MOUCHARDS en Epaulettes, dans les Numéros suivants.”71 This cliffhanger of sorts is intended to pique 
the reader’s interest, to give a taste of further abuses that are currently going on but that are temporarily 
silenced, to be denounced in a later issue. The technique of silence also serves to amplify and transform 
the presentation of information in a denunciation. The strategy appears in the anonymous and radically 
virulent Furet parisien when the author adopts silence, claiming to suppress supporting anecdotes 
because of his stringent adherence to verifiability (thus building up his own character) and so as not to 
shock the sensibilities of his readership:  
Assurément, je ne manquais pas d’anecdotes pour repaître sa curiosité; mais comme je me suis imposé 
la Loi de ne dire, de n’écrire que les faits dont je suis évidemment certain, j’ai mieux aimé taire plusieurs 
infamies dont on l’accuse généralement, dont on est même complètement persuadé, que d’occuper ma 
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plume à peindre des horreurs, dont ma délicatesse frémissait, et dont la réminiscence aurait affligé toute 
âme pure et sensible.72  
The writer quickly assures his reader that an undefined on is completely persuaded of the veracity of the 
accusations, but that he has decided to suppress them because they have not been entirely verified. By 
the end of the passage, however, he has changed tacks, and justifies his silence due to the potentially 
shocking content. This technique makes the suppressed material (if it even exists) even more tantalizing 
to the audience, for whom the anecdotes’ questionable authenticity and scabrous details make them all 
the more scandal-worthy and thus desirable. The very fact that they have the potential to shock the 
reader’s sensibilities and thus must be suppressed makes them more extreme than the anecdotes 
represented in the text, thus allowing the author to create the impression that the situation is worse than it 
has been depicted. The existence of more terrible and more shocking news increases the urgency and 
gravity of the situation, making his denunciation more deserving of outrage and action. 
 The increase in outrage participates in the journalist’s overall goal to strengthen the adherence of 
his public to certain revolutionary values and ideas and thus to encourage action.73 The manipulation of 
silence contributes to this objective, with certain authors specifically aiming to incite action in their readers 
by threatening to denounce or by explicitly refusing to denounce individuals. These threats vary in their 
specificity: in the fourth issue of the Dénonciateur national, in an unusually long and novel-esque 
accusation against the actions of the forces of order against anyone who dares to engage in written 
denunciations, La Reynie declares: “Telle a été la conduite d’un honorable district de Paris, et peu s’en 
faut que je ne le livre au mépris et à l’indignation de tous les honnêtes gens, en le nommant.”74 La Reynie 
does not explain his silence, which is broken as he quickly changes course, naming the district through a 
turn of phrase that nevertheless creates the impression that it’s just a hypothetical example:  
Voulez-vous réduire à l’indigence un citoyen et sa nombreuse famille, parlez, et ensuite une patrouille 
bien munie de cartouches, monte au septième étage, somme de la part et de l’autorité privée d’un district 
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de celui de l’Oratoire, par exemple, un père de famille à qui six enfants demandent vainement du pain, de 
contribuer pécuniairement, ou ce qui est le même, de payer sa capitation […].75  
This victim of repression is in all likelihood La Reynie himself, as it is clear from the opening of this issue 
that he has run into trouble with the law, thus explaining the freshness of his outrage.76 This outraged, 
sentimental portrait of the family reduced to extreme poverty does not suffice to calm his rage, however, 
and he continues declaiming against this perversely-identified enemy in the next two denunciations.77 
Praeterition draws attention to the identification of the target, creating suspense for the name, which 
allows La Reynie to prolong his diatribe. The suppression of his direct personal involvement gives his 
attack less the air of a personal vendetta and more the righteous outrage of a journalist who sees his 
comrades targeted for their shared work in denunciation. 
 The second occurrence of this threat to denounce in the Dénonciateur national is even more 
dishonest. In a long denunciation of an anonymous former police spy who is spreading calumnious 
rumors, La Reynie warns: “S’il se permet encore de nouvelles calomnies, j’en promets un signalement 
exact, avec son nom, car je lui en connais déjà trois ou quatre.”78 At first this warning appears thoughtful 
and cautious: not only does the author recognize the possibility that an enemy can change (a rare 
admission in revolutionary discourse) but he issues a warning before printing a public denunciation that 
could bring irreparable harm or even death upon the individual. However, La Reynie has previously called 
for collective action to be taken against the target and has revealed his location: “[…] je recommande aux 
bons citoyens de vouloir bien purger la société du Palais-Royal, du café de Foi; surtout, d’un être aussi 
dangereux, en le baignant pour la première fois dans le bassin destiné aux plaisirs de ses pareils.”79 
Written at a time plagued by mob action that quickly spins out of control, the call to purge the café in 
question of this individual through public scorn and reprobation is inherently dangerous.80 With his 
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references to the events of July 14 and the October days, the author is undoubtedly well aware of this 
fact. The claim to withhold the name until future actions force his hand is merely another instance of 
praeterition, as the author soon reveals two of the spy’s three or four pseudonyms: “Tantôt sous celui de 
Destournelles, tantôt sous celui de Desmoineaux, ce scélérat s’est permis des escroqueries 
considérables, et des faux sans nombre. Remarquez la physionomie de tous les hommes en perruque 
qui vont au café de Foi, et l’air patibulaire et sournois du prétendu Desmoineaux, vous décélera bientôt 
ce traître.”81 It is hard to imagine what else the author could reveal that could further unmask him. Once 
again, there is the possibility that this is a personal vendetta. While the majority of the spy’s victims are 
well known actors in the Revolution (Bailly and La Fayette) or vague groups of brave or unfortunate 
citizens, La Reynie distinguishes one victim from the others, whose activities and whose persecution 
resemble those of the author:  
[…] l’un d’eux connu par l’énergie de sa plume, son courage extraordinaire dans les plus grands dangers, 
plus célèbre encore par une aventure perfide que lui avait suscitée une horde de mouchards postés pour 
le perdre, et qui au scandale d’un peuple qui se dit libre, se portèrent en délateurs, en témoins et en 
bourreaux, oui, en bourreaux, je le prouverai à qui il appartiendra. L’un d’eux disent-ils, a été plus 
particulièrement calomnié par cet espion […].82  
Thus while giving crucial information about the spy to the crowd (false names, location), the author adopts 
a cloak of rationality and reason by not saying everything. The threat of denunciation increases the 
violence of the attack because the author acknowledges that the target could charge, but immediately 
identifies the other person nonetheless. In this situation, denunciation is a conscious decision to pursue to 
most serious course of action, made with full recognition that other solutions exist. 
  This threat of denunciation constructed out of motivations of self-interest is parodied in the satiric 
Recueil périodique where a porter threatens to denounce a merchant for selling “aristocratic” (rancid) 
wine if he does not get what he wants: “Si vous ne m’en donnez pas du bon et du naturel, je dirai à haute 
voix à tout le monde que vous êtes un infâme, vous et votre vin aristocrate.”83 Amusing because it draws 
on a long literary tradition of weaker or lower-class individuals getting revenge on the more powerful, the 
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proximity between the rancid wine of the tale and the contemporary fear of poisoned grain circulating at 
the time gives this anecdote a disquieting air, humorous and satirical but also close enough to current 
reality that the threat of denunciation and certain violent reprisal are an actual menace. This anecdote 
also exposes the corrupt potential for selfish denunciations that benefit only the individual and leave the 
rest of society exposed. Playing with silence and threatening future revelations thus permit an expansion 
of the use of denunciation to bring about changes in behavior, though the actual practice of this technique 
reveals the highly personalized nature of its deployment. Claims to hesitate to denounce are thus mostly 
just rhetorical techniques that are quickly reneged upon. Used when the issue touches the denouncer 
personally, these examples depict individuals deliberately choosing the most dangerous option, even 
when they are aware that there are other options, or exploit denunciation for their own personal gain. 
A Malleable Reader: The Author and His Public 
Historians from the past three decades have shown great interest in the figure of the author-
journalist, and indeed, one of the most striking aspects of the early ephemeral press is the omnipresence 
of the narrative voice. In many of the ephemeral periodicals of 1789, this voice is that of the first-person, 
which has the advantage of speaking on a more personal level to the reader, establishing authority 
through complicity in suffering at the hands of a mutual enemy and through the status achieved by his 
eyewitness status.84 When historical studies mention the reader, it is usually in the context of consumer 
statistics or in reference to the author’s conceptualization of the reader as passive, perusing the 
revolutionary press to discover who his enemies are and why due to his lack of political and intellectual 
maturity.85 Other studies examine evidence of reader reactions to the press and their reasons for 
choosing certain publications.86 There are plenty of examples in the ephemeral press of the reader 
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existing simply as a device towards whom the author can expostulate on his goals for his publication and 
his virtues as a journalist-historian. The introduction to the fourth issue of the Dénonciateur national, 
entitled “Deux mots au lecteur,” is a good example of this attitude, as this address to the reader fails to 
contain a subsequent reference to this public in a long pledge dominated by the first person pronoun.87 
While the nature of the ephemerals at the time is certainly one-sided, pervaded by monologues, there are 
signs throughout the ephemeral press that the author is highly aware of his intended public and molds his 
writing accordingly. To do so, he is obligated to deploy various rhetorical strategies to convince (or 
psychologically force) his readers to align themselves with him and to lend credence to his denunciations, 
thus encouraging the radicalization of this public. The ephemeral press’s repeated apostrophes and 
dedications, along with the call for contributions, letters to the author, and the rare intervention of the 
interlocutor into the textual space all participate in this goal to mold the readers and to encourage 
participation in the communal act of denunciation. By coopting the voice of the reader and making it 
subordinate to theirs, however, the authors eliminate dialogue between opposing, yet legitimate, camps, 
creating a conception of revolutionary factions in which only one side is righteous and valid.  
Forced into a Position: Delimitations of the Intend ed Reader 
 In his efforts to influence public opinion, the author exerts rhetorical violence upon the reader to 
force him to choose a political position and to self-identify as a friend or foe in terms that are defined by 
the author. This rhetorical violence oftentimes occurs from the very first page, obliging the reader to 
implicitly take a stance on his position before even delving into the actual text. These positions are often 
vaguely defined but remarkably clear-cut in their Manichean oppositions: friend or foe, guilty or innocent, 
patriot or enemy, revolutionary or counter-revolutionary. Even observers who may not agree with 
everything done by the crowd or said by the deputies in the National Assembly would be unlikely to self-
identify as an enemy of the Revolution, and therefore are implicitly obliged to accept the author’s stances 
so as to avoid being included in these reviled groups. Once this decision has been made, the reader 
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delves into the author’s version of the events, but in order to not fall into the opposing camp, the reader 
may consequently be more likely to accept the author’s positions.  
Sometimes the author’s divisions reflect on the positive, as in the case of the Annales 
parisiennes, whose dedication reads: “Dédiées à tous ceux qui ont veillé à l’intérêt public dans la 
Révolution du 13 Juillet 1789.”88 More often, however, the journalists focus on the negative. In the Espion 
de Paris, the obligation of self-identification between guilty and innocent appears in an epigraph on the 
title page of the second issue: “Le mot d’Espion ne fait peur qu’aux coupables.”89 The implication of this 
epigraph is clear and frames the reading of the newspaper: if the title or the content shocks, the reader is 
guilty. The attack in the epigraph of the Furet parisien is even more violent and jolting in that it addresses 
an undefined vous with a barely veiled threat. For the first issue, this threat takes the future tense: “Je 
dévoilerai toutes vos intrigues: tremblez.”90 The use of the future tense means that anyone – including the 
reader – is a potential target, and that no one is exempt from his watchful gaze. Later issues adopt the 
past tense to communicate a gloating triumph in the author’s denunciatory success: “Je savais bien que 
je vous dévoilerais.”91 The whirlwind of apostrophes addressed to friends and foes and the ambiguous 
characterizations of the Parisians as alternately wise and credulous prevents this mysterious vous from 
being able to be precisely identified. Rather, it appears that these epigraphs serve as a blanket warning to 
the reader: the author is everywhere and will capture any act of treason against the Revolution. Conspire, 
speak, or act against the Revolution, and you will be unmasked. The virulent prose that extends its scope 
of attack widely is proof of this threat. 
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 At times, the push to self-align with the author takes a friendly tone in the form of an invitation. 
This is the method of Baumier in the Code de la patrie et de l’humanité on August 6, 1789.92 In a long 
apostrophe addressed to the French nation (and implicitly to the French people):  
Le moment de courage est arrivé; l’univers a les yeux fixés sur toi; les puissances célestes, elles-mêmes, 
semblent du haut de leur demeure contempler le sublime spectacle de ta résurrection: elles vont, de 
concert, t’animer de leurs regards, et tu les auras désormais pour soutiens et pour juges. Pour te rendre 
digne de leur protection, de leurs transports et de leurs suffrages, viens, examine avec moi quels sont les 
droits indélébiles que tu as à reconnaître et à maintenir.93  
This invitation makes clear, however, that the reader has a choice: either he accompanies the author in 
an investigation into and appreciation of rights that must be protected, or he is unworthy of the divine 
Providence that has granted its protection to France during the Revolution. After a journey through the 
various rights, the author expounds against the enemies of these rights (and reader, if he remains 
unconvinced by the text): “Quoi! est-il bien vrai que des organes du mensonge et de l’imposture, des 
hommes sans foi, sans pudeur, des lâches et vils aristocrates aient osé soutenir qu’il ne fallait point 
éclairer les hommes sur leurs droits, sous l’étrange et ridicule prétexte des dangers de la liberté […]?”94 
To complete the parallel structure, the passage switches to apostrophize this enemy: “Lâches 
prévaricateurs, tremblez! Et si vos maximes impies, si vos manœuvres ténébreuses, si vos cabales 
infernales pouvaient jamais prévaloir, malheur à vous! Souvenez-vous que ce serait là le dernier de vos 
succès. Mille bras triomphants iraient vous chasser du sanctuaire que vous profanez, et bientôt… 
tremblez!”95 The ellipsis makes the threat even clearer: by means of an initially innocuous invitation to an 
intellectual and philosophical journey, parallel apostrophes rapidly clarify the true choice the author wants 
to offer his reader: either join him in defense of the rights of man and merit their benefits and the 
protection of the heavens, or reject them and become an enemy of the nation who should fear the 
punishment this label deserves. 
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The Call for Contributions 
 Beyond his push to oblige the reader to take a general stance on the Revolution, the author in the 
ephemeral press uses the call for contributions to push the reader into becoming complicit with him in the 
practice of denunciation. This encouragement of reader participation functions either through calling for 
collective action, where the reader helps the author in his laudable purpose, or by proxy, with the author 
acting for those who hesitate or are too timid to denounce. In the Annales parisiennes, for example, this 
call stands alone, with no justification of the reader’s actions or his motivations deemed necessary: “Ceux 
qui auraient quelques notes intéressantes à faire insérer, ou mêmes quelques observations essentielles 
sur les faits déjà exposés, sont priés de les envoyer franchés de port, au Rédacteur des Annales 
Parisiennes, à l’adresse ci-dessus.”96 The Dénonciateur national welcomes contributions in the last issue, 
while stating the rare caveat that the information will be verified before being published: “Demandez les 
numéros précédents. On les trouve chez le même Libraire: il invite le public à lui faire passer les noms et 
délits que tout homme aurait pu commettre; il se fera un devoir de les dénoncer, sans égards à leurs 
noms et qualité d’après les informations faites si les délits ont été commis, par telle ou telle personne.”97 
In the case of the Nouveaux essais sur Paris, the author presents himself as the willing voice of a still 
reluctant public: “J’invite tous mes Concitoyens qui auraient connaissance de quelqu’abus qu’ils ne 
voudraient pas dénoncer eux-mêmes, à m’en faire part à l’adresse de mon Libraire, ils doivent être 
assurés de ma reconnaissance, et du zèle avec lequel je me chargerai d’être leur Rédacteur.”98 While 
accepting the risk involved in denunciation, the author also aims at gaining the fidelity of a public who will 
thus be able to partake in denunciation without risk. A heroic portrait of the author, overwhelmed by the 
enormity of his task and the gravity of the abuses and the sufferings of those subjected to these 
omnipresent abuses, accompanies this invitation: “Quelle carrière effrayante s’offre à moi! de quelque 
côté que je jette mes regards, les abus semblent se multiplier; par où commencer? les cris du peuple me 
tracent mon devoir.”99 The motivations of the authors appear diverse: most importantly perhaps is their 
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pragmatic need for future material, a crucial element for journalists whose publications require a constant 
stream of new abuses to denounce in order to survive. The call for contributions also establishes a 
connection between the reader and the author based on gratitude on the part of the former, heroism in 
the case of the latter. The journalist encourages participation – and thus complicity – in denunciation by 
the reading public, showing a communal understanding of the practice. 
 This call is far from universal, however, and certain journalists express an outright rejection of 
collective denunciation. Curiously enough, the refusal is oftentimes accompanied elsewhere in the 
publication by a most likely invented instance of reader participation, indicating a tension in the author’s 
desire for self-sufficiency and his need for participation in his work. This is the case for Leclerc in the Petit 
Journal du Palais Royal: “Je n’engagerai qui que ce soit à me faire passer des avis, ou des observations. 
Je me fournirai les premiers par moi-même, et je suis fort indifférent sur les autres.”100 For Leclerc, the 
journalistic enterprise is a solitary one, in which only his opinions and observations merit representation 
within his text. It is therefore all the more surprising when, near the beginning of the third issue, he inserts 
the following passage: “NOTE DU RÉDACTEUR. Ce fut au Café de Foix, au centre de mes observations, 
que je ramassai précieusement la Lettre ci-après, fermement persuadé que c’était un nouveau matériau 
que la Providence ou le hasard m’adressait.”101 Coming from an author firmly convinced of his own self-
sufficiency, this gratitude for new material from an outside source is surprising. The text that follows 
simultaneously clears up the mystery while also provoking a different set of questions:  
J’ouvris, et je lus. ‘MONSIEUR LE RÉDACTEUR, Il y a très longtemps que j’avais conçu le plan que vous 
exécutez aujourd’hui. Ma paresse, autant que ma stérilité, en ont seules empêché l’effet, malgré le 
nombre assez considérable de différents matériaux que j’avais déjà recueillis. […] je laisse au hasard 
tomber auprès de vous, ou de celui que j’ai pris pour vous, cette Lettre qui renferme quelques objets, que 
je vous prie d’insérer dans votre prochain numéro, si vous les en jugez dignes. Si j’ai la satisfaction de les 
y voir, je me hasarderai de vous en procurer d’autres par la même voie.102  
The circumstances surrounding this mysterious letter, addressed to the journalist and left haphazardly on 
a table in a popular Parisian café, leave little doubt that this text was entirely fabricated by the author. But 
coming from someone who so proudly claimed to depend on no one but himself, why would Leclerc 
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bother to include such a letter? Nor is this the only occurrence of this phenomenon of an outside 
contributor appearing in his journal, as the fifth issue opens with a very similar letter.103 This is clearly not 
an isolated incident, although it blatantly contradicts the author’s assertion in the Prospectus. Perhaps by 
the third issue, the author has realized the challenge of constantly acquiring new denunciations, and 
welcomes the help. The insertion of the letter from a supposed outside source could also lend credibility 
to the author, that others believe him trustworthy and influential enough to merit giving him important 
information.104 The reading public thus constitutes an essential component of the journalists’ authority, 
even for those jealous to guard their speaking platform, who nevertheless feel the necessity to invent a 
public they do not want to intercede. By making the reader complicit in denunciation, furthermore, the 
author seeks to create a public that sees the necessity of the practice, establishing a community of like-
minded denouncers. 
Letters to the Editor 
 The letter cited above from the Petit journal du Palais Royal demonstrates the significance of the 
reader to the journalistic enterprise: in order to be financially profitable and to have the possibility to exert 
influence on public opinion and politics, it is necessary to have the support of a wide, like-minded 
readership, and one of the ways to curry this favor is by using the reader as a source of material. This 
material may be in the form of denunciations or in reactions (written or conversational) to the publication. 
Nevertheless, actual reader participation would result in an exterior voice intruding on the sole authority of 
the author, which influences the decision of many journalists to fabricate these letters, thus inventing a 
supportive tribunal outside of himself.105 When positive, these letters lend support to the journalist as a 
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credible resource and confirm his assertions and denunciations. When negative, they illustrate his 
integrity for printing them nonetheless. These letters also present a linguistic model for how to properly 
respond to calumny, thus serving to attenuate doubts about the risks of denunciation, due to the 
efficacious means available to the subject to exonerate himself. 
 In most of the cases, the insertion of letters is used in the same journals who issue a call for 
contributions, thus reflecting a greater concern for his intended public by the author, who deploys multiple 
techniques to reach this readership. In the case of the Annales parisiennes, the author includes a letter 
addressed to himself and signed by himself that testifies to the veracity of the facts presented in the 
journal and offers supplementary textual proof to these facts:106  
‘Lettre adressée à M. le Rédacteur des Annales Parisiennes’: ‘Je vous remercie, Monsieur, de la 
confiance avec laquelle vous avez bien voulu me communiquer votre manuscrit; je l’ai lu avec intérêt et 
reconnaissance, et je me rends bien volontiers à vos instances, en certifiant, comme témoin oculaire, la 
vérité de presque tous les faits, relatifs à l’Hôtel-de-Ville, qui y sont détaillés.107  
The letter serves to confirm more or less the previous reports on the events at the Hôtel de Ville by an 
eyewitness, who moreover presents a positive exterior view of the paper as something to be read with 
interest and gratitude. Given the calumny circulating about him, he offers proof of his good civic behavior 
to give credibility to his statements, doing so in a manner that suggests that this self-defense is a source 
of pride rather than something to fear: 
Quant à ce qui me regarde personnellement, comme on a du plaisir à s’avouer bon citoyen, et que 
l’on peut sans honte aimer à l’entendre répéter, malgré tout ce que vous avez bien voulu dire 
d’obligeant sur mon compte, je vous prie d’y ajouter le certificat national ci-joint, ainsi que l’état de 
mes services qui y est annexé. J’en serai d’autant plus flatté, que personne n’étant exempt des 
atteintes de la calomnie, j’apprends qu’elle ne m’a pas plus épargné que bien d’autres, mais 
toujours en se servant de lettres anonymes et autres moyens bas de cette espèce, aussi dignes 
d’elle que de ses partisans!’108  
 
Calumny is a normal aspect of daily life and despicable, but the factual presentation of proof that it is 
wrong and the very existence of this vindicating document diminishes the gravity and threat of potentially 
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destructive false accusations. A true, virtuous citizen possesses the documentation, accompanied by a 
history of years of loyal and honest work, to sufficiently disprove such accusations.109 
 Similar motives of corroboration seem to lie behind the inclusion of the only letter in the seven-
issue run of the Dénonciateur national, once again involving the defense of a man who in reality is the 
anonymous author of the newspaper. The letter appears to be overwhelmingly motivated out of the 
author’s self-interest, as it opens with unabashed praise of “Monsieur le Dénonciateur” and the utility of 
his periodical before turning to confirm the accusations against the enemies of La Reynie (referred to in 
the third person). This confirmation provides supposed proof of the conspiracy against the author, but 
more importantly, it presents the model of an active reader: “[…] une note que vous rapportez dans votre 
N°. IV, touchant un mémoire de M. de la Reinie [ sic], m’a inspiré le désir de le lire, et de prendre 
connaissance de cette infernale aventure. J’ai appris que la perfidie la plus noire, les trames les plus 
odieuses, les scélérats les plus pervers, avaient été mis en jeu, pour perdre ce citoyen.”110 The model of 
the ideal reader painted by La Reynie is that of an active reader who seeks corroboration of accusations 
read in the press, thus extending the network of denouncers and investigators of evil plots. The author 
teaches his public to see conspiracy everywhere, a vision supported by the addition of “outside” letters. 
 The sixth issue of the Club des observateurs contains a passage entitled Lettre d’un dénonciateur 
that specifically addresses denunciation and takes the authors to task for not partaking in it more.111 This 
letter comes from a reader who identifies himself as a denouncer, thus assimilating accusatory speech 
into his identity. He exclaims: “Quoi! MESSIEURS LES OBSERVATEURS, pas une seule dénonciation 
dans les cinq Numéros que vous avez déjà fait paraître! Quoi! votre Comité des Anecdotes ne s’arme pas 
d’un fer rouge pour marquer au front les ennemis du bien public! J’ai lu plusieurs motions vigoureuses 
faites dans votre Club, et je n’y ai point vu d’oppresseur nommé ou signalé.”112 Imitating the direct first-
person formulaic style of the Dénonciateur national, the Club des observateurs presents a caustic 
mockery of the profusion of denunciations circulating at the time. The tongue-in-cheek tone is evident 
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from the beginning, as the Denouncer decries the lack of denunciations in the periodical in a series of 
indignant exclamations highlighted by capital letters and punctuated by exclamation points. The italicized 
signalé satirizes the fact that the enemy need not even be specifically named in order to be condemned. 
 Following this introduction, the Denouncer plunges into examples of denunciations in order to 
model them for the authors: 
Je vais vous donner l’exemple, si toutefois cet exemple est nécessaire.  
 
Je vous dénonce ces militaires chamarés de cordons, anti-révolutionnaires, Membres de 
l’Assemblée Nationale, qui écrivent aux Officiers de leurs Corps et à ceux avec qui ils sont liés, 
pour les soulever contre les décrets de l’Assemblée, et leur faire partager leurs sentiments sur la 
chose publique, en affectant de présenter comme injurieux le discours de M. Dubois de Crancé.  
 
Je vous dénonce M. Panis, Avocat, qui, en défendant la cause du coupable Gallet, a voulu faire 
mettre la loi martiale en vigueur, et égorger des citoyens, parce que son discours a occasionné 
quelques murmures dans une Audience du Châtelet.  
 
Je vous dénonce …………………………………………………………………………………………… 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………113 
 
Once the denunciations commence, they rapidly disintegrate into ridicule: a longer denunciation 
containing multiple adjectives often hurled as loaded insults (indicated by the italicized print) is succeeded 
by a shorter one containing an accusation of bloodlust, which dissolves in turn into two lines of 
suspension points, implying the endless supply of condemnations that could follow. Denunciation thus 
becomes mechanized, permitting the interminable assembly line of ellipsis dots that reflect the endless 
stream of condemnations that may follow once the model has been created. The Denouncer explicitly 
promises more in the future: “Si vous imprimez ces dénonciations, je vous en enverrai d’autres.”114 
Through the letter from the outside contributor, a reader thoroughly complicit in denunciation, the Club 
des observateurs exaggerates accusations, turning them into mechanically produced items whose 
dissemination becomes an identifying marker for the individual. 
  Through careful manipulation, a critical, even negative, letter can serve to extol the virtues of the 
journalist. The coopted voice of the reader allows the author to present a model of dialogic engagement 
with denunciation and refute the dangers of this practice. Playing on the motif of the reader praising an 
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author and begging him for more information, the letter appearing in the second issue of the Spectateur 
patriote is negative from the very beginning:  
Monsieur, c’est plutôt pour vous prier de vous taire que je vous écris, que pour vous prier de 
continuer. ........ Les honnêtes Citoyens ne sont pas faits pour recevoir les avis d’un fourbe et d’un 
menteur. Je dis menteur, parce que tout ce que vous débitez dans votre Feuille est absolument 
faux; je dis fourbe, parce que tous les Aristocrates le sont. Vous voulez endormir le Peuple sur le 
bord du précipice, où vous voulez l’entraîner. 115 
 
Through careful presentation of the critique, however, the author manages to discount it entirely. He 
precedes the letter with a reminder of the divisions threatening the country and firmly aligns himself with 
the true patriots: “Le motif qui m’engagea à m’occuper du sujet que j’ai traité dans mon premier N.°, ne 
peut sans doute qu’être applaudi par les Citoyens vraiment patriotes. De simples recherches sur la cause 
de la rareté des farines à Paris, n’auraient, je crois, pas dû m’attirer les reproches insultants contenus 
dans une lettre que je viens de recevoir dont voici l’extrait.”116 With these divisions in mind, the reader 
continues on to the excerpt of the letter, which takes up these same divisions between honest citizens 
and lying aristocrats. Left undeveloped and unsupported, the accusation of liar appears fantastical. The 
journalist immediately re-intervenes in the text to present the case to the tribunal of public opinion: “C’est 
au public à juger si j’ai mérité cette diatribe, en lisant mon premier N°. L’auteur devrait ce me semb le 
mettre un peu plus d’honnêteté et de modération dans les avis qu’il veut bien me donner.”117 However, 
not content to leave it entirely to his readership to decide his case based on preceding evidence, he 
explains in extensive detail his motivations for speaking about the famine in the first issue, concluding by 
returning to the idea of factionalism that extrapolates his struggle to that of the nation in Revolution:  
Je ne voulais que calmer les esprits du peuple en lui disant la vérité, je savais que les aristocrates 
intéressés à la contre-révolution, les cerveaux exaltés, tels que l’auteur de la lettre que je viens de citer, 
se plaisaient à répandre et accréditer continuellement les bruits les plus faux, et les plus dangereux. Mais 
je savais aussi que je me ferais autant d’ennemis qu’il y a d’antipatriotes qui cherchent à détruire la 
confiance qui doit exister entre le peuple et ses représentants. La dissension entre nos députés et nous, 
serait le plus beau triomphe pour ces ennemis de la patrie.118  
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The author and his critic both levy the insult of aristocrat against each other, illustrating its emptiness of 
meaning. In the end, despite the sentiments of persecution and the wounded feelings of the author, the 
denunciation by the anonymous correspondent carries little weight since it is unproven. As the 
intermediary voice between the people and the government, the journalist occupies a privileged position 
to translate his struggles with counter-revolutionary forces, voiced by an imagined reader, to the larger 
scale of the dissensions between the representatives and the people, all originating in the enemies of the 
people. The letter to the editor is a particularly adept form for the author to prove his authority and 
credibility to an imagined audience, participating in a more generalized effort on the part of the ephemeral 
journalists to mold and cajole their readers to their positions, using more virulent rhetoric when necessary. 
Reflecting on the Practice: Theorizing Denunciation  
 While official texts such as Article 9 of the law of 22 Prairial Year II and public figures such as 
Félix Le Peletier and Marat formally encourage denunciation during the Revolution, it is far from 
universally lauded, and many critique the practice, propose measures to control it and ensure its honesty, 
and debate laws over how to regulate the press and public discourse, precisely to limit the disastrous 
effects of calumny and informing (délation).119 The radical, ephemeral press of 1789 uses the pages of 
their publications as platforms for denunciations against acts and persons, slandering based on scant or 
nonexistent evidence, sowing suspicion everywhere through hypothetical questions and reported rumors, 
and making the most anodyne language and actions signs of nefarious wishes. At the same time, these 
authors are acutely aware of contemporary critiques of the practice, especially when they themselves are 
the subject of calumny. In the rest of this chapter, I will focus on the ephemeral journalists’ engagement 
with the concept of denunciation, looking at how they justify their speech but also the risks that they 
recognize in it. There is significant variance in these reflections: Most authors choose to ignore the 
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potential problems, using their text as a platform for their ideas and accusations without engaging in 
meta-reflections on denunciation. Others occasionally address the issue, defending the benefits of 
denunciation, proffering safeguards to protect the innocent from false accusations, and engaging in 
semantic gymnastics to distinguish it from its less righteous cousin calumny. Even fewer are those who 
critique denunciation and libels, attacking the abuse of words and citing an increasing apathy towards 
horror that results. These views provide an on-the-ground perspective towards debates conducted by the 
more elite political class studied by Walton, and illuminate how everyday authors experience the 
complexities of the practice of denunciation. 
In Defense of Denunciation 
 The defense of denunciation begins most simply by an explanation of its benefits. For the Club 
des observateurs, for example, while mocking its excesses, the authors defend the practice of 
denunciation as directly participating in the regeneration of France by revealing corruption and unmasking 
conspiracies so that the government is in the hands of truly just and good individuals.120 While this 
argument in defense of denunciation is entirely aligned with the position of politicians and major 
journalists of the time, the ephemerals go further, presenting supposed safeguards that are supposed to 
protect individuals from false accusations. Upon further examination, however, these protections are 
significantly flawed, as are the distinctions the journalists will make between denunciation and calumny. 
This testifies to an incredible optimism on the part of the journalists, a faith in slippery, untested concepts 
like transparency that will later in the Revolution have the exact opposite effect to that of safety. 
 In the Furet parisien, the author’s belief in the power of truth and transparency pushes him to 
establish these concepts as safeguards against false denunciations: since errors will always be corrected, 
there is no potential for mistaken accusations to inflict permanent harm. As illusion will always give way to 
enlightened truth, the reasoning follows, no permanent harm can be inflicted by such an accusation 
leveled against an innocent person: “Il est possible (je le sens) qu’un écrivain de bonne foi se trompe 
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quelquefois, parce qu’on l’aura abusé. Mais son erreur n’est qu’instantanée, et les nuages de l’illusion 
font toujours place à la sérénité de la lumière.”121 How the clouds of illusion are dispersed remains a 
simple assertion that he does not explain further. The author’s role in the mistaken accusation is absolved 
due to his good faith and the fact that he was deceitfully misled (abusé).122 The close proximity of this 
verb to the deeds that the journalists seek to denounce (abus) should also be noted, for it implies the very 
proof that denunciation is needed on a wide scale since insidious individuals seek to deceive (abuser) 
those who would expose these abuses. The purity of motives is furthermore an additional safeguard that 
the denouncer does so in a disinterested manner:  
Quand j’ai commencé cet ouvrage, n’a-t-on pas reconnu la pureté de mes intentions, et dans les 
différentes déclamations qui ont blessé quelques Membres des Communes et des Districts, ne s’est-on 
pas aperçu que je rendais moins l’expression de mes sentiments que l’opinion publique? Je n’ai jamais 
conçu l’idée de mordre, de déchirer, de calomnier personne, je n’ai prétendu que me plaindre avec le droit 
naturel d’un bon patriote, des excès, des bévues, des infidélités, de l’avarice et de l’ambition de ceux 
contre qui j’entendais murmurer dans tous les Comités de la Capitale.123  
Beyond the already proffered arguments of the benefits of denunciation, the magic of truth always 
trumping illusion, and the safeguard of pure motives, he also adds the final justification of being a simple 
transmitter of public opinion or a simple stenographer:  
Je ne prétends pas, comme le premier de nos Pontifes, à l’infaillibilité, mais je prétends aux premières 
qualités d’un honnête homme, qui sont la droiture, la franchise et le désir du bien étayé de cet honorable 
caractère: paré de cette livrée distinctive, quel Magistrat, quel homme en place oserait, au milieu d’une 
Nation libre et généreuse, me citer à un Tribunal équitable, pour avoir écrit sans palliatif, sans politique, 
ce que j’ai entendu assurer partout, et toujours publiquement, pour avoir manifesté mon opinion, et n’avoir 
été que l’écho même des amis, des parents de ceux que j’ai dénoncés.124  
Rejecting infallibility as the marker of Catholicism and the pope, the journalist accepts his capacity for 
human error, but justifies it as excusable since he is well-intentioned and moreover is simply repeating 
what has been said elsewhere by reliable sources close to the individual they are denouncing.125 In this 
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version, the author becomes a filter for his denunciatory platform, with diminished responsibility for 
mistaken accusations. Given his faith in the transparency of truth, though, the risk is small: denunciation 
will only ever be a weapon against evil, since the truth will always emerge to exonerate the innocent. 
 La Reynie pursues a similar argument in the Dénonciateur national that envisions that good will 
eventually prevail over evil, though he pictures a more active role of the true patriot in exposing his 
innocence and more glory in the act of self-defense than the author of the Furet parisien. The passage in 
which he presents this defense of denunciation is striking first of all for its dramatic and highly unusual 
use of the dialogue form, an abrupt shift in the journal that draws attention to this text. While opposing 
perspectives are limited, giving the majority of the space to the author, the dialogue between him and an 
imagined interlocutor succeeds in drawing attention to and dramatizing the high stakes debate of the time 
over the risks of denunciation. This debate occurs near the end of a long passage denouncing police 
spies in the fifth issue and is made all the more vivid and quick-paced by the suppression of declarative 
verbs: 
Il est donc le soixantième honnête homme de la capitale, cet homme en manteau court, qui ne rougit pas 
de marcher sur les traces des espions, de courir immoler un citoyen, ou du moins violer ses droits 
naturels, au lieu de remplir à l’hôtel de ville les augustes fonctions pour lesquelles il y fut uniquement 
envoyé. – Mais on répand dans le public des faux bruits, des écrits séditieux, on ne respecte rien, les 
choses ni les personnes. – Eh bien! tant mieux, laissez, laissez écrire, laissez proclamer tout ce que les 
cerveaux humains pourront enfanter; qu’on lise tout en liberté, on saura toujours extraire le froment de 
l’ivraie. Les bons écrits pénétreront nos âmes, les enflammeront, y resteront gravés profondément, les 
mauvais ne feront qu’effleurer notre attention, et nous ouvrir les yeux sur les trames ourdies pour notre 
perte. – Mais on y calomnie sans pudeur des hommes d’une probité intacte. – Tant mieux encore, parce 
que les bons citoyens savent à quoi s’en tenir, les calomnies lancées contre la vertu éprouvée, sont une 
espèce de boue qui ne tâche pas; au contraire le citoyen irréprochable doit s’applaudir d’être obligé de 
lutter contre des calomniateurs obscurs, il sort plus resplendissant du combat, sa gloire en est plus 
certaine et plus généralement connue. Eh! que peut un libelliste affamé contre l’admiration générale, 
lorsqu’elle est bien fondée.126 
It is significant that the author’s most vehement and utopian defense of denunciation draws on the 
dialogic form to make its argument. Brief protests that cut to the very problems and risks of the practice 
(false accusations are ubiquitous, nothing is respected, and many innocents are attacked) are rapidly 
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overwhelmed by the sheer volume of the author’s soaring rhetoric, while the interlocutor and his concerns 
are dwarfed in textual space and in terms of rhetorical force. The magical vision seen earlier of incorrect 
calumny being unable to stain the reputation of a virtuous individual is complemented here by the addition 
of glory. Innocence defending his reputation is not to be feared or resented, but is rather an opportunity to 
demonstrate virtue and to inevitably receive civic grandeur and honors. According to this line of 
reasoning, the defense of a complete liberty of the press, which should be allowed to say anything and 
everything without limit, is entirely reasonable, since the apparent safeguard of transparent virtue that 
welcomes the chance to prove itself and be rewarded for doing so is an effective defense against false 
accusations. False, slanderous statements pose no significant danger since no real consequences may 
exist as a result. Only a restricted press could be a danger to the success of the Revolution, in that it 
would limit which conspiracies and crimes are revealed to the reading public, with real threats left 
unexposed. By giving a voice to an opposing perspective and allowing it to intervene within his text, the 
journalist implicitly justifies his position that the risk for false denunciations is a false alarm, for in the 
public sphere with unlimited speech, the voice of the opposition will always be allowed to express itself 
and be heard and considered. Through his biased, laconic presentation of the opposing arguments, 
however, he betrays the very real threat of denunciation: in its one-sided attempt to control different 
perspectives, it destroys moderate discourse and dialogue between factions and replaces them with a 
world dominated by only one legitimate position. 
 As much as the authors of the ephemeral press try to pretend that denunciation and calumny 
pose no serious risks to the innocent and that they cannot be misused in the long term, they nonetheless 
periodically argue for fine distinctions to be made between the laudable and necessary denunciation and 
the more vile form of the practice calumny. La Reynie briefly alludes to the differences between the two in 
his first issue when he explains the plan for his journal to see all and tell all without passion, weakness, 
and fear.127 He then describes his view of calumny in order to set up a contrast with his own work: “J’aime 
à croire que la calomnie seule accrédite des bruits désastreux propres à nous alarmer sur la politique 
ambiguë; je porterai jusques dans les replis de ton âme un flambeau scrutateur, et j’aurai également 
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l’inébranlable fermeté d’en peindre à mes concitoyens la candeur ou les ulcères.”128 In this passage, the 
journalist negatively characterizes calumny as substantiating catastrophic rumors that sow alarm among 
the people.129 According to his own definition, his practice of denunciation, exposing vice and crime and 
their perpetrators, avoids the label calumny due to his promise of a dispassionate tone and to report what 
he has seen (thus avoiding alarm over ambiguous and unsubstantiated rumors).  
 For the author of the Grand inquisiteur, calumny is inherently tied to lies and money: “Celui qui 
sans égard pour elle embrasse le mensonge et vend sa plume à la calomnie, doit être traité comme un 
ennemi public, comme le fléau le plus dangereux de la société.”130 The calumniator here is a deliberate 
liar, creating the simple safeguard that all denouncers should simply hold truth sacred: “Mais pour que 
ces fonctions qui honorent la profession de l’écrivain soient utiles, il faut qu’elles soient remplies avec le 
respect le plus inviolable pour la vérité.”131 The case of honest mistakes, of a declaration made in good 
faith that wrongly accuses an innocent man, is not addressed, as the author only envisages problems if 
the practice is corrupted for evil purposes (thus perhaps implying that he does not consider the threat of a 
well-intentioned author being mistaken). The emphasis placed on money also means that by contrast, the 
denouncer is uninterested in financial success. This raises an interesting paradox: as the livelihoods of 
the ephemeral authors as journalists are tied to the continued success of their publications and thus to 
the consistently recurring ability to have subject matter to denounce, without a sufficient amount of 
verified material (due perhaps even to reforms eliminating these abuses), is calumny the logical end to a 
denouncer’s career? This issue, while problematic, will never be resolved in the ephemerals. 
Critiquing Denunciation and Some Unintended Consequ ences 
 As discussed so far, the journalists of the ephemeral press defend and justify their engagement 
with denunciation through extolling its benefits, highlighting safeguards that preserve the integrity of the 
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practice, claiming pure motives, and making fine distinctions between denunciation and calumny. 
Nevertheless, traces of a critique of denunciatory journalism occasionally appear in these works. While 
not always directly addressing denunciation, they examine aspects of the practice, demonstrating a 
certain acknowledgement of its weaknesses and possible risks. The most frequent criticisms of 
denunciation focus on the meaninglessness of words and the licentiousness of other denouncers. In 
these instances, certain moments of truth emerge in which the author presents a critique of denunciation 
that subtly undermines the practice, although the question can be asked whether the author is truly aware 
of this destabilization. In the world of the ephemerals where good is constantly pitted against evil, the 
purity of one’s own side is often seen as a safeguard against even the most damning evidence to the 
contrary. 
 The first critique comments on the easy corruption of the meanings of words. Accusations and 
defamations of character at the end of the Old Regime and the beginning of the Revolution are usually 
padded with long strings of pejorative adjectives that create the portrait of a monstrous human being, 
negative in every possible respect. An avid consumer of libelous materials might begin to notice the 
remarkable textual similarity between otherwise radically different revolutionary actors in real life. 
Although the precise events and the surrounding cast of characters varies from an attack against Marie 
Antoinette to one against Marat, the descriptions are strikingly repetitive: scélérat, criminel, débauché, 
infame are so often recycled that they become the mark of a generalized political enemy that applies 
across factions, instead of a distinctive character trait. The Club des observateurs notes this phenomenon 
in a passage reminiscent of contemporary debates over the abuse of words (abus des mots):  
Le mot aristocratie est dans la bouche de tout le monde: le mot coalition est dans celle de tous nos 
modernes politiques: les pamphlets répètent à l’envi ces mots, et les appliquent à tout. 
Je pense qu’à force d’en étendre la signification, on a diminué l’horreur qu’ils devraient inspirer.132 
The consequences of this on denunciation are monumental. Concerning the first part, once words are 
used interchangeably to apply to a variety of behaviors and opinions, they lose not only their meaning, but 
also the capacity to contribute to an honest and exact accusation of an individual or abuse. To be 
accurately and usefully employed, a denunciation would have to avoid these empty and yet highly-
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charged terms and focus on the presentation and enumeration of facts, with corroborating proof to 
support the charges. Though the authors do not delve into all the implications of the use of these terms, 
they do raise one highly important consequence: by applying pejorative terms to anyone and everything, 
incendiary language comes to produce apathy among the public. In a way, the accuracy of a denunciation 
is beside the point, since the reader has lost his capacity to be outraged. After reading about five, ten, or 
twenty monsters, this type of horrific character may no longer provide anything beyond several minutes of 
amusement, rather than provoking horror at the person’s deeds. The cast of monsters and hyperbolic 
criminals can only then horrify when descriptions surpass previous ones, and the denounced object’s 
deeds cross the borders of reality.  
 To illustrate this phenomenon, the critique is immediately followed by a list of enemies forming a 
coalition of the rich.133 The Observer presenting this motion then engages in a denunciation using the 
exact sort of language he has just critiqued as meaningless: “Je vous dénonce donc cette coalition 
perfide, qui sème l’or sur ses pas: je l’ai vue se former des débris dispersés de toutes les autres 
coalitions; et je livre à votre vengeance ce monstre à cent mille têtes, qui ne peuvent être écrasées que 
sous les coups redoublés du patriotisme.”134 The ironic style of this publication indicates that this 
juxtaposition is deliberate, with the journal satirizing the hypocritical critique of language by deputies and 
writers, just before engaging in it themselves. Mocking this behavior, the Club des observateurs parodies 
the hypocrisy whereby a lesson is forgotten as soon as a pejorative epithet is needed to condemn the 
enemies of the Revolution. 
 The more frequent critique of denunciation appears in the ephemeral journalists’ criticism within 
their own ranks, against other fellow denouncers.135 While remaining committed to their own right, duty, 
and responsibility to denounce, when found in the mouths of others, denunciation becomes licentious, 
enemy speech. In general, the Spectateur patriotique presents a calm but critical view on the press as a 
whole. It is firm in its defense of the freedom of the press, only newly obtained, but acknowledges the 
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risks involved: “[…] l’auteur n’est guidé que par les circonstances, et par les événements. Il se piquera 
toujours d’écrire avec impartialité et sans personnalités. La liberté de la presse ne doit point dégénérer en 
licence, ce qui malheureusement, n’est déjà que trop arrivé.”136 How exactly the freedom of the press 
should be prevented from degenerating into a loud and dangerous cacophony of false and virulent 
denunciations is never developed, nor does the author speak on a personal level as to how he personally 
will try to avoid such a turn, aside from the lip service he pays to impartiality. Furthermore, as the second 
issue descends into personal attacks against the author, who in turn resentfully condemns those who 
disagree with him as enemies of the nation, it appears that licentiousness is in fact speech that targets 
him or that he does not agree with.137 When performed by the author, however, denunciations are the 
“observations” of “abuses.”138 
 In the case of the Dénonciateur national, while drawing attention to the true harm that these 
publications could and did cause, the author is inconsistent with regards to his adherence to the freedom 
of the press, and remains overwhelmingly biased towards his own self-interest. The first mention of 
alarmist denouncers is in the third issue: “Je dénonce ces nouvellistes frauduleux et gagés, qui vont 
répandant tour-à-tour dans les Cours l’espérance et l’alarme, par des fables controuvées, ne tendant qu’à 
fomenter les esprits, à irriter cette fermentation dangereuse, et à armer de glaives et de poignards des 
bras qui ne trouvent plus les moyens de gagner leur subsistance.”139 From the very first issue, the author 
has been careful to distinguish himself from other journalists through the fact that money does not motive 
him to write: “On ne reçoit point d’argent d’avance, l’Auteur n’ayant point fait une spéculation sordide et 
flétrissante sur le trafic honteux de la calomnie et du mensonge. L’amour de la patrie, le seul amour de la 
patrie, et le saint enthousiasme de la liberté guideront ses pas […].”140 Though the author links money 
with calumny and tries to thus distance himself from both, the rest of the job description of these 
fraudulent newsmongers (nouvellistes) could apply just as much to him as to the libelers: spreading hope 
                                                     
136 Le Spectateur patriotique, n°1, 2. 
137 On the personal attacks against the author of the Spectateur patriotique, see the earlier section “Letters to the 
Editor,” pages 54-56. 
138 Spectateur patriotique, n°1, 8. 
139 [La Reynie], Dénonciateur national, n°3, 4-5. 
140 Ibid., n°1, 1-2. This link between money and calum ny is also in line with the Grand inquisiteur, quoted above. 
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and fear, exciting temperaments, and provoking the poor and the hungry to dangerous action. The 
solution to this problem, according to La Reynie, is the banishment of these publications: “Il serait, sans 
doute, à désirer que l’Assemblée Nationale proscrivît tous ces papiers nouvelles qui circulent dans les 
rues de Paris, comme induisant sans cesse le public en erreur, le jetant dans une incertitude continuelle, 
et excitant en lui des mouvements qui peuvent d’un moment à l’autre précipiter sa perte et celle de 
l’État.”141 According to La Reynie, these papers deserve destruction due to their perpetuation of error and 
incertitude and the resulting possibility of violence; however what merits the label of error is never 
defined. Furthermore, he finds himself dangerously close to those he criticizes, as his publication 
frequently uses praeterition and long series of hypothetical questions that insinuate and create 
uncertainty. In all seven issues, however, he never questions or examines his own language and manner 
of accusing. 
 In the last issue of the Dénonciateur national, La Reynie issues a condemnation of sensationalist 
and alarmist rhetoric that critiques an abstraction of this discourse without mentioning those responsible 
for writing it: “Je dénonce cette fureur si délicieuse de controuver des nouvelles alarmantes, cette 
maladresse, dans la fabrique de ces contes dangereux, qui introduisent le trouble dans toutes les âmes 
faibles, nous font maudire notre liberté, et les suites glorieuses et bienveillantes qu’elle peut avoir pour le 
premier peuple du monde.”142 This denunciation contains most of the elements previously found in 
attacks against false libelers – the invention of false and alarming reports and the sowing of trouble 
amongst the weakest citizens – while removing the actor issuing this discourse, the writers themselves. 
He transforms the consequences of this behavior from the potential for violence to the denigration of 
liberty, a key concept for the Revolution.143 The work of the denouncer is thus transformed into 
abstractions, removed from the actual work and messiness of denunciations themselves. Given the 
importance of the role of denouncer to the ephemeral journalists and their ubiquitous use of the first 
person to mark their presence, however, the absence of this figure is fascinating. Separating actual 
written condemnations from the vague “alarming news” condemns the effects and a general atmosphere 
                                                     
141 [La Reynie], Dénonciateur national, n°3, 5. 
142 Ibid., n°7, 9. 
143 Lynn Hunt, Politics, Culture, and Class in the French Revolution (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1984). 
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without directly implicating the perpetrators and allows the author to create more distance between 
himself and the actual product and impact of his work. 
 
 Ultimately, the ephemeral newspapers examined here disappeared quickly, doomed to short 
publication runs for mysterious reasons currently unknown for the majority of the titles. Their inflammatory 
rhetoric launched against individuals and dangerously ill-defined groups, their efforts to shape and 
influence their public, and their complicated relationship with and stances on denunciation will all remain 
important concerns for the written material that will follow over the coming tumultuous years. The 
questions these journalists face in 1789 as they seek to enter into public discussion through the platform 
of denunciation will continue to confront writers throughout the rest of the Revolution. Their plays with 
genre, explorations of the interiority of their targets, conceptualizations of their intended reader, and 
acknowledgements of the risks of denunciation will arise again and again, and different strategies will be 
deployed to face these challenges, all bringing different consequences as a result. 
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Chapter 2: 
Scandalous Biographies and the Destruction of 
Reputations: The Genre of the Private Lives 
 The newspaper press is not the only written form experiencing an explosion in innovation, 
printing, and popularity at the beginning of the Revolution. The period 1789-1794 similarly witnesses a 
burst of production and rapid development in the previously under-exploited genre of the Private Lives. 
This heterogeneous biographical genre is based on the central idea that the private explains the public 
and that comprehension of the former enables an understanding of politics and current events.1 
Consisting of overwhelmingly negative portraits seeking to unmask a hero (or rather an anti-hero), the 
Private Life draws heavily on the underground pamphletary tradition, denouncing sexual vices and the 
abuse of power during the Old Regime and corruption and conspiracy during the Revolution.2  
A relatively short-lived genre, the origins of the Private Life predate its actual appearance as a 
genre, with the term Vie privée appearing in 1777.3 With the increasing popularity of the biographical 
genre around 1750, texts begin to appear bearing key characteristics of the Private Life: exploring the 
private within the political sphere, documented “proof” in annexes, the goal of participating in a 
contemporary debate, and the concept of biography as denigration of the individual.4 With Pidansat de 
Mairobert’s 1775 Anecdotes sur Mme la comtesse du Barry and the subsequent Précis historique de la 
                                                     
1 For an overview on the genre of the Private Lives, see Olivier Ferret, Anne-Marie Mercier-Faivre, and Chantal 
Thomas, eds., Dictionnaire des Vies privées (1722-1842) (Oxford: Voltaire Foundation, 2011), 1-136.  
2 There are a few rare examples of positive, apologetic Private Lives, which participate in propaganda counter-
campaigns seeking to defend the individual’s reputation against the powerful and pervasive negative publicity filling 
the contemporary presses. These positive portraits draw on the hagiographic and confessional traditions, as well as 
the well-known Lives of Illustrious Men. They are in the minority nonetheless, eclipsed by satiric and nefarious 
portraits ranging in tone from mocking to outrage. 
3 For more on the origins and evolution of the genre, see Ibid., 15-22. 
4 Ibid., 16-17. 
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vie de Mme la comtesse du Barry, contemporary news and politics find themselves introduced to the 
biographical genre, not unremarkably by the same author of the famous and wildly popular periodical of 
the Mémoires secrets.5 The hybridity within the Mémoires secrets, both in terms of genre and in subject 
matter, carry over to the Private Lives: Mairobert experiments in writing both, and many anonymous 
authors of the Private Lives borrow heavily from the anecdotes relayed in the former.6 This intersection 
between the Private Lives and the Lives of Criminals, already a popular and well-established genre in 
itself, provides a new source of inspiration for the pamphletary Private Lives with the biography of the 
poisoner Desrues, while linking even more closely criminal behavior and political figures. The attack 
against a political figure through this genre, while drawing heavily on techniques and themes in novels 
and libertine works of the time, appears in the most famous of the Private Lives, the 1781 multi-volume 
Vie privée de Louis XV. Fully exploiting a panoply of methods to unmask and reveal, the success of this 
best-selling scandalous biography of the debauched king illustrates the progress that is made in the 
genre even before the advent of the Revolution. 
In their catalogue of the genre, Olivier Ferret, Anne-Marie Mercier-Faivre, and Chantal Thomas 
identify a total of 140 examples of Private Lives over the genre’s lifetime from 1722 to 1842.7 Despite their 
multi-sourced origins dating back from before the Revolution, a more detailed breakdown of the 
publications by year reveals that the Private Lives truly are a revolutionary genre. While the period 1722 
to 1788 sees the appearance of no more than six examples per decade, with the start of the Revolution 
publication starts to truly take off. Five examples are published in 1789 alone, jumping to seventeen in 
1790. This is the pinnacle of its production, through it will remain popular for the remaining years through 
the beginning of the Directory: eight examples in 1791, two in 1792, nine in 1793, ten in 1794, and four in 
                                                     
5 Ibid., 20. 
6 Christophe Cave and Suzanne Cornand, eds., Mémoires secrets pour servir à l’histoire de la République des 
Lettres en France, depuis 1762 jusqu’à nos jours, 5 vols (Paris: Honoré Champion Éditeur, 2009). Olivier Ferret 
explores the links between the Mémoires secrets and the Private Lives in the example of the Duc d’Orléans in his 
article “La Vie privée… du duc de Chartres et les Mémoires secrets,” in Le Règne de la critique: L’imaginaire culturel 
des Mémoires secrets, ed. Christophe Cave (Paris: Honoré Champion Éditeur, 2010), 397-413. 
7 Ferret, Dictionnaire des Vies privées, 9. 
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1795.8 The remaining years of the eighteenth century witness only four other works of this genre. There is 
a slight uptick in the next two decades, with fourteen and twenty-six examples respectively, due for the 
most part to the Napoleonic Lives. Five are published in the 1820s, eleven in the 1830s, and then the 
genre disappears with only one publication in 1842. With the exception of the popular Lives devoted to 
Napoleon, the genre thus remains relatively specific to the Revolution, and it is during the period 1789 to 
1795 that the majority of its innovation and potency occurs.  
The period 1789 to 1795 also coincides with a transformation in the view of criminality, according 
to Michel Foucault, as the ritual spectacle of punishment shifts to a system of surveillance and control, in 
which the state punishes only as much as is necessary to avoid the crime happening in the future. For 
this to be possible, the motive or the reasoning behind the crime must be discovered.9 The genre of the 
Private Lives offer the possibility to underground writers to speculate on the nefarious motives underlying 
those whom they view as the most criminal monsters of the Revolution. But how do the mechanics of this 
speculation work? How do the various libelers of the Private Lives construct their hyperbolic imaginings of 
the inner lives of the individuals they denounce? And what does this genre offer to the revolutionary 
pamphleteers to make it so attractive to them during this period? 
While these issues have received little treatment, recent scholarship has examined some key 
characteristics that emerge to unite the early, revolutionary, and Napoleonic examples of the Private 
Lives over their lifetime.10 The plot of the Private Life is closely related to contemporary political or judicial 
events, and the subject is usually living or only recently deceased. Unlike its cousin genres of the 
pamphlet and memoirs, the whole life of the subject of the Private Life is represented from birth to the 
present (or to death, depending on the individual involved), with the author being distinct from the object 
of denunciation, but nonetheless claims to have a certain access to the target’s interiority. The text is 
oftentimes preceded by an epigraph, portrait, or poem, and is supplemented by authentic or invented 
                                                     
8 Two other Private Lives should be included among the revolutionary Lives, through Ferret and his colleagues are 
unable to date them more specifically than post-1789. This brings the total from this period to fifty-seven, the most 
prolific period during the one hundred and twenty-year lifetime of the Private Lives. 
9 Michel Foucault, “Cours du 29 janvier 1975,” in Les Anormaux. Cours au Collège de France. 1974-1975 (Paris: 
Seuil/Gallimard, 1999), 75-100. 
10 Ferret, Dictionnaire des Vies privées, 11-14. 
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documents or proof that serve to “authenticate” the narrative. The Private Lives are remarkably hybrid, a 
characteristic which undoubtedly entices many libelers to the genre and is also cultivated by them. This 
hybridity enables on the one hand the rapid production of the Private Lives, in that significant portions of 
the texts are copied and pasted, with little or no modification, from other Private Lives, publications of 
anecdotes such as the Mémoires secrets, contemporary songs, etc.11 This rapid editing job results in a 
genre that exhaustively mimics others, be it the libertine novel, serious historical writing, biography, 
confessions, political speeches, or courtroom discourses. In line with the historical or courtroom theme 
implied by the exhibits (pièces justificatives), the text is presented as a testimony, with the author-
historian writing from the privileged position of possessing key documents concerning the allegations. 
Unlike the purely biographical genre, the Private Lives may seek to influence public opinion on the 
individual and the recounted events. As the person’s future might be delicately in the balance at the time 
of publication, this desire for influence may be far from neutral. Lastly, the Private Lives are also 
frequently polyphonic, though Ferret and his co-editors see this as the unique result of the pièces 
justificatives, a position which fails to recognize the importance of the multiple voices within the narrative 
itself, which I will discuss later in this chapter. An emphasis on the shared characteristics within this genre 
should not obscure the wide variation between the different texts, which vary in length (from several 
pages to multiple volumes), in quality of writing, in quality of publication (in terms of paper and binding), 
and in the level of divulgation on authorship and publication. That such a disparate genre for so many 
factors is so widely used and exploited during the height of the Revolution from 1789 to 1795 speaks to 
the potency of its techniques to attack and denounce important political figures in a time period in which 
the cult of great men is key.12  
 Important work has been done on the genre of the Private Lives. As mentioned above, 
researchers have exposed the hybridity of its sources, its claim to explain current events by unveiling 
                                                     
11 As Robert Darnton notes, it would be anachronistic to label this “borrowing” as plagiarism, as this is standard 
practice among the libelers, and as this occurs in a pre-copyright period, before a legalized concept of the rights of 
the author. See Robert Darnton, The Devil in the Holy Water, or the Art of Slander from Louis XIV to Napoleon 
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2010), 267. See also Ferret, “La Vie privée… du duc de Chartres,” 
397-413. 
12 Thomas W. Gaehtgens and Gregor Wedekind, “Le culte des grands hommes – du Panthéon au Walhalla,” in Le 
culte des grands hommes 1750-1850, ed. Thomas W. Gaehtgens and Gregor Wedekind (Paris: Editions de la 
Maison des sciences de l’homme, 2009), 1-12. 
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private sexual encounters and secret conspiracies, and the uneasy tension between what is considered 
public and private. They have also developed the scandalous and titillating nature of the encounters 
described and the tone of outrage adopted by the narrators towards the target of their attack.13 Critics and 
historians such as Olivier Ferret and Robert Darnton have both touched to a certain extent on the figure 
of the author, particularly in his capacity as historian and in the context of the content recounted in the 
Private Lives. More literary aspects of these works and their impact on denunciation, however, have 
largely been neglected in such studies.  
The consequences of these literary aspects are nonetheless important. As I will show in this 
chapter, the potency and the radicalizing capacity of the revolutionary-era Private Lives come from the 
authors’ rhetorically violent appropriation of the life story of public figures. This violence is accomplished 
first and foremost through the adoption of multiple voices within the text, and my choice of Private Lives 
against Marie-Antoinette, Boissy d’Anglas, and Jean Paul Marat were all chosen for their innovative and 
extensive use of different narrative points of view. The use of the first, second, and third person voices 
goes beyond being an interesting play of perspective noted by critics, becoming a means to seize the 
interiority of the target so as to convincingly dehumanize him, to claim the voices of the accuser and the 
public, and to distort the borderlines between them in order to create an atmosphere of fear, menace, and 
coercion. This polyphony is accompanied by the deployment of a technique that sees an omnipresent 
author exerting his control over the narrative and its interpretation. The series of four Private Lives on the 
Duc d’Orléans presents a prime opportunity to trace the authors’ influence across four relatively 
consistent storylines. The Private Life against Louis-François-Joseph de Conti also merits inclusion in this 
corpus for its use of a ubiquitous author-narrator figure. The presence of a pervasive author coincides 
with a reader whose autonomy and imagined capacity for judgment is drastically effaced and increasingly 
guided through intimidation. By appropriating the sole right to interpret, the author becomes endowed with 
incredible power to bestow drastically different conclusions on episodes copied from authors with 
opposite political views. An author may even weave together several different genres within the same 
work, and their play and transformations testify to evolutions in tone and in attitudes towards the 
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seriousness that denunciation should adopt.14 The accumulative effect of these rhetorical strategies of 
violent appropriation is the creation of an echo chamber in which dialogic argument is replaced by 
authoritative proclamations and alternative opinions and perspectives are coopted, twisted, and 
demonized. 
The Potential of Polyphony: The Private Lives Play with Perspective 
 In keeping with the frequent desire to pass the text off as a work of serious history, the Private 
Lives most commonly use a third-person narrative voice with occasional interventions by the author-
historian who usually adopts the first-person plural pronoun nous. This classic impersonal style imitates 
not only the serious genre of historical writing, but also the early modern literary technique whereby the 
author of a work of fiction presents himself in the preface as a simple editor. As critics have pointed out, 
these prefaces and choices of form and content often serve to justify and defend the text from 
accusations of immorality and invraisemblance. Explicit (though not necessarily sincere) efforts to 
authenticate the work through epistolary or memoir form, however, may produce the opposite effect, 
blurring the boundaries between truth and invention.15 These ambiguities already present in eighteenth-
century fiction provide an ample context and a fertile ground for the authors of the Private Lives to exploit 
the already slippery concept of narrative voice. Revolutionary libelers draw on the existing heritage of 
ambiguous and shifting perspective and expand on this, manipulating different narrative voices 
throughout the Private Lives. The consequences of the multiplicity of perspectives and the choice of 
                                                     
14 Denunciation becomes more serious in the Private Lives with the advent of the Revolution. For example, in 
contrast to the light and bawdy poems and songs in the earlier Private Lives, the acrostic poem that opens the 1789 
Vie de Louis-Philippe-Joseph, duc d’Orléans adopts the genre but transforms the tone into one of horror and outrage. 
The suppression of the poem in later editions of the pamphlet imply that the lightness of the poetic genre is no longer 
seen as fit to capture the revulsion that should be felt towards the subject. M.R.D.W., Vie de Louis-Philippe-Joseph, 
duc d’Orléans, Traduit de l’anglais (London: Imprimerie du Palais Saint-James, 1789). In other instances, ambiguity 
and nuance are replaced by direct and pointed condemnations, as in the case of the epigraph to the 1793 La vie et 
les crimes de Philippe, duc d’Orléans, in which Racine’s formulation in Phèdre “Ainsi que la vertu, le crime a ses 
degrés” becomes the more pointed “Ainsi que la vertu, le crime a ses héros,” which is misattributed to Voltaire. La Vie 
et les crimes de Philippe, duc d’Orléans (Cologne, 1793).  
15 Mladen Kozul, “Le dilemme du roman de George May,” in Le Roman véritable: stratégies préfacielles au XVIIIe 
siècle, eds. Jan Herman, Mladen Kozul, and Nathalie Kremer (Oxford: Voltaire Foundation, 2008), 19-30. See also 
Michel Delon, “Le roman au XVIIIe siècle,” in Histoire de la France littéraire, vol. 2, Classicismes XVIIe-XVIIIe siècle, 
eds. J.-C. Darmon and Michel Delon (Paris: Presses universitaires de France, 2006), 682-700; and George May, Le 
Dilemme du roman au XVIIIe siècle, étude sur les rapports du roman et de la critique (1715-1761) (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1963).  
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narrative voice on denunciation are potent. When the different voices are coopted by the denunciatory 
biographic genre from more codified forms such as the epistolary novel or the courtroom address, they 
lose their moral and dialogic complexity, serving rather for the author to appropriate the interiority of the 
object and the authority to judge. Furthermore, the cacophony of perspectives that permeate the genre of 
the Private Lives as a whole and at times the individual texts themselves confounds allies and enemies in 
a menacing atmosphere of fear and conspiracy that polarizes denunciatory discourse and the genre itself. 
 The widely popular Essais historiques sur la vie de Marie-Antoinette d’Autriche, reine de France 
doubtlessly owes a significant portion of its success to the French public’s insatiable thirst for negative 
pamphlets on the reviled queen.16 This popularity is also a likely result of the radicalized portrait of the 
queen obtained through the use of the first person voice. While the first volume bears a quite traditional 
format (introduction, text in the third person, and a brief conclusion by the author), the second volume 
adopts the voice of the reviled queen herself, who recounts her career of crime and Sadean libertinage. 
The switch to the first-person narration is significant: it draws on the vogue of eighteenth-century forms 
such as the novel-memoir, the confession, and the trial brief (mémoire judiciaire) for both their popularity 
and their potential for exploring interiority, and exploits this capacity to push the denunciation further.17 
Already a well-established genre by the time Rousseau starts his public readings of his Confessions, the 
confessional genre posits a completely sincere account of private thoughts and emotions that might differ 
significantly from the public persona of the individual, thus offering enticing denunciatory potential to the 
author of the Essais historiques to reveal the dissolute private life behind the detested public figure.18 
Widely-circulated and incredibly popular trial briefs provide another potential source for this first-person 
narrative. As Sarah Maza has demonstrated in her work on the famous court cases (causes célèbres) of 
the late pre-revolutionary period, one of the main developments in the genre was the increasing 
personalization and politicization of the briefs: “toward the end of the period [1770 – 1780s] mémoires 
judiciaires became both more personal (cast as intimate first-person narratives by the lawyer, his client, or 
                                                     
16 [P.-E.-A. Goupil], Essais historiques sur la vie de Marie-Antoinette d’Autriche, reine de France. Pour servir à 
l’histoire de cette princesse, 2 vols (London, 1789). For more on the pamphlets against Marie-Antoinette, see the 
Introduction, note 30. 
17 Kozul, “Le dilemme du roman de George May,” 20, and Delon, “Le roman au XVIIIe siècle.” 
18 Dorothea von Mücke, “Profession / Confession,” New Literary History 34 (2003): 257-74.  
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both) and at the same time more explicitly political, openly linking the cases they discussed with such 
matters as the reform of the judicial system, the evils of arbitrary government, and the nature of the social 
contract.”19 The Private Life of Marie-Antoinette, intensely focused on the threat of political intrigue and 
corruption on the part of the queen and her co-conspirators, draws on the strengths of the first-person 
narrative in order to make the attack more personal, while drawing on the popular briefs already heavily 
exploiting the potential of Rousseauean confession and political and social issues.20 The public’s 
insatiable demand for these briefs at the time makes it possible that the first-person narrative would have 
been a convincing literary technique that would make the arguments (or slander) presented all the more 
credible to the readership. 
As in the case of the first person confessions seen in Chapter 1 with the journal C’est incroyable, 
there are three important consequences of this first-person confession of monstrosity. First, when Marie-
Antoinette denounces herself in the first person, she confirms and authenticates the vast libelous 
pamphletary literature against her. Secondly, the terrible actions recounted in this corpus become 
deliberate, rather than the results of circumstances or the ignorance of a princess raised in a milieu of 
incredible privilege and entirely unaware of the sufferings of the common people. The virulence of the 
Private Life of Marie-Antoinette pushes the implications of the first person further than in C’est incroyable, 
with the serious third consequence being that she is no longer a victim of her class, but rather deliberately 
evil, implying that the means to contain and punish her must be more radical and permanent.  
Lacking any introduction other than the title page and the portrait of the queen in profile, the 
reader of the second volume is instantly plunged into the domain of Marie-Antoinette’s criminal world 
through her own voice: 
Tout l’univers a maintenant les yeux fixés sur moi. Tel est le sort des grands. Comptables de leurs actions 
envers la multitude, la prudence et la sagesse doivent en former la marche; malheur à celui ou celle qui, 
négligeant la pratique de ses vertus, se voue à l’exécration publique, et n’a d’autre partage à espérer que 
la haine et les vœux de l’indignation. Les cris de la douleur retentissent à mes oreilles, ma mort est l’objet 
des désirs d’un Peuple entier que j’opprimai avec la plus grande barbarie, les étrangers même ne 
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20 Ibid., 273. 
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prononcent mon nom qu’avec horreur. L’image du désespoir est partout sous mes yeux; voilà mon sort, 
ah! je l’ai bien mérité.21 
From the beginning, Marie-Antoinette demonstrates a clear understanding of the correct behavior for 
someone in her position, and explicitly rejects it, deliberately choosing to pursue a career of barbarity and 
oppression. She recognizes the horror that others feel towards her and validates this reaction, by 
acknowledging that she has clearly merited it. This passage sets up the rest of the text, in which Marie-
Antoinette will repeat and confirm the most dreadful rumors about her and the most horrific crimes 
attributed to her, thereby providing supposedly irrefutable corroborating proof for the accusations against 
her. Remarkably, she never provides a reason for unmasking herself so candidly in this confession. In the 
logic of the Manichean universe of the Private Lives, the target must be entirely good or completely 
corrupt and beyond any possibility of redemption.22 Given the profusion of invectives and diatribes 
already published against the hated queen, the next logical step for the libels is to place these 
accusations in her own mouth. What could be more monstrous than a woman who consciously engages 
in behavior that she knows is evil, and moreover delights in so doing? And clearly, Marie-Antoinette takes 
pride in her criminality, proclaiming herself proudly as 
Reine barbare, épouse adultère, femme sans mœurs, souillée de crimes et de débauches, voilà les titres 
qui me décorent; ils ne me sont point prodigués par la méchanceté, l’équité me les décerne. Sans doute 
ils orneront un jour mon buste, et placé au temple de l’immortalité, l’univers apprendra par lui quel était le 
monstre infâme qui désola la France au dix-huitième siècle. Et la révélation de mes fureurs atroces, 
attestées par la vérité, saura le convaincre de la possibilité de mon horrible existence.23 
Marie-Antoinette takes the various accusations against her that fill the pages of the pamphletary literature 
against her before and during the Revolution – her cruelty, adultery, promiscuity, and immoral and 
criminal character – and confirms them. Moreover, she bestows pure motives on her accusers, saying 
that they are not motivated by malice, thus transforming libelers into fair and truthful historians. The 
distinct historical perspective and the concern for posterity are reinforced by her reference to devastating 
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not just France, but eighteenth century France, which creates a limit to her destruction, thanks to the 
salutary effects of the Revolution.  
As the existence of such a hyperbolic monster could seem unbelievable, her first person narration 
also serves to verify the possibility of this monstrosity. Her exaggerated discourse is noted by Robert 
Darnton, who writes that the Essais historiques were “[c]rude, moralistic, vehement, hyperbolic to the 
point of sounding hysterical, […and] represented a new kind of appeal to a new kind of audience – 
committed revolutionaries, if not yet sans-culottes.”24 While he is correct in noting the links between the 
sexual depravity and political intrigue which are especially strong in the second volume, his analysis 
neglects to develop the contribution of the first-person voice – rare in the genre – to this new level of 
hysteria, seeing rather the major transformation as operating through the introduction of political 
conspiracy as a major motif in the second volume.25 This first-person confessional narrative displays a 
remarkable level of supposed self-awareness on the part of the queen by admitting to the worst of the 
rumors about her and drawing the same conclusions as her detractors. If the reader truly suspends his 
disbelief about the veracity of the narrative and fully inserts himself into the domain of the text, the 
narrative je removes the possibility of calumny that could be attached to the other pamphlets against the 
queen, since she confirms that all the terrible accusations are true. In the monstrous universe of this 
Private Life, Marie-Antoinette’s inhumanity is such that having gotten away with her crimes for so long, 
the confession serves as a forum to brag about how terrible she has been.  
The technique of the first-person confession in the second volume contains a more serious and 
radical potential than the first one, as she makes the case that more radical solutions are necessary to 
deal with such an enemy to the French as herself. For how is France supposed to contain (much less 
honor) a monarch who describes herself thusly: 
Sans pitié pour les malheureux, jamais la misère publique ne fit naître en moi la compassion. Inclination 
farouche, dissipation portée à l’excès, mettant le frivolisme au rang des plus graves occupations, 
l’indécence, le libertinage caractérisèrent les premières années d’un Hymen formé sous les plus fâcheux 
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auspices: la première partie de ma vie forme le détail des diverses gradations de mes penchants. La 
seconde confirmera le peu d’espoir que j’ai toujours donné à la Nation, d’un retour à la vertu.26 
Recognizing her evil nature, lacking the humanizing and exalted virtue of pity, she moreover explicitly 
states the underlying assumption of the Private Lives: that she is entirely beyond redemption. The 
impersonal summary character of this passage, dominated by descriptive adjectives, appears to coopt a 
third-person accusation and transform it into the first-person voice, highlighting the tension in the text of 
Marie-Antoinette denouncing herself through the external voices of rumor that she confirms. She also 
guides her audience, summarizing the characteristics and periods of her life in a way that demonstrates 
explicitly how her life should be read: “lisez et frémissez.”27 These frequent incitements to horror and to 
judgment contrast the less inflammatory tone of the first volume, whose third-person narrator instead calls 
in the beginning for her repentance and retreat from society: 
Les Essais que nous donnons aujourd’hui doivent porter le repentir et les remords dans l’âme d’une 
femme coupable. Elle doit chercher sous la cendre et le cilice l’oubli des humains. Elle doit une grande 
victime à la nation, et cette victime volontaire sera elle-même qui se précipitera dans les ténébreuses 
horreurs d’un cloître. Quand un fléau désolait autrefois une contrée, les dieux demandaient par la bouche 
des oracles une illustre victime: la voix du peuple est bien plus sûre que celle des oracles. Le fléau est 
bien plus terrible, plus universel, plus long, que celui qui désola Thèbes; nous ne voulons pas de sang, 
mais la cessation des maux et une retraite devenue nécessaire.28 
While the pagan-themed vocabulary of victims and sacrifice certainly contain deadly connotations, the 
overall message of the narrator in the first volume privileges an austere but bloodless Christian 
repentance and retreat into isolated seclusion. In a way a response to this proposal, Marie-Antoinette’s 
first-person narration in the second volume makes it repeatedly and abundantly clear that such a solution 
will never work, due to her all-consuming and undying hatred for the French and her unshakeable 
determination to destroy the country. Less drastic solutions are therefore unrealistic; more radical ones 
are needed. For not only is she irredeemable, but she is actively plotting the most fantastic of crimes 
along with a network of like-minded criminals. In a long tirade remarkably similar in style and in imagery to 
the excessive and bloodthirsty Sadean libertine, she describes the plans and the desires of her cohort of 
conspirators: 
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Le breuvage qui la remplissait [la coupe du crime], nous présageait que bientôt, à l’exemple de Caligula, 
nous y boirions le sang Français, et dans leur propre crânes; raffinement barbare dont l’antiquité nous a 
donné plus d’un exemple.  
Les cruautés de Néron, Scilla, Louis II, Louis XIII, n’approchent pas de celles que nous méditions au 
milieu de ces infâmes prostitutions. Nous lisions d’avance, dans l’avenir, les horreurs, l’incendie, le 
sacrilège, le viol, l’inceste, le parricide, la profanation, les touchants récits qu’on en ferait. Nous 
repaissions nos yeux d’une Patrie livrée aux flammes, des corps sanglants et déchirés se présentaient à 
nos regards, les pères et mères égorgés, les fils impitoyablement massacrés, les filles à qui la fureur du 
Soldat n’aurait laissé qu’un reste de vie pour déplorer le ravissement de leur pureté, les plus beaux 
édifices réduits en cendre, un Royaume fondé par la scélératesse, le despotisme et la cruauté sur les 
ruines d’une Monarchie détruite de fond en comble!...... O France, tel était le sort qui t’attendait et 
l’essence du complot que nous formions au sein de la débauche.29 
Through these vivid illustrations of her plans for the future of France under her reign, Marie-Antoinette 
makes the case for her own destruction by a direct appeal to France, transforming metaphorical 
accusations against her into literal desires. Figurative bloodlust and the ruin of France thus become literal 
desires to drink the blood of the French out of their own skulls and to see France entirely desolated and 
the French massacred in the streets, conspiracies actively plotted during wild, debauched orgies. Marie-
Antoinette presents a damning case against herself: given her position of power, her monstrous desires, 
her powerful network of conspirators, and her utter irredeemable nature, desperate solutions are required 
to contain her.30 In contrast to the proposal in the first volume of a voluntary retreat, death is assumed to 
be the only possible remedy to the plague and havoc she wreaks on France: 
N’en doutez pas, je suis toujours la même, c’est-à-dire, une femme orgueilleuse et vindicative, et lorsque 
le moment viendra où je dois rejoindre aux enfers les Reines de France, scélérates et prostituées, je veux 
qu’on grave sur ma tombe, s’il se trouve quelque coin de terre qui veuille me recevoir et des mains qui ne 
craignent pas de se souiller en m’y plaçant:  
 Sous ce Tombeau l’orgueil dépose  
 Le vil rebut de l’Univers;  
 Passant, crois-moi, si sa cendre y repose,  
 C’est, que son âme est au fond des Enfers.31 
 
Marie-Antoinette writes her own epitaph in the third person, and by doing so, she delivers her own death 
sentence. Reiterating to the very last that she is entirely criminal, contaminated, and debauched, and the 
very impossibility of ever redeeming her, she condemns herself to hell, thus passing the ultimate Final 
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Judgment upon herself. The external, third-person voice of the epitaph continues in the post scriptum. 
Despite the added value of the first-person narrative to confirm the wildest accusations and the most 
nefarious crimes, and to radicalize the determination of the appropriate punishment for the most 
monstrous of the revolutionary monsters, the third-person voice of the editor intervenes at the end to 
deliver the final verdict on the veracity of the charges: “N.B. L’Editeur de ces Mémoires prévient le Public, 
que ce n’est qu’à ceux-ci qu’il peut réellement croire. Depuis nombre d’années à l’affût de ce qui s’est 
passé à la Cour de France; quelquefois témoin des orgies de la Reine. A l’instant où il a terminé cet 
Ouvrage, il a brûlé les matériaux qui lui ont été confiés.”32 The first person voice, while potent, must 
ultimately be validated by an external perspective, creating a network of confirmations between the earlier 
pamphlets, the first-person confession, and the third-person authenticating editor, to construct a truly 
damning case against Marie-Antoinette. 
 While the second volume of the Essais historiques sur la vie de Marie-Antoinette d’Autriche 
significantly exploits the capacities of the first-person narrative to radically dehumanize and slander the 
queen, narrative innovation in the Private Lives does not stop there. In La Vie de Boissy-d’Anglas, the 
anonymous author juxtaposes verbose accusations in the second-person with a more historical, 
journalistic third-person voice that presents the charges against Boissy, a technique which succeeds in 
conflating the presentation of evidence with judgment while blurring the boundaries between the audience 
and the accused.33 The large quantity of spelling errors (more than any of the other Private Lives 
examined here) and frequent errors in the correct placement of quotation marks indicate that the 
pamphlet was rapidly produced. Nevertheless, the links between the different narrative voices implies that 
the text is not merely a rushed copy-and-paste job, but rather that the shifts between the second- and 
third-person voices are deliberate.34 
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 Despite the title, the Vie de Boissy-d’Anglas is more of a dialogue and theatrical prosecutorial trial 
indictment than a biography, testifying not only to the wide adaptability of the genre, but the powerful draw 
of the claim to reveal the private life as a means to communicate different messages in varying styles.35 
Unlike the other texts studied in this chapter on Marie-Antoinette, Marat, the Duc d’Orléans, and Conti, 
such critical biographical elements as Boissy’s childhood and education are completely neglected. Rather 
than an address to the reader or a supposedly impersonal introduction to the victim’s life, the narrator 
opens the text with a second-person direct address to his target: 
Malheureux Boissy-d’Anglas, quelle est donc ton envie, quel est ton but. Tu n’est [sic] donc pas content 
des abominations que tu as commises; tu est [sic] un des grands fléaux de la nature; si la Convention-
Nationale n’avait été remplie que d’hommes tels que toi, la France ne serait plus qu’un vaste tombeau. 
Tous les jours de ta vie se peuvent compter par des forfaits. Tu as en tout temps suputé [sic] ta férocité.36 
The actual language and accusations are quite banal, drawing on typical pamphletary conventions of the 
accused being the scourge of the human race, bloodthirsty, and whose behavior is solely devoted to 
crime. What is striking, however, is the immediate insertion of the reader into the domain of accusation, 
the second-person voice. The two opening questions, seeking to discover what Boissy wants and what 
his end goals are, establishes the link between the juridical accusation and the Private Life: the narrator is 
searching for the motivations behind Boissy’s monstrous actions. The use of the second-person voice is 
thus the logical conclusion of the narrative in the first person: since Boissy “himself” won’t take up the pen 
to explain his behavior, the narrator-prosecutor will “directly” interrogate him for these answers. 
 After this introduction, the narrator switches to the third person, adopting the impersonal, factual 
style of the journalist or historian to present the first charge:  
Boissy dans ses écrits, après avoir expliqué comment il était parvenu à la charge de maître d’hôtel de 
Monsieur, et comment ses 5000 liv[res] de rente étaient la représentation du prix de cette charge, il eu 
[sic] l’audace d’ajouter: “maintenant que le citoyen Bailleul connaît les faits, il peut nous dire si même 
                                                                                                                                                                           
 
vol. 3, De la Renaissance aux Lumières, eds. Maurice Aymard, Nicole Castan, Philippe Ariès, Georges Duby, and 
Roger Chartier (Paris: Seuil, 1986), 370-405.  
35 See the summary of the text in Ferret, Dictionnaire des Vies privées, 158-59. The authors also note that Boissy 
appears as a truly Sadean character in his portrait. 
36 Vie de Boissy-d’Anglas, 1. 
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dans l’ancien régime, le titre de commensal d’un prince était aussi avantageux que peut l’être de nos 
jours celui de commensal d’un banquier, etc.[”]37 
As in the case of the Essais historiques, the narrator coopts Boissy’s own voice, but here he places these 
words within quotations in order to authenticate them and to heighten the appearance of simply engaging 
in a journalistic reporting of the facts. This technique reappears at the end of this brief episode, as a 
supposed direct quotation from the accused provides the material for the narrator to engage in a sort of 
dialogue with his target: “Ensuite, Monsieur Boissy finit par provoquer ses accusateurs, non-seulement 
sur le fait du contrat de rente, mais encore sur tous les autres. ‘Qu’ils disent, s’écrie-t-il, si je me suis 
gorgé d’or et teint de sang!’”38 This direct quote provides the uniting thread for other accusations in the 
text, as the narrator repeatedly accuses Boissy of exactly this and presents “proof” to justify his charges. 
The importance of this one element is highlighted by the fact that following Boissy’s quote, the narrator 
immediately returns to the voice of the second person to formally levy the charges in a separate 
paragraph that emphasizes the narrator’s intervention: “Tu n’es pas teint de sang, Monsieur Boissy-
d’Anglas! C’est donc un autre Boissy! C’est un reproche que tu prétends adresser à quelqu’un, mais 
qu’as-tu donc fait pour empêcher que le sang ne fût versé?”39 This hypothetical engagement with the 
target of his attack mimics on the one hand the discourse of a trial in which the prosecutor interrogates 
the accused, and on the other hand is strongly reminiscent of Rousseau’s Dialogues, especially in the 
idea of a multi-faceted accused and in the concept of an absent, yet imagined, target of attack.40 This 
pretension of dialogue is highly indicative of the true culture of attack in the Private Lives, where the 
accused finds his voice appropriated by the narrator and manipulated into an argument in which he is at 
an undeniable disadvantage, destined to lose to his accuser. 
 The first piece of evidence offered in this textual trial appears in the report of the National 
Convention’s Committee of Public Instruction on the festival of the fifth sans-culottide (holiday following 
the last month of the year in the Republican calendar) and in the details of the ceremony to put Marat’s 
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ashes in the Pantheon, all of which are recounted through a brief return to the third-person voice of fact. 
The narrator then turns back to Boissy, and referring to the aforementioned festival, attacks him in the 
following manner: 
Dis-nous, brave Boissy, est-ce encore le souvenir de cette musique mélodieuse, dont le caractere [sic] 
doux et tranquille devait peindre l’immortalité, qui donne à ton ame [sic] ce calme et cette tranquillité 
inaltérables dont tu jouis? Y voyais-tu par anticipation la peinture de l’espèce d’immortalité qui t’attend. 
Dis, toi qui n’est [sic] PAS TEINT DE SANG, étais-tu calme et tranquille quand tu signais l’apothéose de 
de [sic] Marat? La plume est-elle tombée de tes mains, as-tu tonné contre de telles propositions? Tu les 
as signées, et c’était après le 9 thermidor. Oh, courage de Boissy!41 
In this direct address, the narrator takes up three specific elements from Boissy’s quote in the first person 
in order to turn the latter’s words against him and to prove his duplicity: calm, tranquil, and blood-stained. 
While the proof remains in the domain of hypothetical speculation on Boissy’s state of mind, it becomes 
more specific and concrete immediately afterwards: 
Mais, as-tu oublié un écrit, intitulé: Essai sur les fêtes nationales, adressé à la convention nationale, par 
M. M. & M. BOISSY-D’ANGLAS, représentant du peuple, pour la famine; député par le département de 
[sic] d’Ardèche, de l’imprimerie Polyglotte, rue des Deux-portes-bon-conseil, N°. 8, 12 messidor, l’an 2 de 
la République, une et indivisible. 
Parcours ces lignes, monument de bassesse et d’indignité; tu hésite [sic], tu pâlis, tu te troubles, une 
sueur froide inonde ton visage; lis, te dis-je.42 
This theatrical mise-en-scène of a courtroom in which the narrator presents the accused with a damning 
piece of evidence which he orders him to read, all the while mockingly noting his physical reaction, 
continues as the narrator quotes material from Boissy’s writing (pages 22, 23, 68, and 69).43 These 
passages, where Boissy describes hearing Robespierre’s discourse on religious and moral ideas and the 
Supreme Being (l’Être supreme), and in which he describes how Robespierre’s ideas on music, poetry, 
the arts, and philosophical ideas charmed him leads the narrator to the charge that Boissy abandoned his 
master in the end: 
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Quand Robespierre a été renversé, tu t’es montré son ennemi, et un de ses dénonciateur [sic]. Tu as 
affecté de le méconnaître, de le vilipender par-tout. Il n’est pas de sottise, d’horreur, d’infamie que tu 
n’aies vomit [sic] contre lui. Tu as voulu faire illusion; tu as cru qu’on te prendrait pour un homme sensible. 
Mais, on connaissait tes horreurs. Tu ne changeais point de caractères. Tu as changé quelquefois de poil 
comme les loups et jamais d’instinct. […] Avec le cœur le plus noir, le plus atroce, tu affectes un air de 
douceur, et de bonté, de popularité, et tu es un vrai tigre, un vautour affamé.44 
Tracing in vague detail the history of the fall of Robespierre, the juridical indictment of Boissy quickly 
veers into the domain of the incendiary, underground pamphlet, as the narrator inserts dehumanizing 
animalistic comparisons with Boissy and draws on the familiar pamphletary hysteria over revolutionary 
players dissimulating their secret motives and their true characters. But here, the goal of the pamphleteer 
appears to be to unmask Boissy to Boissy himself, putting him on trial before himself, as the readership 
appears to be already convinced of the criminal’s guilt: 
De quelque côté qu’on t’envisage; on est pénétré d’indignation. Tu n’as jamais rien voté pour le peuple, tu 
n’as pris que la défence [sic] des hommes qui avaient des rentes comme toi. Après les catastrophes qui 
ont suivi le neuf thermidor; nous t’avons vu employer tous les stratagemes [sic] pour affamer la nation. 
Tes moyens, et tes ruses n’ont échapé [sic] à personne. Dans ton imposture stupide, tu as eu l’audace de 
nous dire, que Paris ne manquerait pas de subsistante [sic], que la capitale était munie par les alantours 
[sic] pour la soulager, et que les bleds ne manquaient pas, tandis que dans l’année de disette on n’a 
mangé que de vieux bleds […]  
C’est avec raison qu’on t’a donné le soubriquet [sic] de Boissy-FAMINE. Personne n’ignore que tu aurais 
voulu enterrer le peuple tout vivant.45 
The person to be convinced throughout the pamphlet is thus Boissy himself. Nevertheless, many of the 
charges of crimes remain vague enough that their scope could apply to many of the men with a small 
amount of political power or money at the time – voting against a capricious and easily misled population, 
defending the rights of the moneyed classes, and failing to prevent grain shortages that periodically 
plague Paris. That many of these accusations could apply to certain potential readers broadens the range 
of attack: the most obvious recipient of the brochure is Boissy, the tu directly addressed throughout the 
Private Life, but the imagined public is in actuality much larger, and could include anyone implicated in 
any of the behaviors enumerated by the narrator. In the inclusive sense, the imagined public is the on and 
the nous in the passage cited above and the intended audience of the courtroom asides when Boissy is 
referred to in the third person. The use of on is a rhetorical technique, a claim by the narrator that he 
enjoys vast support by a public already convinced of Boissy’s guilt, already indignant towards his crimes, 
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and already enlightened towards his plots and ruses. By this strategy, the narrator isolates Boissy from a 
harmonious, consensual community, relegating him to the periphery where words fail to describe those 
who possess his level of utter criminality and monstrosity. The virulence of tone, the emphatic 
appropriation of Boissy’s own words, the violent use of capital letter all place significant and oppressive 
pressure on the reading public, who cannot help but feel implicated in the accusations. It is Boissy who is 
directly denounced, but the ambiguity in defining who is addressed by the Life means that pressure is 
placed on the public receiving the lesson to conform or risk the same fate.  
The rhetorical questions that open the pamphlet inquiring into the nature of Boissy (and implicitly 
to all who participate in his revolutionary activities) reappear at the end, but now the narrator-prosecutor 
admits his failure to be able to classify the abomination that is Boissy. Despite his one narrative 
intervention, Boissy’s je never reappears, and thus the questions remain unanswered. It is thus here, in 
Boissy’s silence in combination with the title of Private Life that the tensions and underlying problems of 
the genre appear most clearly, in that it is only the author-narrator who speaks, who appropriates the 
voice of the target and his interlocutors, and who furnishes supporting “proof.” In the case of the Vie de 
Boissy d’Anglas, the recurrence and the dominance of the second-person accusatory voice exposes the 
dangerous play and trick of the genre. In this narrative dominated by the logic of the prosecutorial author-
narrator, it is unsurprising that the destiny of the target is already foretold: “Mais tes efforts ont été et 
seront inutiles. La liberté de parler et d’écrire est un droit sacré de l’homme. Il n’y a que ceux qui te 
ressemblent qui s’opposent à la liberté de la volonté des républicains, mais toutes leurs tentatives 
échoueront.”46 In the Private Lives, the fate of the target is entirely in the author’s hands; the narrative 
around a direct accusation merely makes this condition all the more salient. 
 Issues of polyphony, play with the imagined addressee, and the control of the author all figure in 
the mostly third-person narrated Vie criminelle et politique de J. P. Marat.47 This posthumous Private Life 
denouncing the famously inflammatory but also wildly popular journalist Jean-Paul Marat, assassinated 
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approximately two years earlier at the hands of Charlotte Corday, draws heavily on an oratorical style 
typical of discourses at the National Convention and plays with perspective to convince the public of 
Marat’s monstrosity by all possible means. Through direct addresses, first-person hypothetical 
discourses, and an inclusive nous between the narrator and his reader, the anonymous author achieves a 
variety of tones and emotions: complicity with his reader, outrage toward his criminal target, and a 
hyperbolic, monstrous portrait of his target reminiscent of the self-aware monstrosity that appears in 
Volume 2 of the Essais historiques sur la vie de Marie-Antoinette.  
The juxtaposition of perspectives, polyphonic style, and the incendiary denunciations in his 
Private Life are also likely inspired in part by the target Marat’s own publication, L’Ami du peuple. A 
widely-known and –distributed publication of the early years of the Revolution, Marat is infamous for his 
dramatic accusations, and his pen is feared by contemporaries from opposing factions. The various 
issues of the newspaper vary in their exact form, but each issue contains a variety of information from a 
panoply of sources, and the presentation of this material takes multiple forms. The 368th issue dated 
Friday, February 11, 1791 is a prime example of this phenomenon: 
I. Untitled. Report of a bruit injurieux that claims that the general and mayor of Paris want to 
cover up the massacre of La Chapelle. (Recounted in the third person with on dit, etc.). 
II. A l’Auteur: Denunciation signed “Le J… citoyen de Versailles”, addressed to “l’Auteur”. 
(Recounted in the first person singular). 
III. A l’Ami du Peuple: Denunciation signed “G…, grenadier volontaire et citoyen actif de 
Saint-Cloud”, addressed to “l’Ami du Peuple”. (Recounted mostly in the third person, with 
pronouns referring to the parties involved, though a nous does appear. The end 
addresses Marat directly as “mon cher Marat” and “vous”). 
IV. A l’Ami du Peuple: Unsigned denunciation including a long list of gambling sites, 
addressed to “l’Ami du Peuple”. (Recounted mostly in the third person using proper names 
of the parties involved, with an occasional reference to “on” or “nous”. Marat is evoked at 
the beginning as “vous” and “mon cher Marat”). 
V. Dénonciation: Denunciation written by Marat and opening with the first person singular: 
“Je dénonce au public…” 
VI. Question à résoudre: Two related rhetorical questions are asked in the third person. 
VII. Avis: Newsworthy story (Fait divers) 
VIII. Avis: Strongly-worded suggestion formed with nous addressed to a Mister Berthereau, 
who is referred to in the third person. 
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IX. Notice: Remarks on a citizen who is scandalized by Marat’s comments on the former 
Parlements, with an explanation for why Marat believes as he does. The citizen is referred 
to in the third person (but not named), Marat refers to himself in the first person singular.48 
As this outline of one issue illustrates, not only is denunciation and occasional vague evocations of 
specific events typical of Marat’s style of inflammatory journalism, but the newspaper mixes a variety of 
voices, who all clamor to speak and to have their voices heard. This impression of widespread 
participation in civic duty through denunciation (no matter how one chooses to articulate it) could be seen 
as Marat’s legacy.49 The author of the Vie criminelle et politique may thus be seen as merely using 
Marat’s own weapons and his legacy against him. By adopting multiple perspectives and by addressing a 
constantly-shifting imagined public, the Private Life against Marat attacks not only the revered 
assassinated journalist, but also those who would idolize him. 
 After the typical observation of the duplicity of the target and the necessity of unmasking the 
monster, the Vie criminelle et politique de J. P. Marat immediately switches to a direct address in the 
formal second person voice:  
Vous frémirez hommes faibles, qui vous êtes déclarés ses enthousiastes; vous rougirez âmes 
pusillanimes qui avez prodigué l’amour à votre bourreau; vous serez humiliés littérateurs indiscrets qui 
avez célébré l’apothéose d’un monstre indigne de mémoire et de la sépulture; vous briserez ces nuages, 
hommes rendus à la vérité, et vous détesterez l’instant d’égarement où vous attachâtes un grelot à cette 
marotte digne de notre haine et de notre mépris.50  
This opening addresses the public, a long series of categories of readers who are all linked by the fact 
that they were all deceived by Marat. The thrice repetition of the syntactic formula of “pronoun (vous) – 
future tense verb – relative clause with qui” draws on the Ciceronian rhetorical style and evokes the 
image of the denunciation of a powerful but dreadful figure. The identification of the public that needs to 
be enlightened rapidly switches to a more inclusive nous so as not to alienate the reader. While the 
readers were deceived, while they were enthusiastic about Marat and formerly loved and praised him, 
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they must discover that this man deserves our hate and our scorn, emotions that they will come to hold 
and share with the author. 
 This idea of shared emotion and shared experience returns as the author, after the short 
prologue, begins the narrative of the criminal journey of Marat: “Avant de fixer les regards du peuple sur 
les opérations révolutionnaires de son soi-disant ami, fouillons jusque dans son berceau, et depuis sa 
naissance jusqu’au moment où le fer assassin termina sa carrière impure, peignons Marat tel qu’il fut.”51 
Here, the author performs an interesting separation between the gaze of the people, whom he refers to in 
the third person, and the act of searching and painting which is performed by a plural first-person actor. 
While the latter could be merely the narrator adopting the formal, impersonal voice of narration, the 
following encourages a different interpretation: “Voyons Marat sorti de chez ses honnêtes parents, et 
suivons-le.”52 This idea of a shared journey makes it more likely that the author is encouraging his reading 
public to accompany him from the beginning of the journalist’s nefarious career. This reading public, 
however, is not the peuple but rather a group of men that possess the capacity to be enlightened and to 
pass this enlightenment on to the masses by directing their gaze: most likely the National Convention, 
whom the author lavishly praises after criticizing its credulity toward Marat.53 The use of nous at the 
beginning of the Private Life thus serves to establish a complicity of mutual intellectual capacity and ability 
to guide the public, that is to say, a shared merit to speak, to be believed, and to lead the national 
discussion. The distinction between this imagined public of peers and the masses is also highlighted by 
the difference in capacity for intellectual thought: while the latter is only concerned with the revolutionary 
activities of Marat, the thinking, enlightened public of the pamphlet is also interested in Marat’s history, to 
see how his childhood and education come to inform his later criminal behavior. 
 The nous reappears soon after, but this time it is used more in the sense of the impersonal, 
historical author: “Nous avons déjà peint Marat, employant les premières années de sa jeunesse à la 
dissipation la plus étrange, n’écoutant que la voix des amusements, et se vouant totalement à l’attrait du 
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plaisir.”54 This nous refers to an active author-narrator (the two are clearly conflated as the narrator 
describes his activity as authorial), who is constructing a portrait of his target. This active, plural first 
person is quickly absorbed into a more communal, witnessing pronoun: 
Nous l’avons vu dans un âge plus avancé, porter le poignard dans le sein de sa famille honnête et 
vertueuse, en se dérobant par la suite aux représentations de la prudence alarmée sur ses inclinations 
vicieuses.  
Ensuite, nous l’avons suivi dans ses courses errantes et vagabondes, ne faisant usage de quelques 
faibles connaissances acquises par une éducation négligée […].55  
These passive, shared experiences of seeing and following include the reader, while momentarily hiding 
the authority figure who is guiding the narrative. It is also remarkable, and quite typical of this particular 
Private Life, that all the episodes that the narrator claims to have described are only mentioned for the 
first time when he is supposedly summarizing what has already been covered. This technique could be 
drawing on an oral style, in which the orator refers to previous discourses at the Convention, or to the 
idea of truly shared experience, whereby the narrator and his readers relive the career of Marat that they 
have been witness to in person. It also could be referencing the copy-and-paste style of the Private 
Lives.56 The fact of repeating an anecdote or a portrait increases the likelihood that it will be believed, as 
it appears that it has already been established as truth elsewhere. Only in this case, the claim of 
summarizing previously-mentioned material is merely that: a claim; all the supposedly aforementioned 
episodes merely appear in their “repetition.” This technique helps abdicate the author’s responsibility for 
the narrative by presenting the text as a summary of previous material. It also further increases the 
calumnious nature of the pamphlet in that it allows the author to neglect the burden of proof that so 
occupies many of the Private Lives libelers (even if the proof that they provide is oftentimes pure 
invention or taken directly from other equally-unreliable sources). 
 Immediately following this shared journey reviewing the evil deeds of Marat, the narrator switches 
to an informal second-person address to the peuple:  
Tel fut autrefois ton ami, peuple abusé! représente-toi, le défenseur, l’appui des droits de l’homme, 
grotesquement vêtu d’un habit parsemé de pièces de couleur différentes et sa figure ingrate masquée 
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d’un visage de carton noir, tantôt sur des planches inégales, le plus souvent sur un tonneau, réjouir les 
paysans d’un Bourg ou d’un Hameau, par ses lazis révoltants. 
Retrace-toi dis-je, ton ami prétendu rassembler au son de la caisse autour de ce théâtre ambulant, les 
amateurs naïfs de ses turlupinades. 
Retrace-toi, j’ajoute encore, ton ami, vertueux si l’on veut l’en croire, ainsi que ses dignes partisans et ses 
malheureux enthousiastes, faire le pendant d’un singe, ou d’une guenon, passant habilement dans un 
cerceau, vanter son adresse et son agilité […] 
Jette encore les yeux sur ton Ami, ô peuple détrompé, et vois-le se familiariser avec le sang, et 
s’apprivoiser avec la douleur et les tourments, en prêtant son ministère barbare aux opérations de son 
ignaré protecteur, qui dans sa cruelle inexpérience arrache une dent pour l’autre, démentibula la 
mâchoire à celui-ci, estropie celui-là, et ose cependant, se glorifier impudemment de ses rares et 
merveilleux succès.57 
In this series of exhortations, the narrator leads his audience from a state of deception (abusé) to 
enlightenment (détrompé), convincing the public once again through a series of abstract portraits and 
summaries of accusations (retrace-toi) that were never previously more substantively proved. To 
counteract the deified view of Marat and the remarkably persistent cult (culte) around him that endures 
through the early days after Thermidor, the narrator invites the public to construct an image of Marat as 
an amalgam of characters from the Commedia dell’arte cast of stock characters: the falsely-
knowledgeable and pretentious Doctor (Il Dottore) in a black mask, combined with the valet Arlecchino’s 
multi-colored jester garb as well as his buffoonery and laziness.58 By drawing on these well-known stock 
characters in his portrait of Marat, the narrator characterizes his target as a ridiculously exaggerated 
stereotype, whose use of masks is a literal representation of the contemporary fear of figurative, 
duplicitous masks worn by powerful revolutionary figures. By making Marat a burlesque character, the 
author also debases him as the epitome of a shallow, theatrical form of theater, in contrast to a more 
serious, dramatic theater that would touch, educate, and regenerate its audience and that was favored by 
such Enlightenment thinkers as Diderot as well as by many revolutionaries.59 Throughout this passage, 
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the direct addresses to an imagined public are on the one hand reminiscent of vivid and inflammatory 
speeches at the Convention, but are also significant in their use of the informal tu, which contrasts the 
vous in the beginning used to address a supposed group of the author’s peers. Here the narrator is 
directly speaking to educate the masses, to focus their attention on the revolutionary activities of their 
supposed friend. These separations between the imagined publics are nonetheless not entirely distinct, 
with intermingling occurring between an authoritative and a more inclusionary narrator throughout the 
text. In general, the apostrophes to tu are more pedagogical and directive, while the exhortations and 
summaries to a communal nous evoke a common disgust and present information in the form of a 
supposed summary.  
 Other direct addresses are interspersed throughout the rest of the text, serving to delineate 
friends and enemies and to illustrate the boundaries of each. Sometimes these addresses use the formal 
vous, at other times the informal tu. The former are directed to the Patrie, mortels, bruits injurieux, 
hommes justes, and Républicains français.60 Among the latter, the narrator addresses Charlotte Corday, 
but even more interestingly, he directs two speeches at Marat himself.61 The first address to the target 
begins by conjuring up the ghost of Marat to confirm all the negative assertions the author has made 
against him and to finish the job of revealing his true nature: “Tigre cruel! que ton ombre impure 
reparaisse s’il est possible pour quelques instants au milieu de nous, viens achever de guérir l’opinion 
publique, en proférant ces paroles sincères.”62 This apostrophe explicitly fictionalizes the words that 
follow in a dramatic flourish that displays the author’s power to control the scene and bring the dead to 
life. Despite this clearly imagined framing of the discourse that will follow, Marat’s words are presented 
through direct quotes, as the author appropriates his interiority and pretends to expose the journalist’s 
inner thoughts: “J’ai pénétré dans vos cœurs, et j’y ai lu, j’ai distingué combien il se soulevait à toute idée 
de barbarie, mais sans cesse vos droits à la main, je vous ai représenté qu’elle était nécessaire, le sang 
vous faisait horreur, mais pour vous habituer insensiblement à le faire couler, j’ai fait avec discernement, 
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le choix de premières victimes qu’il fallait vouer au glaive de la vengeance.”63 Through the mouth of 
Marat, the author flatters the public as peace-loving but misled by the craft of their supposed friend, who 
unveils his deliberate plot to manipulate the people in a confession remarkably similar to that of Marie-
Antoinette seen above. Admitting to his schemes, he nevertheless mocks a public that has come to 
admire and revere him, exclaiming  
“Insensés, et vous avez pu demeurer aveugles sur le motif qui me faisait agir ainsi; vous n’avez pas 
démêlé toute ma perfidie, toute l’atrocité de mes maximes, vos ennemis réels massacrés par vous; 
j’entretenais dans vos âmes le trouble et la terreur, la vengeance et l’effroi; j’introduisais la division et la 
confiance parmi vous, et si j’armais vos mains de poignards, c’était pour parvenir un jour à vous voir 
entre-déchirer.”64 
Marat mocks the credulity and faith of his admirers, daring the reader of his Private Life to realize to what 
point he has been the dupe of Marat’s duplicity and oratory. The journalist fully admits to being a 
bloodthirsty monster, entirely devoted to wreaking havoc, death, and destruction on all those around him. 
His confessions speak directly to fears that haunt the revolutionary imagination, as he claims 
responsibility for sowing divisions and for pitting citizen against citizen, and avows his duplicity that 
threatens the Revolution with secret conspiracies and that directly undermines contemporary desires for 
transparency. The confession finished, the narrator re-inserts himself in the text to summarize and judge, 
in the style of a prosecutor’s summation: “Voilà Marat le seul hommage que ton ombre criminelle pourrait 
rendre à la vérité; vérité affreuse et terrible dont la partie saine du peuple est maintenant bien 
convaincue.”65 Concluding his case, the narrator-prosecutor seals Marat’s condemnation by the 
reasonable portion of the public that has been enlightened. This separation of the audience dares the 
reader to align himself correctly, and completes Marat’s mockery of those who refuse to see through his 
duplicity. 
 The second direct address to Marat also draws on the judicial and oratorical technique of posing 
a series of rhetorical questions stemming from a specific situation: 
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[…] Danton, tout criminel qu’il fut, n’en tendit pas moins à Marat une main secourable, il le combla de 
bienfaits, et pour reconnaissance, il s’acharna à sa perte. Poursuivez le crime jusque dans ses derniers 
retranchements; vous le devez sans doute pour la sûreté, pour la gloire de la République, pour le 
maintien des lois de votre pays, pour la prospérité de votre patrie, pour la tranquillité de vos concitoyens, 
pour assurer enfin la félicité générale; mais devez-vous accepter des bienfaits de celui que vous vous 
apprêtez à dénoncer à la vengeance publique? devez-vous vous revêtir aux dépens de l’homme coupable 
que vous méprisez? les vêtements délabrés de la vertu ne sont-ils pas préférables aux livrées 
somptueuses de la scélératesse? et devez-vous digérer les repas qui vous sont offerts par la 
compassion, en travaillant à conduire à l’échafaud ceux qui vous ont nourri? Indigne Marat, voilà ta 
délicatesse.66 
The switch to the singular formal or plural vous in this address is significant. Having used the informal 
pronoun for Marat several pages earlier as well as in the last sentence of this passage, the use of vous 
indicates that the scope of the intended addressee of the discourse extends beyond Marat. The series of 
rhetorical questions aims to convey a moral lesson to the audience of the Private Life, a caution to all 
those who wish to pursue the criminals and enemies of the Republic and yet are tempted by the riches of 
those criminals to alleviate their own poverty. But rather than pursue this denunciation to the end and 
directly condemn all who participate in this practice, the narrator abruptly switches at the end, bringing the 
accusation back to Marat to denounce him alone.67 The narrator thus threatens the reader against 
following in Marat’s path, but condemns only Marat. The proximity of the two forms of the second person 
show the danger of following in Marat’s path and becoming an enemy threat like him, ultimately meriting 
the same violent end. The lesson is clearly communicated to a larger public, but the play in addressee 
ensures that the target of attack ultimately remains Marat while successfully implicating a wider range of 
the population. 
The Author Emerges: Author as Character, Narrator, and Denouncer 
 As shown above, the choice of narrative perspective and manipulations of the intended public are 
potent rhetorical tools that dehumanize the target of the attack and coerce agreement with the argument 
of the text.  A considerable portion of the calumnious power of the revolutionary-era Private Lives also 
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comes from the figure of the all-powerful, omniscient author-narrator. In these libels, gone is the early 
modern claim to be a simple editor (even when that is essentially the author’s main function). The 
authorial figure in the Private Lives is active and omnipresent, introducing the text, periodically reminding 
the reader of his presence throughout, and frequently intruding into the margins of the text through 
copious footnotes. His judgments fuse personal reactions, the embodiment of public opinion, the judicial 
tone of contemporary tribunals, and legal authority to underline his importance as the incarnation of 
reason and ultimate authority. The multiplicity of sources for the Private Lives highlights the complexity of 
the denouncer: a master of many roles and of just as many different types of discourse, his chief task 
remains to interpret, as minute phenomena under his pen come to have enormous symbolism and far-
reaching implications. Careful construction by these libelers means not only that similar anecdotes can 
lead to opposing conclusions, but also that their own presence, by serving as a foil for their target, can 
polarize the characterizations and the divisions in the text. 
 This polarization does not always appear at first glance. In the highly innovative and often quite 
amusing 1790 Vie privée et politique de Louis-François-Joseph de Conti, prince du sang, et sa 
correspondance avec ses complices fugitives, the author begins his opus with a Discours préliminaire in 
which he reflects on the philosophy of historical writing and asserts his claim to be telling the truth:  
Le but de l’Histoire n’est point de tromper les peuples contemporains et la postérité. Tout Historien, qui 
écrit la vie des Princes, doit être philosophe. Il est indispensablement obligé d’offrir aux yeux de ses 
lecteurs, une peinture fidèle des vices, des défauts, des faiblesses, comme des exploits et des vertus de 
son héros. Un Ecrivain ne doit aucune considération au rang, au crédit, à la puissance du personnage 
dont il annonce la vie. Une sévère impartialité peut seule honorer un Auteur. Ce n’est point par des 
tableaux dessinés avec art qu’il intéresse, c’est par la simple exposition des faits, et les réflexions 
lumineuses, qu’il parvient à se mériter l’estime de son siècle, et le suffrage des âges suivants.68  
This link between philosophy and history establishes a contract between the historian and his reader, in 
which the former is beholden to the latter to tell the entire truth regarding his subject’s positive and 
negative qualities without being constrained by considerations of wealth and power. The claim to be 
preoccupied more by the presentation of facts and perceptive remarks than by literary flourishes and 
mastery of the rhetorical arts is quite typical of the genre of the Private Lives and of pamphletary literature 
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in general.69 What is perhaps the most fascinating in this opening passage of the Private Life of Conti is 
the first sentence, which presents the essence of History in negative terms of what it should not do, 
imagining a rupture not only in chronological time, but also implicitly in the intellectual experience of an 
entire genre. Separating his opus first from the untruths of the official histories of the Old Regime, the 
author asserts his work as a monument of History, worthy of being believed by contemporaries and future 
generations alike. 
 For Olivier Ferret, these claims, rather than actually demonstrating a historian’s ethos, are only 
one of a series of rhetorical strategies used by the authors of the Private Lives to try to make credible 
their oftentimes purely invented storylines that draw on topoi from the sentimental, libertine, and 
pornographic novel and therefore can hardly uniquely inscribe themselves in the serious historical genre:  
We should not automatically trust such statements [of the historian’s ethos], especially in a text which 
sometimes retains the tone of a pamphlet. We should instead notice that the author intends to multiply the 
signs which make his text look like an authentic historical work: footnotes – some up to three pages long – 
and a series of documents (‘pièces justificatives’) at the end of the volume.70  
The authors of the different Private Lives devote considerable space to proving their credibility, and 
Ferret’s analysis of the different rhetorical techniques employed by the authors convincingly illustrates 
how these writers mimic the genre of historical writing and increase the verisimilitude of their work through 
such elements as the inclusion of private correspondence. Nevertheless, this claim of historian status 
does not only have the effect of gaining credibility, but also polarizes the entire text that follows. By 
establishing a contract of truth with his reader and strongly implying that previous histories have failed to 
respect this basic concept, the author constructs from the opening of the text an atmosphere of paranoia, 
in which the truth is masked by artful and flattering language to protect the powerful. The author maintains 
that the historian should speak to the people in clear, transparent language with a forward-thinking vision. 
For a text recounting the past, the concern is nonetheless exclusively present and future driven.  
 As Ferret notes, another way by which the author attempts to increase the authenticity of his 
narrative is by adopting the perspective of eyewitness testimony: “if adopting the attitude of the historian 
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can be a way of convincing the reader that the facts advanced are authentic, the authors often play on the 
characterization of the narrator. Thus the story is frequently related by a witness, close enough to the 
person to be well informed of his private life. […] Most of the time, the witness is a creation of the 
author.”71 Curiously enough, however, Ferret diminishes the importance of this strategy, claiming that it is 
quite ineffective.72 While it is quite doubtful that the author was truly a direct witness to many of the events 
that he recounts, the strategy has denunciatory importance in that the status of witness enables the 
author to directly comment on the episodes in a logical and natural reaction to observed phenomena, in a 
way that might appear unnatural and therefore less convincing in a purely third-person omniscient 
narrative.  It also raises the stakes of accountability for public figures: the author sees everything, and 
may be anywhere at any given time, observing not only behavior, but interpreting physical traits and facial 
expressions.73 In the Year II Private Life against the Duc d’Orléans, Vie de L.-P.-J. Capet, ci-devant duc 
d’Orléans, ou Mémoires pour server à l’histoire de la Révolution française, the author-narrator’s 
eyewitness status permits him to recount his direct and organic reaction to a duel at an evening ball: 
le prince voulut voir le blessé, il vit couler son sang, et ne fut point ému; je vis même dans ses yeux, qu’il 
éprouvait un certain plaisir, et je fus indigné de son sang-froid lorsqu’il demanda s’il y avait du danger, et 
qu’il dit: Je croyais qu’un mourant portait une figure plus hideuse, sur-le-champ il forma avec gaieté une 
contre-danse, où il se livra au plaisir avec un abandon qui me donna une telle idée de son âme, que je 
n’ai jamais rencontré ce prince sans éprouver une sensation désagréable.74 
The narrator noticeably intervenes here, presenting himself as a direct witness in order to increase his 
credibility and to model the appropriate reaction to this incident which offers damning proof of Orléans’s 
monstrosity. Based off of empirical observation, the narrator draws the logical conclusions on the nature 
of the Duc’s character that he is barbaric and inhuman due to his perversion of the natural sentiment of 
pity into the malicious feeling of pleasure towards another’s pain.75  This analysis leads him to a moral 
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conclusion, and he demonstrates his revulsion towards the Duc as the proper response to this 
manifestation of merciless cruelty. The eyewitness status also democratizes the condemnation, by 
making it accessible to everyone to learn to observe and judge. That Orléans’s pleasure can be observed 
means that his inhumanity is not purely an inner, hidden phenomenon, but can rather be empirically noted 
by anyone present at this scene, creating the possibility of an entire crowd of corroborating witnesses, in 
this episode and in the future. 
 Beyond the empirical, enlightened eyewitness, the character status of the author-narrator of the 
Private Life creates a convenient and useful foil for the denounced target. As such, he is endowed with a 
history and personal traits and private tragedies, all of which create a foil for inhuman characteristics of 
the victim of the attack. A striking example of this phenomenon in found in the Private Life of Conti. The 
image of the author as existing within a social network appears from the beginning of the text, with the 
author writing in the Discours préliminaire:  
Lorsqu’à l’impulsion de mes amis, je me suis chargé d’esquisser la vie politique et privée de Louis-
François-Joseph, Prince de Conti, je me suis pénétré de l’obligation sacrée de ne peindre que l’homme, 
et non le grand Seigneur; j’ai senti la nécessité d’être véridique, et de rejeter tous les égards, toutes les 
ressources qu’emploie la basse adulation ou la crainte de déplaire à des hommes que le hasard, et non le 
mérite, a placés dans un rang respecté des sots.76  
Beyond the author’s pure motivations and his fraternal and egalitarian credentials as a revolutionary who 
is simply performing his patriotic duty to unmask enemies of the Republic, the mention of the author-
narrator’s friends distinguishes him from Conti, the target of his attack. The subject of the Private Life, 
even early on when he is more ridiculous than monstrous, is an isolated individual. He may exist within a 
familial structure or within a network of co-conspirators, but he never has friends. The opening of the 
Private Life against Marat presents a prototype for this isolated anti-hero: “Marat naquit à Genève en 
1743, et les premiers éléments de son éducation le rangea sous les drapeaux de la liberté; mais esclave 
des passions, Marat, toujours guidé par elles, ne suivit plus que le torrent vagabond dès son jeune âge; 
les premiers instants de sa carrière présentent un être isolé sans principes, sans mœurs et déterminé à 
tout faire.”77 For an era that witnesses a widespread attempt to replace patriarchy with fraternity and the 
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idea that every citizen should be required to publicly declare his friends or risk banishment, this mark of 
the author’s humanity and fraternal sentiments is far from a trivial, sentimental detail.78 It establishes him 
from the start as a trustworthy source and on this point, a foil for the main character.  
 A variation on the concept of fraternity reappears during the episode concerning the birth of Conti, 
which threatens both the life of Conti the infant and his mother. This idea of fraternity, envisioning the 
conjugal partner as equal and as the dearest possible companion, privileges the wife above all other 
familial bonds which could be seen as too reminiscent of paternalism:  
L’ambition, le désir de perpétuer un nom n’animent point tous les maris. Combien d’époux éperdument 
idolâtres de leurs fidèles moitiés aimeraient mieux voir descendre au tombeau tous leurs enfants 
parvenus même à l’âge heureux de l’adolescence, que d’être les spectateurs des souffrances de leurs 
femmes malades, et de les voir agonisantes? Tel homme préférera la conservation de son épouse, à son 
propre père, à sa mère, à ses enfants rassemblés et à tout ce qui existe dans l’univers. […] Tel est et tel 
doit être l’homme vertueux par les inspirations de la nature et les lumières de la raison.79  
This praise of the conjugal bond over paternalistic links and as inherently natural and virtuous is 
subsequently linked to the author-narrator’s own life: “C’est ainsi que je pense et que je respire malgré les 
chagrins cuisants que me cause depuis si longtemps la moitié légitime à laquelle mon sort est enchaîné. 
Ses écarts motivés, autorisés par des conseils perfides n’ont pu m’apprendre encore à l’oublier.”80 This 
reference to the narrator’s personal domestic troubles is not a direct critique of Conti’s father (who is torn 
as to whether to instruct the doctor to save his wife or his son’s life), but rather of the nobility in general: 
“On me dira peut-être que dans le peuple et surtout parmi les grands, il est une convention tacite, 
convention reçue, reconnue qu’il n’y a pas à balancer dans l’alternative des deux partis, surtout quand il 
est question de donner le jour à un enfant mâle qui seul peut relever et perpétuer une famille éteinte.”81 In 
defying convention and received ideas in favor of adherence to natural feeling and faithfulness to a life 
partner, the narrator once again presents himself as a model to follow and as a foil for the cruelly selfish 
nobility. This model is all the more admirable given the infidelity by which his pure feelings are rewarded 
by his own wife. His honesty in admitting to a very personal and private tragedy, whereby his wife turns 
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him into a ridiculous cuckold, also serves to humanize him and to further emphasize his credibility.82 In 
other words, from the point of the view of the reader, if the author is so brutally honest to confess the 
disorder in his own household, why would he lie concerning Conti? 
 But perhaps the author-narrator’s most significant role in the radicalization of the Private Lives 
appears in the control that he exerts over the narrative: small editorial choices produce amplified effects, 
as passages copied and pasted from other texts with minimal modifications can be constructed to convey 
drastically different meanings when inserted into a different context.83 The political views and goals of the 
libelers inform narrative choices over which material to include, exclude, or add. They also determine the 
scope of the attack, as urgent calls for execution might be directed at a still-powerful politician, whereas a 
recently-guillotined individual may serve as a prototype in a more generalized denunciation of his or her 
class or faction. The ties between politics and libels is not an invention of the Revolution, and scholars 
such as Robert Darnton have noted the role of court intrigue in the creation of the large pamphletary 
literature of the era, with nobles financing slander campaigns against each other in order to further their 
faction.84 Nevertheless, politics and the cult of personality come to play an especially significant role 
during the revolutionary period, due to the crisis in authority with the diminishing role of the king and the 
battles for power among the new political candidates.85 The ever-shifting alliances and constant fear of 
dissimulation and hidden enemies that characterize this era also mean that slander against one individual 
may come from a variety of different camps. As I will show in the rest of this section, the series of four 
Private Lives against the Duc d’Orléans, published between 1784 and 1794, testifies to this phenomenon, 
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determining to a certain extent the focus of the material presented, the names used to refer to the target, 
and even the content of the material itself.86 
 Genealogies of the main character are a key element in the Private Lives, and the series of four 
libels against the Duc d’Orléans presents a prime opportunity to investigate variations in its 
representation.87 The authors of the four libels manipulate small details, and the inclusion of certain 
events and their presentation help construct arguments based on similar facts that lead to remarkably 
different conclusions. As I have previously noted, the universe of the Private Lives is governed by a 
strong deterministic principle, whereby all events illustrate a fixed and unchanging character (usually 
corrupt and evil) that is unable to evolve or repent, and therefore any episode can potentially illuminate 
the political goals of the author.88 Nevertheless, the genealogy is particularly important in that it occurs in 
a period of time covered by all four libels, and establishes a context beyond the main character, which 
has significant consequences on conclusions about Orléans’s overall responsibility for the Revolution. It 
also sheds light on how a single episode can be transformed to engage in social critique based on 
different political goals. This section which appears at the beginning of all four of the Private Lives on 
Orléans, drawing on the period’s recognition of the importance of blood lines, serves to characterize the 
Duc – at times even before his actual appearance in the story – through the manipulation of violence and 
vice in his ancestry. Genetics (or in one case, divine wrath) trumps even education, which comes to be 
seen as an important part of an individual’s development over the course of the eighteenth century thanks 
especially to Rousseau’s Emile. 
 The first pamphlet, the 1784 Vie privée ou Apologie de très-sérénissime prince Monseigneur le 
Duc de Chartres, probably written by Charles Théveneau de Morande, only goes back one generation to 
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his mother, her many lovers, and her husband.89 This ridicule of the debauched mother and the cuckold 
father sets the tone for the rest of the text, in which Orléans is constantly mocked and “defended” by the 
author, but always with a tongue-in-cheek tone. In the 1784 genealogy, the Duc’s supposed father, the 
elder Duc d’Orléans, is ridiculed as “naturally inept” and for being completely blind to his wife’s 
debaucheries with, among others, a certain coachman Lefranc, who is assumed to be the actual father of 
Orléans.90 In keeping with the light tone of the title, corruption, politics, and violence are absent from this 
first presentation of the Duc’s genealogy, in favor of a portrait of aristocratic libertinage recounted through 
impersonal expressions of rumor such as “Des gens malhonnêtes [...] ont donné à croire que” and “On 
ajoute enfin que” that bestow upon the text an air of scandal without becoming overtly moralizing.91 The 
reader is guided to laugh at the absurdity of the aristocrats, rather than be outraged by them, as illustrates 
this passage on the Duchess’s adulteries:  
On ajoute enfin que ces influences n’étant pas capable de fixer la Duchesse, elle charmait les ennuis de 
l’absence du Comte par les embrassements du vigoureux Lefranc un de ses cochers. Quelques 
personnes plus charitables se sont contentées de dire qu’elle faisait sur ce cocher des expériences de 
philosophie naturelle assez curieuses, et que c’est d’elle que vient le goût dominant que nos femmes ont 
aujourd’hui pour ce genre de philosophie.92 
This connection between sex and philosophy inserts the pamphlet in a line of philosophical pornography 
such as the famous Thérèse philosophe.93 The goal here is to ridicule the nobility through Orléans, who is 
well-known during his time as an inveterate libertine.94 This critique of libertinage and vice, established 
from the beginning in the genealogy, becomes a theme that reappears throughout the rest of the Private 
Life. That the focus of the pamphlet is on the ridiculousness of the nobility and a salacious portrait of 
debauchery becomes clear in the denominations for the Duc throughout the pamphlet: he is usually 
referred to by his title (the Duc de Chartres at the time) and by the mockingly obsequious “son Alt[esse] 
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Sér[enissime],” which is repeated ad absurdum. The mockery of vice in the genealogy thus sets the stage 
for the pamphlet’s satire of the nobility, testifying to a disillusionment towards the aristocrats’ pretention of 
virtue and the respect they supposedly deserve. 
 The second pamphlet, the 1789 Vie de Louis-Philippe-Joseph, duc d’Orléans, Traduit de 
l’anglais, by M.R.D.W. goes back further in time to retrace his lineage, starting with the failed regicide 
attempted by his great-grandfather, the Regent, who due to his ambition for the throne tries 
unsuccessfully to poison Louis XV (but instead poisons himself when the cups are switched).95 Despite 
the failure of this attempt, the episode serves to foreshadow the threat of the Orléans family as political 
usurpers.96 The author pauses the narrative in order to underline the importance of this act: “A ce trait on 
reconnaît déjà la scélérate ambition du Régent et sa haute audace.”97 The déjà establishes from the 
beginning the direct line between his ancestor and the future Duc d’Orléans’s own political ambition, while 
the use of the impersonal on affirms the neutrality and the universally-recognized veracity of this 
assertion. The rest of Orléans’s lineage in this account engages in behavior consistent with the earlier 
1784 pamphlet, but it is enough to influence the Duc’s actions later on. Much of the pamphlet is devoted 
to his political maneuvers and plots: how his money enables him to be named to the Estates General, his 
corruption of many deputies during the Revolution, his attempts to provoke rebellion by paying the 
people, and his secret political liaisons with Bailly and Necker. From his early years, it is clear that his 
guiding motivation is a strong desire to capture the throne of France. Implicitly linking the corruption of 
Orléans’s body by venereal disease to the gangrene of his soul, the author laments that the Duc never 
succumbed to his sickness: “Alors la nation française serait délivrée du plus insidieux de ses 
persécuteurs, et le monarque n’aurait plus à redouter les pièges que l’ambition politique de ce prince 
perfide n’a point cessé de lui tendre pour parvenir aux moyens de le faire périr et d’usurper sa 
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couronne.”98 The criminality and threat of political usurpation in Orléans’s genealogy thus presents from 
the very beginning the underlying thread for the different anecdotes and events which follow. While 
occasionally critical towards the monarchy, the author establishes Orléans as the counterpoint to the 
overall goodness of the king: he is the debauched and corrupt monster whose unnatural ambition 
threatens France by attempting to manipulate and sway the events of the Revolution. As in the case of 
the first pamphlet, the larger target is the aristocracy, though the political violence in the second 
genealogy demonstrates from the beginning the urgency, the nefariousness, and the deadly nature of the 
threat. The wide variety of names by which Orléans is referred to throughout the text illustrate moreover 
the scale of this menace by multiplying the signs of nobility: Orléans, the Duc d’Orléans, Louis-Philippe de 
Chartres, the Duc de Chartres, and ce Prince. 
 The third pamphlet, the anonymous 1793 La Vie et les crimes de Philippe, duc d’Orléans, 
resembles the 1784 genealogy in that the Duc’s ancestry is reduced to his parents and the attempted 
regicide of the Regent is removed.99 His illegitimate birth as the son of a coachman is relegated to a 
footnote, where some of the most scandalous and injurious details can be found throughout the text. The 
author’s royalist leanings appear early on with the Duc’s excessive villainy being attributed to his lowly 
heritage: “L’on sait que le Duc d’Orléans s’est vanté lui-même d’être le fils d’un cocher. La bassesse, qui 
forme le fond de son caractère, rend très vraisemblable cette assertion.”100 Whereas humble origins 
would normally be a subject of dignity during the Revolution, for the royalist author of the pamphlet, 
Orléans’s pride in his mother’s shameful act is yet another way that he betrays his class and aristocratic 
values. Besides this new addition, what is most fascinating in the 1793 text is that the suppression of 
political violence in his genealogy coincides with the early dehumanization of Orléans as a monster: “Ce 
fut le 13 avril de l’année 1747, que le ciel dans sa colère ordonna à la nature de produire celui qui devait 
être un jour l’opprobre du genre humain et l’auteur des maux de son pays.”101 From the moment of his 
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birth, Orléans is linked with early modern ideas of monstrosity as being the product of God’s wrath.102 
This concept is reinforced by the author’s denial of a connection between Orléans and his, which draws 
on another theory of monstrosity that defines the monster as that which does not resemble its parents: 
“Louis Philippe d’Orléans naquit, et avec lui le germe des passions les plus outrées, des inclinations les 
plus vicieuses. Ce n’était point le sang qui les lui avait transmises.”103 To underline this dissemblance 
between Orléans and his parents, the author reiterates, on the chance that the reader missed it before: 
“Philippe d’Orléans ne dut donc qu’à lui-même son organisation vicieuse; ce fut en lui-même qu’il trouva 
la source féconde de ses désordres et de ces sentiments dépravés qu’il se plut à développer dans le 
cours d’une vie profondément criminelle.”104 This characterization of the Duc as the scourge of the human 
race relegates him from the beginning to the edge of humanity, even pushing him into the territory of the 
inhuman. This move is all the more frightening due to the fact that the responsibility for his character is 
not the result of genealogy, but rather lies in him alone, as the author repeatedly states. Even education 
fails to redeem him: “L’éducation, dont le but est de rectifier les defaults naturels, ou au moins de les 
rendre moins saillants [...]: l’éducation ne produisit point sur lui cet effet ordinaire; elle ne changea rien à 
une empreinte morale trop fortement exprimée pour que rien pût en altérer le caractère primitive.”105 The 
monster Orléans defies Rousseau’s model in Emile of education’s potential to prevent the corrupting 
effect of society on the child, since he is already born corrupt. The absence of violence in his ancestry is 
all the more frightening therefore, because it means that Orléans is an anomaly, a freak of nature coming 
from heavenly wrath, whose destructive appearance is unpredictable (as it occurs without any 
genealogical precedence) and irreversible, and thus even more terrifying. 
 Orléans’s unpredictable monstrosity could be the only way that the royalist author can 
comprehend how a man referred to throughout the text as Highness (l’Altesse), the Duc de Chartres, and 
the Duc d’Orléans (thus recognizing his aristocratic heritage) could so treacherously turn against the 
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aristocracy and the monarchy.106 Nevertheless, the author recognizes the incapacity of the available 
terminology to express the true extent of Orléans’s monstrous criminality in a footnote: “Nous avertissons 
une fois pour toutes le Lecteur de se familiariser avec les épithètes de scélérat et de monstre, qui se 
trouvent si souvent repérées dans cet ouvrage. […] Nous trouvons même qu’elles ne présentent encore 
que faiblement les idées que nous voudrions rendre; et s’il en était de plus énergiques dans notre langue, 
nous nous empresserions d’y recourir.”107 The author sees Orléans’s monstrous and corrupt character as 
being entirely responsible for the trajectory of the Revolution, a conclusion that is quite typical in the 
genre of the Private Lives. That Orléans is characterized as such is hardly surprising, in that he is 
presented as a traitor to his family and his social class (and as a freakish anomaly of both), and is thus 
potentially capable of such hyperbolic responsibilities and drastic consequences. To express this, 
however, the author finds himself at a loss to accurately represent his rage and hate towards Orléans. 
Beyond the plot of the pamphlet, he seeks to transmit this furious disgust through the language itself, but 
finds the available insults in the French language insufficient to communicate this wrath. This similar 
recognition of deficiencies in the French language to express the barbarity occurring during the 
Revolution is recognized by many contemporaries, and is dealt with in a variety of ways. Louis Sébastien 
Mercier compiles neologisms to fill this gap and Sade will parody the latter technique in his political novel 
Histoire de Juliette.108 The anonymous author of the 1793 does not pursue these routes, and rather 
assuages his rage through the repetitive use of similar terms and the accumulation of anecdotes, 
complemented by additional anecdotal proof in the copious footnotes.  
 Orléans’s status as a monstrous anomaly in the genealogy nonetheless raises complications for 
the author later on in the Duc’s career, in that he must convince his public that Orléans is a serious threat, 
without elevating him to the status of greatness whereby he could be a potentially suitable replacement 
for the weak Louis XVI. A network of co-conspirators offers an ideal way to perform these rhetorical 
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gymnastics, by making the case that he is dangerous through his connections, but nonetheless entirely 
mediocre. This last point is repeatedly emphasized: “Ce n’est pas que Philippe ait conçu le plan de la 
révolution et de ses suites telles qu’elles eurent lieu. Il n’avait pour cela ni un esprit assez vaste et assez 
profond, ni même une âme assez forte. Il faut peut-être autant de génie pour s’élever au faite des 
grandeurs par le crime, que par la vertu.”109 Despite his lack of intellectual brilliance or of resolution of will, 
his wickedness and base desire for vengeance combine to make him a surprisingly potent force:  
Philippe, avec un esprit très ordinaire, qu’une finesse qui accompagne ordinairement la méchanceté 
rendait plus aigu, n’eut dans le principe d’autre plan que de profiter de toutes les circonstances pour 
contrarier l’autorité, pour satisfaire un ressentiment à qui sa concentration n’avait donné que plus de 
force. La vengeance était le sentiment qui dominait dans son cœur; l’ambition n’était qu’un motif 
secondaire, parce que Philippe avait l’âme trop vile pour s’élever tout d’un coup à la hauteur de celle-ci.110  
Fortified by a resentment of any authority other than himself, Orléans is too base to be inspired by 
ambition, being dominated rather by a wicked motivation for vengeance, to destroy others. He therefore 
does not need to be exceptional; he must only be destructive and exploit his negative, but common, 
qualities. Nevertheless, this perfected use of despicable methods and a base character could still be 
viewed as exceptional, albeit for evil. The author resolves the apparent contradiction between the 
assertion of the Duc as mainly responsible for the Revolution and the idea that he was not great enough 
to be capable of such a deed through the vehicle of conspiracy. Orléans has a network of non-aristocratic 
co-conspirators, and it is through them that he is able to accomplish so much destruction: “Il est au moins 
probable que sans les Orléanistes, la constitution eut été maintenue; et comme de deux maux on doit 
préférer le moindre, l’existence de celle-ci, quelle que fût son imperfection, eut été préférable au régime 
affreux, à l’anarchie qui l’a remplacée.”111 It is the conspirators (and not Orléans, although they bear his 
name) who are seen as ultimately responsible for the demise of the Constitution, which is named as the 
direct precursor to the tragic days of August 10 and September 2 (the fall of the monarchy and the 
beginning of the September Massacres). That Orléans’s faction manages to produce so much destruction 
and single-handedly prevents the people from reclaiming the return of Louis XVI is powerful indeed. 
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However, beyond the mentions of the corrupting influence of money and the Duc’s dissimulation of his 
true character, it is never clear exactly how he and his faction convert so many to their side. This tension 
between the author’s insistence on Orléans’s mediocrity and his hyperbolic portrait that makes him 
monumental in terms of vice, degeneracy, and crime is never resolved. An important consequence of the 
inclusion of the conspirators in the denunciation is that the call for punishment must be expanded. While 
the author calls for the Duc’s death, the shared responsibility of the conspirators in the destruction of the 
Revolution means that his death alone is not sufficient, and the end of the pamphlet contains a call to the 
French to continue the extermination: “Mais tous les êtres criminels ne sont pas encore hors de votre 
sein; il est encore une infinité de scélérats subalternes qu’il faut extirper. Armez-vous contre eux; versez 
ce sang impur contre lequel la nature et l’humanité outragées crient vengeance […].”112 The genealogy of 
the third pamphlet thus establishes the Duc as a monstrous aberration in order to separate him from the 
rest of the aristocracy and to present a precedent to explain the otherwise unexplainable crimes and 
treacheries committed by Orléans. This characterization provokes important consequences, in that the 
need to make him potent but mediocre necessitates the inclusion of conspirators in the narrative, who 
must also be condemned, thus widening the scope for subsequent enemy purges. 
 The last pamphlet, Vie de L.-P.-J. Capet, ci-devant duc d’Orléans, ou Mémoires pour servir à 
l’histoire de la Révolution française, probably by Pierre Turbat and published in Year II (late 1793 or 
1794) after Orléans’s execution, shows a return to a genealogy similar to the 1789 model. The author 
appears in the portion of the genealogy devoted to the Duc’s mother to remind the reader that the 
purpose of the family tree is its connection with Orléans: “celui dont j’écris l’histoire était le fruit de ses 
crapuleux adultères.”113 The republican bias of the author emerges from very early in the text through the 
denigration of the aristocratic woman. Some of the libertine portrait of his mother are in fact true: later in 
her life, Louis-Henriette de Bourbon-Conti comes to be known for her dissolute and libertine lifestyle.114 
This insult nevertheless inserts itself perfectly into the revolutionaries’ distinction between the fertile and 
virtuous republican mother and the unnatural, monstrous aristocratic woman, incarnated especially 
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through the person of Marie-Antoinette. In this version the history of Orléans’s lineage begins once again 
with a violent ancestor with a fondness for poison. In Year II, however, the violence is successful, though 
non-political, and goes back one more generation to his great-great-grandfather, thus illustrating how 
deeply corruption is embedded in the nobility. While the author claims that this ancestor is innocent of the 
accusation of having poisoned his wife, Henriette d’Angleterre, his negative characterization does not 
change. This results in murder being placed on a par with sexual deviancy and robbery, since all three 
acts merit the same label of “monster”: “il est à peu près démontré qu’il n’a point commis ce crime, mais il 
n’en est pas moins un monstre; comment le qualifier autrement, il aimait avec fureur le jeune Devardes, il 
passait la moitié de sa vie à s’habiller en femme, et pour varier ses plaisirs, lui et ses courtisans allaient la 
nuit sur le Pont-Neuf détrousser les passants.”115 Violence thus becomes almost banal, meriting no more 
disgust than any other condemned behavior, and so intrinsically linked to these actions that guilt need not 
be established. The rest of the Year II lineage, in line with the earlier pamphlets, is clearly negative, 
though not violent, consisting of the immoral behavior that was typical of Old Regime pamphletary 
literature, such as debauchery, incest, gluttony, and promiscuity. With homosexual, cross-dressing 
robbers and possible poisoners, along with gluttonous libertines, in the family true, Orléans has inherited 
the guilt of his ancestors and is thus the polar opposite of the republican model of virile male virtue and 
conjugal harmony. His aristocratic background is moreover highlighted to counteract his adopted name 
“Philippe Egalité”: while his birth is still illegitimate, his father is hinted to likely be aristocratic (and 
therefore he and his descendants are the enemy, despite Orléans’s cosmetic name change).  
 Curiously enough, Turbat shares the same concern with the anonymous 1793 pamphleteer in 
seeking to emphasize Orléans’s lack of greatness, despite the republican convictions of the former and 
the royalist leanings of the latter. After depicting the beheading of the “le plus vil, le plus criminel et le plus 
corrompu des princes de l’Europe,”116 Turbat continues by asserting the lack of greatness of the same 
man he just described in superlative terms:  
L’homme dont je viens d’écrire la vie n’est point un de ces scélérats grands jusques dans leurs forfaits, 
dont l’histoire jette dans l’âme du lecteur un mélange d’admiration et d’horreur, d’Orléans fut bassement 
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criminel, il n’eut que de petites finesses, il n’employa que de petits moyens, jamais il ne connût cet 
abandon de soi-même qui caractérise un héros; car, au fond, les héros ne sont, pour la plupart, que des 
scélérats bien déterminés; d’Orléans fut un lâche qui chérissait trop la vie […].117  
Acknowledging the existence of famous, great villains of history, Turbat is careful to classify Orléans 
rather among the class of base criminals in order to argue against the idea of Orléans being a martyr to 
the revolutionary cause. This tirade, in which Orléans’s deeds are minimized into minor dealings, 
appropriately concludes a text in which his revolutionary involvement is for the most part absent. Unlike 
the 1793 pamphlet in which the events of the Revolution are exhaustively detailed and inevitably 
attributed to the conspiracies of Orléans and his faction, Turbat’s narrative prefers a version of events 
more similar in content to those of 1784, highlighting his debauchery, degeneration, and envious 
character, albeit in a significantly more outraged tone. The political events of the time are more alluded to 
than actually detailed, or appear only briefly amidst vague allusions to the Duc’s plots and lack of 
courage. The reduced importance placed on the events of the Revolution in Year II coincides nonetheless 
with an emphasis on conspiracy, in parallel to the 1793 version, with Turbat similarly declaring that the 
true threat of Orléans is to be found in his network of criminal conspirators:  
D’Orléans ne pouvait être dangereux et nuire à la révolution que par ses alentours; ce que je viens 
d’écrire prouve sa nullité, et si j’ai recueilli ses actions, c’est afin de présenter à la postérité quels hommes 
existaient au premier rang: que pensera-t-elle lorsqu’elle apprendra que Philippe avait beaucoup plus 
d’esprit que n’en possédaient les individus de sa famille, puisqu’enfin il avait su rallier autour de lui tous 
les intrigants, tous les factieux, par ses richesses sans doute, mais au moins lui servirent-elles à quelque 
chose; il périt sur un échafaud.118  
Recognizing the tension of the 1793 Private Life of consecrating a work to a supposedly very mediocre 
individual, Turbat pushes the importance of the co-conspirators even further. In his view, posterity has 
judged Orléans as common, and he is only devoting a Private Life to him to demonstrate the folly of 
earlier times, when such base men were elevated to revered status. Orléans’s one intelligent move could 
be seen as reuniting a group of potent co-conspirators around himself, though this is immediately reduced 
to motives of greed, thus refusing him any greatness to the very end. With the Duc lowered to the level of 
a base criminal, his supporters become not the partisans of a just cause, but rather lowly criminals 
themselves. Moreover, as Orléans has already been guillotined at this point, the republican Turbat can 
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devote his first-person warnings against current imminent threats to these co-conspirators, whom he 
presents in contrast to the saviors of the republic, the Jacobins: “Si les jacobins, ces surveillants, ces 
intrépides et éclairés gardiens de notre liberté n’eussent pas existé, peut-être les projets des fédéralistes 
auraient eu lieu; mais soit qu’ils eussent été couronnés par la société, soit qu’ils eussent échoué, la 
guerre civile et tous les maux qu’elle entraîne, nous aurait dévorés, Philippe serait encore dangereux; ce 
service rendu à la République, n’est pas un des moindres de cette société.”119 Thus, while both the 
anonymous 1793 pamphleteer and the republican Turbat are pushed to disprove the idea of Orléans’s 
greatness and to attribute his successes to his faction, this move is underlined by different political 
motives. In the case of the 1793 pamphlet, the author highlights his monstrosity in order to separate him 
from the others of his social class and issues a vague call for the deadly purification of traitors to 
continue. Turbat, on the other hand, criminalizes Orléans in order to extend the condemnation to his 
supporters, contrasting them with the ultimate superiority of the Jacobins in order to encourage a purge of 
their enemies. In Year II, with Orléans safely guillotined, the urgency to denounce him is possibly 
somewhat diminished, though it is still politically necessary to praise the Jacobins and to depict the 
corruption of the aristocracy and other vague enemies of the republic in order to sustain the momentum of 
the Revolution. 
The Disappearing Reader: Dominated, Judging, and Un reflective  
 As I have discussed above, the author-narrator plays an important role in the Private Lives, 
though his role may vary from one work to another. The voice of the narrator manifests itself in a variety 
of forms, an ever-changing hydra that consecutively adopts the voice of the first person (either incarnating 
the target of the attack or appearing as a denunciatory witness-character), the second person (directly 
accusing the target or exhorting an imagined public to take action), or the third person (the traditional 
historical or literary voice of narration). The overarching increase in virulence of tone studied by Darnton 
coincides furthermore with an escalation in the representation in violence, as seen in the genealogy 
episode in the pamphlets against the Duc d’Orléans, which serves to discredit the target politically and 
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personally and to advocate not only his execution but that of a wider segment of suspected co-
conspirators as well. In the end, however, the increasing violence of the Private Lives from the beginning 
of the Revolution through the end of the Terror is not restricted to the subject matter. As the lessons to be 
retained from the pamphlets become more explicitly stated, the attacks more virulent, and the episodes 
more violent, the author’s interventions to model the appropriate reaction to the subject matter result in a 
deliberate, forceful removal of the reader’s autonomy, for he is no longer seen as able to judge the “facts” 
for himself. The reader as imagined by these libelers is now either the passive receptor of the political and 
moral lessons distributed by an all-knowing author and a member of the public wise to the target’s deceit; 
or by daring to reach different conclusions and disagree, he himself is an enemy to the Revolution that 
should be eliminated. Some elements of this rhetorical domination and manipulation of the imagined 
reader have been explored above, in the cases of La Vie de Boissy d’Anglas and the Vie criminelle et 
politique de J. P. Marat.120 The texts below will complement these previous observations on the imagined 
reader, showing how different authors or different narrative voices impact the conceptualization of the 
reader as passive and incapable of reflection, and the narrator’s ensuing treatment of him as such. 
 The disappearance of the reader is particularly noticeable in the comparison between the first and 
the last Private Lives against Orléans. As the 1784 pamphlet shows, although the author Morande sees 
his job as being to inform the reader of the secret goings-on of the aristocracy, his method overall is to 
present the “facts” in an amusing manner and to let the reader (guided to a certain extent) judge for 
himself.121 The ironic nature of the text, as mentioned earlier, means that the reader is expected to 
perform a certain amount of work in order to be able to comprehend the true meaning of the narrative. 
Thus the first game in the pamphlet is for the reader to discover that the pamphlet is an amusingly bad 
defense of Orléans, full rather of titillating details of his sexual adventures, unbelievable ignorance, and 
poor excuses for his bad behavior. This double meaning of the text means that the reader must read it on 
a higher level, not merely taking every word at its face value, and mistrust to a certain extent the claims of 
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the narrator. The reader’s judgment is required since oftentimes the “proof” of the allegations is 
immediately qualified or denied by the narrator: “On prétend que le duc de Ch[artre]s, dévoré par le feu 
d’une ambition ignoble, ne vit point cette union sans dépit, parce qu’elle détruisait ses projets, et 
paraissait naturellement lui enlever tout espoir sur la succession de la maison de Pinth[ièvre]. Mais ceci 
n’est encore qu’une pure supposition dont il n’existe aucune preuve constante.”122 At other times, this call 
to judgment is more explicit. Concerning the reader’s judgment of Orléans’s behavior, following a long 
description of the Duc’s various experiments in libertinage, the author concludes: “Ici nous laissons, ainsi 
que nous l’avons dit au commencement de cet ouvrage, la liberté au lecteur de faire ses remarques et de 
porter son jugement. Quant à nous comme historiens, nous rapportons fidèlement des faits, et comme 
apologistes nous les justifions quand il nous est possible.”123 Playing on the contradictory work of the 
historian and the apologist, the author leaves it to the reader to determine which role is dominant and 
what idea of the Duc to take away from the text. Beyond the recognition of autonomy in regards to the 
subject of the work, this independence also applies to the reader’s judgment of the author’s motives, 
which could influence the former’s trust of the latter. In the dedication, the author recognizes the reader’s 
autonomy in deciding his reasons for writing: “Mais vous allez peut-être nous considérer comme de ces 
Auteurs ordinaires, dont le but est de mériter les suffrages du Public, et son argent? Eh bien, Messieurs, 
pensez-le si vous voulez; mais tel que puisse être votre jugement, et sur l’Ouvrage et sur le dessein de 
ses Auteurs, s’il vous intéresse un instant, nous aurons réussi.”124 Morande allows the reader to judge 
him, even on the delicate matter of his motives for writing, the focus of considerable amount of ink in the 
clandestine press.  
This mild tone that protests against a false supposition without attacking the reader and faithful in 
its desire to please contrasts sharply with the position towards the reader taken by Turbat in the Year II 
Vie de L.-P.-J. Capet, who recognizes the reader’s right to decide for himself, though the consequences 
of this autonomy come at the price of his humanity: “Que tout mortel qui se refusera à l’évidence, à la 
vérité de ces assertions, rejette mon écrit, je n’en serai pas fâché, j’ai composé cet ouvrage pour des 
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hommes et non pour des brutes.”125 Morande’s openness to reactions is replaced by violent dismissal in 
Turbat: anyone who would disagree with his conclusions is a brute, incapable of rational thought. The 
only thing that the reader is allowed to judge without threat by the author is the style, thus cutting off all 
possible dialogue or questioning of the denunciatory text: 
C’est au public à juger du style de cet ouvrage, mais nous pouvons affirmer que l’auteur est parfaitement 
informé de tout ce qui concerne la ci-devant maison d’Orléans; que nous avons vérifié par nous-mêmes 
des anecdotes particulières, et jusqu’à présent inconnues; qu’enfin nous n’avons rien négligé pour rendre 
cet écrit agréable à nos contemporains, et utile à ceux qui écriront un jour l’histoire de notre salutaire 
révolution.126 
The lesson is clear: the author has done all the necessary due diligence for his imagined public, who may 
reflect on the style but not on the content of the denunciation. The libeler’s authority is to be trusted, and 
his condemnation blindly accepted.  
A sympathetically-disposed readership, unified in a homogeneous opinion, is found in the second 
volume of the Essais historiques, where it is provoked into judging, but not imagined to reflect. The first-
person voice of Marie-Antoinette leads this provocation: “Cette âme vile et abjecte va donc vous être 
dévoilée, vous allez maintenant y lire aussi clairement que moi. Quelle horrible connaissance! vous avez 
proscrit ma tête lors même que ces affreux secrets ne vous étaient point encore parvenus, que ferez-
vous donc après?”127 Recognizing that the Parisians want her head based on the existing knowledge 
about her (in all likelihood from the libels against her), she rhetorically asks what they will want once they 
have the entire story that she is in the process of revealing. This defiant challenge provokes the reader to 
find an appropriate punishment for her based on the supplementary knowledge she is providing. This 
information is meant as a supplement to existing publications about her: “Ayant intention de parcourir les 
différentes époques de ma vie où j’ai donné des preuves signalées de la plus complète dépravation, sans 
répéter ce que l’Historien qui m’a prévenue en a publié, je passe à l’année mil sept cent soixante-quinze, 
où la Cour fit le voyage de Reims pour le sacre de mon illustre époux, et où de nouveaux plaisirs 
m’appelaient.”128 Since the other texts are true, there is no need to either repeat or refute them. For a 
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reader unacquainted with the other pamphlets, the same material is nonetheless presented; for a reader 
already well-versed in her scandalous life, episodes concerning her hetero- and homosexual encounters, 
her scorn for Louis XVI, the murder of the Dauphin at her hands, and her conspiracies against France are 
revisited and confirmed through the first-person voice. It is nevertheless inconceivable that the reader 
might hold a different opinion: as it is understood that the reader has already proscribed the queen, the 
only question is how drastic of a punishment he can be provoked into supporting. The additional proof 
provided by Marie-Antoinette thus serves rather to harden and radicalize this resolve to punish. This call 
for violent justice is, according to the revolutionary libelers of the Private Lives, the only political activity 
the public could possibly be involved in, given their civic infancy and need to be educated by the author. 
For a reader who would rebel, however, he is directly warned of the dangers of rejecting this authority. 
  
 Literary elements of form and narrative voice are thus key to understanding the surge in 
popularity of the Private Lives in the early years of the Revolution. The quest by the libelers to expose the 
hidden motivations underlying private behavior, which in turn illuminate the public persona of the 
individual, is supported by the structural aspects of the genre. The three narrative voices exploited by the 
authors each offer a different set of advantages, though the first and second person are particularly 
innovative in their potential to confirm exterior judgments and to mimic the accusations and verdicts of 
courtroom proceedings. The author’s different functions and certain character traits establish his 
credibility, but also radicalize the practice of denunciation through his adoption of such roles as that of the 
omnipresent narrator-spy. He further polarizes the narrative by transforming seemingly benign aspects 
into having drastic conclusions, with the added potential that similar episodes may be used to prove 
opposite conclusions based on the author’s politics. Different narrative voices and the controlling figure of 
the author have important consequences on the imagined public of the Private Lives, in that their role is 
diminished for the most part to that of an unreflective, judging crowd. For those who would refuse this 
position, certain Lives implicitly or explicitly express their threats to conform, or risk the treatment of their 
target, in a potentially endless cycle of denunciation and destruction. 
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Chapter 3: 
Memories of the Revolution: Mercier and Restif Confront 
Denunciation 
“Elle fut un métier pendant la révolution, elle fut autorisée par la loi des Jacobins, elle fut plus 
horrible peut-être que le meurtre; elle tua le caractère national, du moins dans les villes; elle engendra les 
haines, les perfidies, les ressentiments, les jalousies; et les liens des familles furent dissous pour 
longtemps.”1 So opens Louis Sébastien Mercier’s chapter “Dénonciation” in his extensive opus on 
revolutionary Paris, Le Nouveau Paris, in which the chronicler, politician, and journalist develops a 
damning portrait of the practice of denunciation during the Revolution, depicting it as the work of inhuman 
individuals – mostly women – motivated solely by money.2 Not only the focus of this one short chapter, 
denunciation and its close cousin calumny make frequent appearances throughout the work, with the 
virulent, limitless denunciatory press often the object of Mercier’s attack, being blamed for the dangerous 
radicalization of discourse. Nicolas-Edme Restif de la Bretonne, another chronicler of late eighteenth-
century Paris, voices similar concerns over the practice in the revolutionary-era continuation of his Les 
Nuits de Paris.3  Citing the potent danger of denunciation during this period, he remarks on how easily it 
produces such deadly effects: “un garçon marchand de vin vous y a dénoncé comme conspirateur, et 
deux ou trois hommes de rivière, initiés, dans l’affaire contre Dupont, avaient résolu de vous faire sauter 
le pas, à cette même occasion. Voyez à combien peu tient notre vie, dans les temps d’anarchie et de 
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trouble!”4 Denunciation adds another danger to the existing chaos of the Revolution, permitting the 
settling of personal grievances through a state-sanctioned practice. 
 Les Nuits révolutionnaires and Le Nouveau Paris, Restif and Mercier’s chronicles of 
revolutionary-era Paris, consist of reflections on the events of the Revolution and the culture of the time. 
For Restif, a short amount of time separates the events from the writing: he writes Part One of the 
revolutionary Nights, which covers the major events of 1789, in January and February 1790, publishing it 
the same year, and Part Two, covering the period from July 13, 1790 through the execution of Marie-
Antoinette on October 16, 1793, from March to November 1793, publishing it the following year.5 For 
Mercier, despite some early attempts to start a revolutionary-era sequel to the Tableau de Paris in 1789-
1791, it is not until his release from prison starting in December 1794 that he begins work on the articles 
that would later form part of Le Nouveau Paris, which he finishes in 1798 and publishes in early 1799.6 
Denunciation enters frequently into their chronicles, with the practice being theorized and blamed for the 
hysterical and deadly environment of the time.  
I will argue that there is substantial tension around denunciation for Restif and Mercier, in that 
they seek to depict and condemn the worst excesses of the Revolution, but grapple with the limits that 
should be placed on this type of virulent discourse. Both authors have first-hand experience with being 
denounced during the Revolution, and the fact that Mercier is denounced two more times in 1795 
undoubtedly makes him realize that his safety from accusation has not even been restored with the fall of 
Robespierre, significantly raising the stakes for him on this issue.7 In the first part of this chapter, I will 
show how despite their reservations about denunciation, the representations of the September 
Massacres by the two writers draw heavily on strategies of the denunciatory press that they deplore, such 
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as inflammatory language and rhetorical techniques. While there are many other instances of powerful 
accusatory language in the Les Nuits révolutionnaires and Le Nouveau Paris, the multiple appearances of 
denunciations of the September Massacres and their perpetrators, and their extensive treatment by both 
authors makes them a logical choice for a comparison between the two works. I will investigate how the 
virulence of the narration of the massacres is aided by the fragmentation of the denunciations through the 
construction of the text. The consequences of this technique are important, in that fragmentation permits 
the presentation of contradictory arguments and multiple perspectives that preserve the complexity of 
revolutionary controversies.8 The strength of the denunciation is further supported by the fictionalization of 
the events, transformed to varying degrees into Gothic or libertine tales that enable the authors to appeal 
in different ways to the reader’s emotions or to radicalize the argument presented. Later sections will 
demonstrate that the authors’ concerns with unrestricted violent accusations appear in passages 
recounting their own sufferings and experiences with denunciation, as the chroniclers reflect on the 
problems with the practice and use literary techniques to attenuate their critique. Elsewhere, Restif and 
Mercier draw on the press’s virulent technique of entering into their target’s mind, but transform it into a 
justification for holding back judgment and thus hesitating to denounce. The coexistence of inflammatory 
rhetoric and polemic discourse with fragmented and fictionalized narratives exposes the traumatic impact 
of the Revolution on the chroniclers, who attempt to comprehend and denounce the barbaric violence of 
the period and its perpetrators, while also helping to lead their countrymen out of the endless cycle of 
violence and strife. Calls for peace and understanding coexist with exhortations for punishment and for a 
vengeful memory, capturing the struggles of a society seeking to heal from its great upheaval. 
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Fragmenting and Fictionalizing the September Massac res  
 The September Massacres took place from September 2-5, 1792 and constituted one of the 
worst and most shocking instances of brutality committed by mostly anonymous groups who slaughtered 
more than 1,100 people incarcerated in the various locations turned into prisons in Paris: the Carmes, the 
Abbaye, the Force, the Conciergerie, Châtelet, Bicêtre, and the Salpêtrière. Spectators watched and 
cheered the killers on and the authorities let the massacres happen, with the Comité de surveillance de la 
Commune even going so far as to praise their utility in frightening traitors at such a crucial time in the 
Revolution, following the fall of the monarchy on August 10 and marked by fears of invasion provoked by 
the news of the siege of Verdun and rumors that the prisoners in Paris were plotting against the nation.9 
Despite calls to punish the Septembriseurs, the name given to the murderous bands, no one was 
punished for these four days of rape, pillage, and murder. The effect of the massacres on Restif and 
Mercier is undeniable. Restif uncharacteristically devotes two entire Nights (numbers Twelve and Thirteen 
of Part Two) to them, breaking the events at the Salpêtrière off into a separate night, and referring to 
them elsewhere in the collection. With Mercier, two entire chapters recount the events from different 
perspectives, and references to the massacres are found throughout Le Nouveau Paris, creating a 
network of evil that infiltrates the worst parts of the Revolution. Restif and Mercier must resort to fiction 
and fragmentation in order to grasp insofar as possible the horror of one of the most terrifying outbreaks 
of mass violence in the Revolution. 
Grappling with Horror: Restif Experiences the Septe mber Massacres 
 The traumatic impact of the September Massacres on Restif and the importance that they be 
properly denounced is evident from the opening of the Twelfth Night, when he theorizes on the manner in 
which the events must be presented: “Le 10 août avait renouvelé et achevé la Révolution: les 2, 3, 4 et 5 
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septembre jetèrent sur elle une sombre horreur. C’est avec impartialité qu’il faut décrire ces événements 
atroces, et l’écrivain doit être froid, lorsqu’il fait frissonner son lecteur. Aucune passion ne doit l’agiter; 
sans cela, il devient déclamateur, au lieu d’être historien.”10 This brief preface on the style of writing 
necessary to communicate horror, uncommon in Les Nuits révolutionnaires, combined with the rare 
reference to a largely absent reader, illustrates the gravity of the events and the importance of presenting 
them effectively. The implication is that to properly denounce atrocities, the author’s role is to purely 
present the facts, which will provoke emotional reactions in the reader. Nevertheless, it quickly becomes 
clear that Restif finds this method insufficient to depict the massacres, as his own reactions and themes 
from his fictional writings pervade the text. By his own reactions, I mean the expressions he attributes to 
himself in the narrative, and do not claim that these are the author’s true beliefs, as questions over 
Restif’s actual role in the Revolution and his opinions at the time currently remain unanswered by 
scholarship.11 In a departure from the impartiality he claims is necessary, he amply draws on emotional, 
denunciatory techniques of the clandestine press, transforming the Septembriseurs into marginalized 
monsters. Unlike the ephemeral press, however, that seeks to expand the scope of its attacks, the 
individuals that Restif is careful to separate from the rest of society – the perpetrators and the spectators 
– are carefully restricted in scope. Restif’s use of fragmentation through questionable eyewitness 
testimony, inserting himself frequently into the text, and blurring the boundary between the historical 
events and his own pornographic fiction disorients the narrative, capturing the turmoil of the events and 
the author’s horror at their barbarity.12 Furthermore, the passage between bloodthirsty monsters fit for the 
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ephemeral press and Retivian pornography means that the reader is destabilized, wavering between 
belief and incredulity. 
 This tension between an objective presentation of the events and a subjective, dramatized 
account drawing heavily on denunciatory rhetorical techniques appears first and foremost in the depiction 
of the perpetrators of the massacres and the forces underlying the massacres. Throughout the Twelfth 
and Thirteenth Nights, Restif’s general portrait of the killers as monstrous, conspiring barbarians 
corresponds to the major themes in the press of the time. The origins of the massacres, however, are 
vague and fragmented, spontaneously attributed to individuals who remain unconnected in the narrative, 
and whose motivations defy any coherent rationale. The closing of the Eleventh Night announces the 
murderous conspiracy and foreshadows the events to come, accusing Pierre Manuel of the Commune as 
one of the conspirators: “Un prêtre aux Carmes, se plaignait à P. Manuel, procureur de la commune, 
qu’ils manquaient de beaucoup de choses. ‘Cela sera fini dimanche, ou lundi’, répondit Pierre. Il le savait 
apparemment.”13 The idea of a conspiracy is soon contradicted as the origins of the massacres start to 
multiply, first in a rumor Restif reports on: “On dit que ça vient d’un homme d’hier mis au carcan à la 
Grève; qui a dit qu’il se f… de la nation, et d’autres injures. […] Il a dit avant, que toutes les prisons 
pensaient comme lui […] Ça a fait qu’aujourd’hui, on s’est attroupé devant les prisons, qu’on a forcées, et 
qu’on y tue tous les prisonniers qui ne sont pas pour dettes.”14 From a well-developed conspiracy, Restif 
takes his reader to a spontaneous spark, before leading him through a confusing mix of motivations for 
the attack on the Salpêtrière. At the beginning, he indicates that the conspiracy was so finely detailed as 
to have a schedule: “Mais il restait à faire une opération qui flattait davantage les scélérats et les 
brigands: j’appris qu’on la réservait pour le 4, au retour de Bicêtre. Tous les souteneurs de Paris et les 
anciens espions se préparaient à cette opération.”15 Restif then locates this conspiracy as originating in 
one monstrous woman with horrible desires of mass destruction:  
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Ce fut cette femme (dit-on), qui fut le principal motif d’une expédition contre les femmes d’un hôpital… On 
disait qu’elle était intrigante, méchante, capable de tout; qu’elle avait maintes fois témoigné combien elle 
aurait de joie à voir Paris nager dans le sang, et à y mettre le feu… Ce qui m’étonne encore, c’est que 
tout le monde savait ce projet, et que personne ne l’ait prévenu: au contraire, le lendemain à sept heures, 
les brigands furent accompagnés de deux écharpés, pour empêcher le désordre, disait-on.16  
Entering perfectly into the domain of illustrious criminals (she was reportedly the companion of the 
infamous poisoner Desrues), her enthusiasm for mass destruction further links her to the revolutionary-
era stereotype of the enemy. As a woman, she evokes the fear by contemporaries of women in the public 
sphere and the necessity of relegating them to domesticity.17 Whether the assassins planned to attack the 
Salpêtrière to save her or kill her is not clear in Restif’s narrative: the Thirteenth Night is populated by 
criminals saving their comrades and by pimps saving the prostitutes who work for them, however after 
she participates in the judgment of several of her comrades, she is massacred in turn.18 Lastly, in his 
conclusion to the Twelfth Night, explicitly from the perspective of May 11, 1793, Restif cites another 
conspiracy as the foundation of the massacres: a plot to get rid of refractory priests.19 While the ambiguity 
in motivations and the constant movement between explanations is disorienting, the idea of monstrous 
and evil forces underlying the events remains constant and succeeds in refusing to assign a specific 
motive behind the killings that would alleviate their barbaric nature. By so doing, Restif successfully 
communicates the panicked rumors circulating about the massacres, all the while keeping the focus on 
the events themselves. 
 Concerning the actual perpetrators, throughout most of the Twelfth and Thirteenth Nights, the 
references mark the killers as a separate, distinct group. Most often, rather than delving into social or 
political affiliations, Restif refers to them by their action – “tueurs” – as when he writes: “Les tueurs 
entrèrent aux Carmes vers les cinq heures.”20 At the sites of other massacres, the noun and the verb 
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reinforce the action, while the repetition mimics the incessant killings over the four days: “Les tueurs 
étaient à la Conciergerie, à la Force: ils tuèrent, à ces deux prisons, ainsi qu’au Châtelet, toute la nuit.”21 
While this is by far the most common term used, other nouns more typical of the denunciatory press such 
as “cannibales” and “canaille” are used, contributing to the demonizing of the perpetrators and to the 
reaction of horror that should be felt towards them.22 The association of cannibals with foreigners further 
separates the killers from the general population: “Vers les deux heures, j’entends passer sous mes 
fenêtres, une troupe de cannibales, dont aucun ne me parut avoir l’accent du Parisis; tout était 
étranger.”23 The repetition of a vocabulary of killing and foreignness throughout the narration make these 
terms become practically synonymous. When the participants are not foreign, they are nonetheless 
associated with the fringe of society, as in the case of other criminals who arrive at the prisons to free 
their comrades.24 By defining the perpetrators as innately ferocious and by associating them with 
foreignness and criminality, Restif restricts the scope of the September Massacres to the margins, in 
order to limit his indictment to a minor, though very deadly and barbaric, segment of society. 
 Despite these efforts to restrict the scope of involvement in the massacres to bloodthirsty, 
cannibalistic murderers, Restif’s fear that responsibility must be more widely attributed emerges briefly 
halfway through the Twelfth Night: “Dans cette nuit terrible, le peuple faisait le rôle des grands d’autrefois, 
qui s’immolaient [sic] dans le silence et sous le voile de la nuit, tant de victimes innocentes ou coupables! 
C’est le peuple qui régnait cette nuit; et qui, par un horrible sacrilège de ces agitateurs, était devenu 
despote et tyran!”25 In this very short passage, the masses (peuple) and society in general become 
capable and participatory in the carnage of September 2-5, 1792. No longer are the massacres limited to 
a small, foreign, animalized group, but are rather the work of the general population, and it is all of society 
that is barbaric. Innocent victims still exist, but their evil immolators are the overwhelming majority of 
society. This effort to distinguish between the true perpetrators and the general population is not unique 
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to the September Massacres, but rather can be found in other passages in which he denounces extreme 
examples of revolutionary violence.26 While horrified by these outbreaks of brutal violence that punctuate 
some of the most famous days of the Revolution, Restif is staunchly committed to defending the 
Revolution (as mentioned earlier, it is unclear whether this is out of actual political beliefs, for survival 
during the height of the Montagnards’ power, or both), and thus needs to separate the perpetrators from 
the rest of the people in order to justify the righteousness of the Revolution. Distinguishing between the 
masses and the perpetrators also serves the patriotic function of defending the former against an 
aristocratic plot that would demonize them. In light of the recent carnage, however, Restif experiences 
moments of fear that indiscriminate bloodlust cannot be solely attributed to a small group, and that it now 
permeates the general population as well, as they emulate and surpass the despotism of former despots.  
Despite the rare inclusion of the general population, Restif’s attempt to minimize the scope of his 
denunciation to a small group of monsters appears also in the relative absence of the spectator. Given 
the widespread recognition by historians of the presence of spectators at the massacres, this omission is 
startling. Jean-Clément Martin describes a performative component to the murders, as the 
Septembriseurs aim to shock a passive public through drawn-out discourses and cannibalism.27 Jules 
Michelet explains that the number of Septembriseurs was so great that many held the mistaken view that 
the killers were more numerous than they were, implying that their voyeurism bordered on an active 
participation.28 From implicit involvement, he rapidly moves on to describe the active and enthusiastic 
participation of the spectators: “Les assistants s'intéressaient à la manière dont chacun courait, criait et 
tombait, au courage, à la lâcheté qu'avait montrés tel ou tel, et jugeaient en connaisseurs. Les femmes 
surtout y prenaient grand plaisir; leurs premières répugnances une fois surmontées, elles devenaient des 
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spectatrices terribles, insatiables, comme furieuses de plaisir et de curiosité.”29 While there is 
disagreement over whether the audience played an active or passive role in the events they witness, 
there is no disagreement on whether they were there. 
In comparison to their documented presence in historical works on the massacres, the relative 
absence of the spectators in Restif’s narrative is surprising. When the spectator does appear, he is 
usually quickly qualified by negative, limiting factors that restrict the passive participation in the 
massacres by the general population. The spectators accompany Restif’s entry into witnessing the horror 
of the massacres, but then rapidly disappear, effaced by the enumeration of the actual perpetrators of the 
executions, until an accented voice intervenes to call out the code to execute during a prisoner’s 
judgment: “A ces mots, les juges penchaient pour la clémence; quand une voix provençale s’écria: ‘Un 
aristocrate! A la Force! à la Force!”30 It remains ambiguous whether this voice belongs to the assassins or 
the spectators, but the individual is nonetheless separated, labeled by his otherness through the 
foreignness of his voice that distinguishes him from the wider French population. Elsewhere, a spectator-
turned-participant is marginalized, his very humanity called into question:  
J’arrive dans la rue Saint-Antoine, au bout de celle des Ballets, au moment où un malheureux, qui avait 
vu comme on tuait son prédécesseur, au lieu de s’arrêter étonné, s’était mis à fuir à toutes jambes, en 
sortant du guichet. Un homme qui n’était pas des tueurs, mais une de ces machines sans réflexion, 
comme il en est tant, l’arrêta par sa pique. Le misérable fut attrapé par les poursuiveurs, et massacré. Le 
piquier nous dit froidement: ‘Moi, je ne savais pas qu’on voulait le tuer.’31  
His coldness to the victim’s plight and lack of regret create the portrait of a man devoid of feeling, thus 
more machine than human, and who, while not as culpable as the actual killers, is not absolved of 
responsibility either. This label of machine performs a dual function: the man is at once separated from 
humanity, while the mechanic nature of his acts forestalls further reflection on whether the man could 
have coldly and deliberately caused the victim’s death. Finally, the crowd appears near the end of the 
Thirteenth Night at the Salpêtrière to close the narrative of the events. Significantly, they are not 
participating in the executions, though their role is no less worryingly ambiguous. At the beginning of the 
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scene, the only others present besides the killers and the victims are elsewhere on the premises – they 
are the pimps and libertines that are searching for their workers or for helpless girls to rape. When these 
individual actors come together as a group, it is to exact justice to save a girl, in an eerie parallel to the 
scenes of deadly judgment filling the previous pages at the other prisons: “Cette fille faisait quelque 
résistance. L’Allemand la menaça de la souffleter. En ce moment, le garçon brasseur s’élance sur lui, et 
le frappe d’un court bâton. Toute la cohue des opéreurs était contre le garçon. ‘Hé mon dieu! c’est ma 
sœur! voulez-vous que je la laisse baiser devant moi?’ Alors tout le monde fut pour lui, et il l’emmena.”32 
While this particular anecdote ends well for the girl in question, it is an instance of unnerving justice 
delivered by a group that is clearly partaking in the same libertine actions against other female prisoners. 
Once again, the appearance of spectators or questionable actors is limited to a certain extent by 
qualifying factors, in this last instance by libertinage. Restif’s overall rhetorical move has the effect that 
both active and passive participants in the massacres are separated in one way or another from the 
population at large. 
Elsewhere, the spectators appear without the restrictive qualifiers and thus seem to be members 
of the general population. In these instances, they are tellingly coupled with Restif’s narrative 
interventions which draw the attention of the reader away from the spectator’s coldness in the face of 
barbarity and towards the proper response to such atrocities, in an attempt to contain and limit 
revolutionary violence. In the scene at the Abbaye, the curiosity of Restif’s companion is dwarfed by 
Restif’s horror: “Moi, qui n’ai jamais pu voir couler le sang, jugez de ce que je devins, en me voyant 
poussé, par le curieux Fraignières, jusque sous les sabres! Je frémis! Je me sentis faiblir, et je me jetai 
de côté. Un cri perçant d’un prisonnier plus sensible à la mort que les autres, me donna une indignation 
salutaire, qui me procura des jambes, pour m’éloigner… Je ne vis pas le reste…”33 Fraignières’s cold 
curiosity that propels him closer to the massacre, to the point of practically mixing with the assassins, is 
directly preceded and followed by Restif’s horrified reactions, as he struggles to distance himself from the 
carnage. This brief appearance of the spectator quickly disappears into a flood of Restif’s indignation and 
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horror, with mentions of his emotional and physical response both before and after Fraignières’s 
response. Faced with the pervasive atrocities of the September Massacres, Restif grapples with the 
participation – both as spectators and enablers – of ordinary citizens in the carnage, and uses multiple 
techniques to separate these exterior participants from the general population, or inserts his own voice 
into the narrative when this is no longer possible in order to protest against the morbid curiosity of the 
spectators by modeling his own horror as the correct response. 
Restif’s status as eyewitness and commentator to the September Massacres are thus linked 
throughout the Twelfth and Thirteenth Nights, illustrating the impossibility of his stated goal of cold, factual 
reporting. The most shocking and the most famous of the September murders is narrated from Restif’s 
first-person stance as eyewitness. While he opens the passage with direct quotes that preserve the 
journalistic, reporting quality of the text, faced with the gruesome butchery of the Princesse de Lamballe, 
he cannot stop his horrified reaction:  
Enfin, je vis paraître une femme pâle comme son linge, soutenue par un guichetier. On lui dit d’une voix 
rude: ‘Crie Vive la Nation!’ – Non! Non!’ dit-elle. On la fit monter sur un monceau de cadavres. Un des 
tueurs saisit le guichetier, et l’éloigna. ‘Ha! s’écria l’infortunée, ne lui faites pas de mal!’ On lui répéta de 
crier Vive la Nation ! Elle refusa dédaigneusement. Alors un tueur la saisit, arracha sa robe, et lui ouvrit le 
ventre. Elle tomba, et fut achevée par les autres… Jamais pareille horreur ne s’était offerte à mon 
imagination. Je voulus fuir: mes jambes faiblirent. Je m’évanouis… Quand je revins à moi, je vis la tête 
sanglante… On m’a dit qu’on fut la laver, la friser, la mettre au bout d’une pique, et la porter sous les 
croisées du Temple. […] Cette infortunée était Mme de Lamballe.34  
Restif does not follow the crowd as they go to the wigmaker before taking Lamballe’s decapitated head to 
Marie-Antoinette at the Temple, and is careful to note that his information on the events outside of the 
Force come from an unnamed source on, showing that he refuses to participate – even as an eyewitness 
– any longer in the barbarity. His reaction to the savage butchery of Lamballe interrupts the graphic 
details that will also be described by Mercier and Michelet, among others, and authenticates his narrative 
by expressing the revulsion that he feels while witnessing the ferocity of the executioners. Despite his 
desire expressed at the beginning of the Night to coolly and impartially describe the horrors of the four 
days, Restif illustrates his deep connection to the events he witnessed, replacing the violence when it 
becomes too much for him to handle with his own horror, turning the focus to the witness, rather than the 
object being witnessed. The delay whereby Restif saves until the very end the name of the famous victim 
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heightens the dramatic aspect of the passage, while also placing his own reactions and a generalized 
horror in positions of importance. 
Elsewhere, however, the recourse to vaguer and more questionable eyewitness testimony and 
the deliberately confused point of view place into question the truth of Restif’s claim of eyewitness status 
and begin to highlight the inventive aspects of the text.35 The mix of perspectives borders on misleading, 
as Restif oftentimes plays with the impression that he was an eyewitness to everything (an idea that 
research by critics has not been able to confirm nor deny). The passage on the murders of the refractory 
priests begins at Saint-Firmin, depicted through direct quotes and stage direction notes on the 
defenestration of Restif’s former parish priest: 
Cet abbé Gros vit, parmi les tueurs, un homme avec lequel il avait eu quelque rapport. ‘Ha! mon ami! te 
voilà! hé! que venez-vous faire ici, à l’heure qu’il est? – Ho! répondit l’homme, nous venons ici, à la male 
heure… – Vous m’avez fait du bien… Aussi, pourquoi avez-vous rétracté votre serment?’ Cet homme lui 
tourna le dos, comme autrefois les rois et Richelieu à leurs victimes, et fit un signe à ses camarades. 
L’abbé Gros ne fut pas poignardé; on lui donna une mort plus douce; il fut précipité par la fenêtre… Sa 
cervelle jaillit du coup; il ne souffrit pas…36 
This brief scene is witness-less, recounted through a limited omniscient third-person voice that captures 
the horror and the cruelty of the act. As the scene is surrounded by Restif’s first person, recounting his 
personal connection to the Abbé before the passage and a remark about the perpetrators after it, the 
structure of the passage skillfully creates the impression of eyewitness status for the narrator, while in 
actuality refusing to divulge his sources. Immediately after, transitioning to the Carmes, Restif avows his 
exteriority to certain events: “Mais auparavant, dans la soirée, une autre scène d’horreur, que je n’ai pas 
vue, que j’ignorais en ce moment, s’était passé aux Carmes-Luxembourg.”37 This admission is directly 
followed by a long interlude on Restif’s personal opinions of priests, which serves to reinsert Restif at the 
heart of the events that follow. When he returns to the events themselves, they are recounted through 
vivid direct quotes and detailed descriptions of movements. Disorienting the focus of perspective, he 
briefly interrupts this scene so incredibly vivid that it appears to be the result of first-hand observation to 
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cite the source of this specific and intimate knowledge of the events: “L’évêque fut apparemment un peu 
trop ému, car il répondit: ‘Qu’est-ce que tu dis, canaille?’ (Je parle d’après un témoin oculaire.)”38 This 
recourse to an anonymous witness disorients the narrative and obstructs his identity in order to keep the 
focus of narration on Restif, a technique aided by the short sentence, broken off as an aside and 
enclosed within parentheses. By so doing, his narrative imitates true, lived experience: disoriented, and 
full of multiple voices and perspectives. He later becomes even vaguer, as the eyewitness testimony he 
claims to be using more resembles whispered rumors running through the streets: “Je ne pouvais en 
croire les récits qu’on faisait, que quatre-vingts prisonniers de la Force s’étaient retirés dans un 
souterrain, d’où ils faisaient feu sur les assaillants, et qu’on allait les étouffer, avec de la fumée de paille 
mouillée, mise à l’ouverture. J’y allai.”39 Restif reports the rumors circulating among the people, but 
nonetheless establishes himself as a concerned chronicler, careful about the truth of his reporting, by 
displacing himself to witness the events when the testimonies become too fantastical or unbelievable.  
At the Salpêtrière, the combination of an anonymous eyewitness source and a narrative rich in 
themes from Restif’s more fictional and pornographic writings results in a highly ambiguous ending of his 
denunciation of the September Massacres. For these events, he cites a witness whose role in the events 
is highly suspicious:  
Une autre scène se passa en présence de mon témoin, qui même y fit un rôle. Une des plus jolies filles 
se trouvait poursuivie par un garçon boucher, qui l’attrapa, comme elle traversait une couchette. Il la saisit 
par où il put; elle fit un cri. Le boucher, sans s’en embarrasser, allait l’exploiter, lorsqu’elle se retourna. 
‘Ha! mon frère!’, s’écria-t-elle. Le boucher s’arrête. Il se rhabille, et emmène sa sœur.  
Mon témoin assure que quelques autres faubouraines furent moins heureuses; elles ne reconnurent leurs 
plus proches parents qu’après.40  
The disquieting involvement of Restif’s witness in the rapes during the sack of the Salpêtrière remains 
ambiguous, since he is never explicitly named as the almost incestuous garçon boucher. This uncertainty 
creates tension, as we are left wondering where the information is coming from and from whose 
perspective. The ambiguity of his true involvement in the debaucherous rampage contributes to the 
disquieting atmosphere in this last scene that concludes the chapters on the September Massacres.  
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This last scene is also striking in its references to libertinage and incest, common territory in 
Retivian pornography and fiction. Individual dramas often involving these topics permeate the earlier pre-
revolutionary Les Nuits de Paris. With the advent of the Revolution, marked by the transition into Part 
One or Sept nuits de Paris, each Night is divided into a historical narrative part recounting the events of 
an important day in 1789 and a tale that is separated from the historical portion through a clearly fictional 
title and that draws at times explicitly and at other times more subtly on current revolutionary events or 
culture.41 These tales serve a psychologically soothing function, a bedtime fairy tale of a sort to help the 
narrator sleep at night after the horror of the events witnessed during the day. Part Two or Vingt nuits de 
Paris, which contain the Nights devoted to the September Massacres, generally return to the format of the 
pre-revolutionary Nights, with separate personal dramas of private individuals that are not explicitly 
fictional and resemble much less the bedtime story in their more serious tone and endings. The 
ambiguous debauchery of the scene at the Salpêtrière digresses away from the bloodthirsty judgments 
and murders of the other prisons and into the more familiar Retivian territory of libertinage and incest, 
only this time Restif incorporates these themes into the historical narrative, as if to close the incredible 
horrors of the Twelfth and Thirteenth Nights with an attempt at a titillating, yet reassuring and soothing 
tale. This final tale of the Salpêtrière recounts the story of a beautiful girl who, afraid of being raped by the 
invading men, pretends to be the daughter of a lascivious older man. He takes her home with him, 
eventually marrying her after she gives birth to his child. Striking in its brevity, the anecdote is remarkable 
for its conclusion: whereas the tales of Part One mostly end with marriages and domestic tranquility, 
resolving morally ambiguous behavior with simple conclusions devoid of disquieting remarks, Restif 
confesses to his helplessness to truly soothe himself with the one not entirely tragic story of the previous 
days: “Cette image console un peu, encore que la conduite de l’homme ne soit pas absolument pure… 
La scène des filles de la maison abrégea le sac de la Salpêtrière. Quittons ce malheureux septembre, qui 
sera si fameux un jour dans notre histoire.”42 The brevity of the libertine narrative and its inseparable link 
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to the events just recounted means that the reader is unable to escape from the horror of the Twelfth and 
Thirteenth Nights. Unlike the long interludes created by the tales of Part One that disrupt the narrative 
flow of the revolutionary events to such a point that some editors removed them entirely, the final 
anecdote of the Salpêtrière offers no respite from the denunciation of the violence, neither in tone nor 
through a visual textual break.43 The lack of pause through the insertion of a fictional narrative between 
Nights creates an effect of rapid succession, that the events of the Revolution have started moving so 
quickly that Restif can no longer afford to sleep in order to keep up. The uncharacteristic comment 
concerning the impurity of the older libertine’s motives highlights the shock Restif suffers when confronted 
by the raw evil concealed in human nature and brutally exposed by the September violence. Restif offers 
neither his reader nor himself a rest from the events, cutting the narrative off brutally and explicitly, with 
the last words of the Night specifically evoking the events’ historical importance. To truly capture the 
horror of the massacres and fully denounce them, there can be no true pause, and a bedtime story hardly 
coincides with the serious reflection that the massacres should provoke.  
Grappling with Power: Mercier Fragments the Septemb er Massacres 
 Like Restif, Mercier has recourse to fictional genres in constructing his narrative of the September 
Massacres. His goal in the principal chapter focused on September 2-5, 1792, “Massacres de 
Septembre,” is to denounce those in power – the Commune of Paris and the Montagnards – for 
organizing the massacres, for letting them continue on such a massive scale, or for failing to punish the 
perpetrators afterwards.44 In contrast to Restif’s detailed and on-the-ground portrayal in the Twelfth and 
Thirteenth Nights, Mercier is more interested in the source of the violence, with the effect that actual 
bloodshed plays a more minor role in the narration than conspiracies and the perpetrators (though it is 
nonetheless present). While violence intervenes at brief but memorable intervals, it is superseded by the 
virulence directed against those who allowed the massacres to continue. Linguistic strategies enable 
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Mercier to denounce the powerful and insidious forces directing the Revolution, while textual structures 
and fragmentary chapters fortify the guilt of the accused by breaking the story into multiple chapters, thus 
creating a web of interweaving events and characters. Like Restif, Mercier blurs the border between fact 
and fiction, in this case drawing on the literary genre of the Gothic in order to express the extreme horror 
of those September days and to denounce through fear as well as through rational explanation. These 
multiple explanations fragment the denunciations, exposing the disorienting nature of the Revolution that 
Mercier captures so well in “Tout est optique,” in which the chronicler describes the difficulty of 
comprehending the events, asserting that the history of the Revolution will not be able to be written until 
at least fifty years have passed.45 For Mercier, seeking to understand his present surroundings and to 
denounce the recent bloodbath, the only way to possibly approach this is through a broken narrative.46 
 In stark contrast to Restif’s detailed depiction of the September Massacres, composed of a series 
of brief scenes describing a microcosm of the events in the different locations, Mercier paints them in 
broad strokes, remaining on the level of generalities and rarely portraying individual actions or suffering.47 
Within these broad strokes, his presentation of the various groups involved in the massacres – the actual 
perpetrators, conspirators, victims, and spectators – uses various strategies to direct his denunciation 
towards those in power, while obscuring the other figures through generalized references. In his 
depiction, the mob is certainly dangerous and terrifying, but this is in general the fault of unscrupulous 
and manipulative leaders. This deliberate choice to remain on the level of generalizations is made explicit 
from very early in the chapter: “Le nombre des assassins n’excédait pas trois cents; encore faut-il y 
comprendre les quidams qui dans l’intérieur du guichet s’étaient constitués les juges des détenus.”48 This 
short sentence introduces two key concepts for the depiction of the perpetrators throughout the rest of the 
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September Massacres’ most famous victim, the Princesse de Lamballe. Mercier, Le Nouveau Paris, 98-99. 
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passage: the facelessness of the murderers captured through the word quidams, and the term assassin, 
the most frequent term for the perpetrators in the chapter. Assassins populate the pages of “Massacres 
de Septembre”: they are described as a group – “Ces assassins armés,” they act – “Les assassins 
allaient d’une chambre à l’autre, appelaient chaque prisonnier à tour de rôle, puis le conduisaient devant 
le tribunal de sang […],”and their communal aspect is doubly reinforced – “ce ramas d’assassins.”49 
Elsewhere they are referred to by other terms that nonetheless keep their anonymous, crowd aspect fully 
intact and characterize them by their barbaric acts: they are “brigands,” “cannibales en écharpe,” 
“satellites de leurs cruautés,” “des bourreaux couverts de sang,” “tigres,” and “monstres.”50 The majority 
of these terms, common in the denunciatory press of the time, have by this time been used to such an 
exhaustive extent that their specificity has been evacuated, with their use coming to merely denote a 
panoply of actors whose monstrosity covers a wide territory, from committing unspeakable acts to holding 
positions contrary those of the writer. Common in denunciatory writings, they do not differentiate, and 
Mercier’s Septembriseurs remain a coherent group of violent, bloodthirsty men who enter into a long line 
of dangerous enemies to the health and purity of the Revolution. 
 The passive voice also frequently occurs in this chapter, allowing Mercier to obscure the actors 
behind the victims, or to confuse them in the mix of tragic violence. Describing one of several sites where 
refractory priests were held, Mercier writes: “[…] les prêtres détenus étaient désignés et réservés pour ce 
jour. Ils furent mutilés et déchirés par lambeaux. À St.-Firmin ils trouvèrent plaisant d’en précipiter 
quelques-uns du dernier étage sur le pavé.”51 The passive construction permits Mercier to emphasize the 
violence and its impact on the bodies of its victims, while effacing the presence of the perpetrators into an 
unstated, implicit position in the sentence. In the first part, “ils” refers to the priests. In the second part of 
the passage, without explicitly changing subjects, it refers to the assassins. The effect of this grammatical 
construction is that the boundaries between groups are blurred into a violent chaos, in which both victim 
and executioner are faceless, effaced behind generalizing labels, linked by blood and violence. This 
construction returns in Mercier’s description of the murder of the Princesse de Lamballe, an event so 
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shocking that it figures in many narratives of the events by different authors (including Restif, as seen 
earlier), and breaks the otherwise anonymity of the victims in Mercier. Lamballe’s assassins remain 
blurred, however, relegated to the background behind their actions: “Un instant indécis, les assassins 
s’arrêtent; mais, bientôt après, elle est frappée de plusieurs coups, elle tombe baignée dans son sang, et 
expire.”52 The famous mutilations on her body post-mortem similarly efface the perpetrators through a 
passive construction using on: “Aussitôt on lui coupe la tête et les mamelles, son corps est ouvert, on lui 
arrache le cœur, sa tête est ensuite portée au bout d’une pique, et promenée dans Paris; à quelque 
distance on traînait son corps.”53 The identity of the Princesse de Lamballe rapidly disintegrates into an 
assemblage of mutilated body parts, indistinguishable from the other victims apart from her symbolic 
connection to Marie-Antoinette that merits her the gleeful post-mortem parade. With the perpetrators and 
their victims effectively effaced and blended, the violence itself thus becomes the acting subject, taking on 
a life of its own, with the perpetrators most importantly being the agents of this violence rather than the 
true subjects of focus. The actual on-the-ground actors are minimized, because this extreme violence has 
become synonymous with the most extremist, terrifying side of the Revolution. 
 In contrast to the generalized and often effaced representations of the actual perpetrators of the 
massacres, throughout the chapter Mercier repeatedly returns to the idea that the real responsibility for 
the horror of the massacres lies with a select number of individuals who are the more direct targets of his 
denunciation. He enters gradually into this directness, however, opening the chapter with a generalized 
but vague accusation, that contains the main elements of his denunciation: the culpability of those in 
power and mercenary perpetrators: “Les générations futures se refuseront à croire que ces forfaits 
exécrables ont pu avoir lieu chez un people civilisé, en présence du corps législatif, sous les yeux et par 
la volonté des dépositaires des lois, dans une ville peuplée de huit cent mille habitants, restés immobiles 
et frappés de stupeur à l’aspect d’une poignée de scélérats soudoyés pour commettre des crimes.”54 This 
delayed unveiling of the name of the target of denunciation is found elsewhere in Le Nouveau Paris, most 
noticeably in his lengthy denunciation of his hated enemy, Robespierre, indicating the importance of this 
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technique to heighten drama and tension.55 Mercier soon becomes more specific, repeating multiple 
times the target of his attack. He inserts a paragraph with an inflammatory label for the conspirators and a 
highly significant, suspicious detail in between two passages calmly presenting historical facts in order to 
present his narration of the events with the maximum amount of objectivity:   
La situation de la ville paraissant exiger une surveillance plus active and plus étendue: le conseil général 
de la Commune créa un comité de douze commissaires.  
Les partisans des massacres ne diront pas sans doute, que les diamants et les bijoux, etc., des 
personnes arrêtées étaient suspects. Cependant on s’emparait avec soin des personnes et des choses. 
Ce seul fait suffit, ce me semble, pour donner la clef des massacres. Quand on demande aux anarchistes 
pourquoi le Comité de surveillance faisait enlever les propriétés avec les personnes, ils ne savent que 
répondre. 
Les dépôts faits au Comité de surveillance provenaient d’effets enlevés aux Tuileries et chez les 
personnes arrêtées, telles que La Porte et Septeuil, ainsi que beaucoup d’autres, qui avaient abandonné 
leurs maisons et leurs richesses à l’époque des visites domiciliaires qui ont précédé les massacres.56 
Here, the historical narrative on the creation of the Comité de surveillance and its actions is interrupted by 
the accusatory remarks of the author, and Mercier will continue to vacillate between the two over the 
course of the chapter. This technique, whereby Mercier juxtaposes more “objective” reporting with his 
own indignant asides delivered in a more radical tone, allows him to imply conclusions that cannot be 
otherwise entirely substantiated. Adopting the denunciatory technique heavily exploited by the 
clandestine writers of the Private Lives whereby one event is radically extrapolated to explain every facet 
of the target’s personality, Mercier similarly cites the seizure of the detainees’ possessions as the ultimate 
proof of his accusations. Although he qualifies the assertion with a prevaricating ce me semble, it is lost in 
the middle of the sentence and the equally suspicion-raising paragraph. It is immediately followed by 
leading inquiries into their motivations that damn the Comité even further. The ce me semble thus 
appears as informed conclusions rather than opinions based on scant facts. 
 Throughout the chapter, repetition and exaggeration are used to reinforce the culpability of the 
specifically-named groups and individuals that Mercier holds responsible. He periodically mentions items 
that demonstrate that the massacres were premeditated: at the beginning in the rumors that are 
circulating that a big conspiracy would erupt in early September, later on in the secret signal announced 
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by the tocsin, the pre-established lists of victims, the wagon rentals to dispose of the bodies, and finally in 
the securing of certain prisoners for the massacres.57 By emphasizing throughout the chapter the 
premeditated nature of the massacres, Mercier attempts to prevent interpretations of the violence as 
being the result of an unruly, unmastered mob, and to repeatedly bring the reader back to the conclusion 
that these barbaric, tragic events are rather the result of careful conspiring by powerful groups and men 
that he sporadically mentions throughout the text. The impact of this culpability becomes more potent 
through the exaggeration of data. As Jean-Claude Bonnet points out in his notes to the chapter, Mercier 
repeatedly cites numbers that are amongst the highest of his contemporaries, and which are much higher 
than those that subsequent historical research has been able to produce. Concerning the perpetrators, 
Mercier places the number at 300, not including the judges, which is close to the highest estimates by his 
contemporaries of 400-500 active participants (the lowest number found is 50), but much higher than the 
150-175 according to nineteenth century historians who were able to consult archives destroyed during 
the Commune in 1871.58 For the victims, Mercier cites 8,000 dead, whereas the highest contemporary 
estimates placed the number at 15,000 (the lowest is 1,079), versus historians’ 1090-1395.59 Mercier’s 
numbers thus are situated right on the border of shockingly horrifying while also remaining plausible 
among the numbers cited by contemporaries. 
 To further propel his accusations, Mercier draws on inflammatory techniques frequently found in 
the denunciatory and clandestine press. In his introduction to the massacres, he asserts the obviousness 
of his own conclusions: “En établissant une chaîne de faits, il ne faudra point une pénétration surnaturelle 
pour se convaincre que ces massacres sont l’ouvrage de cette faction dévorante, qui est parvenue à la 
domination par le vol et l’assassinat.”60 The term surnaturelle is significant here, in that its mocking tone 
antagonizes any reader who does not arrive at the same conclusion as the author. It also precludes 
further inquiry: as the facts so clearly indicate the truth of who bears responsibility for the massacres, it is 
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unnecessary to probe further. The ce seul fait seen earlier performs the same restrictive function.61 By 
claiming that the key to the conspiracy underlining the massacres lies in one fact, Mercier reiterates the 
obviousness of his conclusions, and distills the massacres down to greed. That Mercier makes this 
rhetorical move from very early in the texts creates pressure on the reader to accept his conclusions, and 
raises the level of discourse to one of crisis and fear from the very beginning, even before he has even 
started explaining the events of September 2-5, 1792, creating a bias of perspective for the rest of the 
chapter. 
 The direct address in the middle of the chapter also succeeds in inflaming the level of 
denunciatory rhetoric. Mercier directly addresses the accused by a label that assumes their guilt: 
“partisans de ces massacres.”62 This assumption of guilt from the beginning precedes the precisions of 
exactly whom Mercier is addressing: the “administrateurs féroces” (he does not specify this label any 
further) who supposedly collaborated with the Conseil général de la Commune and Danton, all of whom 
do not appear until halfway through the long paragraph.63  Positioning the accusation between the 
pathetic scene of the massacre of the priests at the Carmes and the tragic image of wives crying for their 
husbands at the Abbaye and other prisons, Mercier inserts the targets into the midst of the carnage to 
emphasize their responsibility and to create the impression that they are undeniably present during the 
events. Increasing in severity, he begins by accusing their passivity through rhetorical questions that 
imagine their protestations: “[…] direz-vous qu’il était impossible d’arrêter les bras des assassins? Direz-
vous qu’il n’était point en votre puissance de les réprimer? Vous avez dit au département, par l’organe 
imposteur de vos commissaires, que vous n’aviez pu arrêter la colère du peuple. Malheureux! vous 
prostituez le nom du peuple; vous ne l’invoquez que pour le déshonorer et couvrir vos turpitudes et vos 
crimes!”64 Responding to their imagined defense, Mercier increases the severity of the accusation from 
passivity to actual crimes, covered up by deliberate duplicity. He then expands this rapidly broadening 
responsibility to make them responsible for everything:  
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[…] c’est vous, administrateurs féroces, qui, d’intelligence avec le conseil général de la Commune, et le 
ministre Danton, avez tout fait préparer, tout fait exécuter. C’est vous qui avez fait commettre tous ces 
crimes par un petit nombre d’affidés, afin de vous enrichir des dépouilles sanglantes de vos nombreuses 
victimes; c’est vous qui avez fait de Paris le coupe-gorge du riche, et préparé la misère du peuple, en 
brisant tous les liens sociaux, en tarissant tous les canaux de la circulation, en détruisant la confiance 
publique si nécessaire, si indispensable à la prospérité commune et au bonheur de tous.65 
This passage abounds in anaphoras that create an accumulation effect, as the totalities of responsibilities 
rapidly expands to encompass the preparation and the execution of the massacres, while the repetition of 
the causative faire emphasizes the power of these men, who are capable of orchestrating such a massive 
purge of the prisons without directly participating themselves. The reference to bloody corpses tightens 
the connection between the conspirators and the actual perpetrators, all the while linking the direct 
address to the depictions of carnage that precede and follow the passage. In the style of the courtroom 
accusation, Mercier presents proof of his allegation:  
S’il n’était pas prouvé qu’à vous seuls appartient l’opprobre des premiers jours de septembre, je vous 
rappellerais deux faits que vous ne pouvez nier. Je vous rappellerais ce paiement de 850 livres fait par 
ordre du conseil général au marchand de vin qui fournissait vos assassins à la Force, pendant leur 
horrible exécution; je vous rappellerais le Comité de surveillance, louant, la veille du massacre, les 
voitures qu’il destinait et qui ont servi à conduire à la carrière de Charenton les cadavres de Septembre.66 
By “reminding” the targets of inescapable facts, Mercier proves his allegations in a dramatic flourish 
worthy of courtroom theatrics, while mocking their forgetfulness when they attempt to deny their 
participation. The massacres gain monumental, historic status through the capitalization of September 
(normally lower-case in French), which elevates the victims to a sort of martyrdom status, and the 
massacres to an equal footing to key events of the Revolution that Mercier also capitalizes, such as 31 
Mai, as we will see shortly.67 He also reiterates the entire responsibility of the accused, thus effacing the 
responsibility of the 300 assassins he mentions in the introduction, contributing to their group anonymity 
that he is careful to preserve. In order to unequivocally convict the Comité and the Conseil général for 
their responsibility in the massacres, Mercier must depict their role as completely orchestrating the 
events. This leads him to diminish the role of the others, as seen earlier, in favor of the idea of a nefarious 
political conspiracy that eliminates the disquieting question of the role of uncontrollable, popular rage. 
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Nevertheless, this political explanation fails to entirely explain other elements he has raised: the fall of 
Verdun to the Prussians, abetted by the collaboration of the Verdunois, which sows panic in Paris, and 
secondly the idea that the authorities had reserved a day for killing the refractory priests.68 The totality 
that Mercier attempts to attribute to them participates in the simplification of responsibility, replacing 
complexity with problematic clarity. 
The fragmented nature of Le Nouveau Paris helps create a web of culpability, while also enabling 
Mercier to denounce the massacres by other means. This fragmentation is especially applicable to the 
events of September 2-5, 1792: while “Massacres de Septembre” contains Mercier’s longest and most 
virulent denunciation of the massacres, they frequently reappear elsewhere in the text. As Le Nouveau 
Paris is organized neither chronologically nor thematically, this creates a provocative network of 
narratives, in which later chapters sometimes introduce precursors to the massacres which necessarily 
occur chronologically before September 1792. The chapter on August 10, 1792 sees in the monstrous 
people, the bloodthirsty violence of the mob, and the joy in carnage a prelude to the September 
Massacres.69 As it comes after Mercier’s long denunciation of the Commune and the Montagnards in the 
“Massacres de Septembre,” the textual space between the chapters enables Mercier to present a 
different facet and potential contributing factor to the massacres, in the violent potential and instability of 
the masses, while preserving the perspective of his denunciation in the earlier chapter in the same 
volume. References to the September Massacres also serve to add another crime to political figures 
Mercier attacks elsewhere. This widened scope of responsibility appears in “Bailly et quelques autres 
portraits” in Mercier’s portraits of Camille Desmoulins and Jean Nicolas Pache.70 Later, the massacre of 
priests at Saint-Firmin serves as a point of entry into the barbaric violence of the most bloodthirsty 
revolutionaries, who cannot stop their desires for fresh blood. In “Saint-Firmin,” Mercier specifically names 
the revolutionary Hanriot, who he says “ne quitta cette maison que quand il n’y eut plus de meurtres à 
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commettre. Quand il en sortit, il était à demi nu, couvert de sang et le fer à la main.”71 A preparation for 
Mercier’s denunciation in the subsequent chapter “Hanriot,” “Saint-Firmin” permits Mercier to lay the 
groundwork for the future chapter by developing the monstrosity of the man who played a key role in the 
arrest of the Girondin deputies.72 In a twist on the “retracing of origins” at the beginning of the “Massacres 
de Septembre,” Mercier demonstrates a complex system of consequences and impacts, with certain 
infamous participants in the Revolution playing key roles in other tragic events, so that the worst parts of 
the Revolution can be traced to a network of criminal conspirators. The faceted nature of Le Nouveau 
Paris brings a maximum impact on these fragmented denunciations by dramatically expanding the scope 
of influence of certain players, who appear and reappear in various contexts but always with a deadly 
result. The piecemeal nature of the work means that denunciations become even more potent and 
damning, because they too remain incomplete and piecemeal, with no argument being fully developed 
and presented. The accusations that operate as asides of sorts function as cliffhangers, to be taken up 
again later, creating a network that is a broken, but ultimately coherent, whole in terms of guilt and 
innocence. 
 The fragmentation also operates through narrative style, as Mercier draws on different literary 
genres to present his condemnation from another perspective.73 In addition to the main chapter 
“Massacres de Septembre,” the massacres reappear one volume later in the short “Présence d’esprit 
d’un jeune homme,” that draws heavily on the genre of the Gothic to try to capture in the most vivid form 
possible the terror of the first night of the massacres.74 While many tropes of the Gothic, such as 
conspiracies and secret signals, fill the revolutionary imagination and countless texts of the period, 
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including “Massacres de Septembre,” “Présence d’esprit d’un jeune homme” goes further in drawing on 
literary characteristics than is typical in Le Nouveau Paris.75 Mercier opens the chapter by setting the 
scene in terms of doom and premonition: “Je l’ai connu; c’était dans l’horrible nuit du 2 Septembre qu’il 
attendait la mort. Déjà quelques cris plaintifs s’étaient fait entendre, sur les onze heures du soir les chiens 
aboyaient avec force; la voix rauque des guichetiers retentit; il se fait un silence, il était dans la prison du 
Châtelet, on entend crier dans la rue: Vive la Nation!”76 The personal connection between Mercier and the 
unknown central figure of the chapter only add to the terror of the night, pierced by disembodied cries and 
mysterious barking dogs, and centering on an enclosed prison fortress. Bloody phantoms then appear on 
the scene, seeking out their helpless victims: “Un nouveau silence règne, tout à coup les aboiements des 
chiens redoublent; les assassins ivres ouvrent le guichet et entrent tout sanglants dans la cour, le sabre à 
la main, on entend rouler les énormes verrous; sept à huit fantômes paraissent ; ils sont couverts de 
sang, ainsi que les glaives dont ils sont armés ; d’une voix effrayante, ils ordonnent à leurs victimes de 
sortir.”77 These murderous phantoms appear anonymously, but as the incarnation of evil, covering all that 
they touch with blood: “On traîne le prisonnier entre les deux guichets: c’est là que d’un côté on voyait 
des cannibales armés de sabres et de piques toutes rouges, la rage peinte sur la figure, et qui 
n’attendent que le moment de frapper; de l’autre, un comptoir garni de brocs de vin et de verres 
ensanglantés.”78 Mercier’s contact narrowly escapes to recount the tale to him, but is only one of thirty to 
escape the carnage. The recourse to a more literary form allows Mercier to explore yet another facet of 
the massacres: an individual’s experience of them. Already explicitly recounted second-hand in order to 
justify the authenticity of the narrative, Mercier’s recourse to the tropes of the Gothic help to communicate 
a level of terror that would not be available through a more factually-recounted narrative. His concern as 
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to how to properly depict absolute horror is reminiscent of Restif’s introductory theorizing at the beginning 
of the Twelfth Night, although the conclusions of the two authors are radically different. In order to go 
beyond the horror of deadly popular riots and the murderous months of the Terror, Mercier must find a 
way to surpass these descriptions. The terror of the Gothic, operating on the border between reason and 
the supernatural, offers key tropes to express a horror that goes beyond the experience of the previous 
violent years by delving into the realm of the unknown. While rational explanations usually do prevail in 
the Gothic, there is always uncertainty on whether reason is truly able to explain everything. By drawing 
on this genre, Mercier implicitly shows the impossibility of truly explaining the events of the September 
Massacres: while the result of insidious plots and observed by ambiguous spectators, they are also the 
product of real men whose thoughts and motives cannot be satisfactorily explained. The recourse to the 
fictional illustrates that some of the most terrible moments of the Revolution may simply defy reason, and 
surpass all attempts at rational explanation. 
 The last group of characters that must be mentioned in connection with the two categories of 
perpetrators are the spectators. Like in Restif, Mercier’s spectator is almost entirely absent. One 
exception occurs at the Carmes, in which they are characterized as just as bloodthirsty and brutal as the 
actual assassins: “[…] on les faisait sortir les uns après les autres, et souvent deux ensemble; d’abord les 
assassins les tuèrent à coups de fusils; mais sur l’observation d’une multitude de femmes, qui étaient là 
présentes, que cette manière était trop bruyante, on se servit de sabres et de baïonnettes.”79 This cold 
indifference to suffering surpasses other examples of pitiless moral monstrosity in other denunciatory 
texts, as the women go so far as to comment on their own auditory comfort.80 As we know from historians 
that the spectator is present at these events, the almost complete removal of this character is intriguing. 
Nevertheless, the presence of an outside observer is replaced in the text by a different figure, one who 
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can guide the reader through more moral responses to the barbarity: Mercier himself. Mercier thus bears 
witness to the events, but in a very specific manner, intervening periodically over the course of the 
chapter at crucial moments to demonstrate the appropriate reaction or to serve as eyewitness proof of his 
assertions. One of these occurrences comes at the junction between the general introduction to the 
events and the explanation of their origins: “Quelle que soit l’horreur que m’inspirent ces journées de 
sang et d’opprobre, je les rappellerai sans cesse aux Parisiens jusqu’à ce qu’ils aient eu le courage d’en 
demander vengeance.”81 This intervention serves three functions: it demonstrates the correct emotional 
response to the events of September 2-5, 1789; it explains the importance of the chapter in bearing 
witness to infamies that have as yet gone unpunished; and it establishes Mercier as a moral and 
trustworthy figure, who will be relentless in his pursuit of justice, similar to the authors of the ephemeral 
press who seek a public in part through claims of their tirelessness and their moral uprightness.82  
In another intervention, Mercier uses his witness status to support his allegations. While his 
presence is implied early on as one of many who are questioning suspicious occurrences around the 
massacres, it is when he cites the key proof that the government was involved in the massacres that he 
gives himself first-person eyewitness status in order to make this corroborating proof unassailable: “J’ai 
vu la place du Théâtre-Français couverte de soldats que le tocsin avait rassemblés; je les ai vus prêts à 
marcher, et tout à coup se disperser, parce qu’on était venu traîtreusement leur annoncer que ce n’était 
qu’une fausse alerte, que ce n’était rien.”83 Mercier has previously established this group as obeying the 
government: “Si la garde nationale eût été requise, si on l’eût commandée au nom de la loi, que des 
chefs perfidies et sanguinaires s’appliquaient à paralyser; combine eût été forte et courageuse!”84 So the 
allegation that the garde nationale was assembled and then purposefully dispersed is serious; by claiming 
eyewitness status, Mercier lends firmer credence to his allegation than if he had reported it secondhand. 
It also establishes him as an excellent journalist with useful publications in that he is there for only the key 
moments. To emphasize the calamitous result of the Commune’s failure to stop the massacres, he 
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echoes the words of the messenger: “Ce n’était rien, grands dieux! Déjà la cour des Carmes et celle de 
l’Abbaye étaient inondées de sang, et se remplissaient de cadavres: ce n’était rien!”85 Juxtaposing the 
words of the messenger with the reality of the events elsewhere, Mercier heightens the drama of the 
situation. 
This dramatic character is present in the final intervention near the end of the chapter, when, 
following the description of the post-mortem mutilations performed on the body of the Princesse de 
Lamballe, Mercier finishes with a description of the horrific sexualized violence of genital mutilation: 
“Lorsque madame de Lamballe fut mutilée de cent manières différentes, lorsque les assassins se furent 
partagé les morceaux sanglants de son corps, l’un de ces monstres lui coupa la partie virginale et s’en fit 
des moustaches, en présence des spectateurs saisis d’horreur et d’épouvante.”86 Occurring near the end 
of the chapter, the reader has the impression that the massacres are almost over (when in fact the 
murder of Lamballe takes place on September 3, the second day of the massacres). As the narrative of 
the massacres themselves closes with the horror of the spectators, the structure of the chapter creates a 
sense that this is the culmination, the point at which finally the observers are horrified. This is coupled 
with Mercier’s exhaustion as he cannot continue speaking about the events themselves: “Je n’ai plus la 
force d’écrire.”87 He thus passes to the follow-up to the events and draws his conclusions: “Ce que je puis 
attester, c’est que les âmes sensibles de la Convention firent pendant près de trois mois les plus grands 
efforts pour la recherché et la poursuite de ces abominables assassins, et que cette motion fut 
constamment rejetée par les Montagnards […].”88 Having guided the reader through the events, from their 
introduction to the modelling of the appropriate reaction (made necessary by the inappropriate reaction of 
the spectators) to the point where even the spectators can no longer stomach the brutal violence, Mercier 
brings the outrage to the real culmination of the chapter: that no one is punished, due to the monstrosity 
of the Montagnards. The infrequency of his interventions has the effect of highlighting the information they 
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communicate, and the reader is left with the lesson that the Montagnards are the ones to be held 
responsible for the massacres, by letting them continue and by letting their perpetrators remain free 
afterwards.89 As this monstrosity is echoed throughout Le Nouveau Paris, it forms a fragmented but 
coherent whole in Mercier’s denunciation of Robespierre’s cohort. 
The Suffering Author Recounts His Trials 
 As seen in the first two chapters, a common theme for the various journalists and pamphleteers 
of the clandestine press is the persecutions that they suffer in order to do their work. These threats to 
their livelihood and their very existence are presented as credentials that prove their dedication to the 
cause of transmitting information and uncovering nefarious plots. Restif and Mercier also are victims of 
denunciation and calumny, and the effects of these figure prominently in their respective works. Restif is 
denounced by his son-in-law Augé for being the author of pornographic texts and for sowing political 
discord. While his Eighth Night that deals with this episode remains on the individual, personal level, it 
nonetheless has important implications for denunciation during this period, in that it exposes the 
influences of the political on the personal and the fictionalization of personal experience, and raises the 
issue of the end of the cycle of denunciation. In the case of Mercier, the calumny against him and his 
general sufferings are tightly linked to political events and culture. The end of denunciation is also an 
issue for him, exposed through a fragmented presentation of his sufferings around the events of 31 Mai 
that lead him to call for peace in a direct address to extremists in both parties, issuing a communal 
request to let go of previous animosities. That these narratives of their own sufferings are both followed 
by a recognition of the need to break the endless circle of denunciations is significant as a potential model 
for those who have also suffered the same trials. Both raise the dilemma, with Mercier going even further 
and proposing a solution to end the deadly cycle. 
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Restif and the Ultimate Enemy: the Evil Son-in-Law 
 Restif’s long-running difficulties with his son-in-law, the notorious Augé, are well-known to even 
the most casual reader of the chronicler of nocturnal Paris.90 Augé and the various pseudonyms Restif 
bestows upon him are a frequent character in Restif’s works, in stories constantly modified and rewritten 
recounting the terrible domestic drama he lived with Restif’s daughter Agnès, of which the most 
developed is Ingénue Saxancour.91 The overall story is this: Agnès married Augé against her father’s will, 
and came to repent this error in judgment, eventually leaving her abusive and libertine husband and 
moving back into her father’s home, before divorcing Augé thanks to the legalization of divorce under the 
Revolution. Darker rumors about the possible incestuous relationship between Restif and his oldest 
daughter point to more insidious reasons Augé may have had to complain about his wife, though these 
hypotheses have never been unequivocally substantiated.92 Given Restif’s almost obsessive hatred of his 
son-in-law and his tireless fictionalization of him, it is unsurprising that Augé makes a substantial 
appearance in Les Nuits révolutionnaires, serving as the villain for one of the longest chapters, the Eighth 
Night, which concludes Part One. What is remarkable in this Eighth Night is how the domestic drama that 
is the focus of the literary renditions of the Augé-Agnès story is relegated to the background, replaced by 
a vivid illustration of the personal experience of denunciation in the early years of the Revolution, thus 
placing the act of denouncing and the long series of legal interrogations that result as a major event and 
component of the Revolution alongside the fall of the Bastille and the trial of Louis XVI. This episode also 
demonstrates the danger of denunciation being a political tool used to exact personal vengeance, as well 
as a clear example of personal experience under the Revolution being fictionalized and radicalized.93 In 
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the Eighth Night, Restif combines inflammatory rhetoric against his son-in-law with legal documents from 
Augé’s denunciation, including the official statement, interrogations, and neighbors’ testimony in defense 
of Restif.  Augé’s statements are numbered and annotated by Restif, who presents his own reactions that 
range from the factual to short expressions of outrage at the accusations. This mix of genres and the 
presentation of proof to authenticate and dramatize the narrative evokes techniques of the clandestine 
press, but with the tale at the end, it pursues this depiction even further. The transformation of Augé’s 
denunciation of Restif into a fictional story enables the chronicler to blacken the character of his son-in-
law and to alter certain elements of the plot so that the consequences are much more nefarious. 
Moreover, by juxtaposing a more factual narrative of denunciation with its explicitly fictionalized version, 
the presence of the tale illustrates the potentially radicalizing effect of translating denunciation into the 
literary domain. 
In the Eighth Night, Restif draws on virulent techniques heavily exploited by the ephemeral press 
of 1789 and the early revolutionary Private Lives: inflammatory language, the dramatization of the target’s 
name, and the monstrous characteristics attributed to this target. The adoption of these techniques 
means that Restif already has a rich literary basis on which to found his horrific portrait of his son-in-law, 
already vilified and re-vilified in his earlier fictional representations of the domestic drama, and to expand 
this portrait to new dimensions. By bestowing the characteristics of the revolutionary political enemy on a 
personal drama, Restif not only discovers and fully exploits a new way to vilify his own favorite, personal 
enemy, but also expands the scope of the enemy’s impact. For whereas the political figures of the 
revolutionary press have private dramas that illustrate their public life, the focus of these writings is the 
political domain. In the case of Restif, the movement is the opposite: characteristics and behaviors of the 
public domain seep into the private, with disastrous effects on the latter. From the corruption of the public 
space, we move into the threat of the disintegration of private space, corrupted by the public, political 
practice of denunciation. 
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 Throughout the entire “factual” part of the Eighth Night, Restif uses inflamed rhetoric to describe 
Augé’s denunciation and to describe the denouncer himself. His outrage at the false and motivated 
délation of his son-in-law is repeatedly communicated through the incessant use of the word “calumny” in 
all its possible declinations: Restif introduces the narrative by explaining that it is justified to publicly 
speak of one’s private matters when they involve the atrocité de la calomnie, describes himself as having 
been calomnieusement dénoncé by the propos calomnieux of a calomniateur who calomnie son beau-
père.94 Restif does not theorize on or distinguish between the terms calomnie, dénonciation, and délation, 
which are used interchangeably throughout the Night, creating an accumulation effect in which the culture 
of false and motivated accusations permeates the entire chapter. Beyond the term calomniateur, Restif 
plays with the nouns used to refer to Augé. In the introductory paragraphs under the title Délation horrible 
d’un gendre calomniateur, contre son beau-père, Restif builds up tension, saving the next specific 
reference to Augé until the very end of the section: “Telle est la double et triple position où se trouve N. E. 
Restif de la Bretonne, calomnieusement dénoncé… Par qui? Par son gendre!”95 The delay in naming him 
in the section, later going so far as a refusal to name him, is compounded by the use of the passive 
construction which forces the agent of the action to the end of the sentence. This is dramatized even 
further by the insertion of the dramatized personal question, separating the past participle from the agent 
for maximum tension and impact. In the following section devoted to the origins of Augé, he is not only 
referred to by his first and last names, but also by the sobriquet délateur-parricide, which will be repeated 
throughout the Night.96 This accusatory terminology captures the essence of Restif’s hatred of Augé, for 
believing himself falsely and viciously accused by his son-in-law and for his belief that the younger man is 
attacking him in his capacity as father, taken to the hyperbolic conclusion of parricide. Through the 
virulence of the language and the distilling of the identity of his accuser into vicious acts, Restif 
demonstrates the ease and perhaps even the necessity for self-defense against denunciation to devolve 
into a denunciation in turn, this time against the accuser.  
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 Restif’s subsequent descriptions of Augé’s character further inscribe his son-in-law in the typical 
portrait of the revolutionary enemy as denounced by the revolutionary press. True to this portrait, Augé 
dissimulates his true nature and his possession of vices is expressed in the superlative:  
Il s’était introduit chez Mme veuve Bizet, marchande bijoutière, quai de Gèvres, qui avait été voisine de 
ses parents, dans l’enfance d’Augé, mais qui ne les avait pas revus. La dame Bizet les avait connus plus 
qu’aisés; elle savait que Charles-Marie était fils unique; elle ignorait que ses déportements avaient 
considérablement diminué la fortune de ses père et mère: elle ne se doutait pas que cet homme, qu’elle 
avait vu dans l’innocence de l’âge, eût acquis tous les vices.97  
The exact purpose of Augé’s introduction into Mme Bizet’s household is never specified, but what is clear 
is that whereas the dissimulation perpetrated by the revolutionary enemy in the press may have private 
manifestations, it is always in the ultimate service of a public evil, in the case of Augé this private 
dissimulation never extends beyond the private sphere. Similarly, Augé partakes in conspiracies, but they 
are restricted to the private sphere (in this case, plotting the murder of Restif). In the denunciatory 
testimony of Restif’s neighbors in support of his counter-accusations, one neighbor writes: “Moi, Antoine 
Delarue, marchand fripier, vis-à-vis ladite maison n° 11, ai vu souvent un particulier se nommant Augé , 
venu exprès chez moi, sans me connaître, pour diffamer M. Restif son beau-père, et pour jurer qu’il 
l’assassinerait, ou le ferait assassiner: qu’ils étaient trois du même complot […].”98 In close connection to 
the era’s fantastical fears of the enemy of the Revolution, Augé is a danger to private sphere society in 
that he dissimulates his true character and intentions and conspires dastardly deeds against those whom 
he should respect and honor. 
 Augé’s overall character is inherently evil, a fact that he repeatedly recognizes, in close 
connection with the avowals of monstrosity on the part of characters in C’est incroyable and by Marie-
Antoinette in her Private Life. Restif explodes in horrific adjectives near the end of the episode: “Mais on 
ne peut se figurer qu’Augé ne soit pas un homme! On ne saurait se figurer combien c’est un être atroce, 
vil, bas; à quel point ce sot méchant est privé de faculté de sentir, de penser, de rougir, d’avoir du 
repentir, des remords! Cela n’a aucuns principes.”99 Just as the anonymous pamphleteers of the Private 
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Lives refuse any humanity to the targets of their attacks, Restif paints his son-in-law as devoid of all 
human sentiment, refusing him the category of “man.” Soon after, he draws on the ideas of the time of the 
moral monster as an individual who perversely enjoys the experience of another’s suffering:100 “Il n’est 
sensible qu’au plaisir diabolique de faire du mal aux autres, de les plonger dans la douleur, le 
désespoir!...”101 Beyond Restif’s characterization of Augé as monstrous, what truly damns him as such is 
his own apparent recognition of his monstrosity as painted in other novels by Restif: “Il prétend que tous 
les détails de sa vie sont consignés dans deux ouvrages, imprimés avec permission, La Femme infidèle 
et La Femme séparée. Nous les avons lus attentivement, et n’y ayant pas trouvé son nom, il nous a paru 
constant que les faits en étaient véritables, puisque Augé s’est reconnu, sous le voile tendu sur lui!”102 
Soon after, this self-recognition becomes even more blatant: “Tout menteur qu’il est, on doit le croire, 
lorsqu’il dit: ‘Je suis ce monstre.’”103 As in the case of Marie-Antoinette’s self-recognized monstrosity in 
her Private Life studied in the previous chapter, this proclamation damns the target by coopting his voice. 
In the case of Restif, it is all the more damaging in that his personal connection to Augé makes it 
technically plausible that he could overhear his conversations. Through the technique of self-recognition, 
Restif justifies the allegations of his previous texts, which build a long-standing case against Augé while 
also severely damaging his reputation and credibility. 
 Near the end of the narrative of the drama set in motion by Augé’s denunciation, Restif questions 
“Comment achèverons-nous l’exécrable histoire du monstre qui empoisonne notre vie? Nous l’ignorons, 
placé que nous sommes sous le fer assassin! On ne peut que le conjecturer.”104 The question is 
important, in that it applies not only to Restif and his long history of excoriating his son-in-law in his fiction, 
but to the Revolution on a greater scale, as one denunciation leads to another, as the fear of conspiracy 
and dissimulation incessantly provoke new accusations and are the endless source of paranoid 
speculations. That Restif keeps sharing his story, first with Mercier, then by transforming it into fiction in 
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the form of a tale, means that he recognizes the dilemma but is unwilling to take the step to stop the 
cycle. His lament at the end on the constant danger to which he is still subjected exposes the equally 
important conundrum: as denunciation is a potential option for self-defense against another’s accusation, 
for the cycle to stop, both individuals must stop. And so Restif continues denouncing, this time explicitly 
fictionalizing the drama of Augé, dramatizing the situation into having much more dire consequences.105 
In a story called L’infortunée de seize ans, Restif renews and modifies certain elements of his previous 
fictional portrayals of Augé: “Il n’y demeure plus; il s’est remarié: sa seconde femme l’a quitté; il lui a fait 
des horreurs. Il avait donné même un soufflet à votre mère le jour de sa mort; et il a fait passer la nuit à 
sa seconde, en couches, sur un escalier, au milieu de l’hiver…”106 He also resurrects previous 
pseudonyms for Augé (whom he names here Quistrin) for his friends: L’Echiné, Moresquin, and Lemore, 
who are, as always, just as criminal as he. This time, however, in close connection with the “factual” 
narrative preceding it, Restif includes mentions of Augé’s (Quistrin) inclinations towards denunciation, 
getting fictional revenge on his son-in-law by going so far as to put him in prison for it: “On dit qu’il vit 
comme un bandit. Il a été dernièrement en prison, pour avoir calomnié…”107 To illustrate the imminent 
danger posed by Augé, Restif drastically exaggerates the nefarious wishes and the tragic consequences 
of Augé’s monstrosity: after a false denunciation against Madame Quistrin forces her to return her 
adopted daughter to her estranged husband, he sells his daughter to libertines. When Madame Quistrin 
finally succeeds in saving her and Quistrin is arrested, the horrific consequences on the women who have 
fallen into Quistrin’s trap are not finished. In a passage replete with ellipses, the suspension points 
marking Restif brimming with rage, it is revealed that the two women have contracted syphilis from their 
time under Quistrin’s roof:  
Sophie et sa belle-mère tombèrent malades quelques jours après. On appela des gens de l’art à leur 
secours. Il ne leur fallait que le docteur Mittié: les deux infortunées… étaient attaquées d’une maladie… 
honteuse… On constata leur état. Il se trouva des témoins, qui déposèrent avoir entendu Quistrin se 
vanter du projet de contagier ou faire contagier sa femme. Il fut interrogé: l’on arracha de sa bouche tous 
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les aveux… Mais à quelle peine condamner le scélérat? Toutes les lois se taisent sur de pareilles 
horreurs, encore plus rares que le parricide…108 
The women are eventually saved, and Restif manages to find a punishment for Augé, one entirely fitting 
for an author obsessed with the role and the authority of the figure of the father: “Aujourd’hui ces deux 
infortunées vivement ensemble; il est défendu au scélérat de les aborder, et il a perdu envers l’une ses 
droits d’époux, et sur l’autre, ceux de père!”109 Restif thus punishes Augé through fiction, using all the 
authorial liberties at his disposal in order to continually work and rework the narrative to fit the evolving 
events in his own personal life. Denounced by Augé for his writings (amongst other things), he responds 
by writing, not only in responding to the denunciation itself, but by transforming it into an ultimately 
unsuccessful search for satisfactory punishment and cartharsis. The tale in the Eighth Night thus 
illustrates how easily denunciation can be transitioned into fiction, and how thin the line may be between 
the two.  
Mercier’s Sufferings and the Fate of the Girondins 
 While Restif is explicitly confronted with the question of how the cycle of denunciation can end, 
Mercier grapples with this issue as well, though his struggles are more implicit. He knows first-hand the 
culture of calumny during the Revolution and the dangers of denunciations from not only his observations, 
but also through direct experience as the victim of attacks during his time in politics, being labeled a 
royalist because he voted against the death penalty for Louis XVI (voting instead for perpetual detention), 
and ultimately when he is arrested along with seventy-four other deputies who signed a petition protesting 
the arrest of the Girondin deputies during the Jacobin insurrection of 31 Mai, spending the entire Terror in 
prison. The unfettered, scandalmongering press and the pernicious effects of calumny appear frequently 
in Le Nouveau Paris, and are blamed for their malevolent impact on French society and on the deadly 
course of the Revolution.110 Mercier uses his own personal experience to illustrate how radical and 
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completely wrong these accusations could be, exclaiming in reference to Charles Théveneau de 
Morande111: “[Il] a osé me flétrir du nom de royaliste, moi, qui ai attaqué constamment le royalisme caché 
sous le masque du jacobinisme; moi, dont la plume est si indépendante. Oui, j’ai toujours vu une erreur, 
un danger, un piège dans l’association de ces trois mots: liberté illimitée de la presse.”112  Beyond just the 
press, his sufferings inform his overall perspective on the Revolution post 9 Thermidor, and although 
Mercier the chronicler-character appears less in Le Nouveau Paris than Restif’s character in Les Nuits 
révolutionnaires, he draws on this experience to justify his authority and give weight to his arguments. 
Nevertheless, in typical fashion for the fragmented nature of the text, this experience can justify two 
opposing points of view: in “Le jour désastreux,” this suffering takes a bitter tone and accompanies a 
violent and vague rhetoric that cannot help but encourage the persistence of divisions, while in “Je suis 
un modéré,” it presents the model of forgiveness for those who have suffered greatly under Robespierre’s 
regime, calling for an end to the cycle of denunciation and hate.113 Caught between bitterness and a 
desire for healing, Mercier tries to move beyond a traumatic past in order to look towards a more peaceful 
future. 
 In “Le jour désastreux,” Mercier combines the rhetorical strategies of mythic immortalization of the 
fallen Girondins with a premonitory, alarmist discourse typical of the ephemeral press of 1789. His own 
sufferings and his preparedness to endure more attacks portray him as a potential tragic martyr, and help 
set a dramatic tone for the chapter, in combination with other rhetorical strategies used on the events and 
characters. This comes in a first part by monumentalizing the 31 Mai and by showing that the threat for 
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chaos is still present. In the beginning of the chapter, Mercier bestows monumental and mythic status on 
the events, with the victims elevated to martyr status and the insurrection depicted as being guided not by 
individuals, but by mass forces: “Il n’y a pas assez de larmes, de douleur et de repentir pour signaler le 
deuil de la journée du 31 Mai: qu’il soit profond, qu’il soit universel, que ses auteurs soient voués à 
l’exécration publique!”114 Superlative from the very beginning, the dimensions of the tragedy are of 
monumental proportions, the mythic quality of which is heightened by the fact that the date is expressed 
solely in terms of day and month. Nor does Mercier enter into the details of these events, painting with 
broad generalizations the utopia of the Convention prior to the insurrection115 and the immortal legacy of 
the martyred Girondins.116 The events themselves are not recounted in any more specific detail either, as 
Mercier sketches the lines of a peuple misled by ambitious and criminal leaders:  
Sans doute le people parisien debout était hors d’état de juger et ce qu’il faisait, et ce qu’il voulait faire; 
mais cette masse formidable se réunissait dans une même idée, qui était de faire obéir la Convention à 
des chefs populaciers, lesquels changeaient de noms, mais qui avaient leurs vues soit dans leur haine, 
soit dans la misérable ambition d’avoir quelques lambeaux de pouvoir pour se livrer impunément aux vols 
et aux brigandages.117  
The lack of specifics aids in the impression of monumental status of the event, since the days are 
assumed to go down in infamy and are able to be evoked without any further explanation necessary. 
Beyond this mythic status, Mercier’s use of proper nouns illustrates that the threats of 31 Mai are still just 
as present and potent. Introduced by definite plural pronouns in order to widen the scope and to draw on 
the phenomenon of revolutionary factions reuniting under the name of their leader, proper names 
coincide with verb tenses to indicate whether a threat is vanquished or still present. Beginning with the 
conquered threats, he writes: “Les Hanriot, les Ronsin, etc., ont eu certains jours autant et plus de soldats 
que n’en avaient Alexandre et César.”118 The verb in the past tense coincides with the two dead foes of 
the Girondins (Hanriot is executed with Robespierre, Ronsin with the Hébertistes). And while Mercier 
claims that the 13 Vendémiaire, the attempted royalist coup of 1795, has corrected the Parisians of this 
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dangerous habit of being easily led astray, the reappearance of dangerous revolutionaries involved in the 
Revolutionary Tribunal who did survive the 9 Thermidor, coupled with deceptive calls to action 
constructed in the future tense, illustrates the fact that the threat remains nonetheless very present: “Les 
anarchistes, les Antonelle, les Robert Lindet les appelleront des poltrons; mais eux [les Parisiens], ils 
seront sages de ne plus écouter les ennemis de leur repos et de leur bonheur.”119 While exposing the 
threat that has been destroyed, the grouping of certain names with past or future activity shows that the 
extremist purge is not complete, and that violent chaos still menaces French society. 
The regret that the Parisians did not listen to him before Vendémiaire leads Mercier to the 
insertion of a long placard in the text that he had addressed to them eleven days before the events.120 
Mercier’s exploitation of revolutionary-era journalism techniques is apparent in this passage, with the 
strong presence of a journalist-hero framing the expression of vague, omnipresent threats leading to 
urgent calls to action. Introduced by the title giving Mercier’s credentials (Représentant du peuple), he 
addresses issues of authority and credibility by disproving the false accusations levied against him:  
On m’a peint à vos yeux comme un ennemi, tandis que je m’affligeais de votre conduite; que je pleurais 
sur vos erreurs; que je gémissais sur les maux qui vous frappent, et sur ceux plus grands encore que 
vous vous préparez. Je vous ai fait entendre des vérités fortes; car depuis longtemps je suis accoutumé à 
ne rien déguiser. J’ai combattu le despotisme dans les jours de son triomphe, dans ces jours où l’homme 
courageux ne pouvait attendre pour fruit de son dévouement que les bastilles, l’exil ou la mort.121  
Just as the journalists of the ephemeral press proclaim the danger they incur by their work as a sort of 
credential for the veracity of their reporting, so Mercier offers the threats of prison, exile, and death as the 
only rewards of telling the truth in order to show that he has no reason to lie. Drawing on the theme of 
suffering innocence that is so exploited in the later “Je suis un modéré,” Mercier opposes the 
thanklessness of the accusations against him with his tireless efforts to educate the people and to combat 
tyranny. Like many of the journalists who claim that they would welcome martyrdom, Mercier shows his 
willingness to fall victim to slanderous rhetoric, tranquil in his own righteousness:  
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Si la calomnie, la perversité parviennent encore à diriger contre moi de nouvelles persécutions, ils ne 
m’enlèveront pas du moins ce calme qu’inspire une bonne conscience; si mes compatriotes égarés 
méconnaissent mes intentions, s’ils souffrent qu’on m’outrage, qu’on me calomnie de nouveau, je me 
consolerai par l’idée de cet avenir où l’homme qui a rempli ses devoirs trouvera la compensation de ses 
peines, et recueillera le prix de ses sacrifices.122  
Not only is Mercier willing to suffer this martyrdom in expectation of future reward, he knows what the dire 
consequences may be, since he has previously been persecuted by calumny and has observed at close 
hand its effects. 
Having established his credentials, Mercier moves on to the current threat to the nation’s security, 
using a discourse of fear and conspiracy that establishes a precedent for the public being deceived and 
identifies vague enemies that could be anywhere: “Quels sont les hommes qui sans cesse s’agitent dans 
vos murs, qui escaladent les tribunes de vos assemblées? Des stipendiés de l’étranger, d’anciens valets 
des rois, de vils agioteurs qui cherchent à prolonger les troubles pour pouvoir continuer impunément leur 
brigandage; quelques ex-académiciens […].”123 In contrast to these vast group identities, their horrible 
plots to recapture the throne are explained.124 The result of this is that although the goal of the enemy is 
well-defined, the actual face of the enemy remains vague, which increases the potential for wide-ranging 
suspicion and hysteria. Raising the stakes of his message, Mercier pursues his development of the 
threat, describing the consequences of a successful royalist revolt:  
Mais avez-vous bien réfléchi au sort affreux qui vous est préparé, s’ils pouvaient réussir? Songez que 
tous les rois ont une cause commune à soutenir; qu’ils forment en quelque sort une famille séparée et 
ennemi de la grande famille du genre humain. Louis XVII ou XVIII ne vous pardonnerait pas d’avoir investi 
le palais de Louis XVI, d’avoir souffert qu’on le conduisît à l’échafaud. Vous verriez bientôt des phalanges 
étrangères inonder vos murs, se partager vos dépouilles, se baigner dans votre sang.125  
This dramatic threat of revenge, the vivid image of murderous royalists bathing in the blood of the 
republicans of 1789 adopts the menacing portraits of the ephemeral press and the threats posed by the 
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conspiracies of the targets of the Private Lives in order to raise the tension of the passage into bridging 
on hysteria. 
Near the end, Mercier presents a vision of a peaceful future, issuing a direct address to 
extremists in both parties to end the never-ending cycle of civil strife. By speaking to both parties and 
urging them both to act, he avoids the issue that confronts Restif and prevents him from exiting the cycle 
(though Restif’s intimately personal involvement in the situation makes this much more of a challenge). 
Nevertheless, the use of the ill-defined categorizations highlights the challenges confronting post 
Thermidor society, traumatized by the Terror, to let go of radical and inflammatory discourse and the 
previously encouraged practice of denunciation. This appears in Mercier’s exhortation to end factional 
divisions: “Mettez donc un terme à vos dissensions; confondez l’espoir des hommes coupables qui vous 
égarent.”126 The reference to guilty men is soon followed by enemies, both vague terms that are abused 
to mean whatever the speaker wants them to mean earlier in the Revolution: “Distinguez vos ennemis, 
écartez-les; mais sachez discerner vos amis, et vous réunir à vos frères.”127 Mercier inserts a reference to 
his own incarceration at this point in order to reiterate his allegiance to the best interests of the people 
which also establishes his credibility:  
Ne dédaignez point les avis d’un homme qui ne souhaite que votre félicité, qui voudrait n’avoir point de 
reproches à vous faire; mais qui, forcé aujourd’hui de vous exprimer des vérités fortes, se console par 
l’espoir d’avoir bientôt à se réjouir de ses efforts. J’ai vu sans effroi les cachots où la rage de vos tyrans 
m’avait plongé; mais je ne puis voir sans un sentiment non moins douloureux, sans un sentiment de 
terreur, les abîmes qui se creusent sous vos pas.128  
Mercier’s own sufferings thus become his credentials in a post-Vendémiaire society, proving his love and 
dedication to the nation to keep fighting for her. And yet in this chapter, the vision of a peaceful future is 
hopeful, but the tension remains that there is still no way to distinguish between patriot and enemy, and 
therefore the means of achieving the end to turmoil is unclear.  
 While “Le jour désastreux” presents a top-down call to action using denunciatory terms and a 
disquieting, ominous tone, a separate chapter also dealing with Mercier’s sufferings, “Je suis un modéré,” 
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takes a more communal, hopeful stance. In this chapter, Mercier’s sufferings are briefly alluded to in a 
beautiful panegyric to modérantisme, juxtaposed with its natural enemy, the Jacobins and the 
Revolutionary Tribunal. His denunciation of these groups, however, is restricted to the past, unlike the 
typical revolutionary denunciation that sees past threats as inherently linked to the present and future as 
well. Mercier’s experience on 31 Mai is the origin for the outrage in the passage, but this outrage is 
contained to the past and goes on to highlight the image of tragic sacrifice in order to better exalt the 
modérantiste position: “Le Tribunal révolutionnaire était l’amphithéâtre, qui, semblable à l’ancien, 
renfermait les bêtes féroces chargées de l’exécution des sentences de mort. Et moi aussi j’étais 
condamné aux bêtes; car c’était l’être, que de tomber entre les mains de Fouquier-Tinville et de toute sa 
horde scélérate, et d’être incarcéré en attendant son tour.”129 This portrait of utter helplessness, evoking 
Christians being fed to ferocious animals in Roman amphitheaters for the violent amusement of the 
crowds, cannot help but incline the reader favorably to Mercier, victim of the notorious prosecutor of the 
Revolutionary Tribunal. Revolutionary power struggles between warring factions become transformed into 
the persecution of the helpless righteous who wait helplessly to be butchered by a powerful group of 
corrupt and criminal despots. After having excited his reader’s sympathy, he quickly delves into the 
remaining threat of extremism, which still exists since the public has not yet readopted the modérantiste 
position:  
Relevez-vous avec moi, braves républicains, que je vous inspire le courage de vous montrer tous, dignes 
enfin de la liberté! vous, destructeurs des trônes; vous qui faites pâlir les tyrans de l’univers, pourriez-vous 
rester indignes des hautes destinées qui vous attendant; pourriez-vous continuer de trembler devant ceux 
qui vous restent à punir? Mais, direz-vous, ils vont crier au modérantisme. Qu’importe le mot, pourvu que 
vous soyez justes? J’aime beaucoup le modérantisme qui me rend humain, tolérant, réfléchi: eh bien! 
soit, je suis un modéré: j’ai mérité la haine des grands patriotes du jour; et en cela, j’ai recueilli selon mon 
vœu, car s’ils m’estimaient, je m’estimerais moins.130  
Victimization is thus the marker of righteousness, and his denounced positions something to proclaim and 
to be used to inspire, rather than being a just reason for martyrdom. Nonetheless, hidden among the 
proud assertion of toleration and reflection is the nagging threat that there remain threats and enemies to 
be punished. They are soon identified as counter-revolutionaries and as the partisans of Robespierre, as 
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Mercier mocks his public into action: “Quel calme! quelle stupeur! quelle léthargie! le silence, le néant 
planent sur vous, républicains; vous dormez, et la contre-révolution veille! De la tyrannie de Robespierre, 
il n’y a d’éteint que le tyran; son affreux système lui survit.”131  
 This spiral into alarmist rhetoric abruptly changes, as Mercier switches tone and topic, returning 
to his panegyric of the modérés. In this part of the chapter’s evolution, the enemy only exists through an 
unstated contrast to the modérés. Mercier devotes extensive space to developing the specifics of this 
group, describing their numbers, their activities during the Revolution, and their responsibility for holding 
back the cruelty of the Revolution. In contrast, their enemies –the counter-revolutionaries, the effrénés, 
and the exaspérés – only exist through their hatred of the modérés’ praiseworthy characteristics:  
Les modérés ont été odieux aux contre-révolutionnaires, tant seulement qu’ils obéissaient à la majorité, et 
qu’ils leur donnaient à croire qu’ils contribuaient par là à la favoriser; mais ils ont été mille fois plus odieux 
aux révolutionnaires effrénés, parce qu’ils étaient une critique active de la conduite de ces furieux, et 
surtout parce que les révolutionnaires prévoyaient que les modérés seraient un obstacle à ce qu’ils 
s’emparassent un jour exclusivement de l’autorité dans la République, ce qui était, bien plus que l’amour 
de la patrie, le but de toutes leurs fureurs. Aussi les exaspérés révolutionnaires livraient-ils aux modérés 
une guerre bien plus terrible qu’aux contre-révolutionnaires; et les victimes les plus déplorables de la 
révolution sont-elles dans cette classe méritante, estimée, et toujours étrangère à la vengeance.132  
The denunciation of extremism transforms this passage into a mournfully tragic elegy of the martyred and 
victimized modérés, with the focus remaining on their praiseworthy but persecuted positions, a strategy 
doubled by the use of the passive voice. The positions and tactics of the opposing groups are left almost 
entirely tacit or receive vague treatment. This is not to say that there are no longer threats to the 
wellbeing of the French state: Mercier still alludes several times in the remainder of the chapter to an 
enemy that remains at large – the “agitateurs des deux partis.” This threat to national harmony is however 
no longer the target of a virulent denunciation, but rather a figure requiring understanding and 
compassion. These agitators are no longer bloodthirsty tyrants with murderous desires and plots for mass 
destruction, but rather individuals motivated by grief at the loss of loved ones. While Mercier still singles 
them out through a direct address, these identifications are followed by exhortations of peace and 
solidarity that invite a joining with the modérés rather than a paternalistic call to follow:  
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Ne doutez pas, agitateurs des deux parties, qu’il [le peuple] ne veuille absolument le repos, et qu’il ne 
vous force à le lui laisser. Si vous avez des haines, mettez-les aux pieds de la patrie. Vos parents, dites-
vous, sont morts: ah! combien n’est-il pas mort de citoyens généreux à la défense de la patrie! Ont-ils mis 
à leur sang un prix inappréciable? et n’y aura-t-il que le sang des victimes de l’intérieur qui occupera 
toutes les pensées et tous les souvenirs?133  
Returning to the figure of the modérés, Mercier demonstrates the correct manner to deal with these future 
threats, by showing indulgence towards those who would threaten the peace in the reactionary aftermath 
of the Terror:  
Ainsi si les modérés se sont opposés aux massacres de tant de Français au moins imprudents, s’ils ont 
eu le bonheur d’en sauver un si grand nombre au 9 Thermidor, leur rôle n’est point fini; il faut qu’au nom 
de ces mêmes services, au nom de l’humanité toujours outragée, ils sauvent de la fureur des 
réactionnaires tous ces hommes que leur exaltation avait trompés: leurs chefs audacieux ne sont plus. 
Les libérateurs du 9 Thermidor ne souffriront pas qu’une conspiration inverse embrasse un autre quart de 
la France dans des massacres non moins exécrables; ils ne souffriront pas davantage qu’un parti 
nouveau d’assassins mette des insensés au désespoir pour les faire insurger, et pour avoir ensuite des 
prétextes de les égorger.134  
To prevent these conspiracies and deadly groups from forming, the modérés’ job is clear: by calming 
furies and grief-inspired vengeances, they will prevent another insurrection such as the one that brought 
down the Girondins, and thus bring about the peace and harmony that the people ardently desire. Having 
suffered so terribly in the antechamber to the guillotine during the Terror, Mercier’s call for peace and for 
calming of grief-stoked rage presents the model of forgiveness, supported by his portrait of the exemplary 
figures of the modérés that inspires rather than threatens like in “Le jour désastreux.” By fragmenting the 
call to imagine a better future, Mercier presents two models of what that future could be based on, letting 
his readers choose which one they prefer for ending the cycle of violence. 
Entering the Head of the Other, or Hesitating to De nounce 
 As seen in the cases of the ephemeral press of 1789 and in the Private Life against Marie-
Antoinette, the journalists and scandalmongering pamphleteers use first-person narrative confessions in 
order to violently appropriate their subject, offering first-person corroborating evidence to the wildest 
rumors of vampirism and monstrosity. Restif and Mercier use this technique as well, at times on some of 
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the most reviled actors in the Revolution, though curiously this rhetorical device serves as a moderating 
force. In their retrospective look at the Revolution, they denounce and accuse the major players, but 
nonetheless urge caution when beginning to enter the heads of their subject, using the first-person voice 
in order to humanize the individual. It should be noted, however, that this technique has its limits: for an 
ultimate enemy, such as Augé for Restif as seen above, this moderation and hesitation do not apply. 
Restif Animates His Reader 
 Writing Part Two of Les Nuits révolutionnaires during the lead-up to the Terror, Restif is limited to 
a Montagnard political perspective, which he espouses in his final profession of faith.135 Nonetheless, 
during Louis XVI’s incarceration, he demonstrates a certain sympathy for the deposed king, springing out 
of Louis’s paternal activities, a role that is consistently key in Restif’s work: “On prépara la Tour, et Louis y 
fut transféré, ainsi que sa famille. Ce redoublement de précautions lui annonçait son sort… Louis 
cependant s’occupait à la lecture: il devint le maître de son fils. Sa vie domestique était réglée; elle aurait 
été heureuse, sans une perspective cruelle. Jamais il n’avait été mari et père, comme il l’était…”136 
Although out of a sentiment of political self-protection he quickly professes his lack of pity towards kings, 
his sympathy for Louis reemerges during his trial, when he portrays him as a man who did terrible things 
but was ultimately misguided:  
[…] si Louis était coupable en cela, c’était d’erreur, d’aveuglement! C’était de n’avoir pas connu ses 
véritables intérêts; c’était de n’avoir pas vu qu’il n’avait qu’un parti raisonnable à prendre, celui de se jeter 
dans les bras de la nation, et de regagner par sa franchise, par son zèle pour une constitution qui le 
protégeait, comme tous les citoyens, ce qu’il avait perdu par les mauvais conseils des aveugles et des 
sots qui l’entouraient!137  
Here Restif speaks as the scientist of the human heart, as someone who intimately knows the minds and 
hearts of men.138 Restif does not cite specific instances of Louis’s crimes, but rather merely proclaims that 
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he is fundamentally good though tragically blind to his true best interests. These favorable inclinations 
towards Louis provoke him to further reflections at the king’s trial. In order to gain a deeper perspective 
on the issues and to be able to examine a highly charged political and cultural event, Restif abandons a 
contemporary point of view and instead projects himself into the minds of the reader of 1992. In an 
explicit moment of first-person fictionalization, Restif dramatizes through direct quotes the reactions of 
these readers to the king’s trial:  
Pour me soulager, je m’enfonçai dans la suite des siècles: je vis les hommes de 1992, lire notre histoire; 
je m’efforçai de les entendre, et je les entendis. La sévérité de leur jugement m’effraya! Il me sembla que 
les uns nous reprochaient d’avoir manqué d’humanité, tandis que les extrêmes, tels qu’il en est 
aujourd’hui, nous approuvaient. […] Il me semblait entendre les lecteurs, se dire entre eux: ‘Que nous 
sommes heureux, de n’avoir pas vécu dans ces temps horribles, où la vie des hommes était comptée 
pour rien!’ Un de leurs philosophes s’écriait: ‘Il faut de temps en temps de ces secousses, pour faire sentir 
aux hommes le prix de la tranquillité, comme il faut une maladie pour sentir le prix de la santé. – Mais, lui 
dit un de ses confrères, aurais-tu voulu être le secoueur, ou le secoué? – Non, non, je ne voudrais pas 
l’être! mais je ne serais pas fâché de l’avoir été. Le mal passé, quand on n’en est pas mort, est une 
jouissance… – Ha! les beaux raisonneurs! s’écria un songe-creux, tapi dans un coin ; vous l’avez été. 
Vous étiez les hommes d’il y a 200 ans. Vous êtes composés de leurs molécules organiques: et vous êtes 
en paix, parce que ces molécules sont lasses d’avoir été en guerre. Vous y reviendrez après un long 
repos… 139  
Tired and grieved by Louis’s trial, Restif invents a fictional reaction in order to escape his current reality 
and the actual physical destruction of the monarchy, in order to try to soothe himself that this historic 
event will be seen as righteous. Nevertheless, he cannot escape from contemporary views, as he 
foresees the same divisions and the same indifference to suffering among future generations. The eternal 
nature of the debate on the necessity of tragedy is made all the more vivid by the use of direct quotations, 
which expose the polemic and charged nature of the argument. These opposing arguments draw of 
Restif’s own assertions concerning revolutionary violence elsewhere in Les Nuits révolutionnaires. As he 
has both previously justified the September Massacres as tragically necessary and will soon after marvel 
in terror at the horrifying ease of killing a man through a reckless or self-motivated denunciation, these 
two perspectives permit Restif to animate an interior debate and eternalize it by placing it in the mouths of 
citizens of the future.140 By taking the philosophe’s argument back to the individual level, however, Restif 
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illustrates the paradox of revolutionary suffering and martyrdom and the impossibility of truly reaching a 
conclusion: since no one deliberately wants to suffer for the good of society far in the future, how can the 
situation be resolved?141 The recycling of matter and a fatigue of battle cited by the last individual hardly 
bring this debate to a conclusion. Rather the reader is left with an uncomfortable ambiguity and refusal to 
truly decide, which powerfully questions revolutionary violence and deliberately leaves the question open. 
By animating a contemporary debate through the mouths of future readers, Restif immortalizes the 
question and permits it to remain significantly open-ended.  
Mercier Humanizes the King 
 While Restif uses interiority to animate an important historical debate, Mercier uses the technique 
for a different purpose. In contrast to the pamphleteers who use the first person to justify accusations of 
monstrosity, Mercier juxtaposes a more humane interiority of his subject, Louis XVI, with a harsh 
denunciation of his acts and underlying motivations. He opens the chapter “Procès de Louis XVI” by 
describing Louis in typical terms used for the enemy during the Revolution: he betrayed his country, he 
dissimulated in order to hold on to his despotic power, and he surrounded himself with co-conspirators.142 
Mercier’s accusations quickly become increasingly virulent, as he draws on common themes of delight in 
projects of mass destruction and rage when they are thwarted: “Furieux de n’avoir pu incendier Paris en 
1789, obstiné dans son ressentiment profond, il médita depuis tous les plans, tous les projets de sang, 
capables de l’assouvir; et lorsque son peuple, convaincu de sa perfidie, oubliait généreusement ce forfait 
abominable, le monstre couronné calculait, avec le sang-froid d’une âme astucieusement concentrée, les 
mesures les plus efficaces pour l’égorger.”143 Louis is typical of the era’s portrait of the enemy of the 
Revolution: cold-blooded, bitter, and resentful, he examines all the plans to find the most efficient one 
capable of quenching his bloodthirsty desires for revenge. Binary divisions so often exploited in the 
underground press reappear here, with a generous people capable of forgiving Louis’s flight to Varennes 
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being threatened by a monstrous and powerful despot who delights in crime and despairs when these 
crimes fail to succeed.  
 The second half of the chapter takes as its point of departure Louis’s guilt and monstrosity and 
turns to the question of what to do with him. Mercier asserts that Louis deserves to be executed for 
having compromised public safety and for being an enemy of the state, but then proceeds to develop the 
argument for perpetual detention, justifying his own personal vote in the trial. Mercier’s argument hinges 
on two main points: first, that the king as a symbol is dead, but by voting to kill Louis, the deputies of the 
Convention resurrect the power of his symbolism: “faire tomber celle […] de Louis XVI serait faire croire 
qu’il est encore redoutable”144 and second, that perpetual detention is a greater deterrent to those who 
would want to be king, in that the image of an incarcerated Louis would be ever present before them: “La 
captivité prévient ces commotions sanglantes. Ceux qui seraient tentés de se dire rois ne l’oseront pas; 
nous n’aurons point de prétendants; on cessera bientôt de s’intéresser pour un fantôme qui doit 
s’éteindre: il sera dit à l’Europe que l’impunité n’est plus le privilège des potentats.”145 In between these 
two points appears Louis’s voice in the first person. Drawing on terms of monstrosity remarkably similar to 
the first-person confessions of C’est incroyable and the Private Life against Marie-Antoinette, Louis’s self-
recognition is however not used to prove the necessity of harsh punishment and exclusion but rather to 
encourage clemency: “Du fond de son obscure prison, il entendra nos hymnes de victoire; et qui sait, si le 
remords ne pénétrera point son cœur avec les larmes d’un vrai repentir; si dans la douleur amère qui 
oppressera son cœur, il ne s’écriera pas: J’étais un insensé, j’étais un barbare: mais les hommes 
m’avaient fait roi.”146 While Mercier does not dwell on the possibility of such a regretful repentance of his 
crimes by the king, it is nonetheless significant that the first-person confession, a powerful technique in 
the denunciatory underground press of the time, is inserted into a chapter that draws heavily on other 
denunciatory techniques of this press, but its meaning and purpose are twisted. The exterior view of Louis 
developed in the first part of the chapter, in which Louis is a bloodthirsty tyrant, briefly appears in a 
moment of interiority, when Louis recognizes his crimes and regrets them. This contrast between 
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exteriority and interiority urges caution, imagining the possibility that the illustrious criminals of the 
Revolution may be redeemable, unlike the trajectory of the biographies of the Private Lives seen in the 
previous chapter, in which the villains are born bad, conspire on terrible crimes, and die just as 
ferociously, refusing to change or repent their ways. In this moment of regret, Louis becomes undeniably 
human; his rise to power the result of his birth and the customs of his country, he finds himself unwittingly 
king despite his unfitness for the position. While this recognition of the loss of his symbolic power justifies 
Mercier’s first argument against the death penalty, the first-person confession is more subtle than a mere 
proof of his thesis. Mercier hypothesizes on Louis’s interiority, introducing and drawing attention to the 
imaginative aspect of the first-person with a conjectural “qui sait” that postulates goodness and a 
redeemable core, without making Louis the pawn of his argument. 
Mercier Questions the Executioner 
 The pages of the clandestine and revolutionary press are full of the monstrous criminals of the 
Revolution, with their horrendous acts and horrific motivations presented and re-presented in exhaustive 
detail. According to their often anonymous authors, these men (they are almost always men) are 
responsible for massive conspiracies and widespread famine and murder. Among those responsible for 
the deaths of their fellow countrymen, it is harder to find someone inextricably tied to more bloodshed 
than the executioner Sanson.147 In the chapter “Sanson,” however, while Mercier repeatedly evokes the 
massive executions committed by the man and marvels at his great indifference when constantly 
confronted by so much suffering, the rhythmic refrain whereby Mercier states his desire to get into his 
mind demonstrates the desire to understand, but without claiming to be able to read his thoughts. This 
repeated questioning of acts and thoughts allows Mercier to place Sanson in the context of his society, 
twisting what could have been a denunciation of the man into a denunciation of the society that allowed 
him to thus exist. Mercier’s fascination with the executioner comes from the unique perspective he brings 
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to the chronicler’s subject matter of revolutionary Paris: as the one who saw thousands of people pass 
under his blade, he is a first-hand witness to the Revolution in a way that no other person could be. By 
entering into his head, Mercier can hope to acquire a new perspective, adding a new fragment to his 
incomplete comprehension of the past years. Once in his head, however, Mercier becomes fascinated 
with the man himself, realizing that Sanson’s stoic reaction to the bloodshed is entirely representative of 
the other Parisians who let the violence continue, or even encouraged it. 
 Mercier expresses his morbid fascination with Sanson from the very beginning of the chapter: 
“Quel homme que ce Sanson! impassible, il ne fit jamais qu’un avec le couperet du supplice. Il fit tomber 
la tête du plus puissant monarque de l’Europe, celle de sa femme, celle de Brissot, celle de Couthon, de 
tous les adverses, et tout cela d’un front égal; il fit couler en ruisseau le sang mêlé des princes, des 
législateurs, des plébéiens, des philosophes.”148 What strikes Mercier, writing after his release from prison 
in October 1794 after the Reign of Terror,149 is this figure who was so powerfully deadly, but who 
managed to bridge the Revolution, having guillotined opposite classes of society (the king and the 
common people), opposite sexes (the king and queen), as well as opposing factions (Brissot of the 
Girondins and Couthon of the Jacobins). His unity with the guillotine, the ultimate symbol of equality of 
punishment, highlights this indifference to class and faction while also drawing attention to his overall 
disquieting moral indifference. As the guillotine was designed to remove the executioner from the 
execution, the fusion between the two underlines a fundamental anxiety about the character of the man. 
Mercier repeatedly highlights Sanson’s indifference as extremely troublesome, writing “Plus je rêve à cet 
homme, président du grand massacre de l’espèce humaine, abattant des têtes couronnées sans froncer 
le sourcil, de même que celle du plus pur républicain, plus mes idées se confondent.”150 Beyond a 
general indifference shown through a lack of reaction, Mercier demonstrates that this absence of feeling 
goes further, that he participates in normal, everyday activities, for example frequenting boulevard theater 
like anyone else: “[…] il va, vient comme un autre, il assiste quelquefois au théâtre du Vaudeville; il rit, il 
me regarde; ma tête lui est échappée, il n’en sait rien; et comme cela lui est fort indifférent, je ne me 
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lasse pas de contempler en lui cette indifférence avec laquelle il a envoyé dans l’autre monde cette foule 
d’hommes, tant du premier que du dernier rang […].”151 Mixing among the rest of the population, Sanson 
is not a mythic being, separated and excluded from society, but rather a participatory member, 
differentiated from his fellow man only by his profession. That this walking incarnation of death and the 
deliverer of the Terror can blend so seamlessly into society at the end of his day is unfathomable to 
Mercier. 
Shocked and uncomprehending when faced with this outwardly unremarkable being who 
juxtaposes incredible indifference with the deaths of so many key revolutionary players, Mercier wants to 
get into Sanson’s head in order to understand his thoughts when faced with so much violence and 
turmoil. Such a rhetorical move when faced with the incomprehensible or the unknown has been 
developed in previous chapters as technique exploited by the revolutionary press, turning various political 
figures into utter incarnations of evil through the unmasking of their inner thoughts. Mercier, however, 
refuses this easy explanation of tragic events by means of a portrait of unbelievable evil. His repeated 
questions about Sanson’s interiority show that the executioner’s thoughts and motivations will always 
remain inaccessible to him. This is despite the fact that the insistent juxtaposition of questions with the 
tragic end of so many people illustrates how urgently he would like to understand how this all could have 
happened:  
Que dit-il? que pense-t-il? A-t-il fait réflexion qu’il avait mis à mort tous les chefs des partis contraires: 
Charlotte Corday et Fouquier-Tinville, l’épouse de Roland et Hanriot. Je voudrais bien savoir ce qui se 
passe dans sa tête, et s’il a regardé ses terribles fonctions uniquement comme un métier. […] Il a vu la 
jeune fille à la veille de ses noces affronter le trépas avec plus de sang-froid que le fameux d’Estaing qui 
avait rempli l’Europe des récits glorieux de sa bravoure et de son intrépidité. Comment dort-il après avoir 
reçu les dernières paroles ou les derniers regards de toutes ces têtes coupées?152  
Given contemporary associations between a lack of pity towards suffering and moral monstrosity, it is 
hardly surprising that Mercier exclaims out of complete bewilderment: “Quel singulier homme! et son 
existence n’est pas un problème!”153 What is surprising, however, is that Mercier never once in the 
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chapter directly calls Sanson a monster, though as the quote above shows, he clearly draws on a 
contemporary conception of one. As seen in previous chapters, the term monster was used easily and 
loosely by the anonymous journalists and pamphleteers to refer to any individual who was an enemy to 
the writer’s cause, accompanying descriptions of horrific thoughts and crimes. Mercier thus finds himself 
situated at an impasse between these two perspectives: as a survivor and witness to the carnage of the 
Revolution, he cannot deny the horror of revolutionary violence, nor can he distill Sanson down to the 
overused cookie-cutter portraits of outlandish criminality that fill the pages of the revolutionary press. By 
alluding to monstrosity without actually naming it, Mercier draws attention to his refusal to reduce and 
explain him as a monster. Revolutionary violence cannot be entirely explained by a person like Sanson, 
one must go further. 
Partway through his reflections on the famous executioner, the perspective shifts slightly from 
Mercier to that of society. Juxtaposing him with the infamous Jean-Baptiste Carrier, notorious for his 
harsh repression of the counter-Revolution, especially in Nantes, Mercier concentrates not on the latter’s 
crimes, but on society’s reaction to him:  
Il est vrai qu’il [Sanson] ne fut point tout à la fois, comme l’exécuteur de la justice de Nantes [Carrier], 
bourreau, président de société populaire, et témoin gagé pour déposer contre les prévenus. On ne se 
disputa point comme à Nantes le bonheur de l’avoir pour gendre; on ne vit point comme à Nantes des 
personnes de tout rang et de tout état l’aborder d’un air caressant et presser amicalement ses mains 
sanglantes; et les Parisiennes ne portèrent point à leur oreille, comme bien des femmes de Nantes, des 
guillotines de vermeil.154  
Shifting from questioning the character of Sanson to examining society’s judgment, Mercier’s biting 
critique enters when he considers popular reaction to the executioner. Nantes serves as an extreme 
example, whereby society allows one man to hold political power, execute (figuratively), and serve as a 
witness against the accused. Beyond this, society also reveres him and transforms the agent of execution 
into a fashion accessory. While Nantes and Paris are two different cases and Mercier is clear to say that 
Parisians did not go as far as the Nantais, his suppression of proper nouns (Sanson becomes “il” and 
Carrier is merely alluded to as the “exécuteur de la justice de Nantes”) blurs regional lines and confounds 
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to a certain extent the two men through their killing function. The figure of the executioner is placed in the 
context of his society, and it is the society that ends up appearing more barbaric. 
The end of the chapter strikes an ominous note, as Mercier evokes the potential for the Terror to 
return: “[…] il [Sanson] recommencerait si… et pourquoi pas? N’est-ce pas là son métier?”155 The 
executioner thus becomes less of an individual at the end than a symbol. While his thoughts and 
motivations are the source of urgent speculation and bewilderment, the fact of the matter is he only 
executes when instructed to do so. The ellipsis alludes to a return of the Terror without specifically 
naming it. This use of the unsaid highlights the horror at its terrifying perspective. If society wills the 
executioner begin the mass executions once again, it is his job to do so. The horror is thus not that there 
is an executioner, but that the people desire these mass executions, or at worst fail to stop their most 
bloodthirsty proponents. Nevertheless, the last paragraph of the chapter closes with a nuanced portrait of 
society under the Terror, clarifying that it is not only the executioner who is a machine in his indifference, 
but rather all of society:  
Quand les charretées de ces innombrables victimes étaient traînées par trois ou quatre haridelles, 
comment ne s’est-il pas trouvé dans l’espace de quatorze mois quarante hommes déterminés, perçant le 
flanc des haridelles, et donnant ce grand signal de courage propre à le réveiller dans l’âme de leurs 
concitoyens? Mais non! tous les braves étaient morts ou aux armées; et la terreur était telle que si l’on eût 
dit à un particulier: ‘A telle heure la charrette passera devant ta maison, tu descendras, et tu t’y placeras’, 
le particulier aurait attendu la charrette, aurait descendu son escalier, et s’y serait placé!156  
Fear immobilizes the people, turning them into machines who practically take themselves to the guillotine, 
obeying orders they dare not contest. This allusion to fear is a clear denunciation of the Terrorist regime, 
but Mercier’s profound fear is that this is not unique to that period, and that new regimes may demand 
similar purges and an automatized population may simply obey. By questioning the executioner’s 
thoughts, Mercier hesitates to denounce him. It is this hesitation that allows him to penetrate further, with 
an explicit “how could Sanson act thusly?” becoming an enlarged and more implicit “how could society 
tolerate this?” Presenting the two extremes – reverence in Nantes and fear in Paris – Mercier shows that 
denunciating the violence of the Terror is much more complicated, surpassing the individual and involving 
complex forces, emotions, and events. While one can endlessly ask questions and seek to enter the head 
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of the other, a countless portion of the population participated in the Terror, be it by executing, by 
supporting the executioner, or by fearfully obeying the order to submit to the executioner. 
 
In their studies of the revolutionary period, Restif and Mercier both find themselves caught in the 
dilemma of how to represent revolutionary Paris and to communicate the horrors of the period. Abhorring 
the inflammatory rhetoric that permeates the discourse of the time, they are nonetheless restricted by the 
limits of language to speak of barbarity, and draw on virulent terms, hyperbolic accusations, and 
accusatory direct addresses to denounce horrors and present the case against the perpetrators to 
posterity.157 Their observations of the deadly effects of this exact type of discourse periodically push them 
to caution, confronting them with the problem of how to treat abuses without perpetuating the same 
alarmist rhetoric they claim to despise. The techniques of fragmentation and fictionalization offer solutions 
to this problem: by separating out more highly-charged emotional narratives and arguments into separate 
chapters or by transforming them into fictional tales, Restif and Mercier bear witness to the worst events 
of the Revolution without being forced to propose solutions to them. They are able to remind their 
countrymen of prior threats and tragic occurrences, and indulge in their righteous anger, while also 
encouraging peace, compassion, and understanding. These techniques are not without their problems, 
however, in that the fictional realm permits greater exaggeration with increased virulence than would 
perhaps be allowable in a more “factual” account. Furthermore, the fragmented, non-linear construction of 
Mercier’s work allows greater freedom for the reader to peruse as he chooses, and to potentially miss the 
moderate chapters that balance out the virulence. This moderation will be lost in the Marquis de Sade’s 
great epic, Histoire de Juliette, as the powerful libertines, the incarnations of the ultimate enemy of the 
Revolution, delight in their crimes and gleefully announce their nefarious conspiracies. Incapable of being 
reined in by peaceful forces, they can only be vanquished when they mutually self-destruct. 
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Chapter 4:  
The Sadean Libertine and the Parody of the 
Revolutionary Monster 
 On May 19, 1790, the Marquis de Sade writes the following on the current revolution in France to 
his lawyer Reinaud:  
Du reste, ce sont les provinces qui nous fournissent tout ce dont on s’occupe le plus: Valence, 
Montauban, Marseille, sont des théâtres d’horreurs, où des cannibales exécutent chaque jour des drames 
à l’anglaise qui font dresser les cheveux… Ah! il y a bien longtemps que je disais à part moi que cette 
belle et douce nation, qui avait mangé les fesses du Maréchal d’Ancre sur le gril, n’attendait que des 
occasions pour s’électriser, pour faire voir que, toujours placée entre la cruauté et le fanatisme, elle se 
remonterait à son ton naturel dès que les occasions la détermineraient.1 
Drawing on the gruesome 1617 post-mortem desecrations to the body of Concino Concini (otherwise 
known as the Maréchal d’Ancre, the favorite of Louis XIII’s mother Marie de Médecis) by the Parisians 
who exhumed his body from the church Saint-Germain-l’Auxerrois, Sade establishes a historical 
precedent for the violence consuming his country in revolution. This historical continuity in barbaric 
bloodshed characterizes the Revolution less as an exceptional event, and rather as an important 
movement encouraged by the natural cruelty and fanaticism of the French. This critical reaction to the 
bloodthirsty violence of the Revolution may nonetheless be surprising to the reader of the Marquis’s 
fiction, in which the same cannibalism and hair-raising horrors proliferate, are the object of elaborate 
philosophical justifications, and are endlessly associated with sexual pleasure. This connection raises 
important questions on the possible influences of the Revolution and of terrible practices (such as 
cannibalism) attributed to different political enemies on the late fiction of the Marquis de Sade. To what 
extent does the later figure of the libertine and her violence and moral philosophical framework show 
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traces of the revolutionary period? How does Sade deal with the denounced individual in his own fiction? I 
will examine these questions in this chapter, illustrating how Sade adds elements of the Revolution to the 
construction of the libertine in his late novel Histoire de Juliette in order to transform her into the monster 
of the revolutionary imagination. The investigation of these influences will lead me to study revolutionary 
imagery and themes, as well as narrative constructions and techniques that draw heavily on the 
denunciatory press of the early revolutionary period. 
Despite this link between Sade’s observations of the Revolution and recurring images in his 
fiction, the majority of critics continue to focus on Enlightenment philosophy, scientific practices in the 
eighteenth century, and Sade’s own biography as the principle sources for his pornographic texts.2 Given 
the large body of criticism analyzing the most minute phenomena and the most detailed elements in 
Sade’s work from every possible current literary angle, it is surprising how little treatment the idea of Sade 
as a revolutionary author receives.3 When this issue does arise, it is often inscribed in the debate over 
what Sade’s real views of the Revolution really are, with some critics claiming that he is apolitical and 
merely stays in France out of a desire for his plays to have success at the theater.4 Even if this is the 
case, Sade does participate in the Revolution: when his sons flee France, he remains, renounces the 
aristocratic particle de, and joins his local section, la Section de la Place-Vendôme, which would become 
the future radical Section des Piques. In July 1793, he briefly becomes president of this section, before 
being arrested for political moderation (Lucienne Frappier-Mazur alleges that he was denounced by a 
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colleague) and barely escapes execution during the Terror.5 Beyond these facts, details of Sade’s exact 
involvement in the Revolution remain murky. 
When Sade’s fictional writings are studied in conjunction with the Revolution, it’s almost always in 
the context of the mock pamphlet Français, encore un effort si vous voulez être républicains inserted in 
the fifth dialogue of the Philosophie dans le boudoir.6 Indeed, this tract inscribes itself in the vein of 
revolutionary pamphleteering from the start, as Dolmancé claims to have picked it up at the Palais Egalité 
(the revolutionary name for the Palais Royal, an infamous locale at the time for clandestine publications 
and prostitution). According to Maurice Lever, this text presents a counter-utopia to the Republican 
projects, explaining that: 
Il s’agit de la reductio ad absurdum de la théorie révolutionnaire et de la dérision la plus radicale de la 
philosophie jacobine. Sade en profite pour ferrailler avec ardeur contre ses deux bêtes noires: le 
christianisme et la peine de mort. Sur le premier point, il reprend, avec plus de liberté qu’il n’avait pu le 
faire jusque-là, ses charges virulentes contre le Dieu des Chrétiens, en associant dans le même opprobre 
le théisme de Robespierre.7 
Critics have explored Sade’s mockery of the Republican agenda and especially Robespierre’s rule, 
examining the multiple facets of the Republican platform that appear with biting derision in the pamphlet – 
for example, the cult of the Supreme Being (l’Être Suprême), fraternity, equality, and the death penalty. A 
few critics, nevertheless, see the Revolution and revolutionary culture as having a more profound effect 
on the Sadean œuvre that go beyond this one pastiche of the late-eighteenth-century political pamphlet. 
Articles by Michel Delon and Lucienne Frappier-Mazur refuse purely historical connections between the 
Revolution and Sade’s work, identifying several areas in which Revolutionary culture influences literary 
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novels, she nonetheless sees the greatest mark on the Revolution on Français, encore un effort: “Although some of 
Sade’s other works also refer, if only in passing, to revolutionary events or slogans, this one novel provides his most 
extended, explicit commentary on it, especially in the form of the inserted pamphlet.” Lynn Hunt, The Family 
Romance of the French Revolution (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1992), 127. 
7 Lever, Que suis-je à présent? 234. 
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aspects in Sade’s fiction.8 Delon analyzes multiple occurrences in Sade’s pornographic and historical 
works in which he borrows heavily from the pamphletary literature of the time and examines the content 
of his fictional texts for clues on his true political stances, while Frappier-Mazur sees the appearance or 
increasing importance of such elements as the harangue, sketches (saynettes), beheadings, parricide, 
and the relationship of the female libertine to power in Sade’s later pornographic novels as originating in 
the Revolution. While these studies are invaluable in beginning to establish the strong connections 
between the Revolution and Sade’s fiction, Delon is primarily concerned with how Sade’s literary texts 
can illuminate his political beliefs, whereas Frappier-Mazur studies broader revolutionary influences. 
There still remains, therefore, much territory to be explored. I will argue that the influences of the 
Revolution extend beyond the inclusion of various images from the period, and rather that the portrait of 
the late Sadean libertine is informed by the Revolution’s denunciatory discourse against the enemy, with 
certain impacts on the construction of discourse as well. Although the explosion in false denunciations or 
betrayals in La Nouvelle Justine and Histoire de Juliette is briefly mentioned in Frappier-Mazur’s study, 
she explains this phenomenon purely biographically, as originating in Sade’s persistent fears of betrayal 
during the early years of the Revolution through the Terror, leaving a more nuanced look at Sade’s 
representation of denunciation and denunciatory discourse unexplored.9 In the case of Delon, while he 
establishes valuable connections between Sade’s fiction and a variety of clandestine texts, the stylistic 
borrowings are little developed beyond brief mentions of the virulence of discourse.10 
Despite this relative lack of detailed study on this topic, there are many indications of a deeper 
connection between Sade and a revolutionary culture of denunciation, the first of which appears in the 
ephemeral press. For a modern reader perusing these periodicals, the resemblance between the wild, 
apocalyptic accusations in the texts and the desires and behavior of the Sadean libertine are truly striking. 
This resemblance manifests itself in the portrait of the denounced enemy in his desire for totality, his 
monstrous vampirism, his dehumanization of others, and in his plots of death and destruction and their 
                                                     
8 Delon, “L’invention sadienne,” 557-68; Michel Delon, “Sade dans la Révolution,” Revue française d’études 
américaines 40 (1989): 149-59; and Frappier-Mazur, “A Turning Point.” 
9 Frappier-Mazur, “A Turning Point,” 116. 
10 Delon, “L’invention sadienne,” 563-64 and 568. 
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link to pleasurable emotional reactions. The press’s warnings of gruesomely deadly machines cannot 
help but evoke Sade’s various libertine-invented machines that mechanize murder, at times in ways 
reminiscent of the guillotine, the height of cold, revolutionary efficiency.11 This same bloodlust and 
nefarious plots to inflict catastrophe and mass murder on the French repeatedly appear in many of the 
later, revolutionary-era Private Lives, in particular the 1789 Essais historiques sur la vie de Marie-
Antoinette and the 1793 La Vie et les crimes de Philippe, duc d’Orléans.12 Restif de La Bretonne and 
Mercier’s chronicles contain many examples of wild plots of destruction and attributions of monstrous 
vampirism and criminality, especially in the narratives on the September Massacres and in the case of 
Restif’s despised son-in-law. The recurrence of these elements, often overlooked in broader analyses of 
the characteristics of the press and the Private Lives and thus relegated to the exclusive domain of the 
Sadean universe, indicates that rather than being specific to Sade, these hysterical portraits of bloodlust, 
plots of mass murder, and the erotic enjoyment of inflicting suffering are indicative of widespread ideas 
and fears that permeate revolutionary culture and inform the conceptualization of the other, with profound 
consequences on political and penal discourse.  
The influence of a revolutionary culture of denunciation on the Sadean libertine in the political 
novel Histoire de Juliette and to a lesser extent in her sister novel La Nouvelle Justine presents a 
fascinating new way to understand this controversial figure. This character draws on and exploits a 
radicalized view of the enemy circulating in the political and social culture of the time, which is similarly 
reflected in contemporary publications such as the revolutionary press and the Private Lives. While many 
of the principal traits of the libertine are established in the incomplete pre-revolutionary work Les 120 
Journées de Sodome (1785), La Nouvelle Justine and Histoire de Juliette demonstrate certain 
innovations and evolutions in the character of the libertine, for example with the introduction of the 
libertine’s long discourses assuming his own monstrosity and his plans for inflicting mass destruction.13 
                                                     
11 See Introduction, note 1. 
12 The nineteenth-century critic P.-L. Jacob argues that Sade is the author of the second part of the pamphlet on 
Marie-Antoinette, which would explain the similarities between the two, though this conclusion has not been 
supported by other critics. Lynn Hunt cites Hector Fleischmann, Marie-Antoinette libertine (Paris: Bibliothèque des 
curieux, 1911). Hunt, Family Romance, 134.  
13 See Frappier-Mazur, “A Turning Point,” 115-31, for other innovations in the later novels that were probably 
influenced by the events of the Revolution. I would also like to thank Philippe Roger for his help in raising the issue of 
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Dissimulation and violence strongly reminiscent of episodes in the Revolution are also innovations of 
these later works, with Juliette in particular acquiring a strong political framework that does not exist in the 
infamous 120 Journées. The two novels La Nouvelle Justine and Histoire de Juliette appear significantly 
after the major turmoil of the Revolution has passed: while counterfeit copies of both circulate 
clandestinely around 1797, La Nouvelle Justine does not officially appear until around 1799 and Juliette 
until 1801.14 Throughout La Nouvelle Justine and most especially in Histoire de Juliette, techniques highly 
evocative of the revolutionary-era language of denunciation crystallize around the figure of the libertine. In 
remarkable similarity to other revolutionary publications expressing contemporary fears about the enemy, 
the words and actions of the Sadean libertine teem with references to revolutionary imagery, 
denunciation, dissimulation, and unmasking. By making these allusions oftentimes extraordinarily explicit, 
Sade exposes his libertines as monstrous enemies in a parody of the accusatory discourse of the 
revolutionary press. Further exploiting the techniques of this press, Sade creates a pastiche of the often 
anonymous pamphleteer and his ambivalent relationship with his reader, while also juxtaposing his own 
characteristic need to say everything with the unsaid, in a move that evokes a need by contemporary 
discourse to surpass the limits of the horrors language is able to communicate. 
Histoire de Juliette in particular is filled with explicit references to the Revolution that justify an 
analysis of these late texts in the context of the Revolution. In one of many allusions to contemporary 
pamphlets and their vulgar treatment of the monarchy, Louis XVI and Marie-Antoinette are referred to 
using their pamphletary nicknames of tyran and putain, and Juliette tells the King of Naples that she 
“fucks” like his sister-in-law (a veiled reference to Marie-Antoinette and the accusations of nymphomania 
and lesbianism that are leveled against her in the clandestine press).15 Beyond these allusions to past 
                                                                                                                                                                           
 
the pre-revolutionary characteristics of the libertine. D. A. F. de Sade and Michel Delon, Les cent vingt journées de 
Sodome ou l’école du libertinage, in Œuvres, vol. 1 (Paris: Gallimard, Bibliothèque de la Pléiade, 1990), 13-383; D. A. 
F. de Sade and Michel Delon, La Nouvelle Justine ou les Malheurs de la vertu, in Œuvres, vol. 2 (Paris: Gallimard, 
Bibliothèque de la Pléiade, 1995), 391-1110; D. A. F. de Sade, Michel Delon, and Jean Deprun, L’Histoire de Juliette 
ou les Prospérités du vice, in Œuvres, vol. 3 (Paris: Gallimard, Bibliothèque de la Pléiade, 1998), 179-1262. 
14 On the writing and publication history of the two texts, see Delon, Œuvres, 3: 1361-63. Delon also discusses the 
variation in the title for Juliette. 
15 Sade, Œuvres, 3: 467 and 3: 1025. For more on the treatment of Marie-Antoinette by the pamphletary press, see 
the Introduction, note 30. Sade clearly has extensive knowledge of the underground pamphlets circulating at the time. 
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regimes and to the pamphletary press, Histoire de Juliette abounds in references to the Revolution itself. 
The references within the text are premonitory, as in Juliette’s harangue to the pope in which she states 
that “il faut qu’une révolution générale embrase l’Europe entière” or when Saint-Fond justifies his project 
to inflict mass devastation on the fear by the powerful of “une prochaine révolution dans le royaume 
[…].”16 The explicit references in the footnotes to the current Revolution and evoking a past “Old Regime” 
establish a chronological distinction between narrative time and paratextual time. A footnote to the 
minister Saint-Fond’s declaration of his apathy towards the misery of the poor clearly places the text in a 
post-1789 context: “Les voilà, les monstres de l’Ancien Régime; nous ne les avons pas promis beaux, 
mais vrais; nous tenons parole.”17 Later, a note to a passage on conspiracies evokes theories of the 
origins of the Revolution: “Comme il serait aisé de prouver que la Révolution actuelle n’est l’ouvrage que 
des jésuites, et que les orléanais-jacobins qui la fomentèrent n’étaient et ne sont encore que des 
descendants de Loyola. Note ajoutée.”18 These repeated references to the Revolution that highlight an 
anti-monarchical press and whose dual chronologies between an Old Regime text (with a posteriori 
predictions) and a revolutionary set of footnotes emphasize the revolutionary context and indicate the 
possibility that this text should be read with this context in mind. Given the omnipresence of the 
revolutionary context in Juliette and its strong political traces and influences, I will devote the majority of 
my study to this work. 
Before delving into the parody of the revolutionary enemy in the form of the Sadean libertine, I 
would like to clarify one last point in regards to my view in this chapter on Sade’s politics. Unlike the 
aforementioned critical works that seek to characterize Sade as a Thermidorian, as a royalist, or as an 
opportunistic member of the Section des Piques, I am not trying to place Sade within one particular 
                                                                                                                                                                           
 
In his notes to Juliette, Delon notes extensive borrowing by Sade from such contemporary pamphlets as Les Enfants 
de Sodome à l’Assemblée nationale, ou Députés de l’ordre de la Manchette (1790), La Messaline française (1790), 
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press, see also Delon, “L’invention sadienne.” 
16 Sade, Œuvres, 3: 864 and 3: 606. 
17 Ibid., 3: 384. 
18 Ibid., 3: 628. For a more on the revolutionary monster, see the Introduction, note 49.  
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faction or another. Similarly, I am not saying that Sade was directly inspired by the clandestine press in 
his idea for the libertine, or vice versa, that the clandestine press draws on Sade for their hysterical 
portrait of the bloodthirsty, conspiring enemy. What my chapter aims to show in conjunction with the 
previous three is that this concept of the enemy as a monstrous, entirely evil figure partaking in the 
unspeakable horrors of vampirism, cannibalism, torture, and mass murder is part of the zeitgeist of the 
time, which then simultaneously influences the underground journalists, pamphleteers, chroniclers, and 
finally Sade in his political novel Histoire de Juliette, with a lesser, but still noticeable, influence on her 
companion novel La Nouvelle Justine.  
A Character of the Time, Highlighting and Resolving  Revolutionary 
Concerns 
In Histoire de Juliette (and to a lesser extent La Nouvelle Justine), Sade adds images of the 
Revolution, terms characteristic of the period’s incendiary pamphleteering, and instances of real and false 
accusations with the effect that his libertines become the monsters that haunt the imagination of the 
revolutionary denunciatory press.19 This connection between the enemy and the libertine finds further 
justification in the frequent appearance of particular anxieties of the time that swarm around the figure of 
the enemy (be it from a republican or counter-revolutionary point of view) such as hysterical fears over 
dissimulation. The libertine responds to the tensions underlying denunciation and the Revolution’s 
obsession with masks and dissimulation by engaging in long discourses that reveal his nefarious plots 
and openly acknowledge his own monstrosity, in such an exaggerated style and so repeatedly that they 
parody these types of unmaskings that proliferate in the ephemeral press and the Private Lives. As I will 
show, rather than being a pure imaginary phantasm of Enlightenment theories gone horribly wrong, the 
libertine’s strong connections to multiple aspects of the portrait of the denounced revolutionary enemy 
transform him or her into a veritable incarnation and parody of contemporary fears circulating over the 
course of the revolutionary period. Sade inscribes his libertines in the overall negative dynamics of 
                                                     
19 While most of these elements come from the republican imaginary of the enemies of the Revolution, there are 
nonetheless traces of counter-revolutionary motifs in the Histoire de Juliette. In one of the last scenes of the text, 
Noirceuil asks Juliette to remove his son’s heart, which he devours. As Delon notes, the idea of the consumed heart 
is an important image in the counter-revolutionary imagination. Sade, Œuvres, 3: 1255 and Delon, Œuvres, 3: 1584. 
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rhetorical violence against opposing factions, and not merely an aristocratic monster or a sans-culotte 
villain. But going even further, the libertine coopts both positive and negative symbols, be it the anti-
aristocratic hydra or the republican model of virtuous motherhood, using them for his own purposes to 
emphasize their negative aspects, or in the case of positively-connoted images, destroy them or empty 
them of meaning. In each instance, the revolutionary symbol becomes intertwined with libertine violence, 
thus exposing the extremist destructive potential within the image and its capacity to be corrupted into 
producing vast and tortured bloodshed. 
Images of Revolution 
Histoire de Juliette contains several occurrences of the image of the hydra, an image popular at 
the time in the anti-aristocratic press due to the suppleness of its definition and implications.20 
Simultaneously evoking a mythological creature whose heads regenerate and multiply each time one is 
cut and a figurative evil that grows despite all efforts to destroy it, its great appeal to an anti-aristocratic 
and anti-monarchical press is unsurprising. Furthermore, malicious regeneration perverts the 
Revolutionaries’ idealization of the Regenerated Man, making this symbol all the more rich and complex, 
and apt to be coopted by the Sadean libertine.21 In Juliette, variations on the hydra expose the endless 
violence of the Revolution and the constant search for new victims. The first use of this image alludes to 
revolutionary fears associating the hydra with a detested and yet ever-recurring subject. Near the 
beginning of the novel, during Juliette’s educational period, La Delbène compares religion to a hydra 
whose heads reappear every time one tries to cut them: “prends garde surtout à la religion, rien ne te 
détournera du bon chemin; comme ses inspirations dangereuses, semblable à l’hydre dont les têtes 
renaissent à mesure qu’on les coupe, elle te fatiguera sans cesse, si tu n’as le plus grand soin d’en 
anéantir perpétuellement les principes.”22 Elsewhere there appears a sort of anti-hydra, in which multiple 
                                                     
20 For more on the significance of the hydra in revolutionary imagery, see Antoine de Baecque, La Caricature 
révolutionnaire (Paris: Presses du C.N.R.S., 1988) and Le corps de l’histoire: métaphores et politique (1770-1800) 
(Paris: Calmann-Lévy, 1993).   
21 For more on the new, virile man as the symbol of regeneration, see Lynn Hunt’s discussion of the image of 
Hercules. Hunt, Politics, Culture, and Class in the French Revolution (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1984), 
98-109. 
22 Sade, Œuvres, 3: 194-95. 
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heads are collapsed into one. In a particularly bloodthirsty fit of desire for mass carnage during her 
conversation with the pope, Juliette states: “je suis au point de n’avoir rien de sacré sur cet objet, au point 
de désirer, comme Tibère, que le genre humain n’ait qu’une tête, pour avoir le plaisir de la lui trancher 
d’un seul coup.”23 Lastly, the figure of the hydra (although it is not specifically named) serves to highlight 
the bloodlust of the libertines, and hence of the revolutionary participants they are parodying. The desire 
for endless regeneration illustrates that since they are unsatisfied with one act of killing, they are actually 
pleased by the constant revival of their victims, in order to perpetually experience the pleasure of re-
destroying them. Referring to his family whom he massacred years ago, the giant Minski regrets only the 
impossibility of renewing this pleasure: “[…] j’aurais voulu les voir renaître pour avoir le plaisir de les 
massacrer encore.”24 In his long dissertation praising murder, the pope Braschi reiterates Minski’s 
murderous wish in more abstract terms: “Ce n’est plus que par la longueur ou l’infamie du supplice que 
l’âme se réveille, et l’on voudrait que la même vie pût se produire mille et mille fois, pour avoir le plaisir de 
les arracher toutes.”25 In line with his desire to find a crime that surpasses death, the libertine is enraged 
by death’s finality, making the image of the hydra an appealing one to him.26 
 Les deux ne font qu’un is a recurring formula that appears in multiple forms and in multiple 
mediums during the Revolution. The caption of a famous 1791 anti-monarchical image depicting a 
conjoined and animalized Marie Antoinette and Louis XVI, the slogan highlights the conflation of various 
revolutionary-era personalities with the same evil motives, plots, and depraved desires and behaviors into 
the same body.27 The expression is found in slightly varied form and with varied quantities in the erotic 
                                                     
23 Ibid., 3: 901. The narrator of the Year II Private Life of the Duc d’Orléans ascribes the same murderous wish to his 
main character: “car Philippe ressemblait à Néron, il aurait voulu que toute sa famille n’ait qu’une tête, afin d’avoir le 
double plaisir de la couper et d’en hériter.” [Turbat, Pierre], Vie de L.-P.-J. Capet, ci-devant duc d’Orléans, ou 
Mémoires pour servir à l’histoire de la Révolution française (Paris: L’Imprimerie de Franklin, [1794]), 25. Delon notes 
two different attributions of this formula, with Suetonius ascribing it to Caligula in his The Twelve Caesars and 
Montesquieu citing Nero in his De l’esprit des lois. See Delon, Œuvres, 3: 1543. 
24 Sade, Œuvres, 3: 718. 
25 Ibid., 3: 894. Delon attributes the source of this to Jean Nicolas Demeunier’s 1786 L’Esprit des usages et des 
coutumes. Delon, Œuvres, 3: 1536. 
26 On the libertine’s steps to ultimate transgression, see David Allison, “Transgression and Its Itinerary,” in Must We 
Burn Sade? ed. Deepak Narang Sawhney (New York: Humanity Books, 1999), 201-27. Another example of the 
libertine’s attempt to find a crime that surpasses death is Saint-Fond’s ritual (criticized by Clairwil as an irrational nod 
to religion), whereby his victim signs his soul over to the devil. Sade, Œuvres, 3: 537. 
27 “Les deux ne font qu’un.” Print, 15 x 21.5 cm. Paris, 1791. http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b6947749s 
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tales accompanying Restif’s Les Nuits révolutionnaires, where it posits a disturbing picture of incestuous 
harmony.28 The libertines in Juliette are equally fascinated by the physical potential of this rhetorically- 
and artistically-vivid image, especially in its possibilities to increase the scope of one single act of torture. 
Regarding the view of two victims tied together, with one on the shoulders of the other, Juliette remarks 
that “on eût presque dit que les deux corps n’en faisait qu’un.”29 The recurring figure of the pregnant 
woman could partially be explained by her potential to the libertine to torture and kill two beings 
simultaneously through one single act.30 The Revolution’s veneration of chaste and virtuous motherhood, 
erecting a hallowed domain for women entirely separate from politics in a sharp break with the female-
dominated court and salon culture of the Old Regime, also makes this choice of victim highly symbolic.31 
In Juliette, the King of Naples seems particularly obsessed with this figure, constructing an entire scene 
with four women he has impregnated entirely for the purpose of aborting them (killing one of the mothers 
and leaving another one more dead than alive), and later using a machine designed to swiftly kill two 
pregnant women simultaneously.32 The link between the revolutionary formula and the Sadean desire to 
exponentially increase the murderous capacity of a single act is made evident in a scene where the 
libertines subject an entire family to being broken by hanging (supplice de la corde).33 Concerning its use 
                                                     
28 See in Chapter 3, note 41. 
29 Sade, Œuvres, 3: 645. 
30 This is not to say that Sade’s constant torture of the mother (or soon-to-be mother) is new with the Revolution: 
many of the scenarios of the pre-revolutionary 120 Journées de Sodome involve violence done on pregnant women. 
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31 For more on the changing roles of women and the Revolution’s views of motherhood, see Lynn Hunt, “The Many 
Bodies of Marie Antoinette: Political Pornography and the Problem of the Feminine in the French Revolution,” in 
Eroticism and the Body Politic, ed. Lynn Hunt (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1991), 108-30. Hunt also 
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Women and the Public Sphere in the Age of the French Revolution (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1988). 
32 Sade, Œuvres, 3: 734-37 and 3: 1096. 
33 Sade gives a longer description of the practice in Aline et Valcour, whereby a criminal is tied up with his arms 
behind his back, suspended in the air, and then suddenly dropped almost to the ground by means of a pulley. He also 
mentions the torture in his Voyage d’Italie, in which he calls it the most ignorant and the most unjust practice. Delon, 
Œuvres, 3: 1516. 
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on one of the women who is pregnant, the magistrate Ghigi coolly notes that “il y a deux plaisirs pour 
un.”34 In effect the counterpoint of the hydra, whose regenerative powers offer the potential for endless 
and unlimited pleasure, “les deux ne font qu’un” in the context of pregnant women allows the destruction 
of a figure of creation and regeneration. This act replaces the desexualized veneration of chaste and 
virtuous republican motherhood with the libidinous pleasure of destroying this figure, while also obtaining 
the maximum violent effects for the minimum exerted effort.  
 Maximum violent effects are also sought in the libertines’ perversion of perhaps the most famous 
invention and symbol of the Revolution: the guillotine.35 At its origin, the guillotine is designed to be a 
humane method of performing capital punishment, replacing the torturous spectacular executions under 
the Old Regime, epitomized by the infamous gruesome death of Damiens under Louis XV.36 Intended to 
bring about equality of punishment regardless of the rank and status of the guilty party through a swift and 
painless death, the guillotine is not without its detractors, and many contemporaries express concern over 
whether the instrument actually killed instantaneously and whether the victim felt pain.37 These changes 
in capital punishment have significant repercussions on the executioner, the agent of punishment. The 
Revolution seeks to remove the Old Regime stigma from this figure, in part by distancing the actor from 
his act by mechanizing state assassination, an arrangement that Sade will explore and play with 
repeatedly. 
 These innovations in state-sanctioned executions are incorporated and their humane concerns 
parodied and perverted in Juliette. This appears first and foremost in the figure of the executioner 
Delcour, who is enthusiastically welcomed and admired by Juliette precisely for his erotic enjoyment of his 
profession. As she tells him, “je crois vous connaître assez maintenant pour être certaine que vous avez 
besoin de vous monter la tête au libertinage, quand vous commettez les meurtres qui vous sont 
                                                     
34 Sade, Œuvres, 3: 841. 
35 For a history of the invention of the guillotine during the French Revolution, see Daniel C. Gerould, Guillotine: Its 
Legend and Lore (New York: Blast Books, 1992), 3-57. Gerould briefly mentions Sade’s revulsion by the guillotine, 
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Surveiller et punir: naissance de la prison (Paris: Gallimard, 1975). 
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Claude Bonnet (Paris: Mercure de France, 1994), 205-10. See also Gerould, Guillotine, 53-57. 
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ordonnés, ce qui vous les fait exécuter avec bien plus de volupté qu’à vos confrères, qui n’y procèdent 
que machinalement.”38 Transforming the horror in which the Old Regime executioner was commonly held 
into a perverse admiration, this scene further twists revolutionary efforts, concentrated in the invention 
and institution of the guillotine, to specifically remove the executioner from personal participation in the 
act.39 The voluptuous pleasure experienced by Delcour serves to highlight his contrast with the other 
executioners, who act coldly and emotionlessly and thus without benefit to anyone.40 Delcour explains the 
true horror of the cold and disinterested killing, the apex of revolutionary efficiency and equality, in his 
development of the principles that the executioner must acquire: “Ils prennent leur source dans la plus 
complète inhumanité; on nous accoutume dès l’enfance à compter la vie des hommes pour rien, et la loi 
pour tout, il résulte de là que nous égorgeons nos semblables avec la même facilité qu’un boucher tue un 
veau, et sans y faire plus de réflexions.”41 For Delcour, the inhumanity of the execution lies precisely in its 
cold-bloodedness and lack of reflection: exactly what the Revolution aims to change regarding capital 
punishment. By mechanizing the procedure, by dehumanizing the entire human race in favor of a 
supreme respect for the law, the nameless they in Delcour’s discourse incarnate a true inhumanity that is 
in practice worse than a real experience of the act in which executioner and victim meet in a highly 
personal contact.  
 Like the figure of the executioner, death machines and procedures in Juliette bear distinct traces 
of revolutionary innovations, which are then exaggerated to delve into their sinister implications. Perhaps 
unsurprisingly for such a vehement foe of capital punishment, Sade inserts episodes of executions 
reminiscent of the guillotine that pervert the innovative revolutionary epitome of deadly efficiency. The 
long scene beginning with the massacre of Cloris and his family and ending with a bloody orgy in an 
amphitheater presents a prime example of this phenomenon. The opening murder of Cloris’s daughter 
Julie adopts all the elements of the guillotine – the death by beheading, the desire for separation between 
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41 Sade, Œuvres, 3: 450.  
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the executioner and his victim, and a swift, painless death – and by perverting through an anti-guillotine 
the revolutionary precautions to make state-sanctioned murder as clean as possible, highlights the true 
horror of the act. What should be a quick, painless end with a clear barrier between executioner and 
victim is transformed into a horrific and agonized death:  
“Il est temps, dit-il [Saint-Fond], Juliette, de terminer cette première scène”; le scélérat encule Julie; les 
valets contiennent le père et la mère, pendant qu’il lime le cul de cette enfant; Delcour, armé d’un rasoir, 
va lentement détacher la tête: “sois long, sois très long, Delcour, s’écrie-t-il, je veux que ma très chère 
nièce se sente mourir, je veux qu’elle souffre aussi longtemps que je foutrai.” A peine Delcour a-t-il fait 
sentir le taillant du rasoir, que les cris de cette malheureuse retentissent de toutes parts… “Allez, allez, dit 
Saint-Fond bien introduit dans le cul, mais allez doucement, vous ne concevez pas le plaisir qui me 
transporte […]”42 
The enthusiasm of the crowds in front of the spectacle of the guillotine, documented by such 
contemporaries as Restif and Mercier who hold this bloodthirsty glee in horror, is transferred to Saint-
Fond and transformed into a more active role, as he instigates the executioner (who, as shown earlier, 
procures an erotic enjoyment from his profession) to prolong the victim’s ordeal. This transforms 
decapitation from a quick and presumably painless death into a long and agonizing ordeal, thus raising 
the question on whether death can ever truly be painless. 
 Following the execution of the Cloris family, the libertines pass into an amphitheater decorated 
with the mutilated bodies of these victims where a new, violent orgy is to take place, aided by an anti-
guillotine machine: 
[…] différents instruments de supplices étaient distribués çà et là, on y voyait entre autres, une roue fort 
extraordinaire; la victime, liée circulairement sur cette roue, enfermée dans une autre garnie de pointes 
d’acier, devait, en tournant contre ces pointes fixes, s’écorcher en détail, et dans tous les sens; un ressort 
rapprochait la roue fixe, de l’individu lié sur la tournante, afin qu’à mesure que les pointes diminuaient la 
masse de chair, elles pussent trouver toujours à mordre en se resserrant. Ce supplice était d’autant plus 
horrible, qu’il était fort long, et qu’une victime pouvait vivre dix heures dans les lentes et rigoureuses 
angoisses de ce tourment. Il ne s’agissait, pour presser ou ralentir le supplice, que de rapprocher plus ou 
moins la tournante […].43 
                                                     
42 Ibid., 3: 473. The equivalent of this anti-guillotine is found in La Nouvelle Justine, with a machine that decapitates 
so that the victim feels death arriving, the exact opposite of the swift death sought by the proponents of the guillotine. 
See Ibid., 2: 1063 and Delon, Œuvres, 2: 1405. Another version of the anti-guillotine in La Nouvelle Justine has the 
libertine activate the automatic hand of a mannequin-executioner, with the libertine controlling the force of the blow 
and therefore the amount of suffering endured by the victim. See Sade, Œuvres, 2: 1056-58. See Delon’s notes on 
this last passage for more on the transformation of revolutionary executions by Sade. Delon, Œuvres, 2: 1404-5. 
43 Sade, Œuvres, 3: 476 [my emphasis].  
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In this case, the role of the executioner disappears, eclipsed by the machine. While Delcour is noted to 
have invented it and acts to put the victim in place, its torturous constrictions appear to operate 
independently of human action, as indicated by the impersonal construction using the infinitive 
rapprocher. Through a juxtaposition of independent action and personal responsibility, this anti-guillotine 
underscores the inescapable horror of the revolutionary guillotine. By drawing out the length of the ordeal, 
Sade combines Old Regime slow torturous executions with the revolutionary mechanism of the blade. 
The slow execution reveals that the only innovation of the revolutionaries over Old Regime methods is 
speed: when the end result and the enjoyment are the same and the amount of suffering uncertain, the 
only progress of the Revolution is the sheer swiftness by which victims can be processed, thus making 
the death toll higher. The endless parade of victims, all resembling one another in their celestial beauty, 
and differentiated only by endless enumerations of ages or names could be viewed as reflecting this 
massive but anonymous revolutionary carnage enveloping in particular the years of the Terror.44 Just as 
the potential for violence on a large scale is drawn out through the figure of the hydra and the venerable 
figure of republican motherhood is transformed to kill more people more efficiently, the concept of the 
guillotine, created out of humanitarian concerns, is perverted by the libertines in Juliette into an 
instrument of a slow and agonizing death. The executioner, refusing to be separated from his work, 
invents a new anti-guillotine device that hides his presence to inflict suffering even more insidiously. 
Sade’s use of these revolutionary symbols clearly inserts the libertines of Juliette in the setting of the 
Revolution, erecting them as the incarnations of the revolutionary enemy, increasingly deadly through 
their exploitation of recent innovative capacities. 
Participation in Denunciation 
 The centrality of denunciation during the Revolution manifests itself in Juliette as well, as 
denunciation emerges not only as a major theme of reference and discussion, but also as a practice that 
                                                     
44 The Sadean victim, when described, is almost always done so in superlative terms. The victims are, for example, 
“belle comme un ange” or “jolie comme l’amour.” Ibid., 3: 576. Although the descriptions of the harems in 
Les 120 Journées de Sodome are more laconic than those of the libertines and their wives, each character receives a 
name, origin, and age, and the girls each have a short description. This contrasts sharply with the often complete 
anonymity of the victims in Juliette, who are frequently reduced to the statistics of their age. 
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serves to advance the plot. The heroine’s denunciations of others are an important element in her career 
not only by producing libidinous effects essential to the orgies from which she derives her power, but also 
as an independent means by which she obtains greater wealth and status, usually at the expense of 
others. Beyond these actual accusations, the denunciation is a frequent point of reference or discussion 
by the various libertines. Juliette quickly recognizes its potential to be mischaracterized as calumny when 
it attempts to attack the rich and powerful early in her career when she is cast out from the convent as a 
pauper upon the death of her parents:  
Mme Delbène était supérieure d’une des plus célèbres abbayes de Paris, elle jouissait de soixante mille 
livres de rente, elle tenait à toute la cour, à toute la ville, à quel point devait-elle mépriser une pauvre fille 
comme moi, qui, jeune, orpheline, et sans un sou de bien, ne pouvait opposer à ses injustices que des 
réclamations qui se fussent bientôt anéanties, ou des plaintes qui, traitées sur-le-champ de calomnies, 
eussent peut-être valu à celle qui eût eu l’effronterie de les entreprendre, l’éternelle perte de sa liberté.45  
The lesson has been learned, and once she has acquired these same riches and powerful connections, 
Juliette does not hesitate to profit from their benefits of immunity: “par les soins de mes deux compagnes, 
dressées à l’escroquerie, il s’égarait infiniment de bourses et de bijoux; mais on avait beau se plaindre, la 
protection qui nous était accordée repoussait tout, et nous triomphions de toutes les vaines dénonciations 
qu’on osait faire sur notre conduite.”46 Other characters similarly recognize this impunity, as the Prince de 
Francaville exclaims: “Oh! je me moque de la calomnie, […] la réputation est si peu de chose, c’est un 
bien si méprisable, que je ne m’offense nullement qu’on se divertisse avec moi de ce qui m’amuse autant 
avec les autres.”47 At other times, however, denunciation is taken seriously, considered as a major threat 
by the libertines. La Delbène warns about Juliette about it, who in turn educates Madame de Donis about 
its risks.48 Later, the libertines take extreme measures to prevent a victim from exposing their crimes, 
mutilating and destroying her ears, tongue, and eyes, and mocking her with the brutal “Va… va, si tu 
peux, dénoncer tes persécuteurs,” which emphasizes her helplessness and demonstrating the violent 
acts needed to prevent this recourse to denunciation.49 
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 Beyond allusions to denunciation, actual accusations make frequent appearances in the text, and 
as Frappier-Mazur has briefly noted, the explosion of false accusations in the later novels is likely due to 
the influence of the Revolution.50 Nevertheless, not all the denunciations are false: Histoire de Juliette 
contains two main instances of truthful accusations revealing real conspiracies, both of which occur in the 
context of political conspiracy and which expose the dangers of denunciation and its corrupting potential. 
In both cases, these acts draw on linguistic conventions that insure the truthfulness of the accusation, link 
denunciation to politics, and are characterized by base motives and by deadly consequences for the 
target and unmerited benefits for the accuser. While these elements certainly inscribe themselves neatly 
in the libertine’s overall rejection of virtue and pursuit of self-interest regardless of the consequences 
without necessarily being rooted in the Revolution, they draw on anxieties of the time that become all the 
more acute the more the practice becomes valorized as the Revolution progresses. Juliette thus animates 
in a fictional narrative the worst potential of denunciation. 
 The first truthful denunciation occurs during the bandit Brisa-Testa’s narrative. During his stay in 
Sweden, he joins the Senatorial party which is conspiring to overthrow King Gustave. Once it appears 
that this party will lose, Brisa-Testa makes the decision to denounce the faction to the king. Explaining his 
choice, he fully acknowledges an outsider’s view of his act: “Ce rôle, me dira-t-on, était infâme: soit. Mais 
que m’importait l’infamie, dès que mon bonheur ou ma sûreté se trouvait à ma trahison.”51 Confident in 
his information, he offers guarantees of his truthfulness: “Je fais demander une audience secrète à 
Gustave, je l’obtiens; je lui révèle tout, je lui nomme ceux qui ont fait le serment de le détrôner, je lui jure 
de ne pas quitter Stockholm, qu’il n’ait prévenu ce grand événement, et ne lui demande qu’un million pour 
récompense si mes avertissements sont justes, une éternelle prison si je le trompe.”52 Having established 
safeguards for the honesty of his denunciation, Brisa-Testa exposes immediately afterwards one of the 
main motives behind his betrayal: money. The other motivation appears in his reaction to Gustave’s 
bloodless suppression of the revolt:  
                                                     
50 Frappier Mazur, “A Turning Point,” 116. 
51 Sade, Œuvres, 3: 965. 
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[…] Gustave, à cheval de bonne heure, le jour où tout devait éclater, contint le peuple, s’assura des 
conjurés, gagna le militaire, s’empara de l’arsenal, sans répandre une seule goutte de sang. Ce n’était 
point du tout sur cela que j’avais compté; réjoui d’avance des suites sanglantes que je supposais à ma 
trahison, je courus moi-même les rues, dès le matin, pour voir tomber toutes les têtes que j’avais 
dévouées: l’imbécile Gustave les conserva toutes. Que de regrets j’éprouvais pour lors, de n’être pas 
resté fidèle à ceux qui eussent inondé de sang les quatre coins du royaume.53 
These base motives of money and bloodlust behind his denunciation of the conspirators justify the 
disgust manifested by Gustave, who pays Brisa-Testa but then exiles him just the same. 
 Significantly, the other occurrence of truthful denunciation also involves political intrigue, 
illustrating that even the truthful revelation of conspiracies can be fraught with nefarious motives. Queen 
Charlotte, wife of King Ferdinand of Naples and the sister of Marie Antoinette (a hardly insignificant detail 
given the rest of the story), wants to kill her husband and seize political power for herself, a desire that 
she confesses to Juliette: “– Et tu desires? – Empoisonner ce vilain homme, devenir régente; le people 
me préfère à lui, il adore mes enfants; je régnerai seule, tu deviendras ma favorite, et ta fortune est 
faite.”54 In exchange for help with the murder, Charlotte promises Juliette the treasures of Naples. There 
are strong parallels here to the French monarchy, with the episode reflecting contemporary fears about 
the power of women in politics, Marie Antoinette’s power over an impotent Louis XVI, her supposed 
lesbian relationships with her favorites (notably the Princesse de Lamballe and Madame de Polignac), 
and her dilapidation of French finances, all of which are incessantly played and replayed in the 
underground pamphletary press.55 Motivated by greed for the vast riches of Naples, Juliette consents, but 
then denounces Charlotte anonymously to Ferdinand by sending him a note signed by the queen 
promising the treasures to her unnamed co-conspirator. Ferdinand seeks confirmation of this accusation 
from Juliette in a scene that, through its abrupt shift to the dialogue form, explicitly plays with genre in a 
way reminiscent of other denunciatory texts such as the ephemeral journal C’est incroyable.56 Once 
again, the denouement of this political denunciation is bloodless. This could be because the characters 
involved are actual historical figures, and Juliette does not completely rewrite history: the historical 
Ferdinand IV does not kill his wife (although Sade does change her name from Maria Carolina to 
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Charlotte, and invents the conspiracy, a libel-esque exaggeration extrapolating upon her real political 
influence).57 Juliette’s disappointment in Ferdinand’s spineless reaction emerges in her mockery of the 
king: “Avec une autre tête que celle du faible souverain de Naples, Charlotte était empoisonnée sur-le-
champ; certes, nous lui en avions assez dit pour le déterminer à cette action; mais cet homme, sans force 
et sans caractère, était-il capable d’une action de vigueur? aussi ne fit-il rien.”58 Bloodless so as not to 
change history, the abrupt ending to the tale of a queen’s unnatural and murderous thirst for power draws 
on a common pre-revolutionary image of an impotent and weak-willed king and a power-hungry woman. 
Just as importantly, however, this episode reveals the ugly underbelly of even truthful denunciation: while 
Juliette exposes a real plot of regicide, greed is a powerful motive and she nonetheless leaves the 
kingdom in possession of stolen goods amounting to half of the riches of Naples. 
 In La Nouvelle Justine, an episode containing two instances of truthful accusations committed by 
virtuous characters adopts a complex position towards denunciation, in that it exposes the consequences 
when a character fails to comprehend the ambivalence inherent in the act. The method of denouncing 
used by these characters draws on the system of power of the Old Regime, which can only end in failure 
in a newly regenerated society. When the heroine Justine is confronted with the option of denouncing the 
libertine Bressac for his projected matricide, she is limited by her received notions on the criminality of 
denunciation. The virtuous character of Justine is the principal variant in the common Sadean scenario of 
murder-for-hire: a son poisons his uncle for an inheritance arranged by his mother, then plots with an 
accomplice (here, the naïve Justine) to whom he promises financial compensation to kill his mother in 
order to benefit alone from the inheritance and to be rid of any supposed obligation of gratitude. Once the 
uncle dies and Bressac intimates that the next murder is imminent, Justine is confronted with a dilemma: 
“Il lui restait la voie de la dénonciation; mais rien au monde n’aurait déterminé la sensible Justine à des 
moyens qui n’empêchent une première horreur qu’en commettant une seconde.”59 Instead, Justine 
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decides to warn Madame de Bressac, engaging in the doubtful practice but in an ineffective manner, 
since the latter is just as powerless and at the mercy of her son and his nefarious valet as Justine. 
Justine’s incapacity to distinguish between a righteous denunciation and wrongful, self-interested 
calumny and to direct her accusation correctly leads to the dreadful events that follow. Even if the 
success of a denunciation to the authorities is highly doubtful in a novel in which every good act that 
Justine attempts ends badly for all involved, it must not be overlooked that Justine recognizes a possible 
method to save her companion and is nonetheless blocked by moral distinctions that refuse to 
differentiate between variations in circumstances and motivations. Her ineffective denunciation attempts 
to remove any unpleasant consequences of her act by trying to control the reaction it elicits: “Madame, 
[…] j’ai quelque chose de la plus grande importance à vous révéler; mais à quelque point que cela vous 
intéresse, je suis décidée au silence, si vous ne me donnez votre parole avant de ne témoigner aucun 
ressentiment à votre fils. Vous agirez, madame, vous prendrez les meilleurs moyens, mais vous ne direz 
mot: daignez me le promettre, ou je me tais.”60 An even greater proof of her lack of judgment, Justine 
cannot conceive of anger as a natural and just result of her denunciation. Fitting for a revolutionary-era 
accusation, it is accompanied by proof in the form of the poison that Bressac had given to her. Madame 
de Bressac promptly tests the poison on a dog who dies a horrible death, an incident which moreover has 
the unintended consequence of betraying her discovery to her son. Her subsequent attempt to deploy Old 
Régime techniques to protect herself condemns her to becoming his victim:  
Mme de Bressac, ne pouvant plus douter, prit un parti: elle ordonna à Justine de lui donner le reste du 
poison, et écrivit sur-le-champ à M. de Sonzeval, son parent, de se rendre en secret chez le ministre, d’y 
développer l’atrocité d’un fils dont elle était à la veille de devenir victime, de se munir d’une lettre de 
cachet, et d’accourir à sa terre la délivrer, le plus tôt possible, du monstre qui complotait aussi cruellement 
contre ses jours.61 
Between Justine’s ineffective use of denunciation, preferring Old Regime practices relying on family ties, 
and Madame de Bressac, who tries to save herself through the Old Regime despotic method of a lettre 
de cachet, the tragic result is inevitable. Unable to adapt to the evolution in methods and betrayed by the 
proof of the plot, Madame de Bressac falls victim to the greed and violence of her son and his valet 
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Jasmin, who team together in a sort of fraternal partnership that nonetheless keeps a certain amount of 
hierarchy. In the end, she dies brutally massacred in a violent orgy, being ripped to shreds by dogs. 
Bressac explicitly expresses this new order to Justine in which crime is better than its denunciation: “Je te 
convaincrai, Justine, que la route de la vertu n’est pas constamment la meilleure, et qu’il y a des 
circonstances dans le monde où la complicité du crime est préférable à sa délation.”62 This vicious, 
ambiguous circle of morality captures the moral quagmire surrounding denunciation for the 
contemporaries of the Revolution: fearful over the potential abuses inherent in denunciation, but confident 
that complicity in nefarious crimes cannot be preferable to informing on them. 
 While truthful denunciations are relatively rare in Histoire de Juliette and La Nouvelle Justine, 
false ones abound, highlighting many of the inherent risks: denunciation committed out of revenge, for 
self-protection, as well as the ease of finding false witnesses to support entirely false claims.63 Early in 
Juliette’s education, Noirceuil encourages her to denounce another girl for a crime which Juliette 
committed and for which she had been temporarily put into prison. His praise of her immediately after her 
accusation against the other girl summarizes the various pleasures libertines incur from denunciation: 
“Ah! tu t’es conduite comme un dieu. Minette sera pendue, et il est délicieux, quand on est coupable, non 
seulement de se tirer d’affaire, mais de faire même périr l’innocent à sa place.”64 Taking advantage of the 
disparity in fortune and rank between the powerful Noirceuil who brings the case to a judge and the 
powerless prostitute Minette, this false accusation also transforms relief at escaping from punishment into 
borderline sexual pleasure at inflicting punishment on an innocent.  
False denunciations are also a way to expand on an existing crime. When Juliette burns down the 
Des Granges family’s house, killing almost the entire family, Clairwil reproaches her for not completing the 
crime by denouncing Des Granges himself. Juliette herself is not at risk for punishment, and therefore 
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self-protection is not at issue. Rather, it falls under Clairwil’s previous reproach to having the possibility to 
do more to make her crime even greater, and yet failing to do so:  
j’aurais fait poursuivre Des Granges, moi; iI était dans le cas d’être brûlé comme incendiaire, et tu sens 
bien qu’à ta place, je ne l’aurais sûrement pas manqué […] dès qu’il tournait le dos, il fallait le faire arrêter 
comme fuyard, et comme incendiaire, le livrer à ta justice; avec quelques louis, tu trouvais des témoins, 
Elvire elle-même t’en servait; elle déposait que le matin elle avait vu cet homme errer dans son grenier, 
d’un air insensé, qu’elle l’avait interrogé, qu’il n’avait pu répondre à ses questions; et dans huit jours, on 
serait venu te donner le spectacle voluptueux de brûler ton homme à ta porte: que cette leçon te serve, 
Juliette, ne conçois jamais le crime sans l’étendre; et quand tu es dans l’exécution, embellis encore tes 
idées.65 
The power of greed means that witnesses can easily be bought, facilitating the expansion in scope of a 
crime. Narratives can be fabricated, and justice meted out quickly, with no mention of the voice of the 
accused, which is effectively suppressed from the list of proceedings.66 The ease of transforming proof 
into accusations of calumny is highlighted by Juliette’s offer of magical potions that will allow the libertine 
to physically abuse his victim without leaving permanent marks, thus drawing on revolutionary-era fears of 
dark, mysterious forces supporting deadly conspiracies: “j’ai dans ma poche, une eau qui, dans trois 
minutes, fera disparaître les traces, et si, pour preuve de ce qu’elle a souffert, la coquine veut montrer les 
marques, elle sera contrariée par l’évidence, et tout ce qu’elle pourra dire ensuite, n’en portera que bien 
mieux toutes les couleurs de la calomnie.”67 Calumny thus becomes the libertine’s mockery of justice, 
where dark arts are employed in the service of nefarious conspiracies to bring punishment upon the 
innocent. Drawing on contemporary fears of unjust accusations, libertines manipulate the bodies of their 
victims, serene in the knowledge that they have the capacity to control any consequences that may arise. 
 The episode of Clairwil’s death illustrates a final danger of denunciation: its abuse as a tool to 
destroy one’s enemies. La Durand, enamored with Juliette, denounces Juliette’s companion Clairwil of a 
murderous plot against her using hyperbolic language reminiscent of revolutionary accusations:  
Cette île en Dalmatie… cette princesse Christine… ce voyage… chère fille, tu étais perdue… tout cela 
n’était que des pièges tendus par une femme que tu croyais ton amie. – Quoi! Clairwil? – Elle avait 
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comploté ta mort; elle est jalouse de tes richesses […] C’est un monstre de fausseté et de perfidie: il n’est 
aucune espèce d’occasion où l’on puisse compter sur elle; et l’instant où l’on s’imagine avoir le moins à 
en craindre, est celui où il faut s’en méfier avec le plus de soin…68  
When Clairwil tells Juliette that La Durand offered to poison Juliette, she sees this second denunciation 
purely through the lens of the first one: “Peu surprise, je ne vis, dans ce propos, qu’un mauvais piège 
dans lequel il m’était impossible de donner. Je pris assez sur moi, cependant, pour avoir l’air de tout 
croire…”69 Juliette acts quickly, poisoning Clairwil at dinner that night, and presenting her death sentence 
to her servants as a warning: “savourons les doux charmes de la vengeance, et faisons des horreurs 
maintenant; branlez-moi toutes deux sur le cadavre de cette putain, et que son exemple vous apprenne à 
ne jamais trahir votre amie.”70 This denunciation with deadly results is soon discovered to be false: La 
Durand admits to her deed in a dialogue with Juliette that unveils jealousy as a powerful motive and 
highlights the voluptuousness of orchestrating the murder within a complex sexual triangle:  “— Et si je 
n’avais inventé toute cette histoire que pour me débarrasser d’une rivale? – Oh! quel excès de 
scélératesse! […] Et pourquoi choisir ma main pour cela? Ne pouvais-tu pas t’en charger? – Il était bien 
plus délicieux pour moi de te faire trancher les jours de ma rivale; pour que ma volupté fût complète, il 
fallait que ton bras me servît: il l’a fait. – Juste Ciel! quelle femme tu es !”71 Juliette uses the language of 
outrage and horror typical of authors reacting to denunciations and conspiracies, but rather than 
expressing true horror, it parodies the practice of ridiculous exaggerations of outrage engaged in by such 
writers as the pamphleteers of the Private Lives, culminating in admiration and delight at her companion’s 
incarnation of the revolutionary enemy: “Inexplicable et délicieuse créature! on ne porta jamais plus loin la 
fausseté, l’intrigue, la méchanceté, la scélératesse et la jalousie!”72 La Durand’s confession is completed 
by an explanation of the different parts underlying her detailed plot to rid herself of her rival, in which 
through careful orchestration, she prepared the context for physical symptoms to be interpreted in a 
certain way:  
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J’avais préparé cette inquiétude, parce que j’en pressentais les résultats sur toi; tu vois bien que j’ai 
réussi, et que son air trouble la rendit bientôt plus coupable à tes yeux: en lui disant que je 
t’empoisonnerais pour deux mille louis, elle dut craindre que je ne t’en proposasse autant contre elle. 
Voilà le signal expliqué, voilà d’où vient qu’elle trembla du tête-à-tête, et ce frémissement, fruit de mes 
soins, produisit sur ton esprit l’effet entier que j’en attendais: deux heures après, le coup fut exécuté.73 
Despite Juliette’s lack of remorse at the murder of her companion, she nonetheless recognizes the risk 
inherent to denunciation, and the frightening resemblance between real and false accusations and their 
shared language: “Mais quand tes feux seront éteints, tu me traiteras sans doute comme tu viens de 
traiter Clairwil… aurai-je le temps de me défendre?”74 La Durand proposes a failsafe method to assuage 
Juliette’s fears, though the ease with which a true Sadean libertine would circumvent it reveals its 
emptiness and the impossibility of truly avoiding false denunciations: “si jamais Raimonde périt d’une 
manière tragique, et dont tu ne puisses soupçonner la cause, n’en accuse que moi; j’exige maintenant 
que tu laisses un écrit dans la main de cette fille, qui l’autorise à me dénoncer comme ton assassin, si 
jamais tu péris toi-même d’une manière malheureuse pendant notre liaison.”75 Just as the contract of 
bohemians lauded by Juliette throughout the novel (for fellow criminals to not harm each other) 
disappears as soon as it is inconvenient, false denunciations even among libertines are impossible to 
avoid. The libidinous effects that it produces, the perversions of justice inherent to the legal system and 
exploited by the libertines, as well as the natural desire to be free of rivals means that once self-interest 
and greed enter the picture, dangerous accusations and nefarious consequences are impossible to 
prevent. At once recognizing the threat while continuing to participate in the practice, libertines are a 
perfect example of the revolutionary subject who cannot escape from the web of denunciation. As this 
mutually-destructive practice is levied against fellow libertines, the implication is that denunciation and the 
scope of destruction are limitless. Moreover, by involving others in the deadly consequences following a 
denunciation, the libertine’s power increases dramatically: they can destroy when they are not present, 
and this through manipulating the hand of another person or the arm of an institution. From powerful in 
her own domain, the libertine becomes deadly on a larger scale. 
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Dissimulation, Self-Recognition, and Unmasking 
 Like the revolutionary images and the instances of denunciation examined above, dissimulation is 
a constant theme in revolutionary discourse and the object of an extraordinary amount of fear and 
speculation by contemporaries. The paranoia over dissimulation appears in hysterical discourse 
immediately preceding the Revolution and then in its early years that conjectures a vast conspiracy of 
aristocrats and revolutionary enemies who hide their true feelings and intentions behind a wall of 
perfectly-framed phrases and insidious masks. These anxieties over hypocrisy and concealment appear 
throughout La Nouvelle Justine and Histoire de Juliette, and Sade resolves these concerns in ways 
similar to those of the pamphleteers, by having the narrator unmask duplicity and by having the 
characters explicitly expose their secret plots and desires. As Chapters 1 and 2 have shown, one of the 
most surprising and innovative techniques of the ephemeral press and the Private Lives is how the 
narrative constructs the interiority of the target of the attack to make him take responsibility for his crimes 
and to exult in his vicious character, thus recognizing and confirming an exterior view of himself. Sade 
animates this surprising confession of monstrosity from the pamphlets, and places it in the mouths of his 
libertines, who partake in exuberant recognitions of their dissimulation, frankly avow their crimes, and 
delight in the horror that others must feel towards them. While serving as proof of their complete adhesion 
to their radical materialist and nihilist philosophy, these proud confessions of criminality are an innovation 
of the later novels Histoire de Juliette and La Nouvelle Justine, and further solidify the links between 
these libertines and the revolutionary enemy. Furthermore, by coopting this technique from the 
pamphlets, which are inscribed in a framework of moral righteousness, and using it to reiterate a 
commitment to crime, Sade illustrates the dangerous potential for a morally righteous denunciation to slip 
into the justification for evil. 
 Similar to the pamphletary authors who highlight the omnipresence of dissimulation while proving 
their utility as the unmaskers of duplicity, the third-person narrator in La Nouvelle Justine negates the 
potential threat posed by dissimulation by immediately exposing characters’ hypocrisy. One page after 
Justine has rescued Saint-Florent, the narrator reveals his true corrupt character to the reader: “On 
rendrait mal l’état dans lequel se trouvait Saint-Florent. L’agitation que produisait en lui la multitude des 
mouvements divers dont il était à la fois remué, cette reconnaissance très réelle et sur laquelle il n’en 
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imposait nullement, cette gratitude qu’il devait jouer au moins, s’il ne la ressentait pas, tous ces 
sentiments l’agitaient au point qu’à peine il pouvait prononcer un seul mot.”76 Drawing on contemporary 
ideas linking physical and psychological traits, the narrator underscores the contradiction between the two 
in the case of Saint-Florent. Following a long paragraph detailing the outer beauty of the libertine, the 
narrator expands on his previous removal of Saint-Florent’s mask:  
S’il est vrai que nos traits soient le fidèle miroir de notre âme, ceux de Saint-Florent ne devaient pas être 
contournés dans le même genre. D’horribles désirs bouleversaient son cœur, d’affreux desseins 
germaient dans son esprit; mais il souriait en se déguisant; et, jouant au mieux la reconnaissance, il 
n’entretenait notre héroïne que du plaisir d’avoir retrouvé une nièce malheureuse, dont sa fortune allait lui 
permettre de terminer à jamais les peines; et son œil pénétrant et lascif achevait de deviner, sous les 
voiles de la pudeur dont Justine était entourée, l’entière collection des charmes dont il n’avait aperçu que 
de légers traits.77 
Nor is this an isolated incident in La Nouvelle Justine. While the beginning of the chapter following 
Justine’s narrow escape from Bressac and her new refuge with the headmaster Rodin could give hope to 
the reader, encouraged by the fact that she is received “très honnêtement,” the narrator clears up any 
doubt by the end of the same page: “Voilà qui est affreux! dit l’adroit imposteur; ce M. de Bressac est un 
monstre, connu depuis longtemps par ses excessives débauches, et je vous regarde comme très 
heureuse d’être sortie de ses mains.”78 Juxtaposing the unmasking of dissimulation with a perfect parody 
of moral indignation, the narrator in La Nouvelle Justine imitates with irony the discourse of outrage. 
 In a sort of mania of disclosure, even when the narrator of La Nouvelle Justine is not unmasking 
deceptive libertines or nefarious conspiracies, the characters themselves perform this function. This is 
particularly pronounced in Juliette, where these acts play on revolutionary-era fears of criminals achieving 
their dastardly plots through dissimulation. Juliette uses deception to procure wealth by marrying 
Lorsange, justifying her behavior on the following reasoning: “Mais il faut feindre, je le dois au malheureux 
état où le sort me réduit; la main de Lorsange m’est indispensable pour rentrer dans la carrière de la 
fortune; emparons-nous-en, à quelque prix que ce puisse être… que la feinte et la fausseté soient 
toujours mes premières armes; la faiblesse de mon sexe les lui rend urgentes, et mes principes 
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particuliers doivent en faire la base de mon caractère.”79  While this confession of hypocrisy is made to 
her listeners, this is not always the case. After plotting with Madame de Donis, Juliette betrays her and 
uses the latter’s own murderous fantasies against her. Explicitly delighting in her treachery, Juliette 
responds thusly to Madame de Donis’s painful surprise: “Je te trompais; je jouais le vice, pour t’arracher 
ton secret; maîtresse de toi, maintenant, je n’ai plus besoin de feindre […].”80 At other times, the self-
unmasking occurs between co-conspirators. After conspiring the death of Olympe de Borghèse in a 
discussion that takes the explicit format of a dialogue, Juliette says to Clairwil: “Laisse-moi conduire cela, 
tu sais que la fausseté s’allie avec mon masque et mon caractère.”81 Fitting into the mold of deadly 
conspiracies by revolutionary enemies abetted by masks concealing their true intentions, Sade carries the 
parallels so far as to even mimic the dialogic form adopted by certain revelations of hypocrisy in the 
press.82  
 Sade thus responds to contemporary fears of dissimulation by having his narrator (or his 
characters) unmask duplicitous behavior through expressions satirizing the pamphleteers’ moral outrage. 
The libertines themselves also express concern over dissimulation by others, with the minister Saint-Fond 
finding an entirely Sadean method of dealing with the new threat of dissimulation: through the infliction of 
pain. In a scene where a female victim is reduced to tears and despair, he reveals the powerful 
advantages of pain over pleasure: “Je l’aime autant comme cela, dit Saint-Fond, je ne me soucie pas trop 
de voir les impressions du plaisir sur le visage d’une femme, elles sont si douteuses; je préfère celles de 
la douleur, on s’y trompe moins.”83 Beyond drawing on a centuries-old anxiety over female sexuality, 
Saint-Fond’s statement is noteworthy in that it highlights how fears of dissimulation can be used to 
provoke harsh remedies: the true expression of physical pain or emotional anguish is difficult to replicate, 
and is thus the only reaction and response that can be trusted. Saint-Fond, who is well versed in the art of 
the lettre de cachet and entirely inscribed in the power systems of the Old Regime, thus favors old 
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methods using pain to deal with the heightened revolutionary concern over dissimulation. His solution 
exposes the tensions surrounding the quest for truth in judicial proceedings following the abolition of 
torture in interrogations (la question préalable) in 1788. Under the Old Regime, bodies are read for their 
sensibility to torture to produce confessions, but with the abolition of torture and the advent of the Jacobin 
cult of transparency, bodies must be interpreted for signs of dissimulation and corruption, a process 
fraught with uncertainty and the risk of discovering an endless supply of threats.84 
 Self-recognition and unmasking goes beyond dissimulation, expanding to other criminal acts that 
are the subject of much anxiety and fearful conjecture on the part of contemporaries of the Revolution. 
While Histoire de Juliette is filled with libertines perpetually acknowledging and rejoicing in their crimes, a 
point that cannot help but be salient to any reader of Sade, an element that has been less studied and 
deserves exploration in the context of its connections to the revolutionary denunciatory press are the 
occasional conspiracies by the libertines plotting projects of mass destruction. Just as the various authors 
of the ephemeral press and the Private Lives attribute murderous desires and intricate conspiracies 
involving projects of mass destruction to the targets of their attacks, speeches by many of the Sadean 
libertines are filled with their plans to wreak havoc on the local populations. La Durand’s magical powers 
enable her to destroy through natural causes:  
la vie des hommes est entre mes mains; je puis répandre des pestes, empoisonner des rivières, propager 
des épidémies, putréfier l’air des provinces, corrompre des maisons, des vignes, des vergers; transformer 
en venin la chair des bestiaux, incendier des maisons, faire mourir subitement celui qui respirera une 
fleur, ou qui décachètera une lettre; je suis, en un mot, une femme unique dans mon genre, personne ne 
peut me le disputer.85  
Extending outside of France, Olympe de Borghèse admits during Juliette’s Italian stay that: “je veux brûler 
à la fois, dans Rome… le même jour… à la même heure, tous les hospices, toutes les maisons de 
charité, toutes les écoles gratuites, et ce qu’il y a d’excellent dans ce projet, c’est qu’en flattant ainsi ma 
lubrique méchanceté, je sers aussi mon avarice.”86 Mass destruction as a method to manipulate the 
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population and to produce revolution is proposed in the French portion of Juliette, with the deadly projects 
of the minister Saint-Fond:  
Saint-Fond nous entretint ensuite d’un projet cruel de dévastation qu’il avait conçu pour la France. “Nous 
craignons, nous dit-il, une prochaine révolution dans le royaume; nous en voyons le germe dans une 
population beaucoup trop nombreuse. Plus le peuple s’étend, plus il est dangereux; plus il s’éclaire, plus il 
est à craindre: on n’asservit jamais que l’ignorance. Nous allons, poursuivit le ministre, supprimer d’abord 
toutes ces écoles gratuites, dont les leçons se propageant avec rapidité, nous donnent des peintres, des 
poètes et des philosophes, où il ne doit y avoir que des crocheteurs. Quel besoin tous ces gens-là ont-ils 
donc de talents, et quelle nécessité y a-t-il de leur en donner? Diminuons bien plutôt leur nombre; la 
France a besoin d’une vigoureuse saignée, et ce sont les parties honteuses qu’il faut attaquer. Pour 
parvenir à ce but, nous allons d’abord vivement poursuivre la mendicité; telle est la classe où se trouvent 
presque toujours les agitateurs: nous démolissons les hôpitaux, les maisons de piété; nous ne voulons 
pas laisser au peuple un seul asile qui puisse le rendre insolent.”87 
Saint-Fond’s conspiracies targeting the people (peuple) of France, and the images of bloodletting in order 
to prevent massive uprisings in support of a revolution feed directly on contemporary fears of an 
aristocratic plot to subdue the population. As Michel Delon remarks in the note to this passage: “Le 
discours de Saint-Fond s’oppose à toutes les valeurs des Lumières et du progrès. Il correspond au 
fantasme d’un despotisme ministériel, tel qu’il s’exprime dans les pamphlets à la veille de la 
Révolution.”88 His methods to execute his nefarious population-control plans further link the libertine plot 
to revolutionary-era aristocratic conspiracies, in that he favors grain shortages as the surest way to kill 
large segments of the population, while avoiding Clairwil’s suggestions of plague, which could kill the rich 
and powerful just as easily.89 This emphasis on famine to decimate and thus control the people of France 
draws on the massive and violent grain panics that punctuate the years leading up to the Revolution, as 
well as the early stages of the Revolution itself.90 The libertines’ desires to provoke mass destruction 
should thus not only be considered as a means to multiply their crimes ad infinitum in an attempt to 
imitate nature’s destructive capacities.91 By seeking to subdue a restless population fomenting revolution 
through such methods as manipulating nature and producing mass famine, the Sadean libertine aligns 
herself with the revolutionary-era aristocratic conspiracies pervading the imagination of contemporaries 
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who feared massive conspiracies by secret societies using mysterious, magical, and insidious forces to 
obtain their counter-revolutionary goals.92 
 Beyond the avowals of dissimulation, individual crimes, and projects for mass destruction, 
Histoire de Juliette expands self-recognition into confessions of monstrosity. The cruel delight the 
illustrious criminals of the Private Lives express at their evil deeds is often translated for the Sadean 
libertine into sexual jouissance: Noirceuil is thus stimulated by his wife’s accusation of being a man 
without morals (homme sans mœurs): “Oh! sans foi; sans Dieu, sans principes; sans religion; homme 
effroyable; enfin; continuez, continuez, madame, continuez de m’invectiver; vous n’imaginez pas comme 
les injures féminines ont l’art de précipiter ma décharge.”93 Just as the revolutionary enemy in prior 
chapters fully expresses his monstrosity by recognizing, accepting, and showing pride in his evil nature, 
the Sadean libertine consecrates long speeches to demolishing through philosophical reasoning such 
pillars of civilized society as God, virtue, and charity, and delights in reproaches of his transgressions. 
 The presence of a public is equally important in the various narrative confessions of monstrosity. 
The press and the Private Lives frequently acknowledge the presence of their readers, with self-
denunciatory passages marked by a recognition of the public’s probable reactions to their misdeeds, 
oftentimes preempting this judgment by condemning themselves. The style of direct address highlights 
the essential presence of the receiver of the confession: the principal value of the confession of 
monstrosity is that it confirms and proves an exterior view. Likewise, despite their repeated philosophical 
justifications for their actions and their exultation in their crimes, the Sadean libertine often seeks 
confirmation from others. In a twist on the republican narratives, where the confession is either directly or 
indirectly addressed to a public who is sympathetic to the author and biased against the target, the 
Sadean libertine usually seeks confirmation from an equally corrupted audience. Concerning Saint-Fond, 
Juliette recounts: “Le ministre, en s’éveillant, me demanda s’il n’était pas vrai qu’il fût le plus grand 
scélérat de la terre: connaissant le plaisir que je lui ferais en répondant un oui, que je ne pensais que 
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trop, je me gardai bien de le contredire.”94 Even when a confession anticipates fear or shock on the part 
of the interlocutor, this is usually simply a challenge to the other to rise to her own level of villainy. This 
may be implied, as in Clairwil’s self-description to Juliette: “[…] songes-tu que j’ai trente ans; blasée sur 
les choses ordinaires, j’ai besoin de raffinements si grossiers… d’épisodes si forts… Tant de préliminaires 
me sont utiles pour que je bande, tant d’idées monstrueuses, tant d’actions obscènes, pour que je 
décharge… Mes habitudes t’effrayeront; mon délire te scandalisera; mes besoins te fatigueront…”95 At 
other times, this is an explicit challenge, as when Noirceuil thus addresses Juliette: “Tu veux m’imiter, 
Juliette, je t’en défie; si l’intérieur de mon âme pouvait s’entrouvrir, j’effrayerais tellement les hommes, 
qu’il n’en serait peut-être pas un seul qui osât m’approcher sur la terre; j’ai porté l’impudence et le crime, 
le libertinage et l’infamie au dernier période; et si j’éprouve quelque remords, je proteste bien sincèrement 
qu’il n’est dû qu’au désespoir de n’en avoir pas assez fait.”96 Juliette notes the libidinous effect the 
confession of crimes has on him, noting that “La prodigieuse agitation dans laquelle se trouvait Noirceuil, 
me convainquit que l’aveu de ses erreurs l’échauffait presque autant que leur action même.”97 Just as the 
confessional narrative is an effective denunciation only in the framework of a morally righteous universe, 
in the Sadean dystopia of crime, self-denunciation only encourages the pursuit of criminal pleasure and 
self-interest. In a further distortion of a moral framework, the interlocutor may also be a model of 
inspiration, perverting the hagiography and secular illustrious lives that were so popular during the 
eighteenth century. In a conversation between Saint-Fond and Clairwil, Clairwil appreciates and confirms 
Saint-Fond’s compliment of her monstrosity: “Clairwil, vous êtes un monstre. – Je le sais, mon cher: et ce 
qui m’humilie, est d’être chaque jour surpassée par toi.”98 She nonetheless acknowledges that she still 
has much to learn, indicating that self-denunciation does not necessary simply express an end state, but 
rather encompasses goals for greater levels of moral depravity.  
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 The most striking confession of monstrosity appears in the long discourse pronounced by Minski, 
a giant who physically incarnates monstrosity. After avowing his cannibalistic tastes, he prefaces the 
discourse that follows by presenting the judgment he hopes his public (Juliette and her companions) will 
arrive at after listening to him: “Ce début va me faire passer à vos yeux pour un scélérat; ce que vous 
allez voir dans cette maison, me confirmera, je l’espère, cette réputation.”99 What follows is a description 
of his lifestyle:    
Il faut beaucoup de philosophie pour me comprendre… je le sais: je suis un monstre, vomi par la nature, 
pour coopérer avec elle aux destructions qu’elle exige… je suis un être unique dans mon espèce… un… 
Oh! oui, je connais toutes les invectives dont on me gratifie; mais assez puissant pour n’avoir besoin de 
personne… assez sage pour me plaire dans ma solitude, pour détester tous les hommes, pour braver leur 
censure, et me moquer de leurs sentiments pour moi, assez instruit pour pulvériser tous les cultes, pour 
bafouer toutes les religions, et me foutre de tous les dieux, assez fier pour abhorrer tous les 
gouvernements, pour me mettre au-dessus de tous les liens, de tous les freins, de tous les principes 
moraux, je suis heureux dans mon petit domaine; j’y exerce tous les droits de souverains, j’y goûte tous 
les plaisirs du despotisme, je ne crains aucun homme, et je vis content; j’ai peu de visites, point même, à 
moins que dans mes promenades je ne rencontre des êtres qui, comme vous, me paraissent assez 
philosophes pour venir s’amuser quelque temps chez moi; voilà les seuls que j’invite, et j’en rencontre 
peu; les forces dont m’a gratifié la nature, me font étendre très loin ces promenades: il n’y a pas de jours 
où je ne fasse douze ou quinze lieues…100 
Recognizing an exterior judgment of himself, Minski prides himself on transgressing every possible 
barrier. Almost exclusively solitary by choice, he rejects all that is dear to contemporary progressive 
philosophy and revolutionary prerogatives (fraternity, all forms of religion, government, and morality) and 
openly embraces despotism, the most despised element of government and interpersonal relations. This 
conscious rejection of society aligns him with the self-aware monsters of the revolutionary press: explicitly 
adopting evil, he rejoices in his crimes and in his own exclusion. 
Playing with the Narrative Conventions of Denunciat ion 
 The above analysis has focused on ways that Sade incorporates different elements of 
revolutionary culture and views of the enemy into the figure of the libertine. The libertine’s adoption of 
contemporary discourse and images, their participation in denunciation, and their use of dissimulation and 
disclosure all play on fears and anxieties circulating at the time. Their long philosophical tirades in which 
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they acknowledge their crimes and their monstrous natures and openly conspire on projects of mass 
destruction parody the unmasking performed by the clandestine journalists and pamphleteers who 
demonstrated their usefulness by divulging the supposed interiorities of their subjects. The Sadean 
cooption of revolutionary denunciatory discourse goes further, parodying literary stylistic elements of 
these texts. As I will show in the following section, the staging of the revolutionary enemy in Juliette 
through images of Revolution and themes of denunciation and dissimulation is accompanied by Sade’s 
imitation of the narrative techniques exploited in the ephemeral press and the Private Lives. Sade plays 
with the figures of the narrator and the reader, mocking the techniques used by the anonymous 
journalists and pamphleteers to “prove” their allegations and to express hyperbolic horror, and by doing 
so, exposes their emptiness.   
A Slippery Narrator, a Passive Reader 
 Previous chapters have explored the various tensions and problems revolutionary-era authors 
and journalists encountered regarding the narrative voice and the literary treatment of their reader. All too 
often in these publications, the necessity to appropriate narrative authority and to control and restrict the 
narrative to only one possible version of historical events means that the reader is restricted to an almost 
entirely passive role. The appeal to public opinion becomes a rhetorical device in which true discussion is 
transformed into a fictional dialogue between two people who unfailingly come to agree with the author’s 
point of view. This is not to say that the figure of the reading public is not important to these writers, but 
the role of this group is rather that of passive student than of final judge and arbiter. The reader in the 
ephemeral press of 1789 and the Private Lives at the end of the Old Regime and the beginning of the 
Revolution is repeatedly apostrophized, exhorted to action, and imagined in dialogue with the author, but 
any recognition of real and honest disagreement is unfathomable, especially in light of the author’s 
constant self-justifications, offers of proof, and long tirades of outrage. These constant interventions in the 
narrative serve to guide the reader, while doubling political discourse through their use of theatrical 
techniques used in popular contemporary court cases and at the National Assembly. 
  This tension between the author-narrator and the reading public carries over into Histoire de 
Juliette, with the complex intermingling of the first- and third-person narrations complicating this 
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relationship. Multiple instances of interventions of the narrator in the text serve as a reminder that this is a 
narration, for example Juliette’s “en face, un rideau noir cachait une pièce dont je parlerai tout à l’heure 
[…].”101 There are multiple switches between the overwhelmingly first-person narration by Juliette and 
several relatively short passages recounted by an unknown third-person narrator, that disorient a clear 
perception of the source of the narration. Several of these breaks are relatively straightforward, signaled 
by paragraph breaks and textual organization on the page (namely several line breaks separating first- 
and third-person narration blocks). At other times, brief third-person expressions appear in paragraphs 
that began without any sign of a switch to the third person. In one case, as Juliette begins to quote La 
Duvergier, an aside within parentheses presents an outside look at the scene: “‘Or, sois bien assurée, 
Juliette (et à qui disait-elle cela), soit bien certaine, ma fille, qu’il y a infiniment plus de plaisir à se livrer de 
cette manière que de l’autre […].”102 Elsewhere, the narrative voice switches without a formatting 
indication to describe Juliette’s own actions in the third person before returning to the first person one 
page later.103 These abrupt transitions between narrative voices destabilize the narrative and serve as a 
reminder that even supposed memoirs are themselves literary creations, subject to all the same biases 
and rhetorical techniques of any other written text. 
 The source of the narration in Histoire de Juliette and Juliette’s ambiguous role in it are made all 
the more unstable and mysterious by the use of footnotes, apostrophes, and the detached narrative 
voice. The footnotes in Juliette, unlike those in the ephemeral press and the Private Lives, occasionally 
have the purpose of providing justifications or proof for assertions made in the text, but most often serve 
as space for further commentary and asides.104 The source of many of these footnotes often appears to 
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104 For example, a note on funereal vaults in Rome claims eyewitness proof: “J’atteste ceci pour l’avoir vu.” Ibid., 
3: 896. Mladen Kozul conflates these footnotes with Sade’s own voice, justified by the fact that Sade’s actual travels 
through Italy correspond to Juliette’s itinerary. My development of the circulation between the text and the footnotes 
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be the same as the anonymous third-person narrator who periodically intervenes in the actual text. 
Presenting his observations on Juliette’s account of a particular orgy, he summarizes the statistics of the 
event: “Clairwil cent quatre-vingt-cinq coups, et Juliette cent quatre-vingt-douze; cela tant en con qu’en 
cul. Nous avons cru devoir établir cette addition, pour en éviter la peine aux femmes, qui sans cela, 
n’auraient pas manqué de s’interrompre ici pour la faire.”105 One particularly striking footnote links the 
third-person narrator in Histoire de Juliette to the one in La Nouvelle Justine, and moreover joins narrator 
to author: “On nous avait fait, dans Justine, la mauvaise chicane de n’avoir introduit sur la scène que des 
scélérats masculins. Nous voici, grâce au Ciel, à l’abri de ces reproches désolants. Hélas! le mal, l’une 
des premières lois de la nature, se manifeste à peu près d’une manière égale sur toutes les productions 
de la nature […].”106 Other footnotes certainly come from the voice of Juliette herself, for example the 
following:  
Ceux qui me connaissent, savent que j’ai parcouru l’Italie avec une très jolie femme; que par unique 
principe de philosophie lubrique, j’ai fait connaître cette femme au grand-duc de Toscane, au pape, à la 
Borghèse, au roi et à la reine de Naples; ils doivent donc être persuadés que tout ce qui tient à la partie 
voluptueuse, est exact, que ce sont les mœurs bien constantes des personnages indiqués que j’ai 
peintes, et que s’ils avaient été témoins des scènes, ils ne les auraient pas vues dessinées plus 
sincèrement. Je saisis cette occasion d’assurer le lecteur qu’il en est de même de la partie des 
descriptions et des voyages; elle est de la plus extrême exactitude.107 
This mix of the first- and third-person narration in the footnotes parallels their use within the body of the 
text, though in approximately inverse proportion, as first-person commentaries clearly in the voice of 
Juliette remain in the minority.  
The resemblance between apostrophes within the text and in the footnotes pursues the 
obfuscation of clear demarcations between narrative voices, as well as between text and footnotes and 
                                                                                                                                                                           
 
goes against Kozul’s conclusions. Mladen Kozul, “Le Voyage sadien en Italie: la Révolution française comme 
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105 Sade, Œuvres, 3: 618. 
106 Ibid., 3: 1081. 
107 Ibid., 3: 866. Kozul considers this footnote as coming directly from Sade as well, despite the clear context that 
Juliette is travelling through Italy in the company of the beautiful Clairwil. As Sade traveled unaccompanied, this leads 
Kozul to conclude that Sade is fictionalizing his own trip, rather than playing with perspective and the “proof” of 
footnotes. Kozul, “Le Voyage sadien en Italie,” 471.  
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between the core and the periphery. Consider the case of two direct addresses to prudish women, the 
first in a footnote, the second within the body of the text: 
Femmes prudes, dévotes, ou timides, profitez, journellement et sans crainte ; de ces conseils; c’est à 
vous que l’auteur les adresse.108 
Prudes langoureuses et froides, insupportables bégueules, qui n’osez pas seulement toucher le membre 
qui vous perfore, et qui rougiriez de lâcher un foutre en foutant; venez, venez ici prendre des exemples; 
c’est à l’école de la Durand où vous vous convaincrez de votre ineptie.109 
Despite the more intolerant and scornful tone in the second passage clearly narrated by Juliette, the two 
apostrophes share many characteristics: a direct address that includes multiple descriptive adjectives, a 
pedagogical goal to follow the example of a third person, and an imperative formed with the second-
person plural. These similarities render the two passages interchangeable within the text, thus negating 
differences between the narrative voices and obscuring the source of the narration into a mysterious, 
omnipresent voice that is constantly evolving and morphing into different forms. The similarity between 
the content of the passage contained within the text and that in the footnote, while taking the apostrophic 
form common to these addenda in the denunciatory press, mocks the proliferation of extensive footnotes 
in contemporary texts that reiterate, expand upon, and provide proof of doubtful validity to affirmations 
made in the main text, and illustrates their inherent ambiguity, empty of proof but also of clear narrative 
origins. 
 The adoption by Juliette of the detached first-person narrative voice also contributes to the 
obfuscation between the participatory and the observatory narrator. The rapid switches between 
observations concerning her companions (in which Juliette participates but does not explicitly include 
herself in the narration) and first-person avowals ambiguously attaches Juliette to the events described. 
This phenomenon is particularly evident in Olympe de Borghèse’s dinner party:  
Cette résolution s’adopte; nos deux libertins, sans s’embarrasser s’ils nous laissent en chemin ou non, 
quittent à l’instant leurs montures, et les plaisirs de la table viennent faire diversion à ceux de la lubricité; 
au milieu du repas, Ghigi presque ivre, veut qu’on couche à plat ventre sur la table celle des petites filles 
qu’il n’avait pas fouettée, et qu’on lui mange une douzaine de crêpes toutes bouillantes sur les fesses, on 
exécute; la pauvre enfant brûlée jusqu’au vif jette des cris affreux qui n’empêchent pas les convives de 
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piquer vigoureusement de leurs fourchettes les morceaux qu’ils prennent sur le derrière sanglant de cette 
infortunée.110 
Juliette’s possible effacement behind the vague pronoun on permits the gradual slide into the reference to 
les convives which distances and separates her from the action. Specific quotes by Bracciani, Ghigi, and 
Olympe on how to complete the girl’s torture permit the passage out of this observatory stance into 
Juliette’s first person quote: 
“Puisqu’il faut que je prononce à mon tour, observai-je à la compagnie, sauf meilleur avis, je voudrais 
qu’on mangeât des crêpes sur le joli visage de cette petite fille, qu’en piquant les morceaux on lui crevât 
les yeux avec les fourchettes, qu’elle fût ensuite empalée au milieu de la table.” Toutes ces idées 
s’exécutent; on achève de se griser, de se gorger, ayant sous les yeux le divin spectacle de cette 
charmante petite fille expirante et se livrant aux contorsions horribles que lui arrache la douleur.111 
Juliette’s brief disappearance from the scene makes her return with the culminating and most gruesome 
suggestion of the present libertines all the more striking. The exteriorized point of view that suddenly 
refocuses with a return to the first person disorients the scene with a chameleon narrator. This 
phenomenon repeats itself during the same dinner with a second victim: “A ce troisième dessert, comme 
notre seconde victime respirait encore, nos libertins impatientés l’accablèrent d’outrages; écumants de 
foutre et d’ivresse, il n’y eut rien qu’ils n’exécutèrent sur son malheureux corps, et j’avoue que je leur 
aidai beaucoup.”112 Juliette remarks on the behavior of her libertine companions before finally admitting to 
her own participation in the torture and murder of the dinner’s second victim. This ambiguous and 
tension-filled position whereby the narrator is tentatively situated between the first- and third-person 
illuminates her influence on the narration and makes her a subject of observation and analysis in her own 
right. The juxtaposition of the two voices exposes the narrator’s problematic role in the events described, 
as well as her attribution of certain reactions to others. Complicating the clear divisions in the clandestine 
press between first-person confessional and third-person accusation, Histoire de Juliette describes 
events in which the heroine is ultimately implicated, while exploiting apostrophes and footnotes to repeat 
her philosophical principles, often without adding any supplementary information or proof to the 
assertions made in the text. 
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 The ambiguity in the figure of the narrator finally appears in the pastiche of the language of pity 
and horror by Juliette, which parodies its exhaustive use by the pamphletary authors. Her adoption and 
ultimate perversion of the language of virtue serve multiple functions that illustrate the power and the 
richness of this technique. Juliette’s naming of the various victims that fall into her hands as l’infortunée or 
la pauvre petite malheureuse firstly contributes to the faceless nature of this constant parade of beautiful 
and tragic victims.113 More importantly for the context of the revolutionary narrator who constantly adopts 
the tone of outrage to decry abuses and denounce monstrous enemies, Juliette’s use of the language of 
pity and horror at times explicitly notes her fake but deliberate use of expressions to whose meaning she 
does not subscribe: “le crime, hélas! était si loin du cœur de mon vertueux père, qu’il ignorait jusqu’à la 
manière de procéder à ces infamies (je me sers de ses expressions) auxquelles il ne consentait, me dit-il, 
que par prudence et par excès d’amour […].”114 Even her father appears to be using the language of 
horror facetiously, as he sodomizes her three times in a row, an act that he claims to loathe so entirely. At 
other times, the language of virtue merely allows Juliette to pursue the literary conventions of the 
confession, in which scandalous acts must be excused: “Bracciani, Olympe, lui et moi, nous passâmes 
donc dans le cabinet secret des plaisirs de la princesse, où de nouvelles infamies se célébrèrent, et je 
rougis d’honneur de vous les avouer.”115 The language of virtue is also used in the service of dark humor: 
upon discovering that her friend Clairwil is married to her brother Brisa-Testa, Juliette reacts thusly: “Vous 
êtes des scélérats […], vous vivez dans le sein de l’inceste et du crime, il n’y aura jamais d’absolution 
pour vous; si comme moi, vous reveniez de Rome, tous ces crimes vous effrayeraient; et la crainte de ne 
pouvoir les purger vous empêcherait d’y rester engloutis.”116 Given the long dissertation by Juliette to the 
Pope himself on the long history of papal crimes during this said trip to Rome, Juliette’s feigned outrage 
can only be interpreted as humorous irony.117  
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Most importantly, perhaps, the language of horrified outrage also permits Juliette and her friends 
to bask in their depravity, which functions as a sexual stimulant as well. Delighting in the terms monstre 
and scélérat and constantly proclaiming their love of crime, the libertine feeds on the language of horror in 
order to revel in her utter criminality.118 Olympe de Borghèse seizes the opportunity proffered by Juliette 
in order to compare herself to the greatest of historical criminals: 
“Viens passer demain la journée chez moi”, me dit Olympe, dès que nous fûmes de retour à Rome; “je te 
ferai connaître celui qui me donne cent mille écus pour brûler tous les hôpitaux et toutes les maisons de 
charité; celui qui se charge de l’exécution s’y trouvera de même… -- Quoi! répondis-je, tu penses toujours 
à cette horreur? – Assurément, Juliette, tes crimes se bornent à troubler des ménages, et moi, je les 
étends… à la moitié d’une ville, au moins; et comme Néron, quand il brûla Rome, je veux être, une harpe 
à la main, sur un balcon, d’où je découvrirai les flammes qui dévasteront ma patrie. – Olympe, tu es un 
monstre. – Moins que toi; l’affreuse scène qui vient de perdre les Grillo, est absolument de ta tête, je ne 
l’aurais jamais inventée.119    
The feigned discourse of virtue thus instigates further discourse, with comparisons to illustrious criminals 
and to fellow libertines serving to inspire future crimes and to allow the libertine to delight in her crimes 
and criminal nature. This combination also feeds on two lines of hypocrisy from revolutionary texts – the 
criminal delight from such texts as the Essais historiques sur la vie de Marie-Antoinette and the fake 
virtuous language from the Lamballe episode in the 1789 Private Life on the Duc d’Orléans – juxtaposing 
the two to create the apotheosis of the revolutionary enemy, whereby the speaker not only recognizes 
their own monstrosity, but also clearly understands society’s distinction between virtue and vice. 
 Nevertheless, Juliette seems to have brief moments of pity or hesitation that clash strikingly with 
the rest of her criminal character. Such moments do not exist for the libertines of the 120 Journées, thus 
raising the question on whether they are meant to contest the portrait of remorseless and utter evil in the 
Private Lives. As seen in Chapter 2, the target of the Private Life is always the incarnation of absolute 
evil, unredeemable, and incapable of one positive thought or motive. Perhaps surprisingly for a Sadean 
libertine, Histoire de Juliette nevertheless contains several instances where Juliette hesitates before 
adopting criminal behavior. Near the beginning when Noirceuil orders his wife to undress Juliette, the 
latter admits to feeling pity for the victim, though this feeling is never developed nor explained: 
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“Rougissant pour cette pauvre dame, j’allais, en ôtant moi-même mes vêtements, lui épargner la peine 
qu’on voulait lui donner, lorsque Noirceuil, m’en empêchant, brusqua tellement son épouse, qu’elle n’eût 
plus d’autre parti que l’obéissance.”120 Juliette quickly vanquishes these softer feelings, and on the next 
page, she feels a small pleasure at seeing Madame de Noirceuil suffer at the orders of her husband: “et 
l’infâme ayant couché son épouse tout du long sur le canapé, la contraint à recevoir, dans sa bouche, le 
foutre qu’il a déposé dans mon cul. Obligée d’obéir, je lâche toute la bordée, non sans un petit plaisir 
méchant de voir le vice humilier aussi cruellement la vertu […].”121 One page later, Juliette has completed 
the progression to active, voluntary involvement in Madame de Noirceuil’s torment: “On n’imagine pas ce 
que ces jeunes gens et moi inventâmes pour tourmenter cette malheureuse; nous ne la quittâmes pas 
qu’elle ne fût évanouie; nous rapprochant alors de Noirceuil en feu, nous l’environnâmes de nos culs, et 
le branlâmes sur le corps tout meurtri de l’infortunée victime de sa passion […].”122 This is not the last of 
Juliette’s hesitations, however, as she reacts with horror towards Saint-Fond’s project to starve two-thirds 
of the population of France: “Je devais avoir la plus grande part à l’exécution de ce dessein. Je l’avoue, 
toute corrompue que j’étais, l’idée me fit frémir; funeste mouvement que vous me coutâtes cher, pourquoi 
ne pus-je vous vaincre!”123 Juliette’s reaction incurs the wrath of Saint-Fond, and warned by Noirceuil, she 
is forced to flee France. Her escape takes her on a tour of Europe during which she meets some major 
political and religious figures of the time, and her freedom from the restrictions in France leads to a 
sudden outpouring from her of republican rhetoric. As Delon writes:  
[…] durant la première moitié de sa carrière de grande courtisane, l’héroïne vit en France parmi les 
privilégiés qui gravitent autour du roi, mais la seconde partie du roman la trouve en Italie, tenant des 
discours révolutionnaires aux souverains de la péninsule avant de négocier quelques orgies avec eux. De 
ce côté des Alpes, complaisances à l’égard de l’ancien régime, de l’autre, déclarations incendiaires qui 
restent pétitions de principe et lettre morte.124 
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In the end, Juliette returns to France, implicitly accepting the political and social system that she spends 
her Italian trip criticizing.125 Nonetheless, her revolted reaction to Saint-Fond’s plot can be interpreted to 
indicate that even the most bloodthirsty revolutionary monster can have her limits.126 Despite the apparent 
lesson Juliette learns to not give way to pity, the remainder of the text is punctuated by other instances in 
which Juliette hesitates to cede her companions to other libertines: this occurs in the cases of Augustine 
and Zéphir during her stay with the giant Minski and especially at the end during the closing marriage 
ceremonies and orgy with Noirceuil, when Juliette repeatedly attempts to protect her daughter from 
Noirceuil.127 In each instance, Juliette ends up ceding the victim to the other libertine, going so far as to 
help Noirceuil slowly kill her daughter.128 While these moments of hesitation on the part of Juliette are 
relatively rare in a text dominated by her desires for bloodshed and acts of cruelty and violence, they 
nonetheless destabilize the narrative enough to question Juliette’s steadfast adhesion to her philosophical 
principles of vice and crime. Although Juliette inevitably opts for crime and murder, these brief moments 
of hesitation contrast sharply with other denunciatory texts of the time in which any trace of reflection or 
moral good is absent in favor of a strict, overarching narrative of evil and horror. They also permit the 
portrait of a reflecting narrator, who succumbs to the wishes of others and who reflects, hesitates, and 
acts in a way that nuances ever-so-slightly the script of a blatantly evil revolutionary monster. 
 Confronted with this slippery, at times ambiguous narrator in Histoire de Juliette, the reader holds 
a much more fixed role that is remarkably similar to the imagined public of the ephemeral press and the 
Private Lives: the reader of Juliette is conceptualized as sympathetic to the narrative, with occasional 
violent asides launched at those who would disagree.129 The public in Juliette exists first of all as a literary 
device to remind the reader that this is a narration: “Permettez maintenant, mes amis, que je vous 
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entretienne un moment de la superbe ville où nous arrivions bientôt. Ces détails reposeront votre 
imagination, salie depuis trop longtemps par mes récits obscènes: une telle diversion, ce me semble, ne 
peut que rendre encore plus piquant, ce que la vérité, que vous avez exigée de moi, nécessitera peut-
être bientôt.”130 This public is expected to participate to a limited extent in imagining the scenes Juliette 
paints, and she crafts her narrative in order to respond to the questions her sympathetic and encouraging 
audience has requested. This public – considered to be Juliette’s listeners, the Chevalier and the Marquis 
(rather than Justine, whose brief outcries are rapidly suppressed and who could hardly been seen to be 
included in Juliette’s frequent addresses to her friends) – is complicit with Juliette, and shares in her 
philosophical criminality: “je lui développai, sur cette matière, tous les systèmes que vous connaissez 
déjà, mes amis, et que vous mettez si bien en pratique […].”131 Beyond sharing philosophical principles, 
the presence of Juliette’s public serves to confirm details of her story, in a similar way that the co-
conspirators dialoguing in the journal C’est incroyable verify details by their reactions (or rather, their 
silence and refusal to refute assertions of criminal behavior): 
[…] je m’établis au bout de huit jours de mon arrivée à Paris, dans un hôtel délicieux; vous le connaissez, 
et j’achetai, près d’Essonne, la belle terre où nous voici réunis; je plaçai le reste de mon bien en 
différentes acquisitions, et me trouvai, mes affaires faites, à la tête de quatre millions de rente. Les cinq 
cent mille francs de Fontange servirent à meubler mes deux maisons, avec la magnificence que vous y 
voyez; je m’occupai ensuite d’arrangements libidineux; je me formai les différents sérails de femmes que 
vous me connaissez, à la ville et à la campagne; je pris trente valets, de la plus belle taille et de la plus 
délicieuse figure, choisis surtout à la grosseur du membre, et vous savez l’usage que j’en fais; j’ai de plus, 
six maquerelles, qui ne travaillent absolument que pour moi dans Paris, et chez lesquelles, quand je suis 
à la ville, je me rends trois heures tous les jours. A la campagne, elles m’envoient ce qu’elles découvrent, 
et vous avez souvent pu juger de leurs fournitures.132 
These repeated references to her possessions that her listeners are acquainted with present the 
opportunity to her public to intervene in the narrative to deny her assertions if they disagree, thus serving 
as a sort of proof of Juliette’s profound wealth and libidinous pursuits. Beyond this fact-checking function, 
the public is imagined as possessing a judging capacity, though the clearly sympathetic and equally 
libertine character of her audience exposes the bias in this supposed open presentation to the forum of 
public opinion: “Il est temps, mes amis, de vous parler un peu de moi… et surtout de vous peindre mon 
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luxe, fruit des plus terribles débauches, afin que vous puissiez le comparer à l’état d’infortuné où se 
trouvait ma sœur, pour s’être avisée d’être sage. Vous tirerez de ces rapprochements les conséquences 
que votre philosophie vous suggérera.”133 In contrast to this falsely open invitation to judgment to a 
favorable public are the multiple asides to the natural enemies of the libertine, such as prudish women 
and partisans of heterosexual, procreative sex. In a note praising lesbianism, opponents of the sexual 
practice are lambasted in the following terms: “[…] pourquoi donc leur en vouloir d’un tort qui n’appartient 
qu’à la nature? Lourds sectateurs des plaisirs ordinaires, vous les blâmez parce qu’elles vous refusent; 
mais que l’on analyse celles qui vous aiment, on les trouvera toujours presque aussi bêtes que vous.”134 
These menacing asides to a public with opposing philosophical and moral opinions, when juxtaposed with 
the open invitations to judgment by Juliette’s actual libertine audience, expose the falsity of this “choice,” 
in which the public is carefully selected for its positions before being allowed the freedom to pronounce 
judgment upon the matter at hand. 
Surpassing the Surpassed: Sade Exploits the Unsaid 
 Finally, the use of the technique of the unsaid that is deployed by the ephemeral newspapers is 
heavily exploited by Sade, both in La Nouvelle Justine and Histoire de Juliette. As Sade acquired his 
literary notoriety first and foremost through his extensive catalogues of tortures and murders, drawing on 
techniques used during the Old Regime and from all over the world in an attempt to fulfill the famous 
phrase at the end of La Philosophie dans le boudoir “Tout est dit,” the frequent occurrences of the unsaid 
may be surprising.135 Nevertheless, beyond its literary value, the unsaid in Sade shares a similar function 
with its use in the revolutionary ephemeral press, by implying a horror that surpasses description and by 
producing an accumulative effect, creating the impression of a greater totality that surpasses the bounds 
of narration. The contrast between its use in Histoire de Juliette and La Nouvelle Justine exposes 
however the limits of the first person narration: with the private access to the character’s interiority, the 
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unsaid becomes less frightening. As the first-person confessional narrative is supposed to reveal all the 
revolutionary monster’s nefarious deeds to the public, there is less reason to suppress detail. With the 
narration in the third person, however, what is unknown may stay unknown, and thus remains truly 
terrifying. In trying to say all and denounce all in an authentic manner, the first-person narrative may in 
the end say too much. 
 In Histoire de Juliette, the unsaid is on the most basic level a literary technique, drawing on 
sentimentalist novels of the era in which the emotions of a character or the beauty of a person or object 
are impossible to describe in that they surpass the limits of language. They thus acquire hyperbolic status 
through the stated refusal to attempt description. Whereas this technique normally occurs to describe the 
object of a character’s affections or the boundless capacities of his love, in Juliette sentimental hyperbole 
is perverted into describing libidinous states, for example in the scene with Juliette and Clairwil: “et notre 
délire à l’une et l’autre devint impossible à peindre.”136 Sade transforms with dark humor the formula 
normally introducing indescribable virtue and beauty in Juliette’s description of the witch La Durand : “On 
ne se peint point l’ardeur de l’imagination de cette femme, la saleté de ses propos, le décousement [sic] 
original de ses idées luxurieuses, le désordre, en un mot, qui régnait dans toute sa personne, établi par 
l’incroyable chaleur de ses passions.”137 Sentimentalist waxing often juxtaposes sexual delight with 
criminal acts: “On ne se peint point la légèreté avec laquelle ces bourreaux travaillent, et l’on se forme 
encore moins d’idée de l’excès des douleurs et de la violence des cris de la victime.”138  
Beyond its function as a parody of sentimentalist hyperbole, the unsaid serves the traditional role 
of piquing the interest of the public so that they keep listening or reading. The minister Saint-Fond’s 
mysterious ritual with his future victim in a closed room creates a suspense for the public modeled by 
Juliette, to whom Saint-Fond forbids access to this knowledge in the following terms: “Ne lui faites aucune 
question sur ce qui vient de se passer; j’ai des raisons, sans doute, pour que vous l’ignoriez, dès que je 
vous le cache […].”139 Despite this initial reticence, fifty pages later he confesses to Juliette and Clairwil 
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the details of the ritual that he engages in with his future victim.140 On the most basic level, this delayed 
divulgation creates interest and ties together different episodes of the novel. Furthermore, however, it 
creates different levels of accessibility to knowledge. As a powerful minister, Saint-Fond is privy to 
information that he hides and discloses at will. As libertines, Juliette (and Clairwil) may be temporarily 
thwarted from accessing this knowledge, but eventually acquire it, and participate in its disclosure or 
suppression as well on other occasions, as we will soon see. The reader, however, is in a dependent 
state: limited to Juliette’s knowledge, he is nevertheless at her whim concerning the knowledge she is 
willing to share. 
The most common use of the unsaid occurs when the narrator explicitly suppresses details of 
torture and murder in order to amplify the horror of the act, by implying that what is left unsaid must 
surpass the incredibly horrific details that are shared. The differences in narrative voice influence to a 
large degree the success of this technique. In Juliette, the first-person narration means that the narrator is 
privy to the details she hides, and oftentimes her subsequent comments attenuate the horror that the 
unknowable is intended to instill in the public. In one episode, Juliette claims to liberate her public’s 
imagination to imagine the greatest horror conceivable, only to furnish details that by curbing the potential 
scope of the scene, limit to a certain extent the full potential scope of horror: “Je vous laisse à penser de 
quelle violence elles devaient être: le sang, élancé de partout, jaillissait comme ces pluies fines, 
éparpillées par de grands vents [...].”141 At other times, the suppression of horrific details does not invite 
the speculation of an even greater level of horror, but rather implies that the details are unimportant: “—
Suis-moi, Juliette,’ dit Clairwil en emmenant le jeune homme dans un cabinet voisin… et là, comme des 
bacchantes effrénées, nous faisons expirer ce malheureux jeune homme, dans tout ce que la férocité 
peut imaginer de plus cruel et de plus raffiné.”142 The suppression of specifics in favor of a generalized 
barbarity and refinement render almost banal the violence, communicating a borderline fatigue of details 
and repetition by favoring overarching descriptions instead. In the end, in a narrative brimming with 
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torture and horror, since the narrator is already aware of the scope and minutiae of the events and her 
immediate public is just as libertine as she, the fact that she suppresses details tends to imply their 
repetitiveness rather than increase their horror, for in that case they would be worthy of mention. 
In La Nouvelle Justine, however, the suppression of details produces an altogether different 
effect. As the story is recounted from the perspective of a third-person subjective narrator whose insight 
appears limited to predictable phenomena like unmasking deceptive libertines and occasionally 
foreseeing future events in Justine’s life, the unknown is truly unknown. Certain closed spaces and 
hidden rituals or ceremonies that occur in these secret locations remain hidden. Furthermore, since they 
appear to be reserved for the most terrifying rituals, they may truly claim to surpass the horrors that fill the 
novel’s pages. During Justine’s initiation into Sainte-Marie-des-Bois, the long-time resident Omphale, 
charged with instructing Justine to the rules and ways of the monastery, does not possess knowledge of 
everything: “Des six autres cabinets, il en est deux où jamais aucun sujet du sérail n’entre; nous en 
ignorons absolument l’usage […].”143 The ultimate ritual of réforme at Sainte-Marie-des-Bois, during which 
the monks kill through unspeakable means a member of the harem is magnified in scope through two 
separate instances of the unsaid. As fully initiated into all aspects of life at Sainte-Marie-des-Bois, 
Omphale has attended one of these ceremonies; and yet, in recognition of Justine’s sensitivities, she 
spares her the details of the ultimate ritual in a short narrative already brimming with horrific catalogues of 
duties and punishments: “Je fus admise avec un jeune homme à la cérémonie de cette dernière 
jouissance dont je viens de parler: on n’imagine pas les horreurs que Jérôme se permit avec cette pauvre 
fille, tout ce qu’il lui fit faire, tout ce qu’il exigea d’elle; assez forte pour conserver son sang-froid, elle n’en 
eut que plus à souffrir.”144 The anxiety generated by the accumulation of greater and greater torturous 
punishments culminates with this one which remains unspoken, thus producing a monstrous and 
terrifying unknown. When it comes time for the first réforme of Justine’s tenure at Sainte-Marie-des-Bois, 
she is not permitted to attend, thus keeping the ultimate ritual of torture and murder hidden from Justine, 
the reader, and possibly even the narrator.145 Even when Justine is at last admitted to a réforme, the final 
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acts of the ritual are left undisclosed, though the narrator appears to possess some level of knowledge of 
the proceedings, which he then leaves veiled:  
Tous les yeux se portèrent alors sur les deux victimes. Qu’on nous permette de jeter un voile sur les 
atrocités qui terminèrent ces exécrables orgies. Notre plume serait insuffisante à les peindre, et nos 
lecteurs trop compatissants pour les écouter de sang-froid. Qu’ils se contentent de savoir que les 
supplices durèrent six heures, pendant lesquelles tout ce que la cruauté put imaginer de plus féroce fut 
employé, mêlé d’épisodes lascifs, d’un tel genre de monstruosité, que jamais les Nérons ni les Tibères ne 
purent rien inventer de semblable.146 
The accumulation of an already terrifying experience at Sainte-Marie-des-Bois, which could arguably 
pass for the most physically and psychologically horrific of the entire La Nouvelle Justine, along with the 
suppression of the details by Omphale and then by the narrator transforms the ritual of réforme into an 
event whose unspeakable horrors must surpass the rest of the book. By clearly stating in La Nouvelle 
Justine that everything is not said, paradoxically Sade succeeds in saying everything, since any gaps in 
elaborated possibilities can merely be attributed to the space covered by the explicit acknowledgement of 
suppressed details and episodes. That Sade uses this technique in Juliette to a less potent effect, to 
emphasize the repetitive nature of violent orgies, ridicules the same rhetorical strategy deployed by the 
anonymous pamphleteers and journalists of the Old Regime and early revolutionary period. 
 
 In one last but striking parallel, like the constantly evolving factions with deadly results on former 
comrades, many of the libertines in Juliette end up destroying each other. Juliette turns on Madame de 
Donis, Clairwil and Juliette kill their former partner Olympe de Borghèse, La Durand provokes Juliette into 
poisoning Clairwil, and Noirceuil destroys Saint-Fond in order to take his position and power. As 
incarnations of the revolutionary enemy through their discourse; participation in denunciation, 
dissimulation, and self-disclosure; and violent behavior, they cannot help but be destroyed because the 
inevitable outcome of the denounced subject is destruction. Even Juliette, once the narrative of her 
crimes is over, the narrator passes immediately to her death: “On partit dès le lendemain; les plus grands 
succès couronnèrent dix ans nos héros. Au bout de ce temps, la mort de Mme de Lorsange la fit 
disparaître de la scène du monde, comme s’évanouit ordinairement tout ce qui brille sur la terre […].”147 
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Just as in the clandestine press, when there are no more crimes to recount, everything has been said and 
the narrative must end.  
 Histoire de Juliette thus draws on the stereotype of the revolutionary monster, in all of its 
bloodthirsty, irredeemable, and duplicitously criminal horror, and presents a hyperbolic parody of this 
figure. Sade parades these monsters of the revolutionary imagination through the pages of Juliette (with 
certain characteristics appearing in La Nouvelle Justine as well), carrying this figure to monumental 
proportions beyond the imagination of the anonymous journalists and pamphleteers of the revolutionary 
press. Parodying the style of textual construction and the unsaid, he exposes the ultimate horror of a 
monster existing in a dystopian version of the pamphleteers’ righteous universe, in which revolutionary 




On May 19, 2014, the satirical Borowitz Report on the New Yorker website issued the following alert: 
Former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton is an evil genius capable of masterminding the most elaborate 
cover-up in U.S. history and is also a frail old woman with brain damage, leading Republicans charged on 
Sunday. 
Republican National Committee Chairman Reince Priebus led the attack while appearing on NBC’s “Meet 
the Press,” where he said that the American people should be wary of electing a woman who is capable of 
orchestrating the complex conspiracy to whitewash Benghazi while, at the same time, being too old, 
feeble, and brain damaged to serve in the Oval Office. 
[…] 
Mr. Priebus said he saw “no contradiction” between the portrayals of Secretary Clinton as an evil 
mastermind and a brain-damaged crone, explaining, “The one part of Secretary Clinton’s brain that works 
perfectly well is the part that creates elaborate cover-ups, and that is the part of her brain that is currently 
covering up the fact that she is brain damaged.”1 
 
Satirizing Republicans’ contradictory public criticisms of Hillary Clinton, the humorist blogger strikingly 
notes the opposing allegations: denouncing her on the one hand for a massive cover-up following the 
attacks on the American Consulate in Benghazi, Libya on September 11, 2012, they simultaneously 
argue that her age and a suspected brain injury mean that she is unfit for the presidency. Other elements 
of hyperbole cast the denunciation in a dark light: Hillary Clinton is not only evil but an evil genius, the 
cover-up is described through the superlative most elaborate, and as the mastermind she holds ultimate 
responsibility for the tragic events. At the same time, she cannot be a true political threat, as her frailty, 
advanced age, and brain damage paint her as being in an extremely vulnerable state, both in body and in 
mind. Through the manipulations of the satirist, these two parallel discourses are juxtaposed and 
ridiculed, as the Chairman is made to recognize the phenomenon and to claim that no contradiction 
actually exists between the two. 
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 Different time, different country. There are important differences between the denunciations 
examined in previous chapters and this parody of American Republican discourse on a potential political 
opponent. The cultural and political contexts surrounding these texts are drastically different, and media 
and print culture has undergone its own revolutions that have radically transformed the way citizens read 
and consume news. It is not my aim here to launch into a detailed investigation of how authors separated 
by time, space, and culture construct a denunciation of a perceived political threat. And yet, it is striking to 
see that so many of the same elements that are used to denounce someone like the Duc d’Orléans in 
1793 are still just as relevant for modern political parties to use to discredit their opponents: an evil 
nature, conspiracy, dissimulation, and a difficult-to-resolve contradiction between two drastically different 
arguments. In the case of the Private Life against Orléans, this tension is partially reconciled through the 
existence of co-conspirators; in the satire of the Borowitz Report, the resolution is made through the 
existence of two separate and radically different parts of the brain. That these techniques persist, even as 
they are coopted into different genres, languages, and situations indicates that they serve a need that 
transcends one traumatic period. 
 Denunciation does not end with the French Revolution and is hardly unique to this period: it 
marks times of national crisis and civil strife, such as Soviet Russia, Nazi Germany and Vichy France, but 
also everyday society, in the forms of police snitches and whistleblowers.2 As the satire of the Borowitz 
Report illustrates, read in the context of accusatory texts over two hundred years earlier, denunciation 
endures, but perhaps more interestingly, so do many of its themes and techniques. We can ask ourselves 
why these strategies have proved so resilient to the passing of time, traversing the many subsequent 
upheavals and transformations that have occurred since the fall of Robespierre in 1794. What do the 
different literary techniques identified from the revolutionary period offer to the discourse of denunciation 
that make them so potent for modern society? How do narrative voice, hyperbole, and contradictory 
arguments produce such a virulent message and persuasive impact? These are all broad questions that I 
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can only hope to sketch out a response to here, but that are nonetheless important in how they 
underscore the stakes involved in denunciation. 
 Manipulations of narrative perspective, as I have previously shown, can permit the revelation of 
the target’s interiority to unmask secret conspiracies and motivations, mounting written platforms that 
mimic judicial interrogations and judgment procedures. They can also implicitly be broadened to include 
the readers, who are expected to learn from the example of the denounced object and change their 
behavior accordingly if necessary. The adoption of the first-person voice is particularly appealing for the 
writer and potentially effective for the reading public. By speaking “for” the target, the author is 
empowered to attribute to the former whatever motivations or reasoning he chooses. The appeal of the 
play with perspective is that it enables the author to control the target and to implicitly encourage certain 
solutions for dealing with him. In the Essais historiques, Marie-Antoinette’s first-person confession 
confirms and authenticates the most dreadful and hyperbolic accusations against the queen, proving that 
the wildest fears of the revolutionaries of bloodthirsty aristocratic monsters conspiring against the 
wellbeing of France are accurate. By certifying that her acts are deliberate and a source of voluptuous 
pleasure for her, the queen re-casts the conflicts of the Revolution into a radicalized battle of good 
against pure evil, and removes the possibility of peaceful resolution. Drastic measures are thus required 
and justified. For such a monster as Marie-Antoinette, nonviolent solutions to remove her from power are 
not an option; only force and bloodshed will destroy the threat that she poses to France. Following in the 
famous literary footsteps of the reviled queen, Sade’s heroine Juliette and her fellow libertines parody the 
first-person confession of monstrosity over a thousand pages, never tiring of elaborating gruesome plots 
of mass destruction, delighting in their dissimulation, and proudly declaring their monstrous and 
irredeemable nature.  
 Hyperbole and the presentation of contradictory arguments in the portrait of the object of the 
denunciation permit the author to ostracize the target and justify his opinion of this person by any and all 
means possible. This occurs even when the different reasons proffered to support the allegations are in 
complete opposition. The recourse to hyperbole serves to highlight the urgency and the necessity of the 
denunciation. As crimes and bad behavior are everyday occurrences in normal times, and even more so 
in periods of revolution, the author is compelled to explain why the targeted individual (or specific group) 
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merits the public’s attention. Transforming complex issues such as Old Regime finances and ministerial 
despotism into concrete imagery of vampirism and oubliettes, accusations become repetitive and 
denunciatory portraits are forced to become radicalized in order to make their target emerge from the 
throngs of villains. Moreover, in the case of popular targets such as Marie-Antoinette, any new 
“biographer” not only has to distinguish her from other revolutionary monsters, but also from previous 
vicious portraits of herself. The queen’s lavish tastes are therefore not just contributing to the dire state of 
the French treasury; rather, she wants to devastate France and drink the blood of the French from their 
skulls. Contradictory arguments can be seen in part as a consequence of this profusion of hyperbole. 
Tellingly, these oppositions rest on the dichotomy of the monster and the human being: in the case of 
Orléans, he is literally a monstrous aberration but also thoroughly mediocre and ordinary. The human 
must re-emerge, otherwise the target would appear as an unstoppable divine incarnation of evil, the 
denunciation of whom serves no practical purpose. The contradictory arguments serve to illustrate the 
exceptional nature of the denunciation and why it should be listened to, while also showing that the 
situation can be changed with the support of the public. 
 These literary and rhetorical techniques were potent at the end of the eighteenth century, and 
they continue to mark our contemporary political discourse and our view of the political realm. During the 
Revolution, however, they acquired a particularly deadly power. A culture of the Old Regime that 
grounded social hierarchy and political legitimacy in honor and a strong desire for transparency in the 
public sphere meant that denunciation could be a powerful tool to wage political struggles and to 
comprehend the newly expanded public space. The reach of this accusatory speech expanded with the 
freeing of the presses, but defamatory words fell into a space that contemporaries did not yet know how 
to efficiently and effectively regulate. While decrees such as the infamous 1793 Law of Suspects 
attempted to deal with the threat of calumnious speech, many proved to be more deadly and more 
instrumental to the excesses of the Revolutionary Tribunal and the Terror than effective guards against 
calumny. In the revolutionaries’ battles over language and concerns over its instability and potential to be 
misused, literary techniques exposing or involving interiority, dissimulation, narrative voice, and the 
positioning of the reader were deployed to participate in political struggles and to claim a voice in the 
public sphere.  
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My overall goal in these past chapters has been to explore and describe how the exploitation of 
literary techniques by journalists, pamphleteers, and authors during the period of the French Revolution 
contributed to the radicalization of discursive practices of denunciation and the figures of the author-
narrator, the target of the attack, and the imagined reader. I have aimed to show the problems that these 
writers faced in denouncing, and how they attempted to resolve these issues. Nevertheless, I hope that 
despite the differences in era and culture, the analyses of material from over two centuries ago, some of it 
long forgotten and little studied, may lead to further reflections on how we as a society denounce, how we 
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